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ABSTRACT

Aronsson, Inga-Lill, 2002. Negotiating Involuntary Resettlement. A study of local bargaining
during the construction of the Zimapån dam. Occasional Papers 17, Uppsala universitet.
332 pp. Uppsala. ISBN 91-506-1537-8

This dissertation seeks to present and analyze the negotiation process between the Mexican
Power Board (CFE) and the peasants of Ejido Vista Hermosa, who were displaced by the
building of the Zimapån dam in central Mexico. I use these negotiations as a focal point to
identify the strategies, the reasoning, the priorities, and the conflicts of interest of the two main
actors in the resettlement project. 1 try to grasp and describe some of the items, events and
transformations that made up the negotiations during the implementation phase. My attempts
have been to show how highly dynamic, multileveled and multifaceted the negotiation process
was and how profound and extensive the impacts were in the resettled peasant society. Further¬
more, I also demonstrate how a powerful national institution, the CFE, was affected by the
process and that an unexpected and dynamic field of social interaction developed between the
main actors during the most intense period of the implementation phase.

My main conclusion is that the resettled peasants faced a disarticulation of their society.
The experts dismantled their society and chopped it up into small defined units (economic,
political, social) with an emphasis on the material aspects (gate for gate, tree for tree). The
peasants' way of life was scrutinized, objectified, quantified and evaluated. It was emptied of
its cultural content and it became abstract and negotiable. The peasants, too, had to take a step
back and look at their society with new eyes. They had to make up their minds, under the severe
time pressure of the technical schedule for the building of the dam, which set the agenda, what
they wanted to do with their future lives. Under these circumstances, they had to negotiate
about cultural key symbols: the river, the land and the trees. This objectification, which was
necessary for the negotiations, seems to have unraveled a delicate underlying socio-cultural
fabric.

Throughout the thesis, 1 have emphasized an ethnographic perspective, even though 1 have
touched upon theoretical issues concerning time and space structures, events and trans¬
formations within the local system. I seek this ethnographic specificity because I see it as a way
out of the simplistic duality of global contra local and as a way to avoid viewing the negotia¬
tions as an inflexible, hierarchical one-way relation.
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ment.
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Preface

In 1992, one early morning before sunrise, I and my little son Albin, took
farewell, of my mother and stepfather, who left in an ambulance, from the
small Mexican town of Tequisquiapan. My mother had broken her knee in
several places. She had been operated on in Tequisquiapan, and after a couple
of weeks of convalescence, the insurance company had sent a doctor from
Copenhagen, to bring her home to Uppsala. My parents had accompanied me
and Albin to Mexico for a few months, to help me initiate my research on the
resettlement project of the Zimapån dam in the state of Querétaro. When they
left, and I knew that I would be alone in Mexico with my two-year-old son for
the next eight months, doing research in the mountains, among strange people,
on a scary project, I was for a moment overwhelmed. I wondered how I had
gotten into this situation in the first place. But life goes on, and being the
practical person that I am, Albin and I went to the market and ordered a
wonderful Mexican breakfast and finished it off with a big cup of drinking
chocolate (the real stuff!). And so, in March 1992, we came to the valley of
Ejido Vista Hermosa to stay.

My first thanks go to the people of Ejido Vista Hermosa, and especially to
the inhabitants of the village of Rancho Nuevo. They took care of me and
Albin in so many ways; they encouraged me, helped me with everyday
practical stuff, made me feel at home, took care of me when I was sick, made
sure that nothing happened to my son, and — not least — they answered my
questions with great patience, and they did all this when their own way of life
was severely threatened. I will only mention your first names: Rosalina,
Livoria, Armando, 'Mago', Rosalba, Alejandra, Nestora, Aaron, Benjamin,
Brokoro, Geremias, Francisca, Maria Carmen, Cenorina, Roberto, Florencio,
Catalina, Damasio, Juana, Amparo, Sofia, Juan, Alicia, Rafael, Fabiola, Maria
Eugenia and Genaro. I am sorry that I cannot mention all of you, but I will
always remember you with gratefulness.

In Mexico, I would also like to thank Dr. Scott Robinson at the
Universidad Autonoma Metropolitana. Scott's home was a sanctuary during
fieldwork! I also benefited from the discussions with his students. The local
CFE staff in the camp of Rancho Nuevo also contributed greatly to this study
with their knowledge, experience and friendship.
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In the United States, I am most indebted to Dr. Theodore E. Downing at the
University of Arizona. He introduced me to this study and he forced me to
sharpen my thoughts and writing, which has not been a painless process from
either side, I think. Ted has read and commented upon earlier versions of this
thesis. I also have had the great opportunity to meet Dr. Thayer Scudder at the
California Institute of Technology in Pasadena. Dr. Scudder devoted a whole
day to me, when he shared his long experience of resettlement and listened to
my theoretical and ethnographic problems with this thesis. Dr. William
Partridge and Dr. Michael Cernea, who were at the World Bank when this
study began, have also contributed intellectually to my work.

In Spain, I would like to thank my friend Dr. Teresa Tapada Berteli at the
Universitat Autonoma de Barcelona. I have benefited so much from Teresa's
own work on urban resettlement.

In Sweden, I would like to thank my old tutor and friend Dr. Claes Corlin
at the Department of Social Anthropology at the University of Gothenburg.
Claes has always without hesitation supported me intellectually and morally,
urging me to continue my work.

My colleagues at the Department of Cultural Anthropology and Ethnology
at Uppsala University have all, in one way or the other, contributed to this
work. I thank colleagues at the Higher Seminar for their comments on earlier
versions of the thesis. I would like to thank my first advisor Dr. Ing-Britt
Trankell for her great efforts to understand my work. My friend and colleague,
Dr. Juan Carlos Gumucio has read the entire manuscript. I am most grateful
for his insightful discussions at the final seminar. He also helped me with the
Latin names of the plants and the Spanish text. My doctoral fellows and
friends Birgitta Lindgren and Marie Perruchon have been there for me, ready
for many challenging discussions about anthropology and the academic life.
Enid Nelson, friend and colleague, has strongly improved my English, she has
read the whole manuscript carefully, and she has always been prepared to
discuss any matters concerning any topic at any time of the day! A true
anthropologist.

I am deeply indebted to my advisor, Dr. Jan-Åke Alvarsson. He has read
and commented upon all the chapters of the present work and in many ways
he has helped me to sharpen my argumentation and to recognize important
parts of my ethnography. I also would like to thank professor Hugh Beach,
who has read and given me valuable comments on earlier drafts, as well as on
the final manuscript. I also would like to thank my colleague, Dr. Birgitta
Meurling, who has become a dear friend, and whose intellectual capacity I
admire. Thanks also to Thomas Axelsson Meurling. Thomas took the three of
us to the Opera when we needed a break, and he has patiently listened to our
discussions about our recent research interests. Jonatan Alvarsson has done the

layout, and he has introduced me to the secrets of making a book. Thank you.
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This work, however, would have been difficult to have finished without the
support of my family and friends outside academia. My mother Siv Carlsson
and stepfather Ingemar Carlsson, not only shared Mexico with me, but they
have given me and Albin their constant support. I have known that whatever
happens, they will always be there for us. My brother, Ingemar Aronsson and
his family have always made sure that I had a life outside research by inviting
me to family celebrations. My father Sven Aronsson, has given me practical
assistance, music and fresh fruit from the garden. Erik and Barbro Lundquist,
Albin's grandparents, have always helped me with Albin and they have shared
their life with ours. I also would like to say thanks to Ines Grote Stipp, my best
friend from Munich, who died of cancer in May 2001. My thanks also to my
dear friend Kim Kunasek Oei with family who since 1985 has given me
shelter, warmth and fun whenever I turned up in Arizona. Also in Arizona, my
friend Mike Koullias, 'the Greek' never missed an opportunity to deliver one
of his crazy and life-giving jokes when I was there.

This thesis I dedicate to my beloved son Albin Aronsson. Albin has shared
Mexico with me, he has lived in several countries under long periods of time.
He is the person who most closely has seen his mother's struggle with this
work. Albin, you are my joy, my everything. Thank you.

For financial support, I thank SAREC (Swedish Agency for Research Co¬
operation with Developing Countries), The Göransson-Sandviken Foundation,
The Helge Ax:son Johnsons Foundation, The Swedish-American Foundation,
The Swedish Institute and Rector at Uppsala University.

For the scientific names of the plants in the thesis, I have followed
Mabberly (1997).

Uppsala, December 2001
Inga-Lill Aronsson
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In February 1993, nine months before the resettlement, a group of women and
I are talking at the village's bakery down in the valley of Ejido Vista Hermosa.
A transport bus from Comisiön Federal de Electricidad (CFE) stops and
Rosalina gets off and comes over to us. We all look at her with surprise
because she is covered with white dust. She has just got a job in the new
village and this was her first day at work. She and a group of ten young
women clean the excess cement from the chimneys and the window frames of
the new houses. It is a hard, but nevertheless, desirable job because there are
so few job opportunities in the area. To be part of the group, every member
has to pay a weekly kickback from her wages to the foreman. Rosalina takes
off her shawl, shakes her long black hair, which now is covered with dust,
buys a sweet roll and says "We used to live in paradise. After this we are to
live in hell." The women nod in consent and for a while longer we stand there
together in silence.

In April 1997, three and a half-years after the resettlement, Benjamin, a
former member of the peasants' negotiation committee, welcomes me to his
new house on the plateau. I have returned to the new village to continue my
research. We sit down at the kitchen table and his mother gives us freshly
made tortillas, beans and beer. We enjoy the food; and bask in the silence;
feeling comfortable in one another's company, we are able to bridge the time
that has passed and to rejoin in mutual memories. After a while, Benjamin
looks me in the eyes and says "Now they should have resettled us, now we
have the experience to negotiate."

There is a fundamental contradiction in negotiating involuntary resettle¬
ment. The people of Ejido Vista Hermosa, displaced by the Zimapån dam
project, realize this paradox. For the peasants resettlement was, to use a
common development phrase, a 'lesson learned'. Unlike the resettlement
experts and the engineers, they will probably never again need to use this
hard-earned lived experience. They will, however, have to live and cope with
the outcomes of the four years of intense negotiations that they had with the
Comisiön Federal de Electricidad from 1989 to 1993.

In this study I seek to present and analyze the negotiation process between
the CFE and the peasants who were displaced by the building of the Zimapån
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hydroelectric dam in central Mexico. I use these negotiations as a focal point
to identify the strategies, agendas and conflicts of interest of the two main
actors in the resettlement project. I try to grasp and describe some of the items,
events and transformations that made up the negotiations and to analyze the
social field created between the two main parties during the implementation
phase.

An unequal power relationship existed between the two parties in the
Zimapån project. One party, the CFE, had prior resettlement experience, skills
and defined objectives that the other lacked. The peasants and the CFE
therefore never participated on equal terms in the negotiations. Since the
concept of'equality' was never on the agenda, the existing 'inequality' could
never be reconciled.1

'Participation', as it was practiced in Zimapån, could not solve the problem
of'inequality'. This inequality is nowhere more obvious than in the negotia¬
tions to determine the date when the people would move2 from their villages.
As in every dam project with a resettlement component, the date of this move
was the crucial negotiation issue. The peasants in Zimapån naturally wanted
to delay the move and the CFE wanted to execute it as quickly as possible.
The date of the move is central for the technical time schedule of the dam and

any delays are associated with high economic costs. Dam building is a
business, not a social enterprise, and the first question the head engineer
always asks the resettlement expert is, "When will the people be out of the
reservoir area?" (Downing 1998:personal communication)

Research has shown that the majority of resettled societies in the world
have been unable to re-establish their previous economic level after the
displacement (Cernea 1994c). Reasons for this have been sought in lack of
local participation, planning, monitory resources and political will. Zimapån
was meant to be a World Bank model project of resettlement. However,
despite good intentions, professional input, planning, monitoring, local
participation and high costs this model project not only generated unexpected
and confusing results but it also was impaired by some of the 'classic'
problems of resettlement. Zimapån became one of the most expensive
resettlements in the world. The problems encountered in Zimapån almost seem
to be endemic to resettlement projects all over the world. I believe that by
focusing on the negotiation process as it unfolded in Zimapån, we may arrive
at a deeper understanding of the 'ground rules' in these kinds of projects.
Numerous case studies have demonstrated that resettlement projects have great
similarities throughout the world. Nevertheless, despite the well-known
negative consequences of resettlement, we still lack studies of the negotiations
that explicitly focus on the strategies, agendas, items negotiated, conflicts of
interest between, and within, the parties during the implementation phase from
a very close, local and independent perspective. In a study made after the
completion of Zimapån, the World Bank (1996) requested knowledge about
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participation during the implementation phase. It is my hope that the present
study will provide a good deal of the knowledge requested.

Although I do not aspire to develop a resettlement theory in this work, I do
regard it as a first step towards such a tool. Leopoldo Bartolomé argues that
"In order to progress towards a relocation theory we need more detailed
studies about the behavior of affected peoples at different stages in the
development of a project" (1993:110). Although I agree with this claim, I
would emphasize that it is not enough to focus only on the affected party. It
is equally necessary to include the affecting party in the analysis and to study
the social relations, the in-between-space, created between the parties during
the implementation phase. I seek this ethnographic specificity because I see
it as a way out of the simplistic duality of global contra local, and as a way to
avoid viewing the negotiations as an inflexible hierarchical one-way relation
between the parties.

Social Disarticulation and Negotiation

Involuntary displacement increases the risk of social, cultural and economic
impoverishment. This has been established by the Oxford Technical Findings
of 1996 as well as by resettlement researchers such as Micheal Cernea (1996a,
1996b) and Theodore E. Downing (1996a). Few resettlement projects have
been called 'successful' (cf. Partridge 1993). Instead, a similar pattern has
evolved in resettlement after resettlement, worldwide. This social phenomenon
is identified as 'social disarticulation' by Cernea (1994a: 11-12). Cernea
discusses how social and economic support systems are affected by
resettlement, but he does not define the above concept. Downing, on the other
hand, defines it in the following way:

Vital social networks and life-support mechanisms for families are
weakened or dismantled. Authority systems are debilitated or collapse.
Groups lose their capacity to self-manage. The society suffers a demon¬
strable reduction in its capacity to copy with uncertainty. It becomes
qualitatively less than its previous self. The people may physically persist
but the community that was is no more. Social scientists have not reached
agreement on what to call this social phenomenon which haunts invol¬
untary resettlement, but I prefer to use Cernea's terminology — social
disarticulation (Downing 1996a:34).

'Social disarticulation', and similar concepts and descriptions, for example,
'erosion of a society's cultural inventory', 'cultural defense mechanism',
'break of the normative machinery', 'socioeconomic collapse', 'social
institutions have trembled and cracked', 'village unity has eroded' are
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frequently used in the resettlement literature. These concepts entail the idea
that a society consists of units, integrated in a system, which may fall apart
from within under severe strain, or stress.3 The use of such concepts also
discloses a theoretical view of society that is deeply rooted in structuralist-
functionalist theories of society.

'Falling apart from within' makes perfect sense from a local perspective if
one has lived through an implementation phase with intense negotiations and
destruction of the natural landscape as have the peasants in the Zimapån dam
project.4 They experienced that every aspect of their lives became negotiable.
Their society was dismantled by the experts and chopped up in small defined
units: economic, political and social. The emphasis was on material aspects
and the peasants' way of life was scrutinized, objectified, quantified and
evaluated. It was emptied of its cultural content, isolated from all sentiments,
it became abstract and negotiable. Many discussions about their way of life
with the experts as well as the thoughts, dreams and verbalizations of the
people themselves appear to have affected the peasants' trust in their reality.
(The residents discussed their society and culture in a way, I believe, that they
had never discussed or thought about it before). The objectification necessary
for the negotiations seem to have unraveled a delicate underlying socio-
cultural fabric. Here we encounter a paradox: local participation and expert
knowledge were developed to mitigate the pain of displacement, but it seems
that in their present forms they also contributed to the undermining of the
culture. It is possible that insufficient attention is being paid to the identifica¬
tion and reconstruction of more intangible sociocultural assets, assets that are
the 'glue' of society. In Zimapån both parties found it necessary to objectify
life (society) in the valley. 'The life' lived in the valley had to be made negoti¬
able and both parties paid much attention to its quantification. In this process,
however, something happened; the society was reduced to something less than
it had been and lost its qualitative content. Feelings, sentiments, preferences
and key symbols bound to the cultural and natural landscape were not
considered. The World Bank's 1998 version of resettlement policies (OP 4.12)
will reinforce this lack of understanding if they insist on keeping the assertion
that "losses arising from sentimental attachment are beyond the scope of this
policy". (See Chapter 2.)

Definition of 'Negotiation'
The basic negotiation principles in resettlement are: (i) replace what is lost and
(ii) treat all resettlements equally. Furthermore, negotiations in involuntary
resettlement (so far) are always preceded by afait accompli decision about the
building of a dam. The contradiction between negotiation, participation and
a fait accompli decision cannot be reconciled with the present form of local
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participation. Horowitz et al (1993:242) use the term 'oxymoronic'.5 An
attempt to deal with this contradiction was the establishment in 1998 of the
International Commission on Large Dams. The commission's members
represent the dam industry, researchers and NGOs. The purpose of the
commission is to overcome the fundamentally contradictory positions of the
parties in dam projects, and to ensure that the people affected are compensated
and treated with dignity in accordance with relevant national laws as well as
with international human right laws. The commission suggests that in the
future only those dams that truly benefit the local people should be built. If
this is accomplished, the involuntary aspects of resettlement could be reduced
(Thayer Scudder 1998:personal communication). The commission's final
report was released in November 2000.

In this work, my point ofdeparture is Fred Charles Iklé's (1968) discussion
on negotiations. He defines negotiations in the following way:

Negotiation is a form of interaction through which individuals, organi¬
zations, and governments explicitly try to arrange (or pretend to do so) a
new combination of some of their common and conflicting interests.... The
term "negotiation" usually refers to the explicit process, with proposals and
counterproposals. "Tacit bargaining" occurs if the parties deliberately
arrange a new combination of common and conflicting interests through
hints and guesswork, without explicitly proposing terms of agreement.
Tacit bargaining is of great importance in military confrontation, when
negotiation may be difficult because of incompatible war aims, domestic
opinion, or the lack of diplomatic relations (Iklé 1968:117).

In Zimapån the negotiations consisted of both the explicit process and tacit
bargaining (common in a war situation), as well as of symbolic elements and
expressions, for example, the role of the Devil as a cultural mediator (cf.
Rubinstein & Foster 1988).

Iklé (1968) identifies two ways of analyzing negotiations: (i) by studying
the interaction of some basic choices made by the parties and (ii) by studying
certain basic strategies. Two basic strategies are identified — commitments
and threats. Moreover, he states that the parties are not unitary decision
makers, but have to negotiate among themselves in each setting. The parties
also try to improve their future bargaining strength. Iklé also mentions that the
negotiations may have side effects that were not considered in the regular
negotiations. He does not, however, specify any reason for not considering
them. In the Zimapån case, I identified two such side effects. (See Chapter 7).

Iklé claims further that there is a "fluidity of the rules that regulate the way
in which the parties conduct negotiations" (1968:119), that these rules are not
enforceable, and that they are often violated. There is also an "instability" in
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the negotiations because each party has to evaluate its position, progress
regularly, and seek its "break-even point", which shifts in the course of
negotiation. He concludes that the "...parties change their goals while they are
engaged in negotiations" (1968:120).

This definition of'negotiation' assumes equality between the parties. The
negotiations in Zimapån showed all of the above features except for the
specific point that the peasants could never improve their bargaining strength.
For each agreement they accepted, they came closer to the day of the physical
move and a resultant powerlessness. Despite this disadvantageous position,
they managed to acquire negotiation skills that could be interpreted as a
position of power within the social field that was created between them and
the CFE.

Synopsis of the Thesis
This thesis is organized in eight chapters including the present one that aims
to introduce the reader to the subject of negotiations in resettlement. In my
analysis of the negotiation process certain key concepts crystallized such as
'equality', 'power', 'rhetoric', 'social disarticulation', 'social intermediate
field ofrelations' and 'spatial and temporal transformations'. It is around these
concepts that I have woven my interpretations of the negotiation process in
this ethnography.

Chapter 2 presents an overview of the research on resettlement and of the
most common theoretical models used in this field. The World Bank

guidelines on resettlement are also briefly discussed. They had a real impact
on the Zimapån project by forcing the CFE to reorganize their internal
organization with the aim of turning this project into a full-fledged
participatory model project. I also give an introduction to the Mexican
resettlement research. Mexican scientists have conducted research on

resettlement since the 1940s. They have done pioneer work and resettlement
is today a regular subject in anthropological studies at, for example, Univer-
sidadAutonoma Metropolitana in Mexico City.

Chapter 3 situates the peasants of Ejido Vista Hermosa in their regional
history and shows how the ejido, and the three larger villages Rancho Nuevo,
Vista Hermosa and La Vega came to exist in time and space. I also introduce
the Zimapån dam project with some of its local and global characteristics. The
purpose is to paint a picture of the scene so that the reader can get a holistic
view of the area, the people and the project. The chapter lays the foundation
for an understanding of the outcomes of the negotiations, which I describe and
analyze in Chapters 6 and 7.

Chapters 4 and 5 analyze the negotiation process in Zimapån as it enfolded
during the implementation phase. I ask basic questions: Who negotiated?
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What was negotiated? When was it negotiated (the temporal frame)? How was
it negotiated? In another words, I try to contextualize the negotiations to make
intelligible what the two parties actually negotiated about. These basic
questions reveal strategies, agendas, conflicts of interest and inequalities
between the CFE and the peasants. One could argue that some ofthe strategies
identified, such as mapping, quantification, the building of roads, the
transformation of nature (blasting tunnels into the mountains, cutting down
trees), objectifications ofthe cultural and natural landscape (all associated with
space) have similarities to the methods the Spaniards used during colonization
(cf. Fabian 1991:158).6

In Chapter 5 I have divided the negotiation process into three phases. To
divide a process into phases may seem obsolete and misleading to process-
oriented anthropologists, because of difficulties in determining when one
phase ends and the next begins. As have many others, (for example, Teixeira
1996), I have struggled not to be trapped in conventional teleological and
deterministic interpretations of the process, but I have nonetheless found this
division into phases useful for my purposes here. The division I have made is
not transferable to a 'single valid reality' or any emic categorization; it is a
representation of the process based on my interpretations.

Finally, in this chapter I will also discuss negotiated and non-negotiated
items as well as various side effects. Not only did the choice of items
negotiated verify that the materialistic and technical aspects of resettlement
dominated the agenda, they also revealed a pattern of negotiations: the
peasants negotiated time and space matters among themselves; the CFE and
the peasants' representatives negotiated compensation in terms of money and
restitution.

In Chapter 6 I analyze the project-induced temporal and spatial transfor¬
mations of the traditional authority system. Encapsulated in the social-
stratification system (described in Chapter 3) were local time and space
structures expressed in the location of land (space) and the year of land
distribution (time). Each member of the authorities represented a certain social
category in this spatio-temporal scheme. The transformations were multi-
faceted and profound. They followed the negotiation phases and exposed they
choices and internal structural conflicts among the three villages. The
resettlement negotiations petrified the traditional and flexible land tenure
system because of the need to pin-point individual landowners in time and
space to legitimize their compensation rights. In this chapter the focus is on
the changes in the authority pattern, although deeper impacts on the social
structure of new town Bella Vista del Rio are still underway and may be ready
for analysis in a few years.

Chapter 7 deals mainly with the peasants' domestic negotiations — what
kind of options they had, what kind of decisions they were forced to make
within a tight time schedule, and the conflicts they encountered among
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themselves and with the CFE. The focus is on the rebuilding of the new
village and the reconstruction of the houses. In the valley, there were many
types of houses; they differed in form, color and building material. In the new

village, the houses were standardized, and generalized to three types. I have
also included a brief description of the land negotiations, because they were
related to the choice of place. My main purpose with this chapter is to show
how deeply the negotiations affected the society and how they led to an
inescapable sociocultural reconceptualization. This chapter explores the spatial
reconstruction of the community, but this led to questions of solidarity and the
power struggle embedded in former structures.The naming procedure, also
discussed in this chapter, mirrored this struggle.

Finally, in Chapter 8 my attempts have been to tie it all together. I have
summarized my view of what happened in the negotiations, and I have
reflected upon the narrative of the Zimapån resettlement project.

Scope of the Problem

Involuntary resettlement is a giant, global, counter-productive, development
problem. In terms of numbers, the World Bank (1994) estimates that some 10
million people are involuntarily displaced each year because of different
development projects. Of these 10 million, 4 million people are displaced
because of dam constructions. There is an urgent need to understand the
multiple problems and to mitigate the negative consequences for the affected
people for three main reasons. First, current international guidelines and
policies on resettlement, for example, World Bank drafts of 1998 and 1999,
that govern the public sector's projects, are still dominated by economic and
political perspectives. Second, the number of resettlements carried out by the
private-sector development industry is rapidly growing. These projects do not
permit governmental control and monitoring to the same extent as do public
sector projects. Third, although dam buildings may have come to a halt, I am
convinced that resettlement, due to the building of small scale dams, national
parks, urban renewal and resorts will not stop in the near future. I believe it is
important for anthropologists and other social scientists to contribute our
knowledge wherever it is possible, regardless of where we stand on resettle¬
ment.

Methodological Considerations
This study is based on fieldwork, in total 20 months, that was conducted in
February 1992 to May 1993, December 1993, April to May 1994 and April to
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May 1997 in the Ejido Vista Hermosa. During the fieldwork I had access to
the CFE's unpublished reports on Zimapån, unpublished World Bank
documents and INI's (Institute NacionalIndigenista) unpublished monitoring
reports. Further, I have had personal communication with three of the
resettlement experts assigned by the World Bank: Theodore E. Downing,
William Partridge and Scott Guggenheim, as well as with INI's local
monitoring staff and CFE's local staff. Lack of information or an inability to
verify information has not been the problem in this study. Rather the opposite
may have been the case. I discovered early that what are stated as 'hard' facts
in one report could be denied, reevaluated or another 'hard' fact could be
presented about the same issue in another report. The different reports all
presented their data as if they were the only valid and true facts. (This also
happened in conversation with different people). I tried to read as many
reports as possible and I soon discovered discrepancies. This confused me,
until I realized that I was dealing with a construction, a story telling, of the
Zimapån resettlement. Each report, statistic, statement and document con¬
stituted a different form of knowledge about the process, even when they
objectively described the same event or used the same data.71 am not saying,
however, that impoverishment can be explained away as a construction or that
the asymmetrical power relationship does not exist. I am only emphasizing
that we need more data on the negotiations during the implementation process,
and that we must refine our awareness of how we produce, construct and
interpret data.

In Rancho Nuevo, the village where I lived during my first year of
fieldwork, I was initially met with suspicion, as is any outsider. I tried to
overcome that difficulty by daily long walks in the village, along the river,
under the trees and out in the fields. I (and my son) met people, we greeted
them, but nothing happened. They just looked at us. I walked like this for two
weeks. One day an old woman stopped me on the village main street. She
asked me: "Why are you walking? Why don't you take a car as the CFE
people do?" I answered that I wanted to learn to know the village, the river,
the milpas and the mountains. I said that I liked to listen to the birds and the
wind coming through the canyon. I wanted to learn to know the valley as the
valley people knew it. My answer came from my heart as I was raised in the
countryside in Sweden. The old woman looked at me, grabbed my arm, and
said "Very good. Very good." The next day, when I took my daily route, I was
invited into the first house.

After that occasion I had no difficulty being invited to a chat, but con¬
ducting interviews was much harder. The first questions everyone asked me
were whom I represented and who paid me. This was so for both the CFE staff
and the peasants. The villagers were extremely sensitive to any questions
about the relocation, restitution, indemnification, village representatives,
power relations, economic or social stratification, or even family size and
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composition. Moreover, they never wanted to comment on the CFE, the new

village or the resettlement program. In short, they hid anything that they felt
could be used against them. They had become experts in disguise. For
example, one day shortly after my arrival, I sat together with some women in
the village store, talking about daily matters. When I said that the CFE had
planned to inundate the valley already in 1992 (information that I had received
from the local CFE staff), the women became silent and looked at me. I felt
embarrassed and clumsy and tried to cover-up by asking "Didn't you know
that?" A young woman, who later became my friend and assistant said "No,
we don't know anything". The conversation ended and we parted. I went home
and wondered if the women were uninformed or if they had disguised their
knowledge or, if this was an example of cognitive dissonance, a denial of the
dam. It turned out to be a combination of these. The villagers changed their
behavior and form ofconversation as soon as the resettlement team entered the
scene. They exhibited the same behavior they had shown towards me during
my first weeks in the village. Regardless of what the CFE team said or asked,
they always received a pleasant, but insignificant, response. The locals had
become experts in conversation and communication, while they at the same
time disguised their knowledge, information and preferences.

To cope with this situation I used informal, non-structured interviews, in
which I seldom took notes in front of people. I was not allowed to use a tape
recorder. I always stated explicitly, however, that I was there to conduct a

study of the resettlement. I developed quite a memory for details, but it was
extremely exhausting. I asked questions about their life in the valley, and I
often had to change plans or omit questions when I felt it was not the
appropriate time to ask a certain question. Sometimes, I tried to push for an
answer, but the result was that the person returned to his/her previous behavior
of disguise and gave me a polite, but empty answer. The next time I inter¬
viewed that person it was more difficult, because now he/she had become alert
and wondered why I was so interested in that particular question. This way of
working was very time consuming, but any shortcuts would have changed the
information from the people. A step towards greater confidence was taken
when I engaged a group of village girls to help me conduct interviews. I
always combined these interviews with an offer to take a photograph wherever
they preferred. In almost every case they wanted a photograph of their milpa,
which indicated a cultural preference.

Finally, my friend Rosalina, became my assistant and she helped to bridge
the gap. A few months later, when I became nervous that I did not have any
field data, I went to her one early morning with a tight schedule of interviews.
She looked at me and asked "What is this?" I explained and felt quite effective
and proud of myself as a researcher. Rosalina asked me to sit down and asked
"Why do you think that people speak with you? Or even let you into their
houses?" I felt a little bit stupid and said "Because ofyou?" Rosalina laughed
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and said, "Yes, partly, but mainly it is because you ask different questions.
You don't quantify our lives like the CFE does". As usual, Rosalina had said
something important. We skipped the interview forms and took a cup ofcoffee
while we planned our day. From that day I had more interviews than I could
handle, so I became known as "manancT (tomorrow), the word that I always
shouted when somebody came out of their house and asked me to interview
them as I passed by on the village street.

When I took my daily walks in the valley and met people and saw how
they interacted with the natural landscape, I realized that here there was
something of importance that was not expressed in the negotiations, except in
economic and quantitative terms. In Chapter 4,1 tiy to deal with the challenge
to investigate the natural landscape. Among my methods was the investigation
of place names in the valley and of the social activities associated with a
certain place. I added the time aspect, and mapped how people moved in this
defined Raum because I wanted to catch some kind of societal 'rhythm' in
space. I felt that these aspects would be central to the rebuilding of the society.

Finally, I would like to draw the reader's attention to another methodo¬
logical problem. That is how to deal with the superabundance and influence
of facts and rumors. This is not only a methodological problem, but also a
theoretical one, since rumors are also important field data. The methodological
problems are basically: how to distinguish rumors from so-called facts (for
example, the CFE will cut down the trees and sell them to Kimberly Clark);
to discern how these were mixed; and to asses how they influenced the
decision-making process. During the implementation phase, information, facts
and rumors blended and were transformed and disseminated to all the parties
involved. Nobody could be sure of what was going on. There were two
scenarios: The sequential scenario consisted of a linear process of events that
was overt and documentable. This scenario dominates resettlement reports all
over the world. The other scenario, the concurrent scenario was much more
subtle and harder to capture. It consisted of several linear processes of events
that sometimes went along each other, sometimes crossed each others paths,
and sometimes, it seemed to me, went backwards or were difficult to connect
directly to the resettlement project. The concurrent scenario guided and
influenced the negotiations more than the sequential scenario did. Together,
the two scenarios created a kind of self-generating system where facts and
rumors blended, which undermined an already fragile situation. The most
flagrant example of this is the fiesta that the CFE arranged, a party that I have
called the 'Deadly Fiesta', because of the rumors it generated that the CFE
wanted to poison the people and in that way get rid of the problems of
resettlement.
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Chapter 2

Resettlement and Dam Building: State of
Knowledge

Forced population displacement caused by dam construction is the single most
serious counter-development social consequence ofwater resource development.

Michael Cernea (1994a: 1)

A huge dam is a world market happening that articulates national and
international industrial capital with the mediation ofnational states.

Gustavo Lins Ribeiro (1994:51)

Du Toit (1990) identifies an array of different types of resettlement that,
depending upon the availability of choices for the resettlers/migrants and the
causes behind the resettlement, ranges from spontaneous resettlement
(migration) to forced displacement. Oliver-Smith and Hansen have suggested
that "In sum, forced migration is distinguished from voluntary migration by
the diminished power of decision in the former, sometimes reaching an
extreme in which the forced migrants are totally powerless" (1982:4).
Guggenheim (1994) notes that the boundary between voluntary and
involuntary resettlement is blurred. Cernea urges researchers from both fields
of study to share their respective experiences.8

The fact that research, journals, and conferences on refugees usually overlook
development-related displacement, and that in turn students of the latter omit the
refugees, is weakening the theory building effort, the political influence of such
research on governments, as well as the design of operational programs to assist
these populations. In fact, both populations — refugees and oustees — undergo a
major spatial and temporal disruption in their patterns of social organization and
cultures and are facing the same task of surviving physically and culturally this
disruption by reorganizing their economy and their society (Cernea 1993:377).

Basically, I find the idea of connecting migration and resettlement theories
interesting, but in this thesis I will only deal with involuntary resettlement in
connection with large-scale dam building.

The World Bank (1999a) defines involuntary resettlement as the following:
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Involuntary Resettlement refers to two distinct but related processes. Displacement
is a process by which development projects cause people to lose land or other
assets, or access to resources. This may result in physical dislocation, loss of
income, or other adverse impacts. Resettlement or rehabilitation is a process by
which those adversely affected are assisted in their efforts to improve, or at least
to restore, their incomes and living standards (1999a, www.worldbank.org).

Since involuntary displacement involves removing people from their ancestral
homes and lands, it would be plausible to assume that land-based or house-
based groups, for example, peasants, would be more vulnerable, dependent
and attached to their land than more 'movable' groups, often small-scale
societies, such as gatherers and hunters. We know that this assumption is
wrong, however, as may be seen from the studies of the deleterious impacts
of resettlement on small-scale societies (for example, Cummings [ 1990], Gray
[1996], Paine [1986], Price [1982]). The list of cases is long, but Gray in his
article on resistance to resettlement states:

Almost all indigenous peoples hold their land collectively and exercise territorial
rights to their resources. The legitimisation of indigenous peoples' ownership of
land is guaranteed through the sacred aspect of land and resources. This is often
impossible to explain to non-indigenous peoples who consider areas where
indigenous peoples live as 'empty' (Gray: 106-107).

The dam developers' notion of the land as 'empty' and therefore available for
development is present in almost every case study that I know of, including
Zimapån.

Numerous resettlement studies have been conducted since the 1950s, but
they have largely remained isolated cases from which few theoretical
implications have been drawn. However, three models of resettlement have
been developed: Scudder & Colson (1982), Cernea (1996a, 1996b) and
Downing (1996a). These three models have in common that they operate from
within the mainstream understanding of development as trying to mitigate the
negative impacts on the resettled people. A fourth approach is advocated by
Ribeiro (1994), who argues that we need to reconsider the development
concept in order to understand the production of large dams. I will discuss
these four approaches in the present chapter, but first I will present a brief
overview of the case studies on resettlement. Finally, since Zimapån was a
World Bank project, I will discuss the World Bank guidelines on resettlement.

Case Studies

There are a large number of studies and case studies on resettlement dating
back to the 1950s. The most comprehensive annotated bibliographies are
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compiled by Guggenheim (1994) from the World Bank (800 entries), and
Cernea (1994b), also from the World Bank (50 entries) and Trussell (1992)
from Wadebridge Ecological Centre (50 entries). The sources come from a
range of disciplines — anthropology, sociology, economics, geography,
public-health, psychology, political science and environmental studies — and
reflect the diversity of the field. Apart from the conventional bibliographies,
a huge amount of information is available on the Internet. For example,
information can be obtained from the International Rivers Network (www.irn.
org), but also directly from threatened peoples, as in the case of the Himba
people in Namibia who have their own home page that keeps the international
society informed about their struggle against the dam.9

The case studies, despite their diverse disciplinary perspectives, year of
production and wide geographical and cultural differences, nevertheless tell
us the same story about severe hardships for the resettled people and deep
injustices. Based on these overwhelming facts almost all concerned agree that
the implementation record is unsatisfactory. It does not matter if we look at a
case from the 1950s or the 1990s: the improvements are only in degree, the
basic problems remain, and the resettled people still are not beneficiaries of
the development project. I am not ignoring the substantial change that has
occurred for the resettlers and other people up- and downstream who have
been affected by the dam construction. Undoubtedly, the work of social
scientists and policy makers has had an impact on the performance. Improve¬
ments, however, are so far only verified in projects with international super¬
vision. In the resettlements executed by the private energy sector — a sector
that has increased dramatically in the 1990s — little or no international
monitoring is usually carried out (Downing 1998:personal communication).
Recently, however, it seems that the private sector has begun to support
international viewpoints on resettlement (Scudder 1998, www.policykiosk.
com).

Apart from the story that they have in common, the case studies also share
the feature that they present bits and pieces of important insights, covering an
array of issues, in a chronological order that is determined by, or interwoven
with, the project cycle. Why am I concerned about this chronological ap¬
proach? After all, a project is a chronological process with a beginning, mid¬
dle and end. I think it is theoretically important to distinguish the linear project
cycle from the multilinear 'lived' processes of the affected local people.

One way ofordering the case studies would be to gather the bits and pieces
ofknowledge about different issues (for example, political, economic, cultural
impacts) and present them as elements of impoverishment and disarticulation
— the main negative social effects of the dams. This is what Cernea (1996a,
1996b) has done in his risk model for displaced people, as has Downing
(1996a) in his geometric model. I will discuss their work in the next section.
Instead, I have tried to organize the case studies in this review so that we can
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see their importance, not in single details, but as presenting trends. I am
interested in the overall pattern of resettlement studies as developed over time.
(Their specific contributions to the reasoning in this thesis are quoted in the
relevant sections.) I also disregard the geographical aspects, (except for the
Mexican studies that have a special section in this chapter); the case studies
clearly show that resettlement is a worldwide problem that contains a series
of elements that are independent of region and culture.

Early Resettlement Studies
Many ofthe socio-economic studies ofdam projects that were published in the
1960s and 1970s have become classic works on resettlement, laying the
foundation for later discussions ofsocial change, power and development. One
of the most prominent scholars, who began his research on resettlement in the
1950s, is Thayer Scudder. He has conducted long-term research on the Kariba
dam in Africa (on the border of present-day Zambia and Zimbabwe) for the
past 40 years and he has written extensively on the subject. In one of his
earliest works he introduces the concept of 'stress' and relates it to a
"temporary loss of identity and readjustment" (Scudder 1968:175). The
concept of stress is central to his and Elizabeth Colson's framework of
resettlement, one of the most important contributions to resettlement theory.
(Scudder & Colson 1982). In his numerous publications, Scudder refines his
reasoning on the themes — resettlement as a process consisting of stages (e.g.,
1993,1995 [together with Clark], 1996,1997) and the reestablishment and im¬
provement of the resetters' living standards (e.g., 1981, 1989, 1997, 1998a).
In 1997, Scudder summarized his experiences of resettlement:

Records are many as to why the record with resettlement continues to be unsatis¬
factory. For governments and donors, these include lack of awareness of the com¬
plexity and dynamics of resettlement, inadequate and inappropriate goals, and an
inadequate perception of the impacts of resettlement on displaced people and
hosts.... Relating more to those relocated and their hosts, other reasons are lack of
empowerment, loss of resiliency and increased dependence through incorporation
within a wider political economy, host-relocate conflicts, and — increasingly —

the problem of sustainability (Scudder 1997:680).

Since the 1950s, Scudder has collaborated closely with Elizabeth Colson. At
that time, they jointly began the study of the Kariba dam. Colson published
her classic study of the Kariba in 1971. Her strong and sensitive opening
sentence (and conclusion in a nut-shell) is still valid "Massive technological
development hurts" (Colson 1971:1). The book was published some 20 years
after her fieldwork (1949-1956) and is a tribute to the people affected by the
Kariba dam. Colson vividly describes the resettlement process (before-during-
after) in a holistic ethnographic account that analyzes the disintegration of
families, of the productive system and of the political system. She deals in
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more detail with spatial and temporal reorganization (1971:50-51), as well as
with resistance and biases towards technology. As any good ethnography,
Colson's account is still of vital interest. Colson writes, "If this book has a

message, it is an old one long since sounded by other anthropologists and
students of social change: that it is folly to allow technology to determine
policy" (1971:3). Technological aspects still dominate resettlement, (for
example, the technical time schedule of the dam). Social aspects, however,
starkly challenge the present scenario and a reevaluation is under way. (Cernea
1999, IUCN 1997).

Other early contributions were collected in a book on the Volta
resettlement at lake Akosombo in Africa (1970) edited by Robert Chambers.
In his introduction, Chambers explains that the commission responsible for the
preliminary investigation of the resettlement recommended:

...a third policy: resettlement through self-help, guided by incentives. If the
inhabitants had to resettle themselves instead ofbeing resettled by the government,
it was thought that communal initiative would be retained.... The intention was,
however, that the people should resettle themselves, refounding their village
communities, building their own houses, being subject to the same administration
as other communities, and gaining their livelihoods by their own initiative without
any radical change of the agricultural system (Chambers 1970:15).

Seen from today's perspective and experiences, the above recommendations
are not appropriate, and I have difficulty understanding Chambers's claims
that the resettlement was successful.101 find similarities in the reasoning of
Chambers on the one hand, and David and Pat Turton (1984), in their study
on spontaneous resettlement after extended drought in Ethiopia, on the other.
They argue that although relief actions could have saved lives in a short
perspective, they might have destroyed a way of life.11 This idea, that a 'way
of life' and local initiatives could be destroyed by aid and relief actions (which
come from the outside and destroy a system in harmony), may be related to an
overly functionalistic view of society.

A pioneer in emphasizing the importance of anthropological participation
and the use of sociological knowledge in the management of resettlement is
David Brokensha (1963). From there the step is not far to the related theme
discussed by Nancie Gonzalez (1972), who argues that the anthropologist has
to investigate at least two perspectives when undertaking fieldwork in a
resettlement situation. She concludes, "...had I examined the situation only
from the point of view of the peasants, I would have missed the real
significance of the Presa de Tavera as a social phenomenon" (Gonzales
1972:359). She is the first researcher, as far as I know, who has identified the
importance of different types of actors in the resettlement program. Her
approach has inspired my own agenda in the present thesis.
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On a systemic, analytical level, the asymmetrical power relation between
center and periphery was discussed early in resettlement. Douglas Esmond
Sanders carried out one of the early studies. He stated, "Because the 'hinter¬
land' is an area that has been effectively a native area the phenomenon can be
described as an extension or completion of colonialism, or as a process of
internal colonialism" (Sanders 1973:4). His arguments are similar to those
presented 20 years later by Ribeiro (1994) in his discussions of capitalism and
hydropolitics. They are also reminiscent of the arguments of several Mexican
social scientists. (See next section.)

Although I focus on displacement caused by dam projects in this review,
I would like to comment on two other studies that have been important for my
work. The first study by Janice Perlman (1976), deals with urban resettlement
by. She analyses the functionality of the favela (shanty-town) of Rio de
Janeiro and the social and spatial changes that came with urban resettlement.
She discusses the "myth of marginality" and shows how dense the networks
of exchange are within the favela, as well as its integration with the rest of the
city. Perlman's book has been important to me in my analysis of Zimapån
especially as regards the rebuilding of the houses, the side-effects of the
project as well as the re-integration of the communities (See Chapter 7.)12 The
second work is Martin Silverman's (1971) book on the resettlement of a

community in the Pacific. The book deals with the Ocean Islanders' struggle
to reassign symbolic values to their new environment. His conclusion is, "The
traditional culture, or rather their newly articulated model of it, has failed
culturally to provide a design of sufficient scope and has failed socially to
ground a system of sufficient solidarity" (1971:329). Silverman's book helped
me to understand the process of rebuilding the communities in Zimapån and
how deeply rooted in the local culture this process was. (See Chapter 7.)

Studies from the 1980s onwards
In the 1980s, more interesting case studies and policy works were produced.
An anthology on resettlement and migration was published, compiled by Art
Hansen and Anthony Oliver-Smith (1982). This book is often quoted, and
probably most frequently quoted article is the article by Scudder and Colson
on a theoretical framework of resettlement. (See next section.) Several of the
case studies presented in this book are valuable contributions, but here I will
mention only two. The first is David Price's "A Reservation for the
Nambiquara", which caught my attention many years ago mainly because of
a photograph of a displaced mother sitting by the side of a highway with three
small children. This photograph is a reminder that in resettlement we deal with
real people and not just with theoretical abstractions. The second is the
Partridge et al. article on ecology and health in the Papaloapan Dam project
in Mexico. They write, "...we have learned that human ecological and health
consequences of resettlement of closed, hierarchically organized communities
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intensified preexisting disparities in income and health status" (Partridge et al.
1982:261). Their conclusions are most relevant for this thesis. The work of
Lygia Sigaud is also important in this context. She discusses social conflicts
in resettlement arguing that the conflicts are not only a result of the dam
project, but are based on local preexisting structures and preexisting relations
between the local community and the state. Moreover, new 'forces' are also
generated within the process of confrontation (Sigaud 1986, cited in
Bartolomé and Barabas 1990:39).13

In conclusion, I would like to point out that resettlement is not only a Third
World problem, it also occurs in, for example, Canada (the Inuit), Sweden
(Saami) and Norway (Saami). Historian Michael Lawson has written on
resettlement in the United States. He studied the Pick-Sloan Plan (Oahe Dam
[1958] and the Big Bend Dam [1963] both in South Dakota) that mainly
affected the Sioux. The last sentence in his book reads "While it is impossible
to ignore the abuse and suffering that have characterized this program, up to
now, it is sincerely hoped that a more optimistic conclusion to the chronicle
can someday be written" (Lawson 1982:200). This optimistic wish has not yet
been fulfilled. According to Thayer Scudder, the United States has one of the
world's most unsatisfactory resettlement polices and record of resettlement
(1998a).

At the end of 1980s numerous studies and articles were published, among
them the "First Elizabeth Colson Lecture at the Refugee Studies Programme
at Oxford" held by William Partridge (1989). His main conclusions are that
displacement correspond to the Scudder and Colson four-stage framework, but
that the "content and meaning of responses within that structure seems (sic)
to me to vary from society to society" (Partridge 1989:382). He argues further
that those displaced societies "under the stresses of forced resettlement
temporarily turn inward and behave as if they were closed systems. If success¬
ful, resettled communities return to equilibrium as open systems" (1989:383).
As regards Partridge's first statement, I believe that there are general
(universal) elements in resettlement that constitute a pattern of how people
respond to it. It is, however, hard to say if it matters, from an applied point of
view, if the content of the response is 'green' or 'red' as long as its 'color' is
recognized in the negotiations. This observation leads to the interesting
problem of the relation between form and content, but discussion of that
would lead us too far astray from the focus of this thesis. Concerning his
second statement, I found that the peasant communities of Zimapån turned
inwards for strategic reasons. They were suspicious of strangers, but they did
not behave as if they lived in a closed system — closed in the meaning of little
or no outward-directed activities. Rather, as this thesis hopefully will show,
they actively searched for knowledge and experts outside their communities
to help them deal with the negotiations. As I see it, 'closed', 'open' and
'equilibrium' in this context become a question ofdefinition.
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In the 1980s, more and more critical studies on resettlement were

published. Goldsmith and Hildyard, both working at Wadebridge Ecological
Centre, discussed the social and environmental effects of large dams. Their
work was deeply critical of dam building and resettlement (Goldsmith &
Hildyard 1984, 1986). They write, "That intolerance ofcriticism — combined
with a dogmatic belief in the benefits of technical 'progress' — is a feature
which has characterised all too many resettlement schemes" (1984:18). In
regard to environmental aspects they state, "Indeed, time and again we find
that dams and other large-scale water projects have been given the go-ahead
on the basis of the most cursory ecological appraisals. In some cases, the
appropriate studies have only been undertaken after building work has begun"
(1984:239). Goldsmith and Hildyard are right in both respects. Numerous
examples may be cited that support their conclusions. Researchers from one
of the first Swedish-based international studies of resettlement claim that
"Man-made lakes become a necessary feature of modern development in both
developed and developing countries" (Dadzie et al. 1979:65); and, "Although
the construction of the Kamburu Dam had already reached its final stages in
1973, it was then decided that research should be undertaken to evaluate the
effects of this dam on the ecology of its environment and population" (Oomen
et al. 1979:105). Another such example states "Building a dam alters the way
nature had made water available to us. The object is to harness the uncontrol¬
led powers of water and use them more efficiently for the benefit of mankind"
(Schuh et al. 1988:419). Several others authors have also recognized the often
non-existent baseline data in older projects (e.g., World Bank report
[ 1994:4/4], Goodland [ 1977], Aspelin & Coelho dos Santos [ 1981:171 ]).

Goldsmith and Hildyard also published a volume of case studies (1986) in
which I find Robert Paine's article the most relevant for the review and for my
thesis.

In 1988, Cultural Survival Quarterly published two special issues on
resettlement (Vol. 12, No. 3 and No. 4) in which one article after the other
described outrageous resettlement projects throughout the world. As a
response, perhaps, in 1990 Practicing Anthropology published a special issue
on "Involuntary Resettlement and Development Anthropology." The guest
editors, Scott Guggenheim (from the World Bank) and Alaka Wali, state that
involuntary resettlement will continue to be part of the modern world because
of the increasing demands for electricity, infrastructure and agricultural
production. Further more, they claim that few anthropologists can say they
work in areas untouched by resettlement (1990:2). In her own article in that
issue, Wali arrives at the interesting conclusion that

They [the Kuna] also felt that the increased isolation that would result from the
move would weaken them politically if they attempted to negotiate further
compensation. The ethnographers and planners had not been able to foresee that
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political considerations about maintaining the reserve would weigh more heavily
with the Kuna than soil quality and similarity of ecology (Wali 1990:13).

Her main argument is that planning failed in the case of the Bayano dam in
Eastern Panama, mainly because of these unanticipated consequences, (cf.
Ballard [1985]). Twenty years earlier, Colson put forward a similar argument
when she claimed that if social science is to develop, we have to learn how to
make prediction (1971:3). Planning and predictions are closely related
concepts.14

In 1989, Wali published her case study on the Bayano dam project. Her
ethnography reminds me of Colson's work from 1971. Wali's study had a
similar sensitivity, with 'thick' ethnographic descriptions of the process and
a less systemic approach. I read the book after my main period of fieldwork
in 1992-93, and it struck me how similar our experiences seemed to be. Wali's
main conclusion is that the dam project has not brought development to the
local region. Instead, in her words: "To summarize, the region in 1988, is in
a state of crisis threatened by ecological decline and inter-group conflict"
(1989:171).

Case studies continued to be published in the 1990s, but with a widening
ofperspective. Before (and actually, to a large extent up to present), there was
a spatial focus on the reservoir area and the submerged villages. But Michael
Horowitz, in an article from 1991, highlighted this skewed picture and made
us aware of the other victims of a dam project — the people living up- and
downstream from it. After this study the impact area of the dam had to be
extended. A further aspect that made its way into later studies was the attempt
to understand the dynamic process that enfolds between the parties. One such
study was Carmen Alicia Ferradas (1990) thesis on the communication
process in the Yacyretå resettlement project. Resistance to dam projects came
more and more in focus (Oliver-Smith [1991a, 1991b], Hall [1994], Posey
[1996]). (This has now become an extensive field of studies). An additional
aspect noticed at this time was the relations between host- and resettled
populations (e.g., Tamir [1991]).

The critical case studies also became somewhat sharper in tone, as, for
example, when Mancini Billson (1990) asks if the resettlement was an 'oppor¬
tunity' or 'tragedy' for the Inuit of Canada. A Third World scholar, Vijay
Paranjpye from India, was also very straightforward in his book on the
Narmada dams. His conclusion was:

Our experience and work in this field has led us to believe very firmly that over the
last 40 years big dams in India have tended to become more and more socially
unjust, economically non-viable and environmentally disastrous. Further, instead
of being labour intensive they have become capital intensive; instead of being
decentralised and dispersed in terms of benefit generation, they have become
centrifugal, leading to economic concentration; instead of providing widespread
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protection to over-all catchment areas of river valley basins they have created
enclaves of highly intensive but non-sustainable agricultural zones downstream of
the reservoirs mainly along the 'command' areas of canals and water distributaries
(sic). And finally they have been the cause of land degradation and forest
destruction on an unprecedented scale (Paranjpye 1990:300).

As the case studies piled up, long-term research data with comparative
approaches became available. In 1992, Walter Fernandes and S. Anthony Raj
published a comprehensive study on resettlement in the tribal areas of Orissa,
India. In detail, they discuss the absence of serious data concerning the
number of people displaced, costs, planning and policy, backing it up with
'hard' data presented in numerous tables. They come to the conclusion that
even though project officials spoke of 'successful rehabilitation' this was
seldom the case in reality (Fernandes & Raj 1992:159). In another study,
W.M. Adams, asks the inevitable question "What had gone wrong" with our
vision of a more equal world and a fair distribution of wealth through the
"transformation" ofnatural resources? His book carries the subtle title Wasting
the rain. Adams concludes that there must be an end to "blueprint planning"
in favor of "network planning" where local and outside experts work side by
side (1992:212-213). I fully agree with his conclusion, but I would like to add,
based on my experiences in Zimapån, that we also have to end 'blueprint
implementation' in favor of 'network implementation'. By 'network imple¬
mentation' I refer to the necessity of 'working side by side'. We also must be
aware of the discourse production and the social field that is created between
the parties during the negotiations, because it is there the outcome of the
project is determined.

A scholar of central importance for resettlement research and policy is
Michael Cernea. He started to work for the World Bank in 1974 and his first

assignment was in Tanzania where he participated in a project on villagiza-
tion. His most influential policy work, which outlined the World Bank guide¬
lines on involuntary resettlement, was published in 1988. Since the mid-1980s,
he has published numerous articles dealing with different aspects of
resettlement. As I will present his theoretical contribution in a later section, I
will only briefly discuss one of his aspects on resettlement below.15

There is no doubt that over and over again, case studies have confirmed the
negative effects of large dams on people and nature. According to Cernea,
however, the case studies have not had sufficient impact on the "formulation
ofsocial policies as frameworksfor action''' (emphasis in original [ 1993:15]).
He argues:

The historical record shows a large gap: on the one side is a long odyssey of
disastrous displacement operations that recur as virtual carbon copies of one
another; on the other side is a growing, but largely uninfluential body of social
science knowledge about resettlement that analyzes and demonstrates the mistaken
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assumptions and inadequate procedures used by resettlement planners. Students
of cognitive dissonance can hardly find a more stark and obvious illustration for
this syndrome (Cernea 1993:17).

Cernea is thus outspokenly unsatisfied with the improvements in resettlement
projects and asks himself, -"Why don't planners hear what research is
saying?" (1993:16). Moreover, he also wonders why there is no explicit
demand for social knowledge on resettlement and finds that there exists
"cognitive dissonance" between "knowledge supply and demand" (1993:17).
His conclusion is that the theoretical paradigms for development overlooked
some basic variables of social change by dismissing resettlement as a 'side-
effects' (1993:19). He also notes that resettled people often belong to
politically weaker groups in society and therefore they could not have had
more influence on policy. In 1999 he emphasized the following:

At this time, development thinking at large is intensely concerned with broadening
the frameworks of knowledge and action, particularly with incorporating social
dimensions — social transformations — into the development paradigm. This is
the substance of the new "Comprehensive Development Framework", which
proposes a "...more inclusive picture of development. We cannot adopt a system
in which the macroeconomic and financial is considered apart from the structural,
social and human aspects, and vice versa. Integration ofeach ofthese subjects is
imperative" (Wolfensohn 1999 [Cernea's emphasis]). This volume participates in
this broad policy and intellectual debate about reorienting the development by
focusing on one aspect: the need to bridge the gap between economic and social
knowledge... (Cernea 1999:2).

Policy improvements are the focus for Cernea; when he discusses the concept
of development per se he relates it to applied and tangible policy work. (See
also Cernea 1995.)

Eventually more policy oriented work was published. In 1996 the "Oxford
Technical Findings" were published on the Internet. The 'Findings' were
twenty-one statements on how to reduce impoverishment risks from involun¬
tary displacement and four statements on recommendations. Some of the
world's leading experts on resettlement stood behind this proclamation that
was agreed upon at the conference on "Reconstructing Livelihoods" in Oxford
in 1995. The choice of the words 'reconstructing' and 'new approaches' (for
the 'Findings' and the conference) indicate the emphasis on resettlement as
consisting of (at least) two interrelated processes, displacement and resettle¬
ment, two concepts also discussed in the World Bank (1994) review on
resettlement.16 In that review 'displacement' referred to the expropriation of
land and assets, and 'rehabilitation' referred to the destiny of the displaced
people. These processes were regarded as two points on a single continuum
(World Bank 1994:1/1). The Oxford conference also resulted in an anthology
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edited by Christopher McDowell (1996). The book bears the title Under¬
standing Impoverishment referring to Cernea's theoretical contribution. (See
next section.) McDowell writes in the introduction:

The aim of this volume is to address some of the more fundamental issues relating
to the weaknesses and flaws of the development paradigm as practised both on an
international and national level.... It concerns the balance between the benefits of
inffastructural development and the costs and pains of being uprooted and
consequently resettled, and the risk of impoverishment carried by those forcibly
displaced. This volume differs from the blanket critique of development in that
while contributors do not shy from exposing the delusion and disappointment of
development — the social costs of which are catalogued in detail — the general
conclusion of the book is not that development is obsolete (McDowell 1996:2).

Since development was not 'obsolete' the conclusion was that the negative
effects of resettlement "...can be mitigated through more enlightened national
and international policies" (McDowell 1996:2). Several of the contributions
from the McDowell book are discussed in the present work.

In the 1990s, studies appeared that focused on 'after the displacement', like
for example, Miguel Montoya Diaz's (1996) doctoral thesis on the strategies
of Venezuelan peasants displaced by the Caparo dam project. His basic
question was "What became of them?" — the answer was that they became
migrants and/or stayed on the land, but regardless of their choice of survival
strategies many of them agreed that the dam project had been "a great setback
for the Uribante" (the local region) (1996:245). (Cf. Wali [1989], Ribeiro
[ 1994], Pérez Quijada [ 1992]). Another study on what happens after displace¬
ment is Susan Hamilton's (1992) search for the urban displaced from the
Yacyretå dam project on the border ofArgentina and Paraguay. She comes to
the interesting conclusion that the gender composition of the household did
not have a significant impact on the choice of cash compensation versus
resettlement; instead, the family's economic situation influenced the decision
(1992:6). Hamilton writes that her conclusion does not correlate with other
research results:

Contrary to my own expectations and to research done on resettlement projects in
other parts of the world, gender does not appear to be related to the differential
choice of relocation options. That is, women heads of households whom I
interviewed were no more likely than men to decide on resettlement rather than on
cash compensation (Hamilton 1992:6).

My research in Zimapån shows that female-headed households did not chose
cash compensation (indemnification) for their houses; all the households that
preferred cash were headed by men.17 (See Chapter 7.)
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Several researchers have noted that the participation of an anthropologist
in a resettlement project may give rise to a professional dilemma. Cernea
(1989) has correctly emphasized that anthropologists have had a major impact
on the development of a policy framework for resettlement. The anthro¬
pologist and resettlement expert, de Wet, asks the 'inevitable' question: "At
what point does one stop opposing a bad project and take part in it, simply
because not to do so will make matters even worse?" (1991:106). An anthro¬
pologist who recently became entangled in a professional ethical dilemma of
this kind is Theodore E. Downing. He had been assigned by the International
Finance Corporation (IFC) to evaluate the Chilean company Pangue S.A.'s
efforts to mitigate the negative consequences of the Bio Bio dams, which have
mainly affected the Pehuence Indians.18 Downing submitted his report to the
IFC in May 1996 (Downing 1996b). The IFC did not approve his report. They
did not question his ethnography, but refused to accept his conclusions and
refused to release his report to the affected Pehuences (Downing 1997:
personal communication). Downing insisted, however, that the people affected
have the right to be informed (the basic criterion of informed participation)
and that the IFC's refusal collided with his professional ethics as an anthro¬
pologist. This led to a conflict between Downing and the IFC. Finally, the IFC
released his report in December 1997, stressing that the report was to be
regarded as his personal view and not that of the IFC. In the spring of 1998,
the American Association for the Advancement of Science19 published an
article condemning this form of censorship (Johnston & Turner 1998). Thus,
the Downing case has strengthened the social scientist's position vis-å-vis
contracting organizations.

In this brief review of selected case studies, two categories of researchers
dealing with resettlement have crystallized. One is fundamentally critical of
dam building and the contemporary concept of development. The other
criticizes bad projects and tries to mitigate the negative effects on the local
people. They also support local participation and the idea that the local people
must become beneficiaries of the project. Over the decades, both categories
have produced a large number of case studies and general overviews as well
as policy works that refine their arguments. Researchers from the World Bank
are among those who try to mitigate the negative effects. The World Bank's
basic view is that the "rejection of all resettlement is unrealistic" as stated in
their report on resettlement (1994:iv). I tend to agree with the World Bank that
it is unrealistic to believe that resettlement can be stopped in the near future,
but, although resettlement cannot always be avoided, a badly managed re¬
settlement program can never be justified.

In April 1997, in order to bridge the gap between the above categories of
researchers (and NGOs), a World Commission on Dams was initiated with a
two-year mission to create a forum for the different groups to meet and discuss
dam projects. The commission consists of members from leading environ-
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mental organizations, the dam industry, financial institutions, independent
researchers and NGOs. The task is to assess existing experience on large
dams, to develop decision-making criteria and policy, "to evaluate the
development effectiveness of large dams", and to create internationally
acceptable standards in all phases, including ensuring that "affected peoples
are better off' (IUCN 1997:9-10). The commission investigated in-depth the
effects of several dam projects around the world.20

Resettlement Theories

As mentioned earlier, social scientists in the rural development sector have
developed three theoretical models of resettlement while working on how to
mitigate the negative impacts on resettled people. These three models are the
'Risks and Reconstruction Model' by Cernea (1996a, 1996b), 'Social
Geometry' by Downing (1994a, 1995,1996a), and "A Conceptual Framework
for Displaced People" by Scudder and Colson (1982). A fourth approach by
Ribeiro (1994) follows a different path, arguing that we need to reconsider the
development concept in order to understand the production of large dams.

The Risks and Reconstruction Model
Cernea (1996a, 1996b) has designed a model for identifying and reversing the
risks of impoverishment caused by resettlement. He has identified eight forms
of impoverishment: 'landlessness', 'joblessness', 'homelessness', 'margi-
nalization', 'increased morbidity' and 'mortality', 'food insecurity', 'loss of
access to common property' and 'social disarticulation'. These eight risks
affect different categories ofpeople differently. Women, for example, may not
be economically compensated to the same extent as men, and children may
have to quit school and start working because of decreased family income
after resettlement (Cernea 1996a: 19). The model is based on a great variety of
resettlement studies (published and unpublished) from all over the world.
Cernea, as an ex-senior researcher on social issues at the World Bank, has had
first hand access to all of these. There is no doubt that these risks are concepts
that are recurrent elements in case studies on resettlement, regardless of region
and culture.

Cernea wants his model to guide planners and managers ofprojects, so that
they are warned of the risks and plan the project so as to avoid them.
Moreover, the model also warns the resettlers, so that they can cope and
mobilize resources oftheir own to identify a badly planned resettlement before
it is too late. If that happens, the risks may have turned into the realities of
poverty (Cernea 1996a:20-21). To reach the goal of improving the outcome
of resettlement by using this model, Cernea argues that:
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For achieving the preventive potential inherent in the risks and reconstruction
model, four processes are essential: (a) a risk assessment in the field, tailored to the
situation at hand; (b) adequate response of the decision makers and planners to
predicted risks; (c) the response of the population directly at risk; and (d) the
communication between the social actors involved in (b) and (c). (Cernea
1996a:20).

Finally, he reasons that the approach ofcost-benefit analysis is insufficient and
inadequate for resettlement for two reasons:

First, the full costs of displacement have typically not been included in projects'
cost-benefit analyses. Second, the argument that harm caused to the displaced
individuals is compensated by the aggregate benefits ofdevelopment, independent
of the allocation of these benefits, is simply flawed (Cemea 1996a:24-25).

Cernea has refined his risk model in four papers (1994a, 1996a, 1996b, 1997).
Several researchers have applied Cernea's model to particular cases or have

elaborated on a certain type of risk. Downing (1996a), whose theory I will
discuss below, focuses on the risk of 'social disarticulation'. Nayak (1996)
explores the risks of 'landlessness' in his draft paper from the Kisan tribe of
eastern India. (Some 100,000 Kisan were displaced by the Mandira Dam on
the Sankh River in 1957). Nayak concludes that even though Cernea's
impoverishment risks were applicable, they did not cover the entire range of
risks associated with landlessness (1996:45-46).21 Another researcher
exploring the risk model is Thangaraj (1996), who sees the model as a
methodological tool for participatory resettlement. A recent book that applies
the impoverishment risks model is Pandey's (1998) long-term study (44 years)
of displacement in Orissa, India. According to Downing (1999) this book
reaffirms the risk of'multidimensional impoverishment'. Personally, I regard
Cernea's model as an important methodological tool — an indispensable
checklist for social issues in the implementation phase — more so than a
theoretical model for understanding the resettlement and reestablishment
processes. It can be compared to the "Checklist for Key Potential Environ¬
mental and Social Impacts Caused by Large Dam Projects" (IUCN 1997:37-
39).

Social Geometry
Downing (1995, 1996a) proposes a theory of'social geometry' in his efforts
to understand why social and cultural impoverishment follow involuntary
resettlement. He explores Cernea's concept of 'social disarticulation', men¬
tioned above. Downing argues that:

...involuntary displacement forces people to re-examine primary cultural questions
which, under routine circumstances, need not be considered. Key among these is
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"where are we"? The social geometry of a people consists of infinite intersections
of socially constructed spaces, socially constructed times, and socially constructed
personages. And for many cultures, the geometry also defines 'who are we?'
Mitigating social impoverishment begins by reconstructing, in a culturally
appropriate manner, the social geometry ofthe displaced" (Downing 1996a:33-34)

Thus, Downing argues that a people's primary questions ("Who are we?
Where are we? Why do people live and die?") are not considered or posed
daily under normal circumstances. When they are posed, standard answers are
given. Further, he claims, "In routine culture, people navigate within a space-
time continuum in which they chart their positions within socially constructed
time, socially constructed space, and among socially constructed personages"
(1996a:36). People who are involuntary displaced "...experience an unex¬
pected destabilisation of routines" (1996a:36) that forces them to ask such
questions with an awareness that their society is 'threatened', and to find
answers without the assurance of the natural and cultural landscape. Downing
identifies ten different properties of a space-time continuum affected by
resettlement that I have summarized below. These properties of the spatial-
temporal order make up his model of 'social geometry'.

• Multi-dimensionality. Most cultures make use of a wide range of concepts
of time and space ordered in many different ways. The mechanistic and equal-
interval measures are only a small part of this variation. Others are, for exam¬
ple, agricultural calendars, weekly marketing calendars and ritual calendars.
Time can be linear, cyclical, lunar. Order may also be temporally sequential
and spatially sequential.
• Intangibility. Socio-culturally defined times and spaces are filled with
meanings and power — they are 'real' but often intangible.
• Behavioral ordering. Social behavior is associated with culturally defined
times and spaces. Rules of conduct are determined by a certain place at a
certain time.
• Prioritisation. Times and places are ranked.
• Moral ordering. A person's, or a group's, social status and morality may be
associated with access to, or denial of, a certain place at a certain time.
• Gender, age andrank specificity. "...specific behaviours and expectations are
associated with people of different age, sex and rank being and not being in
particular places at particular times. Gender differences change with time"
(Downing 1996a:39). Downing stresses that this element is a central of
enculturation.
• Imbeddedness. Time and space are imbedded in the routines of social inter¬
action, for example, the seven-day week. The peak of this artificial rhythm
may differ (Sunday for Catholics, Saturday for Seventh-Days Adventists).
Thus, the rhythm is arbitrary and conservative.
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• Dissatisfaction with existing orders. People are not always satisfied with the
existing spatial and temporal arrangements.
• Attachments to space and time. People may be attached to a certain place as
well as to a particular constructed history.
• Control, manipulation and recreation. The manipulation of a certain place
can help people identify who they are (Downing 1996a:36-41).

Downing has developed his theory in two previous papers (1994a) and (1995).
In an e-mail message in 1994b (in association with one of our many discus¬
sions on resettlement) Downing explained:

Resettlement is a subject within anthropology that can be viewed through many
perspectives. But, to my mind, above all it is the fracturing of a person's culture
— defined in my paper as the intersection of 1) socially defined spaces (plural, not
singular), 2) socially defined times (plural) and 3) socially defined personages.
Anthropology has been excellent in its investigation ofpersonages (kinship, fictive
kinship, associations, institutions), but it has not done very well on the other two
dimensions. I am working in this area — which is the essence of what I have
named "social geometry" (Downing 1994b).

Although I object to its broadness, I have found Downing's model useful for
my analysis of the effects of the Zimapån project — especially the 'properties'
of place attachment and prioritization. As I will demonstrate later in this
thesis, none ofthe above dimensions were explicitly dealt with in the negotia¬
tions in Zimapån. I think this was partly due to time pressure — socio-cultural
aspects are not as readily visible and tangible as are economic (material)
aspects (i.e. the land for land, gate for gate, tree for tree, house for house
principle). I also noticed that in Zimapån understanding of these socio-cultural
dimensions was lacking, both from the CFE and from the peasants. Neverthe¬
less, these aspects determined practicalities in the project as they guided
people's behavior, reactions and choices throughout the entire project.
Downing's most important contribution is probably that he tries to go beyond
the material aspects and point to the complexity of socio-cultural elements for
the reconstruction of the resettled society. Even though Downing never
discusses the specific processes, his perspective has helped me to see the
'lived' process of the resettled people of Zimapån, which was not identical
with the linear project cycle. This 'lived' process had its own multilinear
pattern that was deeply embedded in existing time and space structures (see
Chapter 6.) The need to see the multilinear pattern is supported by other
researchers, for example, Teixeira, (1996), who writes on energy policy in
Latin America. He claims, "The difficulties I faced lay in the constant need not
to be trapped in conventional linear and deterministic interpretations of
processes analysed" (1996:132).
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A Conceptual Frameworkfor Dislocated People
The theoretical model that has had the most important impact on resettlement
studies so far is Scudder and Colson 'conceptual framework' presented in their
frequently quoted article from 1982, "From Welfare to Development: A
Conceptual Framework for the Analysis of Dislocated People". This has been
considered a powerful theoretical tool for analyzing the resettlement process.
Their basic assumption is that responses to resettlement are predictable, as the
stressful nature of resettlement limits the ability to cope with change
(1982:267). The concepts of 'stress' and 'stages' are central to their model.
First, they identify three different, but interrelated types of stress: physio¬
logical stress, psychological stress and sociocultural stress — each one
consisting of several elements. Physiological stress is measured by increased
morbidity and mortality rates; psychological stress consists of trauma and
feeling of guilt, 'grieving for a lost home' and depression; sociocultural stress
refers to economic, political and cultural effects such as loss of the traditional
leadership, loss of the production system and adequate compensation and
finally a "...major reduction in cultural inventory due to a temporary or
permanent loss of behavioural patterns, economic practices, institutions, and
symbols". All this they designate as 'The erosion of a society's cultural inven¬
tory'(1982:270-271).

Second, Scudder and Colson claim that stress influences the resettlers'
coping strategies. They write, "These strategies, to use Oliver-Smith's word,
are basically 'conservative', the conservative stance being a tactic that is
multifunctional" (1982:271). This tactic manifests itself before the physical
move as the strategy of 'business as usual', which is a denial of the resettle¬
ment. After the move, in the new habitat, people cling to familiar, old skills
and socio-cultural practices and they avoid any risk taking (Scudder & Colson
1982:271-773).

Finally, Scudder and Colson consider the relocation a process, in which
they identify four stages: the recruitment stage, the transition stage, the stage
of potential development and, finally, the handing over and incorporation
stage. The recruitment stage is when the actual decision is taken, by the central
government, to build the dam. This stage usually occurs above the local level.
The transition stage is when the people first get involved with the project,
when the first rumors begin to circulate. When the project is a fact, people
react as if their community had turned inward and as if their sociocultural
system were a closed system.22 The stage ofpotential development starts when
the resettlers are prepared to increase their risk taking and the society
functions as a 'open-ended society'. The final stage is when the resettled
society is handed over to the second generation of resettlers and they are
completely incorporated into the new habitat. The development stage and the
handing over stage may never occur (1982:274-275).
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Scudder has refined and applied this model in several papers and articles.
Early versions appeared already in 1973 and 1981. Later versions were pub¬
lished in 1993, 1995 and 1996. His co-author Colson suggested a stage model
of the resettlement process already in her classical study on the Kariba dam
(1971). Twenty years later, in an undated draft paper (probably from the first
years of the 1990s) with the title 'Coping in Adversity' she returned to the
concept of'multidimensional stress' stating, "We know that forced migration
and resettlement cause stress" (Colson n.d.:8). In this paper, however, she
pushes her conclusions much further, expressing a skepticism about solutions
for resettlement planning and implementation:

Despite the differences in the problems encountered by those who work in refugee
situations and those who work on resettlement schemes, both may be pursuing the
illusion that there are such things as durable solutions.... Each illusion may be
necessary to maintain the self-definition of those who do research, or plan and
administer. But refugee situations prove remarkably resistant to solutions, unless
people have a freedom to move and make their own adjustments. This is something
the present world-order increasingly denies them.... It may also be impossible to
create viable resettlement schemes that can cater to the long-term needs of settlers,
given political uncertainties, demographic shifts, or for that matter the uncertainties
associated with climate and the other basic parameters generally taken as givens
for planning purposes (Colson n.d.:25).

Colson's reasoning connects us to another line of thinking that I will present
below.

Dams as Economic Expansion
Ribeiro (1994) articulates a critique of the development concept in the context
of large scale development projects. The Yacyretå hydroelectric dam project
in Argentina and Paraguay is used as a case study. Ribeiro argues that most
large scale projects have failed to bring sustainable development to the
affected people. Therefore, he prefers to use the expression 'economic expan¬
sion' instead ofdevelopment. He maintains that development is more closely
connected to international and national actors and their rules than to the local

people. He writes:

I intend this work to be a demonstration of why and how, in the context of large-
scale infrastructure projects, development as ideology and as economic, technical,
and political action, has not been capable of bringing well-being on a sustainable
basis for most of the people affected by a huge planned initiative. This is why I do
not call them development projects and why I prefer to use the expression
'economic expansion' (Ribeiro 1994:xx).

He argues that the mainstream understanding of development is based on the
idea that economic growth is unilinear and that 'the legitimation effort', which
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always follows the decision of constructing a large infrastructure project,
generates an ideology of progress and development (Ribeiro 1994:157). The
purpose of the legitimation effort is to show that that particular project is
necessary to solve economic, political and social problems of the nation
(1994:157). Ribeiro writes:

The process undergirding the decision to construct a hydroelectric project such as
Yacyretå is highly marked by claims to legitimacy firmly grounded in develop-
mentalist ideas that conceive of economic growth as a steady unilinear movement
to be initiated or enhanced by the presence of a large-scale project. The legiti¬
mation effort can be described as a set of discourses frequently obscured by
technicalities (Ribeiro 1994:157).

Ribeiro analyzes the Yacyretå dam project from the perspective that large dam
projects are structurally connected to massive global movements ofcapital and
labor. He argues that to understand the project's inability to provide
sustainable development, we have to understand the variety of institutions and
actors involved in the planning and execution of the project. This approach
leads him to explore the 'institutional triangle' composed ofowner, consultant
and main contractor (1994:29). Using this concept, he presents detailed
information about the bidding process (for example, for turbines) within which
he identifies different power groups. Among them, we find, for exam-pie, the
World Bank — whose importance is not reckoned in monetary terms but more
as a 'guarantee' for other creditors. Finally, when the project reaches the local
level, Ribeiro is concerned with the reproduction of local social life. He
convincingly shows how large construction camps spatially (and tem-porally)
reorganize local settlement patterns and change the local social settings. He
also convincingly shows how the project represents a 'total institution',
especially in the workers' camp (1994:106).

When the Yacyretå project was locally anchored, local life began to center
around it and people searched for economic opportunities. A down period
followed, however, due to the uncertainty of the project, whereupon a period
of stagnation immediately followed. Ribeiro argues that this clearly demon¬
strated the subordination of the locals to the project, which was governed by
national, dynamic interests. This period marked the end of expectations for a
steady regional process. He concludes:

In Yacyretå, the discourses of 'development promoters' — especially of those
occupying powerful positions — often contrasted with those of local and regional
leaders who claimed that the project was directed toward the Greater Buenos Aires
area, that it had brought new social problems to the area, and, ultimately, the
results of the project would just be a huge reservoir. This is a clear indication that
the conceptions ofprogress and development are not homogeneous and even have
different connotations for local and regional elites" (Ribeiro 1994:162).
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Ribeiro finds that a field of contradictions is created between the globalists,
who live in a heterogeneous human reality, and the localists, who live in a
homogeneous reality. He argues, that it is this field ofcontradictory forces that
we need to analyze (1994:15). I agree with him, but I also hope to demonstrate
that the local peasants' reality was much too complicated than the labels
'local' and 'homogeneous'. It would also be unsatisfactory to describe the
reality of the CFE 'global' and 'heterogeneous'.

Thayer Scudder seems to agree with Ribeiro's interpretation of Yacyretå
as 'economic expansion' when he argues that Ribeiro's analysis also seems to
be applicable to the Canadian James Bay Development Project (1997:63).

World Bank Guidelines and Review on Resettlement

Zimapån was a World Bank project that was directed by the 1988 version of
resettlement guidelines. It is therefore relevant to give a short introduction to
World Bank resettlement activities and guidelines. Some of the pioneering
work on resettlement has been done within the World Bank, but here I will
focus only on their review of resettlement from 1994 and the development of
the resettlement guidelines.

The World Bank's review ofprojects with resettlement components covers
the years from 1986 to 1993. The key finding is that "good resettlement can
prevent impoverishment and even reduce poverty by rebuilding sustainable
livelihoods" (1994:vi). It is also emphasized that impoverishment was more
severe in projects unguided by national and international policy guidelines,
which had provided increased protection for the resettlers (1994:3/1, 4/15).
Concerning the important issue of the restoration of income levels the report
runs into difficulties because of lack of data. Its conclusion on income resto¬

ration is that "...it reflects the persistence of a conceptually different stand on
the part of many borrowing agencies, mirrored in their design of resettlement
without full focus on rehabilitation (1994:4/3). In other words, political will
was missing among the borrowers.23 Concerning the appraisal of resettlement
projects, the report states that significant improvements had been made due to
local participation and the presence of NGOs (1994:5/1). As regards super¬
vision during implementation, the report finds improvements in the frequency,
quality and effectiveness of the World Bank's missions. Finally, it should be
mentioned that implementation is the responsibility of the borrower, although
the Bank has a responsibility to make sure the guidelines are adhered to
(1994:6/1).

The report also clarifies that resettlements almost always have been under¬
estimated with respect to money, time and complexity (1994:vii). In Zimapån,
I saw that people were given far too little time for the identification, articu¬
lation, dismantling and rebuilding of key aspects of their society — key
aspects often related to intangible, but deep-seated spatial and temporal
organizations. The money was available in Zimapån, but the complexity was
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not understood.
The report further states that the involuntary resettlement operation, despite

size, is treated as a "subsidiary" component of the main infrastructural project
content (1994:2/7). It is not sufficient to claim, as the report does, that "Too
often their feasibility studies display an "engineering bias " and underesti¬
mation of social-cultural variables, an approach that backfires later during
project execution" (1994:3/9). Yes, it backfires. (See Chapter 4.) But, the
problem is less underestimation of the local social-cultural variables than a
lack of understanding of the dynamic field of interaction (involving social-
cultural variables), that is created between the parties during the implementa¬
tion phase. Moreover, there are no methods to deal with this dynamic field of
interaction. Therefore, in many projects (among them the Zimapån project) ad
hoc solutions to unexpected problems and new scenarios leave one with the
impression of a chaotic happening (Aronsson 1992).

The scope of the resettlement problem is immense. In the past decade,
taking into account all available projects with resettlement components, it is
conservatively estimated that 80 to 90 million people have been resettled as
a result of infrastructural development projects, including dams, urban and
transportation development (World Bank 1994:i). Irrigation and hydroelectric
dams are the main causes of displacement — the people affected by these
dams constitute 63% of the displaced people (1994:2/6). 300 large dams enter
into construction yearly, forcing 4 million people to be relocated. The World
Bank projects account for 3% of them, which displace some 100,000 people
per year (1994:2/10). The rest of the projects have other financiers than the
World Bank. Of the high dams (above 15 meters) that have been built in the
last decade, 95% were built without World Bank financing (1994:3/5). The
World Bank is, nevertheless, a symbol for large dam projects, and one of the
main targets for NGOs and media coverage. Other organisations have also
developed guidelines, for example, OECD (Organisation for Economic Co¬
operation and Development) (1992), Asian Development Bank (1991) and
BITS (Swedish Board for Investment and Technical Support), but their
policies are more or less copies of the World Bank's directives.

The World Bank was involved with 192 projects in the time period from
1986 to 1993. These displaced a total of 2.5 million people. Of these projects,
146 projects were still active after 1993 and nearly 2 million people were in
different stages of resettlement. By region the distribution was: South Asia
1,024,000; East Asia 588,000; Europe/Central Asia 27,000; Latin America
180,000; Africa 113,000; Middle East/North Africa 32,000. A handful of
projects in India, China, Indonesia and Brazil accounted for over half of the
resettled people (1.1 million) (World Bank 1994:viii, 2/4). Zimapån in Mexico
was, with 2,500 displaced people, a small resettlement project. Size is not
necessarily connected to complexity, however, as the World Bank OP 4.12
guidelines state (1998: Footnote 1).
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The report identifies six major factors that explain the failure or success of
a resettlement project. They are: 1/ political commitment by the borrower, 2/
systematic implementation, 3/ sound social analysis, 4/ accurate cost assess¬
ments, 5/ effective executing organizations and 6/ public participation (World
Bank 1994: viii). The report also confirms Cernea's (1988) argument that a
resettlement program must also be a development program (World Bank
1994:3/6), without, however, discussing the concept of'development' per se.

In 1980, the World Bank released its first resettlement policy (OMS 2.33).
Before the formulation of these first guidelines, the negative consequences of
displacement were considered to be the concern of the borrowers, not of the
Bank, although the negative consequences had been well-known within the
Bank since the 1950s. Cernea has showed that displacements were often
treated as "...a salvage and welfare operation as a mere and hasty physical
removal of people out of the path of the flooding reservoir..." (1988:19).

In 1986, the in-house policy review ofresettlement Operations Policy Note
(OPN 10.08) was issued. In 1988, the two documents (1980 and 1986) were
reviewed and integrated into one policy. Behind this review was Michael
Cernea. His report Involuntary Resettlement in Development Projects (1988)
was a strong policy document, intended for distribution to the borrower
countries. Cernea's report has been central for all policy work since then. He
emphasizes, "Because involuntary resettlement dismantles a previous pro¬
duction system and way of life, all resettlement programs must be develop¬
ment programs as well" (1988:9).24 Below is a summary of the key issues of
the policy (World Bank 1994:1/10 and Cernea 1993:20-25):

• Involuntary displacement should be avoided or minimized.
• The objective of Bank policy is to assist displaced persons.
• Displaced people should be (i) compensated, (ii) given opportunities to share
in project benefits, (iii) assisted in the transfer.
• Minimizing the distance between departure and relocation sites may facilitate
the resetters' adaptation to the new socio-cultural and natural environments.
The trade-off between distance and economic opportunities should be
balanced carefully.
• Resetters' and hosts' participation in planning resettlement should be
promoted.
• New communities should be designed as viable settlement systems equipped
with infrastructure and services, able to integrate in the regional socio¬
economic context.
• Host communities that receive resetters should be assisted.
• Groups that may have informal customary rights to the land or other
resources must be provided with adequate land, inffastructre, and other
compensation. The absence of legal land should not be grounds for denying...
compensation and rehabilitation.
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Several of the above points were not fulfilled in the Zimapån project, as will
be shown in this present work.

In 1990, a new review was made and the guidelines were republished as

"Operational Directive (OP) 4.30". Seven years later, OP 4.30 was divided and
transformed into three parts: the mandatory Operational Directive (OP) 4.12,
the Best Practices (BP) 4.12, and the advisory Good Practices (GP) 4.12. A
draft version was first released on the Internet in March 1997, then in February
1998, and finally in July 1999 for comments from the public and experts. The
International Standards Committee of the Society for Applied Anthropology
(ISC), was highly critical of the 1998 version and found it inadequate in
several aspects. These comments can be found on the Internet.25 Here, two
issues should be highlighted — "restoration" and "aesthetic preference". The
policy draft formulation "all resettlers shall be assisted to improve or at least
restore their former living standard" is a key issue. The ISC forcefully argued
that this formulation would be devastating — it would mean 'restoring' the
majority of the resettled people to their former level of poverty. ISC
maintained that it would lead to a situation in which "sponsors will seek out
the least cost, least effort alternative" and, "This phrase will guarantee that
resettlement projects will not be development projects". ISC concluded that
the wording must be 'improving' living standard and production systems.26 As
regards the following problematic paragraph on 'aesthetic preference', many
anthropologists reacted with disgust (Downing 1998:personal communication,
Scudder 1998:personal communication). The draft paragraph reads:

Losses arising from sentimental attachment or aesthetic preference and indirect
losses (e.g., consequences of the project on areas not directly affected by land
acquisition) are beyond the scope of this policy (OP 4.12. Footnote 7, 1998).

The above paragraph was severely criticized by David E. Young (April 3,
1998), who argued that aesthetics is a central element in the rebuilding of a
displaced society.

In his doctoral thesis, Gibson (1993) investigated the efficiency of the
guidelines in World Bank projects in Indonesia and India by investigating
appraisal and evaluation reports. He concluded that two major aspects
contribute to the failure of projects. First, the 'information asymmetry' that
exists between the Bank and the borrower, limits the Bank's possibility to
monitor and appraise the project. Moreover, the Bank has insufficient
'incentives' to sanction inadequate performances. Second, the policy is
'incoherent' in areas with significant 'ethnic or social heterogeneity', since the
borrower and the Bank usually promote economic integration. Gibson's main
conclusion is that displacement and its consequences were more severe in
"areas characterized by institutional disjuncture — where adherents to rival
institution contend within territorial or functional areas" (1993:i-ii).
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I will finish this short overview of the World Bank guidelines with Scott
Robinson's views on the issue. For him, recurrent reviewing of the guidelines
is part of a complicated discourse production. The guidelines, he says, are a
'core discourse' in a 'story making process' where each actor generates his
own narrative of the resettlement project (1994a:3).

Resettlement Research in Mexico

The prophecies have beenfulfilled. The 'people ofreason' have won the battle.21
Fernando Benftez (1970:15)

The first time in post-revolutionary Mexico that authorities resettled people
in connection with a dam was in 1938 when a small irrigation dam was built
in Durango. Sixty years later, Mexico has 141 'major' dams located all over
the country (Robinson 1991:116).28 The largest and most recently built dams
are: Cerro de Oro in Oaxaca (1972), Angostura in Chiapas (1972), La Villita
in Guerrero and Michoacan (1973), Penitas in Chiapas (1983), Carlos Ramires
Ulloa in Guerro (1984), Zimapån in Querétaro and Hidalgo (1993), Aguamilpa
in Nayarit (1989, finished in 1992), and Huites in Sinaloa (1992) (Greaves
Laine 1997:2). Although the data is not coherent, a picture emerges of intense
exploitation of rivers that, Robinson argues has led Mexico to relocate "more
people in the aggregate than any other country in the world, at least until a few
years ago when large hydroelectric dams were completed in Asia and Brazil"
(1991:115). According to Greaves Laine, more than 142,000 people have been
resettled only due to the Miguel Alemån and Cerro de Oro dams in Oaxaca,
and the La Angostura, Chicoasén and Malpaso dams in central Chiapas alone
(1997:3). In this chapter I will give an introduction to resettlement research in
Mexico. I have also compiled some basic information on dams in Mexico in
Appendix 1.

Two Mexican Cases: the Papaloapan and Caracol Dam Projects
Mexican social scientists are pioneers in the study of, and participation in,
resettlement projects associated with dam building. They began these studies
1948 when the Papaloapan River Basin project (The River of the Butterflies)
was initiated (McMahon 1989:14). This dam project, a combined hydro- and
irrigation project, is one of the best documented in Mexico. Inspired by the
Tennesse Valley Authority (TVA) in the United States, Mexican authorities
founded the Papaloapan Commission in 1947-49 with the task of developing
the river basin and building the large Miguel Alemån dam to control the water
of the Papaloapan river. The Commission engaged social scientists to study
the social consequences ofthe project. The anthropologist Alfonso Villa Rojas
was hired to lead the group of investigators from the 'Office of Population
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Resettlement'. The dam affected thousands of mestizos as well as the

relatively autonomous cultures of the Mazatecas and the Chinatecas, who
lived rather isolated in the mountains. Villa Rojas and his group, who
developed and implemented the resettlement plans, were well aware of the
serious consequences for the affected people. In an article about the Mazatecas
from 1955, he claimed that the resettlement would involve profound changes
in their basic interpretation of the world (Villa Rojas 1955).

Another early study on the Papaloapan was made by the American social
scientist Poleman (1964). He began his study in 1954, returned for 2 months
in 1956, and again 1961. The basic argument of his book is that the
Papaloapan project is a necessary element in the agricultural development of
Mexico. The region, the Papaloapan basin, is a hinterland, and he writes:

The extreme cultural isolation of the inhabitants of the upper basin's interior is
illustrated by the fact that outside of the Yucatan Peninsula there is no other
section in Mexico of equivalent size and population of Indian-speaking people....
Primarily because of the language barrier, these groups have tended to regard even
neighboring peoples as "foreigners", and exhibit a primitive provincialism
suspicious of and unreceptive to new ideas. So backward are they, that among at
least two of the groups, the Chinantecs and the Mazatecs, the pre-Cortesian
calendar... is still in use.... Needless to say, economic growth is essentially at the
subsistence level (1964:53-54).

From the above quote there cannot be any doubt that Poleman saw the project
as exclusively beneficiary (and necessary) for the regional and national
development of Mexico. Nevertheless, in his introduction, he briefly discussed
the development concept:

Economic development suggests different things to different people. Basically,
however, it is the process whereby a people come to use the resources available to
them in such a way that a sustained increase in output per capita will result. It is
thus a relative thing, with its course in any given instance determined by a variety
of factors. In many less developed areas, "development" is frequently taken to
mean "industrialization (1964:5).

He does not, however, bring the concept of development down to the level of
the local people affected by the dam. Instead, resettlement seems to be a side-
issue for him and he mentions only briefly that the project would require a
resettlement "operation" which he describes in just one paragraph (1964:115).
He writes that the results of the resettlement were mixed, and that people only
slowly adjusted to their new way of life.

In 1955-1957, 22,000 Mazatecas who lived along the River Tonto in the
state of Oaxaca were resettled. They were resettled to different areas, and no
efforts were made to keep the group together. Thirteen years later, in 1968,
David McMahon studied the socio-ecological adaptation of one community,
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Ixcatlån, close to the reservoir. He argued that basically social changes were
two-fold: they occurred both in the dual "élite-campesino" system and in the
plural national system as it manifested itself locally and competed with
traditional values (1989:149-150). If I understand him correctly, he refers to
the increased economic and social inequality between groups and the erosion
of cultural (traditional) values.

Some years later a new study was undertaking focusing on health impacts.
The study concluded: "On the other hand, resettlement has not so much
created conditions of increased income and health inequality as much as
intensified those that already existed among the Mazatec" (Partridge, Brown
& Nugent 1982:257). Two students of geography came to a similar con¬
clusion. They argued that the economic disruption (rompimiento) caused by
the resettlement affected different groups in different ways and that in general
the standard of living decreased (Rodriguez and Zuniga 1990:180-185). Thus,
independent studies of the Miguel Aleman Dam have come to the same
conclusions. Resettlement reinforced existing social stratification (including
health aspects) despite efforts to avoid this (cf. Chapters 6 and 7).

Three decades later a second large dam, Cerro de Oro, was built in the river
basin of Papaloapan. It was put in operation into 1989. The dam dammed the
Santo Domingo River. (Miguel Bartolomé and Alicia Barabas were two of the
main researchers of that resettlement. I will discuss their contribution in the
section below.) But, before the dam was built, George Foster (1976) discussed
the possible impacts stressing the importance of local participation and the
necessity to elevate the standard of living of the affected groups. Hence, over
twenty years ago, he formulated what is nowadays generally accepted and
stated in international guidelines on resettlement; that is, a resettlement project
must be carried out as a development project with local "informed" participa¬
tion. But, as mentioned earlier, there is still a gap between available social
science knowledge and international policies on resettlement, especially for
the implementation phase.

Another case of dam building and resettlement in Mexico, is the Caracol
(P. H. Ing. Carlos Ramirez Ulloa)29 hydropower dam on the Balsas River in
north central Guerrero State. Construction began in 1977 and was completed
in 1985. The Caracol project has been the subject of a long-term study by
Scott Robinson and his students at the UniversidadAutonoma Metropolitans
and the following description is based mainly on their research.

Comision Federal de Electricidad (CFE) was in charge of the project and
11 (or 16) villages with 5,500 inhabitants were resettled. The Interamerican
Development Bank financed the dam. The CFE built a new town, Nueve
Balsas, with urban type houses and infrastructure. They supplied the new town
with electricity, running water and a sewerage system. Further, the land
confiscated was compensated in accordance with national requirements for
land acquisition. Five years after the resettlement, the new town was a pros-
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perous place with nice, well-kept houses. But, this positive picture changed
when Robinson and his students made in depth interviews. It turned out that
few of the resettled lived in the most attractive houses in the center of the
town. They could not afford them and had instead rented, or sold, the houses
to better-off Mexico City residents who used the houses as weekend resorts.
The confiscated land had been estimated correctly. The amount of land
compensation to be paid was determined already in 1981, but the checks were
not delivered until four years later, in 1984, when the reservoir was filling up
and the inflationary spiral had taken its toil. In Nueve Balsas, most of the
resettlers lived on the margins of the new town in low quality houses or huts,
and the ones who did live in their new houses did not feel comfortable. Bravo
Fuerte (1992) found that the majority of the working population had left. The
new town harbored mainly children and elderly people since the younger
generations had migrated to the United States or to large Mexican cities, in
order to earn a living. Robinson observes:

Four years after the CFE put its ample construction brigade payroll and the dam
entered its operational phase, communities on the most isolated points of the
Caracol reservoir have been obliged to enter the "narcoeconomy" to a degree
unknown before (Robinson 1991:119).

Apart from the economic disaster and the spatio-cultural aspects identified by
Robinson and his team, they also noticed an additional fundamental change
in the socio-religious structure of the new town. They identified a clear and
rapid increase of converts from Catholicism to Protestantism (Adventists)
(Robinson 1997:personal communication, Hernandez Santander 1991).

Theoretical Approaches
Greaves Laine remarks that resettlement research in Mexico consists of rich
ethnography, but that there is a lack of theoretical intentions (1997:12).30
Many of the ethnographic studies are unpublished reports. Some of them are
in the 'dead archive' of the CFE (as are the Zimapån reports), while others,
Bartolomé and Barabas claim, are not available because of the lack of
communication between Mexican institutions (1990:54, note 64).31 In this
section I will present three theoretical perspectives from resettlement research
in Mexico. They are: 1/ ethnocide, associated with Miguel Bartolomé and
Alicia Barabas, 2/ Scott Robinson's discourse analysis; and, finally, 3/ the
political model of interregional exploitation.

Ethnocide
Miguel Bartolomé and Alicia Barabas are probably the best known Mexican
anthropologists from a resettlement perspective to have been associated with
the Cerro de Oro dam project. They have been writing on the subject for two
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decades. The Cerro de Oro dam (Miguel de la Madrid)32 was completed in
1989, and it displaced more than 26,000 Chinantecos. Bartolomé and Barabas
began their work on Cerro de Oro in 1972-73 and one oftheir first articles has
often been quoted because of its forceful 'ethnocide' argument. They claim:

An examination of past and present treatment of Mazatec and Chinantec peoples,
for example, illustrates how a policy ofcultural extermination serves the needs of
the Mexican state (Barabas & Bartolomé 1973:3).

As anthropologists deeply concerned about a people with whom we have lived and
worked, we shall try to reflect the Indian view while examining the causes and
nature of recent ethnocidal process among the Mazatec and the same process now
underway among the Chinantec (Barabas & Bartolomé 1973:3).

Along with the prospect ofremoval and the consequent economic exploitation that
will be carried out under the new politics of subtle manipulation, we can also
anticipate a program of ethnocide (Barabas & Bartolomé 1973:13).

By 'ethnocide' they mean the systematic destruction of a group's life and
cognitive system (they use the word 'thoughts') (1990:49).33 These are strong
words, and Bartolomé and Barabas have been both criticized and praised for
their courage to stand up for the affected people. Aguirre Beltrån (1975) was,
I believe, the first professional to answer their arguments with a critical article
in which he claimed that it was 'irresponsible' to accuse the Mexican state of
practicing 'ethnocide'. He also claimed that for Barabas and Bartolomé any
intervention in the culture of an indigenous people seemed to equal to 'ethno¬
cide' (1975:405-418). Other critical voices are those of Partridge, Brown and
Nugent who argue that Barabas and Bartolomé are alone in claiming that it
would have been better for the Mazatecs to continue to live in exploitation
than "...subjecting them to the stresses ofculture change" (1982:249). In 1983,
Partridge and Brown published another critical article. Bartolomé and Barabas
responded. They wrote an article in which they argued that the discourse of
Partridge and Brown was filled with 'incorrectnesses' and that the text
suggested that they (Bartolomé and Barabas) represented an ideology that was
unacceptable to them (1984:201).34

There is no doubt, however, that the concept of ethnocide has had an
impact on discussions about resettlement, especially in the fundamentalist-
environmental movements that are totally against the building of any kind of
dams. In that literature, and in the media, the use of similar concepts is
common, for example, 'genocide' (Clay 1988:1).

In 1977 Barabas published her analysis of Chinantec Messianism. She
interpreted the movement as a native response to the dam and to the pressure
that the Chinantec culture was exposed to by the macro-society. Her basic
argument was that the actors operated within a scheme of asymmetrical power
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relations. The focus of the messianic movement was a peasant, who said he
had met an unknown person, who said "My name is The Great God Engineer.
I live here" (1977:235). The revelation wore an image of the Virgin of
Guadalupe on his back that warned the peasants about the dam. A few days
later, the Virgin of Guadalupe revealed herself and instructed the peasant to
contact the local authorities, as well as the president of Mexico, and convince
them not to build the dam. (1977:236). (This episode became the title of the
book La Presa Cerro de Oro y el Ingeniero el Gran Dios [1990]). The
messianic movement had been preceded by rumors that some engineers had
disappeared into the dam (cf. Chapter 5). I think that this article is one of the
most interesting among their publications on Cerro de Oro, because it
forshadows the discussions on resistance and social movements that came in
the 1990s.

In 1994, Barabas and Bartolomé refined their analysis of the messianic
movement by connecting it to the emerging discussions on social movements,
resistance and ethnicity. They compared the Cerro de Oro messianic move¬
ment with the resistance movement in 1992 against the planned dam project
at San Juan Tetelcingo in Guerrero. The affected groups (Nahuas) managed
to stop the San Juan dam project. In only two months they organized them¬
selves on the national and local level. They marched to Mexico City where
they demanded a meeting with the Mexican president. In this struggle, they
used their ethnic identity as a unifying force. The Nahuas' resistance move¬
ment, thus, became an ethnopolitical movement, in contrast to the Chinan-
tecos' messianic movement, which failed to generate collective action. The
reasons for this were mainly that Chinanteco society was deeply fractionalized
and controlled by the brokers who represented the people on the regional and
national level in the negotiations. The only domain that they did not control
was that domain of the elders {Los Ancianos) to which the messianic move¬
ment belonged. The sole result was that the elders were obliterated from the
political arena (Barabas & Bartolomé 1994)35 (cf. Gibson 1993).

Finally, in 1997, Bartolomé and Barabas published an article that refocused
on the theme of ethnocide, claiming that the clothing, language and identity
of the resettled have undergone changes due to the resettlement. They made
a causal link between the resettlement and these socio-cultural changes. In my
opinion, the article has some methodological shortcomings, since no non-
resettled villages seem to have been included in the sample of compared
villages. Still, Barabas and Bartolomé's discussion on 'ethnocide' is probably
the most internationally recognized contribution to resettlement research
developed in Mexico.

Political Processes and \Just so Stories?'
Scott Robinson began his studies on resettlement in 1982. At that time and for
many years afterwards he approached the study of resettlement from a cam-
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pesinistcf, jural and processualist argument" (1994a: 1). In other words, he saw
resettlement as an inherently political process, which he clearly expressed in
an article published in 1991. But in 1994, Robinson claims to have made a
"radical departure" in his professional work (1994a: 1) by focusing on the
interaction and the discourses of the actors in the power hierarchies.36 He
argues:

This interaction, always complex, contains a 'system of discourses — forms of
knowledge' legitimate for each sector. And each participant generates a set of nar¬
ratives, in the form ofdocuments, reports, guidelines, evaluation, always produced
in a scenario where the balance of power is unequal among actors (Robinson
1995:41).

In an unpublished 1994 conference paper Robinson claims:

As a consequence, resettlement reports may be just so stories, a discursive space
shared by different actors performing and writing for different audiences about
facets of a techno-finance driven endeavor over which they share little control
(Robinson 1994a: 7-8).

In this conference paper Robinson tries to go beyond politico- economic
perspectives and tackle the problem using a post-modernistic approach that
focuses on the discourses between the actors during the implementation phase.
He argues that the institutions employ their overlapping narratives systemat¬
ically to justify bureaucratic and policy decisions. The World Bank guidelines
constitute a 'core discourse' in this scenario (1994:3).

I can understand his frustration. My own 'lived experience' in the Zimapån
resettlement convinced me that one ofthe main analytical problems in resettle¬
ment analysis is the treatment of the resettlement as a linear and mainly
politico- economic process. I therefore believe that a discourse approach might
be fruitful. I hope that it will help us to break away from the conventional
studies. A most compelling example of material for a discourse analysis is
Robinson's excerpt of a negotiation discussion that was held between the
leader of the peasants in Zimapån and the CFE's Social Development
Assistant Director:

Peasant leader: We want to inform you that we are not satisfied with the ranches,
for many reasons. And we'd like you to know we are about to look for other
ranches to substitute for those that don't meet the conditions agreed upon....

CFE: I can mention, too, all that we've discussed before. But I think you are
avoiding the issue. Let's visit the ranches, understand the situation without being
stubborn. Let's go there and listen to each other's reasons....

Peasant leader: We already know the four ranches, and there's not enough
water. The soil is very light. And the production levels you report are untrue. All
this makes people think — if CFE with all its resources cannot make the ranches
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produce, what will become of us if we accept them?
CFE: This could take us until 8 or 9 tonight. Let's talk next Wednesday. Let's

have a ranches meeting. We can do this at the ranches, if you like. I don't know
why you don't want to go, because nothing's going to happen.... I don't know what
you want. (Robinson 1993:video documentary).

In spite of the many case studies available to us, we still do not have enough
detailed ethnographic material (day-by-day documentation ofthe implementa¬
tion phase). This lack of data, Robinson also has noted (1994a: 15, note 10).
This thesis, in a way, follows Robinson's lead by trying to identify strategies
and outcomes in the day-to-day implementation and the negotiations.

Interregional Exploitation
In Mexico, a well-established focus for socio-political-economic analyses is
the relation between center and periphery — a relation that is defined as an
asymmetrical power relation in which the center exploits the resources of the
periphery. For example, Carol A. Smith (1976) identifies Mexico as a "solar
central-place system":

In solar central-place systems urban centers are located in the middle of tributory
hinterlands, and all rural places are connected to only one of them for marketing.
Large centers are without competition from intermediate-sized centers (market
towns) on the borders of their territories... and themselves fall into the hinterland
of a single larger center (Smith 1976:318-319).

A solar-central-place-system may be defined by the following key charac¬
teristics: concentrated urban elites; great stratification; a closed-corporate and
egalitarian rural social organization with low mobility (Smith 1976:369). The
asymmetrical power relation between center and periphery is of interest for the
analysis of resettlement and dams and incorporates the discussion on regional
development. The above theoretical perspective is more or less present in
almost every study on resettlement in Mexico, for example, Robinson (1991),
Taifeld (1990), McMahon (1989), Barabas & Bartolomé (1992), Löpez Cortés
(1992) and Leon (1989). Some authors connect the asymmetrical power
relations to the history of colonialization, as does Fernando Benitez, whose
main argument is that history repeats itself and that the 'gente de razorf still
exploit the Indians and their land (1970:11-31).

As an example ofthe theoretical approach that sees dam projects as a form
of interregional exploitation I will mention the studies of the scholars Molina
and Barabas and Bartolomé. Virginia Molina (1976) used this perspective as
the starting point for her study of the La Angostura Dam (Belisario
Dominguez) that was built in 1972/73 on the Grijalva River in Chiapas. It was
a hydroelectric dam that affected 15,483 to 17,000 people — mestizos,
Tzeltales and Tzotziles. The CFE hired a group ofsocial scientists in 1969-70
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to investigate the consequences for the local people, and Molina was a
member of this group. She argued that the narrowness of the CFE's
perspective of the 'affected zone' as equal to the reservoir area severely
hampered their under-standing of the regional affects. Unfortunately, Molina
presents her results mainly in a descriptive and chronological form with
chapters heavy on regional history (which is the most common way of
presenting case studies on resettlement). But she does not draw any clear
conclusions about the social changes. Her study was published as early as
1976, only 3 years after the dam was built. I suspect that, it might still have
been too early to see any changes that could be directly related to the
resettlement. However, in Molina's study, I miss the regional boom-syndrome
of the center that resettlement experts of today always assume accompanies
the building of dams. I also do not find documented the effects of the dam on
groups who live around the reservoir and who have relations with the
resettlers, but whose land was not inundated. (See Chapter 7.)

According to Bartolomé and Barabas the relationship is clear: large
hydroelectric dams are built by the state for the production of energy mainly
designated for the centers. Indigenous people, who usually live on fertile
riverine land in distinct eco-systems, are forced to move when their land is
converted into reservoirs, which forces them into a process of integration and
assimilation into the 'large tradition' (Bartolomé & Barabas 1990:50-58).
They point out that due to the structural elements between the center and the
periphery the state violate nature and people in this process (Barabas &
Bartolomé 1992:7,11). In a separate article, Bartolomé argues along the same
lines that it is the ambition of the national state to "homogenize" the states of
Mexico (1992:17).
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Chapter 3

A Valley, a People and a Dam Project: the
Setting
The main purpose of this chapter is to introduce the reader to the people and
the place that the Zimapån dam and the resettlement project transformed so
deeply. The chapter is meant to function as a backdrop, against which the
transformations described and analyzed later may be viewed, compared and
put into an ethnographic context. The sections on the 'Social and Spatial
Landscape', the 'Social Stratification and Land Distribution' and the 'Dual
Authority Organization at Project Start' are especially central for the analysis
that I go on to make in Chapters 6 and 7.1 attempt to show that the transfor¬
mations that were generated by the resettlement project were multifaceted and
embedded in existing historical structures, and, at the same time, new
structures were added. I find Edwin Arderner's distinction between "...one

[process] that shapes, and a second that builds" (1990:89) relevant for what I
think happened during the short and chaotic implementation phase of the
Zimapån resettlement project.

Geographical Location of the Dam

The Zimapån hydroelectric dam is located in Central Mexico, about 250 km
north of Mexico City, on the border of the states of Querétaro and Hidalgo.
The reservoir follows two rivers, the Tula (to the east) and the San Juan (to the
south-west). To the north, we find the wild and rugged mountains of Sierra
Gorda with summits over 3,000 meters. To the south-east, we encounter the
semi-desert plateau of Aljives, and further south the fertile Valley of
Mezquital. The semi-desert plateau of Mesa de Leon lies to the north-west,
and further to the north the rich plains ofQuerétaro. The dam is located within
the geographical coordinates of latitude north 20°30' to 20°40', and, longitude
west 99°20' to 99°40' (CFE 1986 [Nov.]:l). (See Map 1).
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Map 1. Geographical Location ofthe Zimapån Dam. Map by Lotta Sandberg.
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Cultural Heritage of the Affected People
The Zimapån dam is located in the heartlands of the Otomi, the Pames and the
Nahuatl peoples, who nowadays form part of the large group of the rural
mestizo population known as Mexican campesinos (Mexican peasants). The
CFE stated, in its final report to the World Bank, that 98% of the affected
people were mestizo and 2% were Otomi (1996:14). It seems obvious, how¬
ever, that the cultural heritage of the displaced people of Ejido Vista Hermosa
in the state of Querétaro is, in the main, Otomi. This is in accordance with the
ethnographies and the historical accounts written by Tranfu (1989), Carrasco
(1950), Soustelle (1937), Coq and Samperio (1988), Zimmerman (1992) and
Bernard and Salinas (1989). (See Map 2). The people of Ejido Vista Hermosa
did not claim to be Otomi, however, (as did their neighbors in Hidalgo).
Instead, they expressed their view of their cultural heritage in the following
way. They claimed that they were not Otomi, as they had forgotten how to
speak the Otomi language.37 This was correct, in the sense that they were
basically monolingual. Their daily language, however, was filled with Otomi
expressions. For instance, there were traces of Otomi words in place names,
kitchen language and weather phenomena.38 Many elderly people also still
spoke and understood Otomi, as their neighbors across the river (in Hidalgo),
with whom they had daily contact. In fact, the two groups had intermarried for
centuries. One of the oldest persons in the Ejido Vista Hermosa explained to
me that in the beginning of the 1900s, her parents spoke Otomi between
themselves, but Spanish with the children. Therefore, it seems to me that the
assimilation process39 that has been going on for decades has had a different
impact on the people in Ejido Vista Hermosa in Querétaro, than on the people
across the river in Hidalgo. One consequence of the dam may be that the
cultural continuity between the two groups will diminish, since the reservoir
has cut off the access roads.

Russell Bernard, a well-known expert on the Otomi culture, put it in the
following way: "what you have found is that without the language, and
displaced from their land, the Otomis have been effectively stripped of any
ethnic claim they may have had to a piece of the national economic pie"
(1994:personal communication).

Counting Affected People
The number of people affected by the Zimapån dam project differs from
source to source. (See Appendix 2.) I have elsewhere discussed the confusion
of numbers on the local level in the Zimapån resettlement project (Aronsson
1992). In any case, the regional picture is that 38,100 people were affected in
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one way or another (either positively or negatively) by the dam project. Those
affected lived in the states of Querétaro and Hidalgo (CFE Wall Chart 1992).
Within these two states, several municipalities were affected. They were
Zimapån, Tasquillo and Tecozautla in the state of Hidalgo and Cadereyta del
Monte and San Joaquin in the state ofQuerétaro. Within these municipalities,
ten ejidos (cooperative agrarian communities), one comunidad agraria
(agrarian community), and six small, private properties with a total area of
2,309 hectares were affected by the dam project (CFE 1991 [Feb.]: 1-3).40

The number of displaced and resettled people ought to be between 2,152
and 2,452 (CFE 1991 [Feb.]:5, 1996:2). The number of resettled families in
Querétaro was 458 and in Hidalgo 52 (CFE, n.d.[c]:l 1). These people were
resettled either because they lived within the reservoir area or their houses
were destroyed because they were in a way of a new road or transmission line.
The graves in the village graveyard also were dug up because they were
located within the reservoir area.

In Querétaro, within Ejido Vista Hermosa, the three largest resettled
villages were La Vega, Vista Hermosa and Rancho Nuevo. They were
resettled to the Mesa de Leon plateau in November and December 1993. The
queretanos made up 90% of the affected people. In Hidalgo, several small
ranches were resettled. They were El Limön, La Cardonera, El Maxoti, San
Antonio, Tepetate Redondo and La Joya (collectively known as Aljives). In
these ranches there were some 90-100 persons who were relocated (except for
5 people) to La Concordia in Tecozautla in September 1993. In Paso del
Arenal, there were some 100 to 155 people, who were resettled to Nuevo Paso
del Arenal and Miramar in Tasquillo in January and February 1992. Finally,
El Epazote with 55 inhabitants was relocated to Porvenir in Tasquillo in
October 1991 (CFE staff 1992:personal communication, Hernandez 1993:3).
The people from Hidalgo made up 10% of the people affected.

The main focus of this thesis is on the three largest villages in Ejido Vista
Hermosa in the state of Querétaro, which were submerged in the reservoir in
November 1993.41

The number ofresettled people is low compared to the megaprojects in, for
example, China, India and Argentina that involve tens ofthousands ofpeople.
(It is in Asia that the really big resettlements have occurred especially since
the 1990s.) Nevertheless, to resettle a small number of people is not
necessarily a less complex or painful process than to resettle hundred of
thousands. Size is not necessarily related to complexity, although this is what
the World Bank clearly indicates in the 1999 draft guidelines on resettlement
by writing that a resettlement of less than a few hundred people would only
need a reduced resettlement plan.

The difficulties in determining the number of people affected are not
unique to the Zimapån dam project. In fact, many projects suffer the same
kind of problem; a problem that cannot be explained away by claiming that
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'they did a sloppy job'. I think we are dealing with a deeper problem
associated with ontological and epistemological aspects of how we view and
deal with 'reality'. To count people is not an easy task, but it is a central task
in resettlement projects. Key aspects of the problem are, for example, how
people move in space, local spatio-social compositions (households and
settlement patterns) that shift over time, and the estimation of the flow of
people in and out of the area during normal times and during the intense
implementation phase. I think that we have generally underestimated both
peoples' mobility in space and the considerable flexibility of household
composition over time.

Technical Aspects of the Dam
The CFE engineers found the valley's natural setting to be almost perfect for
a dam. The Tula and San Juan rivers joined in the valley of Ejido Vista
Hermosa and rushed into a narrow, 400 meter deep canyon with almost
straight walls. In the canyon the two rivers merged to become the Moctezuma
River. The high walls and the narrowness of the canyon made the technical
solution of a 203 meter high and 80 meter wide concrete arch dam possible.
The Zimapån dam belongs to the category of the highest dams in the world.
The reservoir covers approximately 22 square kilometers, and it has two arms,
each one approximately 12 km long. One arm stretches up the Tula River and
the other follows the San Juan River. At its highest water level, 188 meters,
the reservoir has a potential storage capacity of 1,460 million m3 ofwater. The
water is conducted through a 21.13 km long tunnel to an underground
powerhouse. The generating unit has two 146 MW turbines with a total
capacity of 292 MW. The annual average generation is 1,292 Gwh (gigawatt-
hours). Two transmission lines (115 kV and 230 kV), with a total length of
150 km, connect the unit to the national electric grid (CFE 1996:12-13,23-26,
World Bank 1989c:71). The main part of the electricity produced (80%) will
supply power to the multimillion cities ofQuerétaro and Mexico City (Taifeld
1990:12). The dam was filled in 1994, and by 1998 it was running at full
capacity.

The rivers are heavily polluted. Tula brings untreated sewage water from
Mexico City, while the San Juan carries heavy metals and industrial waste
mainly from the nearby industry town San Juan. Consequently, the dam
reservoir is strongly polluted (aguas negras), which excludes the use of its
water for irrigation. The reservoir has inundated 2,309 hectares of land of
which 365 hectares were highly productive irrigated farmland (CFE 1991
[Feb.]:3).

The Zimapån dam was designed to withstand the high risk of seismic
activities, although I do not know if an emergency plan has been developed
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in case the dam wall breaks. The peasants in the resettled village ofBella Vista
del Rio, at least were unaware of such a plan. This issue came up in 1996
when the village was shaken by several earthquakes that damaged the new
houses and scared the people -"We thought we were going to disappear into
the earth." The peasants claimed that there had never before been seismic
activities in this area, and they therefore related it to the weight of the water
in the reservoir.42 Rumors already circulated in 1994 about a crack in the dam
wall, and in 19971 heard stories about huge stone blocks that were shot out of
the canyon walls and into the canyon by gushing streams of hot water.

The peasants were never informed about the dam's life expectances. In an
early report, the CFE (1990b [May]:30-31) estimated the life expectancy of
the dam to be 50 years. In 1993, I asked a prominent CFE engineer in the
project about this and he said that it would be cheaper to build a new dam than
to clean the deposits out of the old one and to modernize the technical
equipment. In addition, on another occasion a CFE technical staff member
claimed that the CFE planned to build three or four more dams on the San
Juan in the near future.

National and Global Interests

The Zimapån hydroelectric dam is part of a larger energy project that also
includes the Aguamilpa dam in Nayarit. The World Bank was the main
financier of the project, the first one in Mexico for almost two decades. The
purpose of the project was to meet the high demand for electricity after the
'lost decade' of the 1980s. From an energy point of view, the project was
regarded as necessary. The total cost of the project was estimated at 1.4 billion
US dollars. The IBRD (World Bank) loan was 460 million, the government
of Mexico contributed US $100 million, the CFE contributed US $733
million, and bilateral aid suppliers gave credits for US $147 million (World
Bank 1989e:4). For the entire project (including Aguamilpa) US $5.4 million
were reserved for social and environmental programs including training
(World Bank 1989e). In a World Bank office memorandum (October 22,
1993), however, it is stated that the resettlement program of Zimapån cost
around US $60 million "an amount which exceeds by more than 100% the
original budget; this cost overrun had created accountability problems for
GDS43 with the CFE management"( 1993 [Oct.]:5).

The global connections and economic interests in the dam were con¬
siderable. The multinational Swedish and Swiss based company Asea Brown
Boveri (ABB) was the leader of the consortium that built the dam; the Nor¬
wegian company Kvaerner planned and provided technical know-how; the
Spanish company Mecapena built the turbines; the Italian company Impregilo
implemented the project;44 and workers and experts from Mexico, Europe and
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the rest of Latin America worked in the project and lived in the area. During
the peak of the project, the large camps housed some 8,000 men. (Some of
these had love affairs with local women, leaving children behind).

1 find that Claes Corlin's (1995:personal communication) expression —

"The world in the village" — is a suitable description for the Zimapån dam
project, and maybe also for any other dam project in the world.

The Political Landscape of Ejido Vista Hermosa
As is any local ejido structure, Ejido Vista Hermosa was a product of local
history and national reforms. Two national land reforms governed the land
question in Ejido Vista Hermosa. The first reform created the ejido structure,
while the second one disintegrated it. The first reform was a result of the
Mexican Revolution.45 In the 1917 Mexican Constitution, Article 27
formalized the land reform, which established a new institution, the ejido (a
rural corporate group). In short, the reform stipulated a redistribution of land
from the large haciendas to the landless peasants who lived on the haciendas.
In the 1970s, the distribution of land more or less ended. In 1992, the Mexican
congress ratified a second land reform that mandated a privatization of ejido
lands. (See Appendix 3.) As a result of the 1992 reform, the government could
legally buy the land from the peasants in Ejido Vista Hermosa, instead of
being required to replace it with land of the same quality and quantity, as was
the case before this reform. It also gave the peasants the legal right to sell their
land. (See Chapter 7.)

Ejido Vista Hermosa is located in the municipality ofCadereyta de Montes
in the state of Querétaro. (See Appendix 4.) The ejido's eastern border faces
the state ofHidalgo. Before the revolution, two haciendas owned the land that
consisted of the valley and the surrounding plateaus and mountain-sides,
including the important water rights to the river. The hacienda on the plateau
was Mesa de Leon (The Lion's Plateau), previously known as La Venta (The
Windy Place). (The hacienda renamed the plateau.) The hacienda in the valley
was El Infiernillo (Little Hell), which the owner renamed Vista Hermosa
(Beautiful View). The hacienda in the valley seems to have existed since 1890
(CFE 1992 [Aug.]:32), although it is not mentioned in some of the historical
documents of the region. The owner was Guillermo Parra, who also owned the
hacienda Aljives, across the river in Hidalgo. The hacienda was a social
center, with its Catholic church and mansion — a 'Big House' to use Freyre's
(1946) terminology for the hacienda system. The other hacienda on the
plateau, Mesa de Leon, was owned by AusencioTrejo between 1900 and 1910
(Urquiola 1989, Anexo 2:433). However, a transaction seems to have taken
place, because, according to my field information, it was owned by the Parra
family in the 1920s. The haciendas had no fruit production, (in contrast to the
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later established ejidö). Instead, the hacienda produced corn, sugarcane and
beans, products mainly destined for the market in Tecozautla in Hidalgo.

The people revolted against the haciendas in 1928. They had prepared the
uproar for two years. With the assistance of a young man from the village of
El Palmar,46 they had organized the Particular Executive Committee of the
Grouping of the Neighbors of Villa Hermosa (Comité Particular Ejecutivo de
la Agrupaciön de Vecinos de la Villa Hermosa). This committee is of
particular interest to the present study, because it is linked to the resettlement
committee of half a century later. The young man from El Palmar was the
father of the leader of the resettlement committee, who played a central role
in the negotiations.

The Ejido Vista Hermosa was officially founded on January 13, 1937.47 It
consisted of a fertile valley, rain-fed farmland and grazing land on the plateau
and on the mountainsides. It had a total size of roughly 6,800 hectares (at the
start of the dam project).48 The exact size of the ejido differs from one source
to another. In fact, many of the so-called hard facts reported in this project
differ between the sources. In the case ofthe size of the ejido it varies between
5,631 (CFE 1990d [Oct.]:21) and 21,000 hectares (Guggenheim 1993:208).49
The ejido also had access to water from two large rivers, which in this dry
region made the ejido rich. The rivers were the San Juan and the Tula that ran
through the valley, rushed into the Devil's canyon and was turned into the
Moctezuma River. This river is the main water source for the municipality of
Cadereyta.

Social and Spatial Landscape
The resettled villages in the valley had a common histoiy based on the
struggle for ejido land and water, which both united and separated the three
villages. On a structural micro-level each village represented a demarcated
political, economic and symbolic place in the valley. In addition, the people
of the three villages were closely bound to each other through social webs
based on marriage, economic aid and friendship. Their relationship was thus
highly dynamic in daily life, and under normal circumstances, flexible. When
the negotiations about the resettlement and the new village began, the
residents of each village were confronted with dilemmas of loyalty since they
now had to act as a village unit in order to pursue their rights in the rebuilding
of a common new village. As a result, each village used arguments embedded
in time and space structures to support their claims about where they should
be located in the new village. (See Chapter 7.)

At the turn of the last century some 60 people lived in the valley. They
belonged to four or five families, who lived in 12 houses. The settlement
pattern was loosely dispersed with the hamlets located in three clusters, one
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for each family. The clusters were situated on the same spots as the three
villages lay at the start of the dam project. This information comes from one
ofthe oldest persons in Rancho Nuevo, who could also recall the names of the
family heads. According to Basaldua (1994:41), when the ejido was founded
242 people lived there. The people lived a 'traditional' life, not all that
different from when the dam project began. The people said that life in the
valley was poor, a situation that was alleviated a little only when the men
began to migrate to the USA in the 1970s.

In the 1980s, when the dam project began 1,722 people lived in the valley
in three villages: Rancho Nuevo with 943 people, Vista Hermosa with 409 and
La Vega with 370 people (CFE 1986 [Nov.]:table 24,25, 26). On the plateau,
there were several small communities with a dispersed settlement pattern,
(typical of the Otomi): Mesa de Leon and Arbolito with some 275 people
(Basaldua 1994:2-3); Las Cuevas with 9 families, El Yeso with 13 families,
La Lajita with 13 families and El Chivo with 6 families (with approximately
five members per family). In addition, there was a community, El Carricillo,
with 15 families on the ejidal border. It did not formally belong to the ejido,
but it participated in the general ejidal meetings. The distance between the
valley and the plateau was seven kilometers.

Three Former Riverine Communities: a short description
In the valley, along the San Juan River, on an east-west axis, there were three
villages Rancho Nuevo, Vista Hermosa and La Vega. The distance between
them was approximately one and a halfkilometers. The valley was surrounded
by arid mountains with an elevation of 1,500 to 1,900 meters above sea level.
In the valley, because of the surrounding mountains and the rivers, there
existed a micro-climate that was well-suited to horticulture and fruit

production.

Rancho Nuevo
Rancho Nuevo was the largest village of the three, with an area of 81,530 m2
(Taifeld 1990:18). It was located at 1,425 meters above sea level. The houses
lay scattered irregularly on the slopes, built on low-quality land, separated
from each other by the main road, a canyon, or other natural physical features.
Numerous nameless stony paths connected the houses. The house plot pattern
in Rancho Nuevo consisted of larger plots in the center (50x50 meter) and
smaller plots (30x30 meter) on the margin of the village (CFE 1986 [Nov.]:69-
74). Compared to the other villages, Rancho Nuevo had the smallest house
plots with an average size of 220 m2 (Taifeld 1990:18).

In 1992, 257-259 families with a total population of 1,135 people lived in
Rancho Nuevo.50 The majority of them lived as nuclear families with their
own house and kitchen hut, built on any suitable place within the village. The
preferred settlement pattern was thus neolocal. Fifteen families (children and
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children's families and parents) lived in compounds that consisted of
individual houses (sleeping huts) and a shared kitchen. The houses were often
built in a semi-circle. Seven families shared a house with their parents for
economic reasons. Families could also live together for other reasons. For
example, some of the richest and most powerful families lived in compounds,
for example, the family of the leader of the negotiation committee.

The social composition of the village consisted mainly of 11 intermarried
families (C, E, G, 3xM, 3xR, S and T), with the result that individual members
and their relatives could be found in any of the socio-economic groupings
discussed in the section on social stratification. Individual and family ties cut
through economic class. From a religious perspective, four of these families
were Adventists, two were Catholics, two were equally mixed, and one had no
overt religious affiliation. Just as in the case of the socio-economic groupings,
a nuclear, as well as an extended, family could consist of both Adventists and
Catholics. For example, Mario came from Rancho Nuevo. His family were
among the original ejidatarios. He was an Adventist. Mario was married to
Alejandra, who came from Vista Hermosa. Her family were landless
comuneros. She was a Catholic. Hence, a husband and wife as well as adult
children could have different religious affiliations. People spoke freely about
this. Nevertheless, despite the socio-religious mixture on the individual and
family level, and even though the two Catholic families had a very high socio¬
economic status because of their 'inherited' farmland and fruit orchards, the
Adventists dominated the village politically and economically.51

There may be a connection between the arrival of the Adventists and the
foundation of Rancho Nuevo, which was the newest village of the three. The
villagers emphasized that the village was founded in the 1940s, when several
families moved to the site from the outskirts of the village Vista Hermosa. The
move coincided with the arrival of the Adventists in the valley. Catholics and
Adventists alike, however, denied any religious conflict as the reason for the
move. They insisted that they had moved for two other reasons: landslides had
destroyed their houses, and they wanted to be closer to their farmland.52

The first name of the village was Los Conejos ('The Rabbits'). This name
referred to the many rabbits in the valley. Although I am aware of the cultural
differences, I think it is worth mentioning that among the Sierra Otomis the
rabbit, because of its sexual habits, represents the incarnation of the Devil
(Galinier 1990:590). This connection with the Devil is probably relevant,
because a recurrent cultural theme in the valley is the Devil. Thus, it is also
plausible that the families who had moved from Vista Hermosa to Los Conejos
changed the name because of these connotations.

The residents from the three villages agreed that Rancho Nuevo was the
richest village in the ejido as well as the best organized one. The village had
the most facilities: a primary school, a telesecundaria school (secondary
school), a plaza with a kiosco (bandstand), a clinic, a house of culture (casa
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de cultura), a volleyball court, a football court, a kindergarten, several shops
(including a CONASUPO, governmental subsidized shop), a pharmacy, a
mechanic, a jail, a cemetery and a water tank. In 1959, the principal and
largest shop in the valley, La Tienda Grande, was opened here. In addition,
the village had a large Adventist temple that was inaugurated in 1984 (the first
temple had been inaugurated some time in the period between 1950 and 1955)
and a Catholic chapel, inaugurated in 1989.53 The Adventist temple spatially
dominated the village. The many infrastructural facilities indicate that the
village residents had long been successful negotiators with the 'outside world'.
The main actors from the 'outside' in the dam project, the CFE and the
Instituto Nacional Indigenista (INI), associated Rancho Nuevo with 'prog¬
ress', and many times I heard it called 'the political village'.

Vista Hermosa
Vista Hermosa ('Beautiful View') was located between the other two villages
at 1,410 meters above sea level. It had an area of42,381 m2(Taifeld 1990:18).
This village was dominated spatially by the ex-hacienda with its cobblestone
yard and the greenish Catholic church. All the houses and huts were located
on the hillsides on poor quality land around and above the ex-hacienda and the
church. The average size of the house plots was larger than in Rancho Nuevo
(320 m2) (Taifeld 1990:18). The houses were covered with flowers and well
hidden by mezquite trees and cactuses. Since the houses were situated close
together on the steep hillsides, few roads led to them. Instead, there were
numerous stony paths that connected the houses, but they were too narrow for
cars, which had to be parked close to the main road. A social problem that
began with the dam project was the theft of these parked cars or parts of them
(for example, the wheels). As a result, the village men had to stand guard at
night, which increased the already tense social atmosphere in the valley.

One year before the resettlement, the village had 102 houses and 510
inhabitants in 96 families. Eight of these families lived in compounds (CFE
1993 [March].figure no. 2 and l).54 The social composition of the village
consisted of four intermarried families (T, G, A, M). At the start of the
resettlement project, the majority of the villagers were Catholic.55

In terms of facilities, Vista Hermosa had fewer than Rancho Nuevo, but
more than La Vega. It had three shops (including a subsidized governmental
shop, UCA), a primary school, a football camp, a house of culture and the
teacher's house.56 Later in the project period, the CFE built a kindergarten and
made a volleyball court.

Vista Hermosa had changed names three times. Its first name was El
Infiernillo ('Little Hell'), which had been the original name of the valley.
Thereafter, it received the name La Hacienda ('The Hacienda') because of the
mansion. Finally, it was renamed Vista Hermosa — a name that the hacienda
owner had given his real estate. The name changes were related to powerful
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political agents as well as to the place. The village had been the bearer of the
original name of the valley as well as of the original name of the ejido.

The most prominent feature of Vista Hermosa was that it functioned as a
spatial-political arena for the agrarian and religious authorities ofthe ejido. As
a result, all official decisions were taken here and all announcements were
made here, at the general assemblies, for example, the announcement of the
building ofthe dam. Furthermore, it was on the edge of this village that the ex-
president of the ejido was shot to death because of accusations of corruption.
Its religious authority manifested itself through the Catholic church, and at the
yearly fiestas the religious procession started its route here. In accordance with
local tradition the valley's patron saint, the Virgin de Guadalupe, was kept in
the church.

This village gave me the impression ofbeing very closed, when I compared
it to the other two. I think this was due to the village's lay-out with many
fences, stone walls and gates that divided the village into small and well-
demarcated sections. I also found that Vista Hermosa, compared to the other
two villages, was 'in the middle' in terms of facilities, politics, religion and
access to resources. In fact, the negotiations revealed that Vista Hermosa (as
a united spatial-social group) seems to have been the scale of balance in a
power struggle between the two main antagonists, Rancho Nuevo and La
Vega.

La Vega
La Vega was the smallest village of the three with an area of 27,476 m2
(Taifeld 1990:18). It was situated at 1,425 meters above sea level and was
located last in the row of the villages (or first seen from the other direction)
furthest to the west. The residents claimed that La Vega had a hotter climate
than the rest of the valley and better soil quality. La Vega was the oldest
village in the valley. History tells that the people originally came from the
Otomi town of Tecozautla in Hidalgo, which was the traditional market place
of the valley. They had worked for the hacienda on the plateau, but preferred
to live in the valley, closer to their families in Hidalgo (Basaldua 1994:46).

In 1992, 79 families lived in 76 houses in La Vega. Only three families
lived in compounds. A year before the resettlement, the village had a total
population of 421 people (CFE 1993 [March]:figure no. 2).57 The social
composition was very tight. The village consisted of two intermarried families
(C and X). In fact, Taifeld (1990) claims that the village consisted of only one
family. Almost all of them were Catholics.58

La Vega was the least urban of the villages and had the fewest facilities. It
had two shops and a football field at the start of the project. On the other hand,
La Vega had had the first primary school in the valley, built in 1938 when the
ejido vas founded. The house-pattern was dispersed even though the houses
were built much closer to each other than in the other villages. The houses
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were scattered on both sides of the road and also down to the river. According
to the CFE, the house plots had the same average size (320 m2) as in the
village Vista Hermosa.

In this village, the movement of animals, people and goods between the
houses was much more intense and visible than in the other two villages. This
constant flow of goods indicates that the principle of sharing was well
established in the village. This, combined with the open yards without gates
and fences, created an impression of a lack of spatial, physical and social order
that could be interpreted as 'chaos'. Perhaps, because they found it difficult
to understand this 'chaos,' the CFE associated La Vega with 'tradition' and
poverty. Several times I heard them say 'La Vega is a traditional village'.
Later in the negotiations, the peasants used the same expression when they had
to decide about the lay-out of the new village.

In contrast to the other villages, La Vega had never changed its name. A
resident told me, after the resettlement, that its name is Otomf and means

'good, valuable land'. (In fact, \ega is Spanish and means 'fertile lowland'
and in Mexican Spanish 'marsh'). This man may have made a mistake, but it
may also be an indication of that local history and memories are on the way
to being rewritten after the resettlement. In the case of La Vega, it seems that
they returned to their Otomi cultural heritage.

Common Traits of the Villages and some CFE misrepresentations
None of the villages was divided into barrios ('blocks'). Furthermore, there
were no street names or numbers. The only spatial subdivision that the
residents used was arriba ('up') and abajo ('down'). The best place to live
was abajo, which was closest to the river and the orchards. In Rancho Nuevo,
for example, the Adventist Temple, the largest shop and some well-tended
large houses were situated abajo.

Despite the lack of barrios, the CFE's maps, nevertheless, clearly divided
the villages into sections. For example, the CFE map of Rancho Nuevo had 24
ordered barrios and six dispersed clusters of houses. The mapping of the
villages into barrios distorted and undermined the local socio-spatial
organization of each village and reinforced the outside expert's view of the
villages. No one realized that the lack of barrios, and street names and house
numbers created a feeling of spatial closeness, which not necessarily was
related to physical distance, but was dependent on the existing spatial and
social 'ground rules and social maps' (Shirley Ardener 1981), i.e. irregular
paths, lack of fences, landscape formations, unlocked doors, hearing distance
and visiting pattern. In addition, people oriented themselves in social space by
using landscape characteristics — "he who lives by the lime tree" or "she with
the large bougainvillea".

The villages were also connected by the natural landscape by a string of
named places that began within the village border and ended at the river. In
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Rancho Nuevo, a path of named places went from the center of the village to
the river. Inside the village the path began with El Zapote (a tree), La Era
(threshing place for beans), Salitre (the soil had a high salt content), La Milpa
Larga (a large lot, which the villagers always added, was cultivated by only
one person)59 and Las Moritas ('blackberry', Rubus sp.). The path ended by
the river at a grove of Wamuchi trees (unidentified). In a way, the village was
a cultural center that communicated with the natural landscape through the art
of cultivation and the naming of places. During the day, the village was
connected with the natural landscape by a constant flow of people, goods and
animals that moved along named paths, while at night a man could encounter
the supernatural, for example, the red dwarf by the river. (See Chapter 4.)

The CFE's determination of the size of the village plots needs to be
commented upon. Residents seldom could say exactly where one house plot
ended and the next began. Usually, a stone or a cactus marked the boundary.
In addition, they were not interested in sketching the house plot or the house.
Instead, they were considerably more interested in the milpas, the parcels by
the river that, unlike to the house plots, were clearly demarcated. The owners
could tell the exact number of trees, their age and their position as well as the
size of the parcel. In addition, on Sundays, the milpa functioned as a private,
recreation space for the families. In this case, I think, the peasants indicated
some kind of cultural priority, which in turn does not omitt an economic
priority. Instead, they complimented each other. My interpretation is that the
peasants needed the trees to live from, but also to live for, and when they
cultivated the milpa, they also cultivated their culture. I would like to return
to the original meaning of the word 'culture'. Michael Jackson defines
'cultures', in a critique of the intellectualistic school of cultural theory, as
"...denoting modes of practical activity in the man-made environment:
cultivating the land rather than cultivating the mind" (1983:327). (See
Chapters 4 and 7.)

Water both connected and divided the three villages. Since the 1960s, all
three villages had water entubada (river water pumped to a water tank that
supplied the villages with running water). There were two water tanks — one
in central Rancho Nuevo and the one on the hillside just above the village. A
man in Rancho Nuevo was in charge of the water schedule from 5 AM to 5
PM. (The last year before the resettlement, water was available 24 hours a
day.)60 The villages were also connected by 26 km of irrigation canals. This
network, however, also divided the villagers into two groups: the 70
ejidatarios who belonged to the principal canal and the 15 ejidatarios who
belonged to the second (segundo) canal (Basaldua 1994:122-123). The border
between them was situated by a washing place, La Canoa, close to Rancho
Nuevo (see Map 3). This division was independent of place of residence; a
resident ofVista Hermosa could 'own' land that was located in Rancho Nuevo
and that therefore was irrigated by the segundo canal. Consequently, the social
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Photograph 1. The Valley ofEjido Vista Hermosa, 1992.

organization of the canal work united some of the land-owners cross-cutting
their respective village affiliations. In other words, two socio-spatial principles
collided (village affiliation and Iandownership) or, if seen from another
perspective, complemented each other.

The villages had a weekly irrigation schedule that governed both the
number of days and which days of the week each village could irrigate: La
Vega watered on Monday and Tuesday, Vista Hermosa on Wednesday and
Thursday and Rancho Nuevo on Friday, Saturday and Sunday. Water
distribution was related to the amount of irrigated land, the size of the village
and the number of trees. Rancho Nuevo was the biggest in all respects. The
irrigation schedule for Rancho Nuevo interfered with their religious temporal
week, however, by occupying both Saturday (the day of rest for the
Adventists) and Sunday (the day of rest for the Catholics). I never heard
anybody in Rancho Nuevo complain, however, so I assume irrigation was
more important than respecting the day of rest. Water conflicts between the
three villages had always existed, and many stories were told about armed
encounters between peasants from the three villages, when somebody was
caught irrigating his/her field on the 'wrong' day.

The villages cooperated in many ways. The residents cooperated in faenas
(ejidal cooperative work) for example, cleaning the irrigation canals. In former
times, they also cooperated in the coyote hunt.

In the valley, people had an 'ecocosmology' (Croll & Parkin 1992c) that
presented the three villages as symbolically interwoven in a landscape
represented by the Devil's body. His body was spread out along the river in
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the valley and each village represented a particular part of his body: La Vega
was his head, Vista Hermosa his stomach and Rancho Nuevo his feet. This
symbolic representation in, but also of, the landscape was not accepted by all
residents. In our discussions, some dismissed it with a laugh, others insisted
that it was all a rumor spread by people who wanted to hurt the valley. Other
people were embarrassed, but agreed with the representation. Nevertheless,
this symbolic representation was present in the resettlement process, and I
believe that the Devil was part of the ecocosmology of the people of the
valley. (See Chapter 5.)

In the resettlement project, concepts like 'local' and 'traditional' became
associated with La Vega, while Rancho Nuevo was associated with
'education', 'roads', 'communication' and 'broker activities' with the wider
society. Furthermore, its residents had religious connections to the Adventist
church in the United States. It might be argued that Adventist Rancho Nuevo
through this association expressed a more global spatial orientation. The
different spatial orientations collided, for example, when the ejido, in the
1960s planned to build a road to Cadereyta. La Vega refused to participate,
arguing that they did not want the Taw of the municipality to enter the valley',
i.e., to let the national authorities intervene in the local society's activities.61
(This argument returned in the negotiations about the lay-out of the new
village. See Chapter 7.) In my opinion it is, of course, a gross oversimplifi¬
cation to state that the structural relationship between Rancho Nuevo and La
Vega could be understood as the binary opposition 'progress versus tradition'.

Social Stratification and Land Distribution

In Ejido Vista Hermosa, social stratification and differential access to
resources was specifically connected to the distribution of ejido land. Social
stratification is a common phenomenon in Mexico's ejidos (e.g., Krantz 1991).

Land Distribution
Between 1937 and 1992, Ejido Vista Hermosa had been subject to four
different land distributions when land of different quality and in different
locations within the ejido was distributed to the ejidatarios. The first
registered distribution of land, in 1937, coincided with the official foundation
of the ejido. This land was of high quality and consisted of irrigated land in
the valley and rain-fed land on the plateau Mesa de Leon. A few years later,
in December 1941 (CFE I990d [Oct.]:20), the first land extension {La
Primera Ampliacion) was carried out and irrigated land in the valley and rain-
fed land on the plateau were distributed again. The third land distribution,
which is the second land extension {La Segunda Ampliacion), occurred in
April 1970. On this occasion, only rain-fed land on the plateau was distrib-
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uted. The fourth and final land distribution, that is the third land extension {La
Tercera Ampliation), was applied for in April 1986.62 The legal rights to this
land were granted in 1992, an ejidatario from Rancho Nuevo claimed.63 Not
until 1994, however, was the land distributed and cultivated. In this final land
extension, land of poorer quality on the plateau was distributed.

Land Types, Size and Use
Before the inundation due to the dam, the size of the ejido was around 6,800
hectares.64 Most of the land was semi-arid, except for the irrigated land (76.43
hectares) in the valley that the Zimapån dam inundated. In total, the Zimapån
project affected 410.85 hectares of Ejido Vista Hermosa (CFE 1991
[Feb.]: 1 ).65 From a regional perspective, the Zimapån dam inundated 1/3 ofall
the irrigated land in the municipality of Cadereyta.66

The land in the ejido is of four different types: irrigated land (riego) in the
valley, rain-fed land {temporal) on the plateau, grazing land on the plateau and
the mountain slopes, and low quality land on which the villages were located
in the valley. The irrigated land (76.43 hectares) was distributed among 361
parcels and 202 'producers' (CFE 1991 [Feb.]: I).67 This land was high quality
alluvial soil that produced two to three crops yearly of corn, beans and other
vegetables. The ejido had large fruit orchards and the trees were central to the
local economy and held a symbolic meaning. (See Chapter 5.)

The rain-fed land on the plateau covered 500 hectares (CFE 1990d
[Oct.]:2).68 The land produced one crop a year of beans and corn. Since the
1970s this land has also been used forpulque production (beer made from the
Agave). Rainfall on the plateau varied greatly and the peasants had vivid
memories of rainless years without any harvest. If it rained sufficiently,
however, the land gave a good yield. The peasants stressed that they had never
relied solely on this rain-fed land, but had always been dependent on the
irrigated land in the valley.

The rest of the ejido consisted of communal grazing land. It covered the
mountain slopes up to the plateau and parts of the plateau itself. The peasants
used it for grazing of goats and a small number of cattle, collection of
firewood, animal fodder {ramas) and many kinds of medical herbs. They also
collected materials for handicrafts there, for example, ixle fiber from the
lechugilla cactus {Agave lecheguilla) used for ropes, and twigs from the
sabino and saus {Salix sp.) used for baskets. Wild foods were gathered, and
consumed, or exchanged for fruit, for example, nopales (Prickly pear, Opuntia
sp.) the leaves were used for food, tunas (fruit from the nopal cactus),flores
de sabina (unidentified) and fruit from the garambulla {Myrtillocactus
geometrizan) and bisnaga cactus {Echinocactus platyacanthus).69 Organic
material for the traditional houses was also collected here. (See Chapter 7.)
The communal land was crucial for all members ofthe ejido, but especially for
the landless and households headed by single women who complemented their
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daily needs with food, firewood and forage from that land.

Social Status Differences Based on Land
The social status of an ejidatario (member of an ejido by birth) was a
reflection of his/her place, or lack of place, in the history of spatial and
temporal distributions of land in Ejido Vista Hermosa. Four different social
categories of ejidatarios existed. These were based on land-holding and were
in order of status: original ejidatario/ejidatario completo who held land from
the foundation and the 1st land extension; ejidatarios of the 2nd land
extension; ejidatarios of the 3rd land extension; and ejidatarios and non-
ejidatarios without land rights.

The original ejidatarios/ejidatario completos were owners of irrigated land
in the valley. They were 128 or 129 in number. I base this number on inter¬
views with the ejidatarios and on a document from the Secretaria de la Re-
forma Agraria (October 29, 1989). If this land was transferred unfragmented
to one heir, he or she could also call him/herself ejidatario completo. These
ejidatarios enjoyed the highest social status in the ejido. They were the bosses
— a group of peasants claimed when we discussed social stratification in the
ejido.70'71 The 'first' ejidatarios had legal documents that verified their land
rights, which were necessary for restitution and to file compensation claims
for lost lands and harvests.

The next group was the ejidatarios ofthe 2nd land extension who had good
quality rain-fed land on the plateau. Their social position was in the middle of
the status hierarchy. In 1990 this group was cultivating the land without proper
legal documents (CFE 1990d [Oct.]:21 ).72 Some of the ejidatarios in this
group had acquired large, but less productive, land-holdings on the plateau by
exchanging irrigated land in the valley for rain-fed land on the plateau. Some
of them had been original ejidatarios, but they had chosen to move to the
plateau, as they based their economy on animal production. In the valley there
was insufficient space for large flocks of animals because of the intense
cultivation of the riverine land. Such land exchanges had been practiced since
the foundation of the ejido and were unrelated to the dam project. In 1990,94
ejidatarios with land rights and their families lived on the plateau (CFE 1990d
[Oct.]:21).

Among the landowners, the ejidatarios of the 3rd land extension had the
lowest status. The execution of the 3rd land extension was delayed for years
(legal rights were granted in 1992) and the land was not distributed until 1994.
During the most intense period of negotiations about the restitution for land
in 1992, these ejidatarios were referred to as 'landless' by the other
ejidatarios (and by the CFE staff).
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The lowest ranked group in the social hierarchy were the comuneros, or as
they also were called '[the people] without [land] rights' (no derechosos).
Some of them were members of the ejido (landless ejidatario) and a few were
outsiders who had moved to the ejido. Among them, the ejidatario by birth
had a higher social position. These people were spatially divided as some lived
in the valley and some on the plateau. I assume that the landless in the valley
had a higher social status, because of their geographical proximity (and social
closeness) to the valley's resources, than the landless people on the plateau,
who were depended on the good will of the people in valley for access to
water and fruit in the valley. (See Chapter 7.)

Flexibility ofthe Social Order under Normal Circumstances
Under normal circumstances, social stratification was both flexible and
dynamic. It was so mainly for three reasons. First, within the system there was
extensive informal land use, as well as an informal distribution of available
resources such as vegetables and fruit. For example, it was common that an
unmarried sister 'borrowed' a piece of land from her brother, ifhe had enough
land to support his family on. Fragmentation of land was forbidden by ejido
law, but it nevertheless occurred. This was revealed by the fact that it was so
difficult to determine the number of people who had access to land. The CFE
claims that there were 595 ejidatarios in the Ejido Vista Hermosa, of whom
around 250 had access to rain-fed land for cultivation on the plateau. 95 of
them lived on the plateau (1990d [Oct.]:21). Basaldua (1994:70) claims that
only 82 ejidatarios were 'owners' of irrigated land, while All were 'owners'
of rain-fed land. This makes a total of 559 ejidatarios. Later in the project, the
CFE (1991a [Feb.]:l) came to the conclusion that 202 ejidatarios were
original ejidatarios with their heirs eligible for compensation for the
inundated farmland in the valley. (This number included the 128 original
ejidatarios.)

Locally the farmland was associated with two kinds of land users —

ejidatarios and 'producers'. A 'producer' cultivates the land, but he is not
always the owner. The CFE agronomists had in 1986/1987 compiled a list of
'producers' of the parcels in the valley, where they had identified, by name,
the current 'producer'. This list was handwritten and listed 353 names together
with the size of the parcel and the number of trees. The list had 199
'producers' from Rancho Nuevo, 106 'producers' from Vista Hermosa, and
48 'producers' from La Vega. (The total number is not exact, for unknown
reasons approximately ten names were listed twice.) I think that this list
reflects the real number of people with access to land in the valley. It also
corresponds to the ejidal president's statement recorded by the CFE cited
above.78 The list gives a very solid impression, and I was told that the CFE
agronomists had 'walked the milpas' with the 'producers'; they had counted
the trees and measured the size of the parcels. This number (353) should be
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put in relation to the 202 ejidatarios who received compensation.
The second reason behind the flexible and dynamic social stratification was

that most families had family relations in all socio-economic groups described
in Table 1. This tightly knit web of social relations made it almost impossible
to refuse to help a fellow ejido resident. Of course, grumbles were heard, but
mostly people supported each other when in need. I dare to speak ofsolidarity.
The social closeness also meant that people never referred to, or spoke about
each other, in terms of socio-economic class. Instead, they always spoke in
terms of kinship.

The third reason, it seems to me, was that the decisions, that under normal
circumstances had to be made in the ejido, did not demand any exact
definition of group affiliation. I do not claim that the decisions that the
peasants had to make before the resettlement were unimportant. I only stress
that there is a gradient in importance between normal ejidal matters and the
decisions that have to be made when a society is exposed to resettlement.

I argue that this local system was flexible because the informal layer of
social networks, kinship and social practice took precedence over the
described social stratification. In this way, the boundaries between the socio¬
economic groups were bridged in daily life as long as nothing threatened the
existing order. The resettlement project distorted this socio-economic flexibil¬
ity, however, when the members of the ejido, the ejidatarios and the landless
comuneros, had to make crucial decisions by majority vote. A single person's
vote and opinion mattered to a higher degree than before. Votes became a
commodity, and the system petrified.

For example, the voting procedures about the land and the new village
reinforced the underlying stratification, especially between the main groups:
the 128 original ejidatarios and their heirs, the approximately 400 ejidatarios
of rain-fed land (of whom some lacked legal papers), and the landless
comuneros. Each group had the right to vote in different matters — a right that
was established in the ejido system and that was backed up by the principle of
local participation that guided the project. The following two important voting
procedures illustrate the problem. On October 29, 1989, the larger group of
ejidatarios with informal access to irrigated land did not vote (or were not
present) at the ejidal assembly when the peasants accepted the CFE ranches
as restitution for their farmland in the valley. On that occasion, according to
the records (later confirmed by my interviews), only the (128) original
ejidatarios voted. The original ejidatarios argued that this was as it should be,
because they had the land rights and therefore they should decide about the
new land. The second voting took place at a meeting on September 24, 1989.
At this meeting, the peasants were to vote about the size of the house plots in
the new village. House plots were a village matter, and every head of a
household in the ejido had the right to vote. At this assembly, a total of 329
ejidatarios were mentioned in the documents. Of these ejidatarios, 292 had
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signed the list of attendance (.Acta Ejidal 1989). (See Chapter 7 for the
outcome.)

To sum up, the resettlement project in Zimapån disturbed a stratified social
order that showed a considerable flexibility under normal circumstances
because of the informal structures that usually guided peoples' lives. The
system was transformed and became less flexible because project economists
needed clearly quantifiable categories for their reestablishment purposes (who
should or should not be compensated and restituted). When this kind of system
is undisturbed, it shows a remarkable flexibility and ability to maximize its
output. The resettlement forced the system to 'legalize' land ownership,
however, and in this process the system somehow lost its flexibil-ity. Social
groups, as well as individuals, had to fix their positions, in relation to each
other in the existing social organization. In other words, the formal structure
took the upperhand over the informal structure that normally guided daily life.

Dual Authority Organization at the Project Start
When the CFE arrived at Ejido Vista Hermosa in the early 1980s to investi¬
gate the technical possibilities to build a dam in the valley, (the first time they
arrived was in 1955), it met a traditionally governed ejido that consisted of the
agrarian and civil authorities. As recommended by the World Bank guidelines
on local participation, the CFE engaged the existing political and social
institutions of the resettlers to participate in the project.

Civil Authority79
As a subdelegaciön of the municipality ofCadereyta, the Ejido Vista Hermosa
had ten subdelegados distributed among five villages: La Vega, Vista
Hermosa and Rancho Nuevo in the valley and Arbolito and Mesa de Leon on
the plateau. Some of them also had authority over smaller ranchos on the
plateau. At project start, the civil authorities were equally distributed among
the larger villages in the ejido. Each of the subdelegados had a position of
power in their respective village.

Some of the subdelegados' tasks in Ejido Vista Hermosa were to deal with
conflicts between neighbors, speeding offenses, witchcraft accusations, theft,
domestic violence and drunkenness. Furthermore, they kept records of births,
deaths, marriages and the presence of strangers in the ejido — information that
they were obliged to forward to the municipal town, Cadereyta. In addition,
they walked at the front of the fiesta parades and collected money for the fiesta
expenses. Within this legal framework, a subdelegado could institute some
special rules, for example, La Vega had a rule that all children should be at
home by 10 PM. If they were found on the streets, after that their parents were
fined. Even though the subdelegados were obliged to report to the municipal
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town authorities, many offenses were taken care of within the villages, since
they did not want Cadereyta to interfere in the local government of the
villages. Instead, drunk men for example, were put in the small village prison
to sober up; destruction of communal property was punished by fines or civil
work; destruction or theft of private property was punished by compensation,
in cash or work, directly to the owner.

Much of the subdelegado's work consisted of reconciliation of the parties
who were involved in civil disputes. A common problem in the villages was
domestic violence against wives and children. This was never punished. There
were, however, limits to abuse accepted. If the violence was regarded as too
cruel, the subdelegado could talk informally with the husband 'man-to-man'.
In most cases, however, the abused woman's only option for protection for
herself and her children was to turn to her parents and brothers, who at best
protected them for a limited time. The women felt that they had little legal
protection as regards domestic violence.80

Only when a problem became unmanageable, and the crime was regarded
as too serious, did the subdelegado turn to the authorities in Cadereyta for
support. During my time in the ejido, this happened only on two occasions.
The first case involved a long-standing witchcraft accusation between two
women in Rancho Nuevo, which escalated after the resettlement. The second
case was when the ejidal ex-president was killed in 1992. In both cases, the
subdelegado sent for the municipal police from Cadereyta.

The subdelegado was elected at the general assembly by the members of
the ejido (landless and landowners) for a renewable mandate of one year. The
appointment was a cargo and hence he was unpaid. Although it was legally
possible, none of the villages in the ejido had ever had a woman as
subdelegado. Historically, in Mexico politics is a male domain.

Agrarian Authority
In accordance with the national norm, the agrarian authority of the Ejido Vista
Hermosa was composed of three units: 1/ board ofejidal (comisariado ejidal),
2/ board of police {consejo de vigilancia) and 3/ ejidal assembly (asamblea
ejidal). In 1989 the comisariado ejidal consisted of a comisario ejidal
(president) and a vice-president and a treasurer. These men all came from La
Vega. It also consisted of a secretary and deputies (whose home villages are
unknown). The consejo de vigilancia, which is a police force that deals only
with land and water conflicts, consisted of a secretary and a treasurer who
came from Vista Hermosa.

The members of the agrarian authority were elected for a three-year, non¬
renewable term by the asamblea ejidal in the presence of representatives of
the Delegation of the Secretariat of the Agrarian Reform (Delegaciön de la
Secretari a de la Reforma Agraria). In this election only the landowners
(regardless of category in the spatio-temporal scheme) had the right to vote.
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The candidates had to be landowners, who preferably belonged to the category
ofejidatarios completos and original ejidatarios. The candidates were chosen
because of their personal qualities. No women were selected, not because of
legal obstacles, but due to custom. Since the mandate was a cargo, it was
unpaid and it was associated also with personal constraints. In fact, the
members had to ask permission from the general assembly to leave the ejido
for longer work periods. The president was never allowed to leave, according
to some of the peasants, while others claimed the opposite and referred to the
duties of the vice-president, who would act as the regular president's stand-in.

The comisariado ejidal managed all land and water issues in the ejido. It
prepared the monthly assembly, distributed information, kept records, sum¬
moned the ejidatarios, sanctioned ejidatarios who had failed to attend to their
obligations, solved land and water conflicts, distributed house construction
permits, requested, prepared and distributed land rights in accordance with the
decisions of the general assembly. All the documents (for example, ejidal
agendas, landowner register, and letters) were kept in the house of the
president.

The highest decision making body in this organization was the asamblea
ejidal {ejidal assembly) that was composed of all the land 'owners' of the
ejido. Article 27 stipulated that all matters regarding land and water had to be
discussed and decided by majority vote at the assembly. A representative from
each family that had land had to be present, otherwise the decision was
postponed. Attendance was registered by a roll call or an attendance list.

The general assembly also functioned as a general forum for community
matters. In all community matters, except about land and water, the comuneros
(landless) had voting rights. They seldom made use of this right, and
consequently they seldom attended the assemblies or influenced the decisions.
When the resettlement project began, however, this group influenced some
important decisions, for example, the place for the new village, since they
were in majority.

The comisariado ejidal implemented the decisions made at the assemblies,
a task that often involved external contacts. The president had a key position
on this board. He represented the ejido, arranged meetings and made requests
to the national ejidal authorities, and functioned as a messenger between local
and national organizations such as the Delegaciön de la Secretaria de la
ReformaAgraria, ProcuradoriaAgraria and the national peasant organization
Confederaciön National de Campesinos (CNC).
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Table 2. Dual Political Organization Before Resettlement in Ejido Vista
Hermosa in 1989

Agricultural Ejidal Authority81 Civil Authority
1 Presidente ejidal from La Vega.
I (Vice) presidente ejidal from
La Vega.
Elected for a three-year mandate by the
ejidal assembly. No reelections allowed.
Out of 12 elections (1935-1991) the
presidente ejidal had come from the
village of La Vega 9 times.

A subdelegaciön.
2 Subdelegados in each village in the
ejido. Total of 10.
Elected for one-year mandate by the
people. Personal relationship to the
municipal president may be important.
La Vega 2
Vista Hermosa 2
Rancho Nuevo 2
Arbolito 2
Mesa de Leon 2

Two other communities were socially
affiliated to Ejido Vista Hermosa as they
belonged to the same municipality, but
belonged formally to other ejidos.
Cierra Prieto 2 subdelegados
El Carrizal 2 subdelegados

1 Secretario ejidal. Home village
unknown.

1 Tesorero ejidal (treasurer) from La
Vega.
1 Secretario de vigilancia from Vista
Hermosa
1 Tesorero de vigilancia from Vista
Hermosa

(iejidal police)
Asamblea ejidal, consisted of ejidatarios
with land rights.
Majority decisions.

The asamblea ejidal can merge into a
asamblea general at which other
community matters are discussed and
decided by majority vote. In these
decisions, the landless may also vote.
The democratic ideology of these
meetings was emphasized.
The task of the agricultural authority
was to deal with all land matters, for
example, water and land conflicts,
distribution of titles and building

The task of the civil authority was to
deal with all kinds of community
matters, for example, drunkenness,
abuse and theft. The subdelegados
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permits.
No state salary was paid.
By custom, there were no female
members.

reported directly to the municipal
authorities in the cabecera town.

No state salary was paid.
By custom, there were no female
members.

In sum, the dual authority system consisted of two parallel political systems.
From a local perspective, the agricultural authority, and especially the ejidal
president, played the major role in this system because his power position was
linked to land and water. Outside the ejido, he was connected to the larger
political scene through membership in and connections to the PRI (Partido
Revolucionario Institutional) based, national peasant association, Confede¬
ration National Campesina (CNC).

A Democratic Ideology
The dual political organization of Ejido Vista Hermosa had a democratic
ideology. The peasants of Ejido Vista Hermosa insisted over and over again
that: "All people can speak up at the assembly and when a person needs help,
the people will help him/her".82 A person who did not use this democratic right
was said to be a stupid person {un tonto). The peasants emphasized that the
discussions at the ejidal assemblies had always been long and intense.
Sometimes guns were even shot into the air to underscore a point of view. In
addition, no outsiders were welcome without an invitation. If an outsider
turned up anyhow they were chased away brusquely (which happened a few
times during the resettlement project). Many of the peasants emphasized that
the assemblies were 'private affairs of the ejido'. In several group discussions
the peasants claimed that 'they, the people decided', and that participation in
the ejido's affairs had always been strong (fuerte) and violent (violente) and
democratic (democratico) (in this order). But they were aware of the different
levels of participation in the ejido's affairs between ejidatarios with land
rights and the landless. A member of the ejidal authority explained that the
landless were not properly informed about their rights ofparticipation. Several
landless explained that they felt that they had no voice in the ejido's affairs
and therefore did not attend the meetings.

La Vegan Dominance ofEjidal Authority
La Vega had dominated the ejidal presidency from the foundation of the ejido
until the resettlement project began. Nine out of twelve elected presidents,
including the first president, who had a strong symbolic position, came from
this village.83 Apart from statistical evidence of this domination, I have failed
analytically to isolate elements that could satisfactorily explain La Vegan
domination of the political system. I am convinced, however, that the answers
can be found in the socio-cultural structures that link the three villages. For
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example, some ofthe elderly peasants claimed that the political conflicts in the
valley were related to water, religion and village identity (expressed in that
order).

One documented event may exemplify the close relationship between water
and religion that existed in the valley. I do not see any parallells with
Wittfogel's theories about hydraulic society and despotism, but La Vega's
spatial location gave them one advantage as regards access to water. Behind
the village there was a small irrigation dam that supported the irrigation
system in the valley. The canals connected the three villages and forced them
to cooperate. In the 1950s, La Vega cut off the water supply to Rancho Nuevo,
because they were not Catholics. (The La Vegans were Catholics). The
conflict escalated and the National Guard was called in to pacify the valley.
Two men from La Vega were imprisoned, leaving social memories in the
common historical grid of the villages.

As regards village identity, the people of La Vega claimed that their village
was the oldest in the valley. Everybody agreed that the La Vegan people
originally came from the Otomi town Tecozautla in Hidalgo. Despite this
agreement, the people of La Vega never explicitly used their ethnic identity,
nor did they argue that they were of indigenous descent. Important for the La
Vega villagers was, however, independence from any national involvement.
They wanted as little integration as possible in the 'larger tradition' (Redfield
1963). The villagers of La Vega argued that they preferred to solve problems
within the ejido by finding local solutions. This is similar to Wolfs (1957)
description of "closed corporate peasant communities". The La Vega villagers
were not alone, these values were shared by many ofthe traditional ejidatarios
from all three villages, including Adventists from Rancho Nuevo. It was
within this complex ideological framework that the traditional leadership from
La Vega tried to deal with the dam and the resettlement project, and failed. In
1989, political power went to the village Rancho Nuevo, dominated by the
Adventists, and only the future will tell if La Vega will regain its political
strength.
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Chapter 4

Contextual izing the Negotiations
Where political realism does take cultural considerations into account, these are
typically based in crude stereotypes ofhow other people behave, insensitive to
both history andcontext. Good negotiatingpractice, Rubinstein argues, shouldbe
informed by a proper appreciation of the cognitive and emotional force of
symbolic forms. This is no minor plea: thefuture security of entire populations
depends on it.

Ingold (1994:751)

In this chapter I will give an account of the basic elements of the negotiations,
presenting the actors and the legal framework for the negotiations. The main
purpose of this chapter is, however, to describe parts of the peasants' and the
CFE's 'realities' in order to make intelligible, to the reader, what they per¬
ceived they were negotiating about. It is an attempt to contextualize the items
negotiated, the behaviors and the choices, in short, the foundations of the
negotiations. Without an understanding of the role these elements play in
resettlement, we cannot shift from implicit knowledge to an explicit under¬
standing ofthe negotiation process. Without such an understanding we cannot
improve the foundation for future negotiations in cases of displacement.

The concept of'reality' has a long history of investigation, but my purpose
here is not to enter into the debate in philosophy and the social sciences. In the
following, I will follow Berger and Luckman who:

...define 'reality' as a quality appertaining to phenomena that we recognize as
having a being independent of our own volition (we cannot 'wish them away')
and... define 'knowledge' as the certainty that phenomena are real and that they
possess specific characteristics.... The man in the street inhabits a world that is
'real' to him, albeit in different degrees, and he 'knows', with different degrees of
confidence, that this world possesses such and such characteristics (Berger &
Luckman 1985:13).

Their definitions, however, do not consider competing 'realities' and
competing 'knowledge' and power relations, which I do have to consider in
my analysis of the negotiations between the peasants and the CFE.
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Who Negotiated?
Six major entities negotiated in the Zimapån resettlement project. They were:
1/ the affected Mexican mountain peasants (campesinos) from the states of
Querétaro and Hidalgo who were composed of several different socially
competing groups; 2/ the Mexican Power Board — Comision Federal de
Electricidad (CFE); 3/ the contractors and entrepreneurs that built the new
village, the roads, and the dam curtain; and that supplied the turbines and other
technical equipment; 4/ the Mexican State Governments of Querétaro and
Hidalgo and their administrative units; 5/ the Mexican Federal Government
and its administrative units; and, finally, 6/ the World Bank.

Two other agencies participated in the process but did not negotiate in the
proper sense of the word. One, Instituto Nacional Indigen ista (INI) had been
given the task of monitoring the project. Monitoring does not usually imply
intervention. Taifeld (1990:40), however, claims that at the World Bank
mission in April 1989 the resettlement expert assigned to Zimapån proposed
that the INI should intervene. The second agency with a somewhat ambivalent
role was the national peasant organization Confederaciön Nacional de
Campesinos (CNC). Their representatives functioned as advisors to the
peasants, but they also monitored the process to a certain degree.

I will focus primarily on the peasants from Querétaro and on the CFE in the
negotiations, but other groups and agencies will be included in the analysis
when necessary. My perspective on the project and the negotiations is that of
an observer in an extremely low level position; I did not have any power at all
to influence the negotiations. This lack of formal position, however, gave me
access to both the CFE's archive and the peasants' assemblies, and some trust
from both parties.

The Peasants: agenda, model of reality and motives
That is, place attachment involves an interplay ofaffect and emotions, knowledge
and beliefs, and behaviours and actions in reference to a place.

Low & Altman (1992:5)

Agenda
In Webster's Dictionary (1979) 'agenda' is defined as (i) "things to be done"
and (ii) "a list of items ofbusiness to be brought before a meeting". An agenda
is thus a means to structure action. It is not an exaggeration to claim that the
peasants of Ejido Vista Hermosa lacked a defined agenda for the first eight
years of the project (1980-1988). (See Chapter 5.) A specific agenda was only
worked out when the traditional political system changed character. (See
Chapter 6.) In this unwritten agenda, they gave priority to access to informa-
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tion and argued for the disclosure of agreements. They demanded knowledge
and facts about the project process and its elements, (for example, the CFE's
evaluations of harvests, trees and land). Later, they developed instruments for
the distribution of information and the coordination of decisions among
themselves. In sum, the basis for their agenda was informed participation.84
Their basic demands were higher monetary compensation, active participation
in the construction of the new village, and acceptable replacement lands. The
CFE accepted this agenda, and several improvements were made to increase
the flow of information and the disclosure of agreements. One result was,
according to Guggenheim, that the negotiation committee and the CFE agreed
to reevaluate each family's property assessments (1993:217). When this
agenda had been defined, the negotiations began — nine years after the start
of the technical part of the project (in 1980).

A Model ofReality: A Landscape Filled with Meaning
The peasants of Ejido Vista Hermosa were emotionally, economically and
ideologically85 deeply attached to their natural landscape. Their society was
based on the cultivation of land, and people shared a common ideology about
the land. The land united the three villages that otherwise were divided
religiously and, to a certain degree, also politically. Bock argues that "the
relationship between a group and its territory may be extremely complex and
imbued with emotion" (1969:164). Amos Rapoport states that "territories can
be seen as a particular kind ofcognitively defined domain" that entails owner¬
ship, boundaries and access to resources (1994:485-486). Jarman emphasizes
the importance of claiming and confirming possession over a space by the act
of naming it (1993:126). All of the socio-cultural elements mentioned above
were present in the Ejido of Vista Hermosa, and they all influenced attitudes
to the negotiations.

Claiming Possession
The peasants took possession of the valley in the political struggle of the
1920s. They transformed the ex-hacienda land by planting fruit trees to
demarcate the individual parcels long before they became the formal owners
of the land. They also took symbolic and economic possession of the river.
The claiming of the land was a process ofgreat socio-cultural significance that
people remembered and expressed in personal and collective memories. It was
a 'lived experience' (Jackson 1983) — a socio-political struggle with subjec¬
tive and emotional elements that was directly related to the natural landscape.
But, something interesting happened shortly after the struggle. After the
peasants had claimed possession of the place, the three villages separated
spatially, politically and religiously, although they and the landscape contin¬
ued to make up a "moral and spiritual entity" (Croll & Parkin 1992a: 18).
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Engagement with the Landscape
The peasants were emotionally attached to the landscape through multi-
sensory perceptions — visual, olfactory, auditory and tactile (cf. Gaffin 1993,
Hall 1982). Under normal circumstances, as long as the landscape and the
Umwelt were intact, they had no need to articulate this engagement in words.
They took the natural landscape for granted as long as life continued as usual
in a stable space and time continuum. In many ways, the place helped them
remember who they were. I argue that they felt an ontological trust in the
Umwelt — a kind of basic trust. Giddens maintains that such a basic trust is
central for a person's ego-identity and he writes that" Ontological security has
to do with 'being' or, in the terms of phenomenology 'being-in-the-world'.
But it is an emotional, rather than a cognitive phenomenon, and it is rooted in
the unconscious" (1990:92). (Cf. Jackson 1983.)

Giddens and others, who emphasize people's emotional and subjective
experience of place (cf. Bachelard 1964, Eliade 1959), are authors who come
closest to my own, personal interpretation. I experienced how the people
enjoyed and communicated with their natural landscape. The villagers taught
me to see the colors of the mountains changing with the time of day and the
time of the year; they commented on the beauty of the full moon when it cast
a veil of silver over the valley; they changed behavior and facial expression
when quietness returned at the weekends when the CFE left the area. They
told me how they enjoyed standing in the rain watching the water falling over
the edge of the plateau like a gigantic waterfall. During our walks they often
stopped and touched and smelled a blossoming flower, and they were happy
when we sat down and tasted a ripe mango in the shade of a large tree. We had
our best talks in the milpas down by the river. I believe that a major reason
why they accepted me socially was because of my acceptance of their natural
landscape. It became the common ground for our communication. We came
from different sensory worlds (Hall 1982:2), and I could never feel, smell, and
see what they experienced. But the illusion of a mutual experience facilitated
communication and opened avenues for trust and information that I never got
anywhere else, especially not at the large meetings in the town halls.

As long as the landscape was intact their relation to it was emotional,
aesthetic and functional. But with its quantification and successive destruction,
I suspect that this relationship somehow changed character. Suddenly, they
were forced to think about and formulate in words and numbers what the
natural (and cultural landscape) meant to them.

Movements and Sharing ofPlace
Lomnitz-Adler argues that there is a dialectic relationship between a person
and a place (1991:196). Croll and Parkin reject the view of the landscape as
located outside of us, which is the way that the relationship between human
beings and the landscape is usually described. Instead, they prefer to see this
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relationship as one of 'wholeness' (1992a:7). In Zimapån, the image of the
natural landscape was an incorporated part of the "routine culture" in which
people "navigate within a space-time continuum" (Downing 1995:3). People
moved in this space, controlled and manipulated it according to their purposes
for that day. There, at different places, they performed their everyday tasks
and activities. The landscape was 'read' with the body, and it reminded people
about social relations, appropriate behavior, historical situations and
significant social events. Bourdieu (1991) calls it 'habitus', i.e., everyday
practical activities. In this way, the natural landscape (as well as the cultural)
was not a stage on which everyday life was performed, but a "sharing of a
space" with a "...consciously chosen patterned movement" that "divides space
into places" (Pandya 1990:779, 789).

The movement of people tied the villages and the natural landscape
together. One of the first observations I made in the field was the intense
mobility of the people. A lot of visiting took place, within each village and
between the villages. People walked to the milpas, to the mountains and to the
river and back to the village. They followed named routes to named places
such as Puertocito ('The Little Mountain Pass') where they usually sat down
to rest; or, they passed the two stones on the path that were named Piedrotas
('The Big Stones') and walked by Pena Colorado ('The Colored Cliff) on
their way to the plateau along the Camino el Plan ('Plateau Path').

Every morning young girls and elderly women walked the paths of the
village carrying colorful plastic buckets to fetch ground meal for the tortillas
from the grinding mills.86 When I watched the village from a mountain close
by, the movements ofthe women with the colorful dots (the buckets) swinging
to and fro beside their bodies, it looked like colorful bead necklaces that knit
the village together in the early morning sun. These movements had a pattern
that connected time and space, a daily rhythm in a defined Raum that created
meaning and stability in everyday life (cf. Bourque 1994). It was this subtle
rhythm in space that was altered, and finally destroyed by the dam project, and
that had to be recreated in the new village.

Spirits ofthe Natural Landscape: Sharing Space
The natural landscape was inhabited by a number of spirits and other
supernatural beings. They dwelled in lonely places on the mountain slopes,
underneath stones and in caves. These spirits moved in space and could be
heard as a rattle of a stone or as a child's cry during the daytime. Mostly, they
were not evil, but they could play tricks on people. Usually, it was sufficient
to pay them respect by greeting them when one passed by an inhabited cave,
or heard, or felt, that they were close nearby. The women emphasized that the
spirits usually did no harm and exemplified this by saying that nothing ever
happened to the children who spent their days alone in the mountains, herding
goats. I interpret this togetherness as a sharing of space and mutual respect
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between people and spirits.
Down by the river in the milpas, however, one could encounter spirits who

were particularly powerful. These spirits were invisible, but one could feel
their presence as a prickling in one's body. They were evil and wanted to take
possession of the person's body and mind. First, they scared the person. Then,
they confused the body and the mind so that these opened up and they could
enter. Unnatural tiredness, nightmares or visions were signs that one had
become possessed. A trained person, a curandera ('female healer') could
immediately see if someone was possessed. One could protect oneself by
carrying a cross or making the sign of the cross.

After dark it was not advisable to walk in the mountains, or in the milpas
down by the river, because of the chances of meeting a nanita — a village
woman who could transform herself into a bloodsucking creature, especially
dangerous for small children who did not yet eat salt. My female informants
told me about several infants' deaths caused by nanitas. These deaths occurred
both before and after the resettlement. The women claimed that there had been
an increase in nanitas activities in the mid-1980s when the dam project
became known (See Chapter 7.) A nanita is said to move in space and can be
spotted as a burning, pulsing round yellow-reddish light, which originates
from its stomach. The women emphasized that the nanitas always fly in
defined 'flight paths'. This became a problem after the resettlement, since the
new village was located directly under such an 'flight path' that led to the
mountains, Altamira (La Vondotta) and Vomaj, across the river, in the state of
Hidalgo that were known to be places for brujas ('witches') and nanitas. In
other parts of Mexico nanitas are known as 'naguals' (Foster 1944:85). Both
concepts are associated with nagualism.87

At dark, a man, but never a woman, could meet an extremely strong, red-
haired dwarfdown by the river, in the milpa. The dwarf always challenged the
man to fight him. He had unnatural strength and could lift a man up in the air
and throw him a long distance. Such a fight could never be avoided, as the
dwarf did not accept any excuses. The man always lost, but was never badly
hurt. This cultural theme of red dwarfs can also be found in other parts of
Mexico, as for example among the Quiché Indians in the south, where he
symbolizes the spirit of the mountains and volcanos (Tedlock 1992:148). In
the valley of Ejido Vista Hermosa, the dwarf was never explicitly associated
with the mountains.

The most prominent ecocosmological representation of the landscape,
however, was the Devil. (See Chapters 3 & 5.)

Place Names ofthe Natural Landscape
Basso is concerned with the challenge to investigate the landscape from an
ethnographic perspective. He points out the difficulties in catching "...what it
is that a particular landscape maybe called upon to 'say', and what, through
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the saying, it may be called upon to 'do'" (1988:102). I also faced that
problem, and I approached it by investigating place names. Thus, I mapped the
landscape by asking people about names and places during our daily walks in
the valley. I thought that by creating a place-name map, I would be able to
grasp their everyday practical activities (what they did where). I wanted to
understand their practical use oftime and space and how they constructed their
landscape socially and culturally. My basic argument is that place names are
densely symbolic and that names create as well as embody meaning (cf. Gaffin
1993).

In the ejido, the names that the peasants had given to places in their natural
landscape were inspired by nature and told about social activities, proper
behavior, resource use, danger, shortcuts, geographical directions, historical
events and memories. The natural landscape was filled to the brim with social
meaning. Gaffin argues that

Placenames are mnemonics of social knowledge. They bring social history to the
present and help to understand and preserve relationships. They are fora around
which gossip and story tell and maintain social control. Meaning and social
structure converge in the named partitions of the landscape (Gaffin 1993:62).

And further that

Place and person merge as villagers' identities come to inhabit the natural land¬
scape and vice versa. Geography as a dominant local aesthetic leads to considera¬
tion of placenames and their associations as linkages to ecological attitudes and as
foundations of self, person, and culture (Gaffin 1993:53).

Ifplace names function as social memories and socio-cultural knowledge, they
could be seen as expressions of'cognized models' (Rappoport 1979, Gaffin
1993:54) of the 'routine culture' (Downing 1994a) of the valley. The place
names, thus, expressed an emic understanding ofthe natural landscape and the
social Raum within which people lived their lives.

One of the few studies on resettlement in which the author has noticed the

importance of spatial orientation and place names is Elisabeth Colson study
of the Kariba dam resettlement. (See Chapter 2.) She emphasized that the
people came from an area where they could easily orient themselves in space
because of the named places of the landscape. She noticed that the old
landscape was covered with paths that linked the different homesteads with
each other, and she recognized the importance ofpeople's movement in space
(Colson 1971:50).

On their side of the San Juan River the peasants of Ejido Vista Hermosa
had a wealth of place names. The landscape was covered with named
orientation points, almost like a grid. On the Hidalgo side of the river, there
were far fewer names, and a name could designate a larger area, for example,
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a mountain. (See Map 3.) The villagers did not always agree about the place
names. My informants gave me different versions and even different locations.
Men remembered different ones than women, and the young people remem¬
bered less than the old ones. In this work, I present a list of these names,
mainly because of its ethnographic importance, as a description of a lost
landscape. Below I present a summary of the place names.

Some of the place names of the natural landscape in the valley of Ejido
Vista Hermosa were ofOtomi origin, for example, Taqui ('Waterfall') and La
Mathe(a) ('Blessed Valley'). Such names reminded the people of their Otomi
cultural heritage; when they told me about them, they always added, that it
was not a Spanish name, but an Otomi name. Other place names triggered
memories of past and dramatic events. Such a name was El Campamento
('The Camp'). It was only after I had identified that name, that the old men
told me about their participation in the revolution of 1910, a fact that they had
previously underplayed. The women remembered the violence and the killing
in the valley during that time, and they added that the violent reputation of the
valley originated from those days; a reputation that had prevented people from
"wanting to visit us".88

The majority of the names in the valley, however, described the natural
features and the resource use of a particular place, for example, Magueycito
('Little maguey') and Loma Blanca ('White Hill'). (See Appendix 5.)

An important place, was the place where the two rivers Tula and San Juan
joined and merged into the river Moctezuma. This was the place where the
dam wall was constructed. (See Chapter 5.) Before the dam project, the
peasants called this place Las Ajuntas\ it was a place appreciated for its beauty
and wildness. It was the most important recreation site of the valley. Families
usually spent their leisure time there, eating and drinking in the shadow of the
large willow trees. They meditated about life, listened to the wind, and
watched the water flow by into the mysterious canyon of the Devil. A
prominent family had even moved to live there in their casa de milpera
('house of the parcel').89

Early in the project cycle, the CFE renamed this place LaBoquilla ('Mouth
[of the river]'). Sometimes the name La Boca ('Mouth[of the river]') was
used. The CFE staff used these names in daily conversations and in the official
reports, although sometimes the original name was put in brackets.90

The peasants were very confused about the name of the construction site,
their former recreation place. They either did not use the original name (as if
they had forgotten it), or they alternated between the names. It took me some
time to figure out that we were talking about one and the same place. When
I asked them about other place names, they could usually tell me about past
and present names or a discussion started and people came to some kind of an
agreement. This was not the case with the place name ofLas Ajuntas/La Boca.
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I think that their confusion was a cultural reaction to the CFE's strategy of
transforming and objectifying the natural and cultural landscape in the course
of the dam project. In fact, I would argue that LasAjuntas no longer belonged
to the peasants the very moment that the CFE entered the valley and renamed
the site of the construction of the dam wall. In this way, the renaming was a
manifestation of power. The renaming together with the gradual destruction
of the natural landscape, seem to have undermined deeper cultural structures
about what the landscape 'said' and 'did' (to return to Basso's [1988] reas¬

oning). The natural landscape was, thus, more than a backdrop to the socio-
cultural activities of everyday life. Instead, it was an integrated 'whole' that
was destroyed by the dam project.91

"They are Going to Close the River"
The San Juan river was the symbolic center of the culture in the valley and no
clear spatial boundary existed between the river (nature) and the village
(culture). The river was associated with everyday tasks, resource use, as well
as, with recreation and emotions. Many recurrent expressions and activities
involved the river, for example: "Let's go down to the river and have a swim
in the afternoon". The San Juan was also central for other groups around the
valley, since the surrounding villages and ranchitos benefited from the river
through the fine-meshed network of transactions in water and agricultural
products that existed between the inhabitants of the valley and their neighbors
on the plateau. (See Chapter 7.)

At the river, at a place called La Romanza, lovers met and spent the night
together. After such a night, they were regarded as a couple in the village and
no formal marriage ceremony was necessary (except in some strong Adventist
families). A love affair was often initiated with an invitation to the river. A
woman's moral was judged by the number of invitations to the river that she
had accepted. Women could make rude remarks about each others' activities
in this area. There was even a case of a woman who was suspected of
witchcraft because she suddenly had married a 'good' man after many visits
to the river with other men.

Violence and death also took place at the river. Young women, no more
than children, could be raped there by young drunken men and dragged home
to become their 'wives'. This happened to a woman from Rancho Nuevo at the
age of 12. When the rape had happened, the schoolteacher had tried to
intervene, to keep her in school, but her 'husband' took her to Mexico City.
She had her first child at the age of 16. In 1992 she was 30 years old, with five
children, and still married to the same man even though he drank, beat her and
threatened to kill her and the children. After the resettlement, she moved to
Mexico City without her husband.

Secret abortions were done at the river. Some women that I knew very well
told me that they had found aborted fetuses at the river, which they let the
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water carry away. The fetuses could be several months old and well
developed. The women and the female curanderas knew of plants that could
be used to induce abortions. Most ofthese plants grew down by the river, even
though some were also found in the mountains.

The river was considered to belong to the people of the valley. Thus,
outsiders had to be formally invited to visit the river. If an unknown person
showed up there uninvited, he or she was ignored or was driven away with
rude remarks or silence. (See Case Box: The Encounter at the River.)

The activities at and the notions about the river merged in the legend ofLa
Llorona — well-known from many parts of Latin America. One day a man
walked into the valley. He came from far away and did not look like the
people of the valley. He settled there, but he never told anybody where he
came from. He married a woman from Vista Hermosa, and they had three
children. But one day he disappeared and the woman was left alone with her
children. They were very poor, and she went from house to house, begging for
food for her children. Each day they grew more and more exhausted. Early
one morning the woman took her children to the river. Crying and screaming,
she first drowned the eldest child, then the middle child and then the youngest
child. Finally, she took her own life. It was said that one could still hear her
crying by the river at Vista Hermosa, at night or in the early morning.

Martin writes, "La Llorona, [is] the ghost of a woman burdened with guilt
because she has killed her children" (1990:478). She violates the cultural
norms by traveling at night (1990:483). Martin refers to La Llorona appearing
to men at on a lonely road. In the case of the version of the legend found in the
valley, she also violates cultural norms, by not accepting her cultural role of
suffering in silence. This was what many women and children in the valley did
when they were exposed to the violence of their husbands and fathers.

Because of what I perceived as the river's central role in the culture, I
expected to hear more stories about it, but there were none. The peasants did
not have any stories about water spirits or legends oforigin associated with the
river. They were not 'people of the river'. They emphasized this at a village
meeting when they discussed suggestions for the name of the new village (See
Chapter 7.) The cultural heritage of the people of the valley was Otomi, but
they did not have any antiguas — figurines that live in the ground or by the
streams — as are found among the Sierra Otomis (who live in the triangle
formed by the states ofHidalgo, Puebla and Veracruz) (Dow 1986:195). Dow
further writes (with reference to Galinier [1976]), that the Catholic images in
an Otomi town close to the Sierra Otomis, are representations of pagan deities
such as water, earth and fire (Dow 1986:196). As far as I could see, there were
no such cultural notions in the valley of Ejido Vista Hermosa.

The river, nevertheless, had a religious function. Catholics and Adventists
used the river for their rituals. When the Seventh-Day Adventists arrived in
the valley in the 1940s, the converts were baptized in the river. The Catholics
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did not bath in the river during the celebration of the Dias del Muerto, 'Days
of the Deas' (1st and 2nd of November), nor did they do so during the
following week. It was regarded as an offense against the dead, a young
woman from the settlement El Limon explained. She added, however, that
these days, young people did not follow the rules as strictly as before.

The quality of the river water was also an issue of disagreement between
the experts from the 'outside' (CFE) and some locals. Many of the women in
La Vega claimed that the water was 'crystal clear' and could be used as

drinking water. One family in Rancho Nuevo had their own method to purify
the river water, however. They tapped the water in barrels and let it stand for
two to three days, to let the sediments sink to the bottom. After a few days,
they poured the water into another barrel, leaving the sediment behind — the
water was now ready for consumption. (I drank water purified in that way
without knowing it and without becoming sick). According to the scientific
analysis of the water, however, the San Juan and Tula rivers were heavily
polluted. They were said to have iagua negra' ('black water'). The Tula River
brought untreated sewage water from Mexico City (the peasants did not drink
the Tula water) and the San Juan River brought industrial wastes and heavy
metals from the industrial town of San Juan. According to CFE health records,
there were severe health problems, especially among the children, because
people drank the river water.

Names ofthe Laundry Places at the River
Places are associated with social groups, activities and time of the day. As I
was interested in the practical use of space and time, I mapped the laundry
places at the river. The laundry places along the San Juan River in the Ejido
Vista Hermosa were only associated with women and children. The women
always washed during the daytime, preferably in the morning, and they often
washed for hours, not always because they had of a lot of dirty laundry, but
also because of the social interaction. Catholic women could wash every day
ofthe week. Adventist women, however, never washed on Saturday (i.e., their
day of rest). Each woman had her favorite washing place, which not always
was the one closest to her house. Instead, the woman could walk a bit further
away, just to have a chat. Adventist and Catholic women washed together at
the same sites. Even though some of the women had water taps in their front
and back yards, they preferred the river because washing there was easier,
faster and the laundry was cleaner, they said. The movements of the women,
between the house and the river, carrying baskets of laundry, functioned as a
bond between the natural and the cultural landscape, similar to the string of
named places that connected the center of the village with the river. (See
Chapter 3.)
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At least two favorite washing places were destroyed years before the
physical move because the trees were cut down (the children needed the
shade) and because of sewage water from the CFE camp.92

I have only collected the names of the washing places along the San Juan
River at the village Rancho Nuevo. There were 12 washing places in all. (See
Map 3 for place names.) The majority was named after some natural feature
with the important exception of the place called The Romance. All the
washing places have been identified and described by village women from
Rancho Nuevo. (The number in brackets refers to Map 3).

La Presa (40)
The name means 'The Dam' and it was the last laundry place before the river
turned towards Vista Hermosa. This was the washing place that was located
furthest upstream (of the Rancho Nuevo laundry places).

Los Sabinotes (41)
The name means 'The Willow Trees'. The trees gave shade to the children
while the women were washing. This place was located just before the river
turned towards Vista Hermosa. It was regarded to be one of the best laundry
places. It was destroyed by sewage water (not from the toilets) from the CFE
camp in 1992, and the village women were very upset.

El Corriente (42)
The name means 'Rapidly Flowing Water'. This place was located on the road
to Aljives, Hidalgo, an old fording.

El Calicanto (43)
The name means, 'Stone Wall', but the explanation that I received about the
name was that the water was 'muy ondulante', that is 'wavy' because of the
many stones.

La Piedrota (44)
The name means 'The Big Stone'. This place was stony.

La Romanza (45)
The name means 'The Romance'. The women thought it was very funny when
I asked for an explanation. They said the name speaks for itself. La Romanza
was a place located outside the village, down by the river, that during the
daytime was a laundry place and at night a place for lovers to meet. The time
of the day thus determined the proper behavior. I did not find any other place
with this double meaning and use. (Århem [1985] has pointed out that time
can function as a mediator between opposed categories of space.)
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Wamuchi (46)
A certain kind of bush that grew at the second curve of the river.

Las Moritas (47)
The name means blackberry, Rubus sp. They explained it was similar to
garambulla. A place located behind the curve of the river.

La Canoa (48)
The name means 'The Canoe'. No explanation was given.

Cierro Prieto (49)
The name means 'Dark and Avaricious'. Located by the Barranca Fea, a
mountain side.

La Vuelta (50)
The name means 'The Return.'

Las Ajuntas (51=25)
The name means 'The Junction' and referred to the place where the two rivers,
the San Juan and the Tula met before they rushed into the Devil's Canyon.
This was a place not only for laundry, but also for recreation.

To sum up, the river belonged to both the cultural and the natural landscape,
and there was no dichotomy between the two during the daytime. People
moved to and from the river — and thus they connected the two. Furthermore,
a string of place names indicated that there were socio-cultural activities
occuring from the center of the village Rancho Nuevo out to the riverbanks.
As we have seen, apart from its central significance for agriculture, the river
was associated with cultural concepts of recreation, life and death, abortion,
baptism, love, invitation, encroachment as well as all different kinds of social
activities. In fact, the people never uttered a negative word about the river,
even when it changed its path after heavy rains and destroyed farmland, and
drowned valuable domestic animals. The river was central to the 'routine'
culture of the valley and the people felt a basic trust in its existence. The river
was a "Space of order, space of life, space of death", as Jacobson-Widding
puts it (1991:190-192). Johansson (1995) suggests that the image of the river
is concrete as well as cosmologically speculative and it merges emotion and
rationality. The river, the milpa and the mountains, were the people, to
paraphrase Croll & Parkin who write "...the forest is the people, in the same
way that the ancestors are, in a sense, extensions of the living" (1992a:3).
With this in mind, it makes perfect sense, that the dam project became locally
known among the peasants, from the 1950s and onwards, as "they are going
to close the river" (van a cerrar el rio).
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"The Trees are Our Children "
In the 1930s, when the ejidatarios took over the farmland after the hacienda
period, the peasants began to plant trees to demarcate each individual parcel.
The trees were ofdifferent kinds: peach trees, mango, and nut trees, green and
yellow Zapote and avocado trees. They were not planted in any order, but
mostly in groups of two to three trees of the same kind. I interpret the planting
of the trees as having an economic and a symbolic dimension. The hacienda
lacked fruit production, claimed three elderly people of Rancho Nuevo, and
the trees symbolized liberation and the transformation from being a peon
(peasant working at the hacienda) to being a free and economically indepen¬
dent peasant.

The trees also had another symbolic meaning. They were symbols of
private space, and cultural priority was given to the demarcation of the
farmland rather than the delimitation of the house and the lot. (See Chapter 7.)
People spent many hours a day down by the river in their milpas (farmland)
for recreation on Sundays and work on workdays. However, the people were
forced to re-evaluate their cultural priorities after resettlement, as will be
discussed in Chapters 6 and 7. From a socio-economic perspective, the owner
of a tree could also define his/her status in relation to the comunero, who
lacked land and trees.

One year before the move, the parcels were of three kinds: 1/ parcels totally
covered with trees, 2/ parcels cultivated with, for example, beans, corn and
vegetables, and demarcated by trees and 3/ cultivated parcels without trees.
After contacts with agronomists, in the 1960s, who had suggested that they
should plant a single type of tree in a row, instead of mixing them, the
ejidatarios had to a certain extent changed the way the planted, but there were
still plenty of parcels with rows of mixed trees.

The Ejido Vista Hermosa had large, valuable fruit orchards. Thousands of
trees grew in the valley, although the exact number can no longer be deter¬
mined. At the time I assumed that the official number of 65,226 fruit trees of
different kinds (CFE 1986 [Nov.]:Tablel8) was valid for the valley of Ejido
Vista Hermosa. In his investigation, the World Bank consultant also came to
this exact number of trees (Downing 1987). According to the CFE document
of 1986, however, this number of trees seems to include the whole area
affected by the Zimapån project including Querétaro and Hidalgo. CFE
Tablel8 is not clear, however, and it lacks geographical determinants.

In a later CFE investigation from 1989, the number of trees was reduced
to 16,759 for the whole of the state of Querétaro (CFE 1989a: 114. Table 49).
In the state of Hidalgo the number of affected trees was set at 16,516 (CFE
1989:122. Table 57). This makes a total of 33,275 affected trees, a 50%
reduction of the numbers cited in 1986. The 1989 investigation was a joint
outcome of the CFE field investigations and the Inventario de los Bienes
Distintos a la Tierra, Area de Agrologia. Needless to say, the number and
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kind of trees and the production of kg of fruit per year are extremely important
data in the resettlement ofpeasants; each tree and its harvest must be evaluated
and compensation paid.

The 1989 investigation presents in detail the number and types of trees.
The trees were counted separately for each of the three villages in the valley
of Ejido Vista Hermosa. I use this last report only to show the priorities set by
each village as regards the choice of trees.93

Table 3. Number and types of fruit trees in Rancho Nuevo
Aguacate criollo (Avocado) 2,745
Guayabo 1,130
Durazno (Peach) 925

Mango 893

Papaya 869

Aguacate mejorado (Avocado) 521
The total number of trees 7,083

Table 4. Number and types of fruit trees in Vista Hermosa
Aguacate criollo (Avocado) 816

Papaya 636

Mango 420
Durazno (Peach) 402

Aguacate mejorado (Avocado) 376

Guayabo 240
Plåtano (Banana) 187
The total number of trees in Vista Hermosa 3,077

Table 5. Number and types of fruit trees in La Vega
Durazno (Peach) 345

Aguacate criollo (Avocado) 205

Mango 125

Guayabo 121

Higuera (Fig) 115

Aguacate mejorado (Avocado) 112
The total number of trees in La Vega 1,023

Source: CFE (1989 Table: 51, 53, 55)

The three villages had also planted many willow trees. Willow twigs were
used for handicrafts and were sold to artisans in the nearby tourists towns.
This was an important source of income for the villages in the valley. Rancho
Nuevo had 1,721 willow trees; Vista Hermosa had 166; and, finally La Vega
had a total of 161 willow trees.

There was a big difference between the largest village, Rancho Nuevo, and
the other two villages as regards the number of trees. The village of Rancho
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Nuevo had approximately seven times more trees than La Vega and
approximately two times more trees than Vista Hermosa. All three villages
produced avocados, which was the most commonly grown fruit, followed by
the mango. All three villages practiced a seasonal risk-spreading and a slight
variation in types of fruit. This arrangement gave a fairly steady income and
secured fruit throughout the year in each village and in the valley. The
avocado trees, for example, gave two harvests a year. The aguacate criollo
produced in June-July and the aguacate chino (that the CFE calls aguacate
mejorado) in September-October. A 25-year old avocado tree produced
around 200 kg of fruit per year. (The peasants' agricultural calendar shows
that different kinds of fruit were available all year round, but fruit was most
abundant from June to October.) (See Appendix 6.)

There was a striking difference in the production of peaches between the
three villages. La Vega had invested a great deal in peach trees, and 33% of
their fruit trees were peaches, while Rancho Nuevo and Vista Hermosa had
13%. The peasants explained that the difference in production was due to the
difference in microclimate; in La Vega the land and the climate were more
suitable for peach production. But such a marked concentration on peaches as
a cash crop was an economic risk, as peaches gave only one harvest a year (in
August). But, even if peaches were a good source of cash income, they were
not as useful as avocados, from a nutritional/dietary perspective. An avocado
with a tortilla and salt was 'filling' — a meal eaten in most of the houses, and
a typical snack when the children wanted something to eat. The landless and
the single mothers, whom I walked to the milpas with, preferred to pick
'windfalls' from avocados and mangos, rather than from peaches.

This diversity of fruit trees was an old risk-spreading strategy used by the
peasants in the valley (cf. Cancian 1972). The ejidatarios of La Vega had
concentrated on peaches as a cash crop, thus undermining not only the risk
spreading, but also the sharing of the everyday commodities of fresh fruit and
vegetables. Cash was never shared to the same extent as fruit and vegetables,
not even within the same family.

The fruit harvest was a family joint venture. When the Rancho Nuevo
family, Santander, were to harvest peaches, the father, the mother, the sons
with their wives, the unmarried daughters and the small children worked side
by side. One adult person needed two hours to pick 50 kg of peaches. They
picked the fruit with a small cotton bag attached to the top of a long wooden
stick. With a slashing movement with the wrist one cuts the fruit from the
branches. The peach harvest took two months in total, because the fruit could
only be picked every eighth day, probably because of lack of transportation to
the market. The day after the harvest, the women packed the peaches in
wooden boxes. The fruit was sold to middlemen from the village of Rancho
Nuevo, who in turn sold it to the nearby market towns. Tecozautla, the old
market town in Hidalgo, had been regarded as the best fruit market town in the
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region for decades, but in 1992 the fruit was mainly sold directly to the large
CFE camps. Thus, the marketing pattern of the peasants had changed due to
the dam project.

The sharing of fruit and other crops was part of a well-integrated
distribution system among the families in the valley. The owners of the fruit
orchards were aware of the fact that the landless families regularly picked
'windfalls' of fruit or used the leaves, for example orange leaves were used for
tea. The owners accepted this as long as no large quantities were taken.

The cash income from the fruit harvest was crucial, because it partly
covered the costs of cultivating the cornfields (irrigated and rain-fed).
According to my informants, credit was uncommon in the villages in the
valley. This is verified by Basaldua who quotes a peasant, Pablo, "Here it is
rare that people have credit, people work as they go along" (1994:76).94 In
contrast to the above information, the CFE reported that credit was common
in the ejido (1986 [Nov.]:51).95

Along the river other trees that were used in the domestic economy also
grew. The twigs of the willow tree and the Montezuma cypress,96 were used
for handicraft and sold to artisans in the nearby tourist towns, San Juan del Rio
and Tequisquiapan. In Rancho Nuevo there was no handicraft production, but
in La Vega some families manufactured hats, baskets and other items and sold
them directly at the nearby markets and in the streets of the towns. There were
two harvest seasons per year for the willow tree — in March and in August.
The twigs were cut, the bark was peeled off, and the wood was dried for a
short time. This was women's work, but sometimes the men would help if the
twigs were located too high up in the tree. The income from selling willow
and Montezuma cypress twigs was good. The twigs could yield a high market
price (6-10,000 old Mexican Pesos/kg),97 depending on the quality.

The villagers' emotional attachment to the trees, expressed by both men
and women, went far beyond pure economic interest. They referred to the trees
as 'our children' (nuestros ninos). They could talk for hours about their trees,
and every one of the land-users knew the exact number of trees (large and
small) on their land. They loved to walk through the milpas and the orchards
and discuss their cultivation. In many of our conversations they explained to
me that 'irrigation' and 'fertilization' are 'technical' aspects, but that nothing
will grow without 'cultivation', because 'cultivation is spiritual' (cf. Gudeman
& Rivera 1990:27).

Furthermore, I was asked by almost every owner of a milpa to take a
photograph of him/her and his/her trees, and I took hundreds of photographs
and distributed them. People rarely wanted a picture taken in front of their
house or at any other spot in the village.

Trees were also important for the initial impression of the valley. When
one came down from the plateau, from a semi-desert environment, one was
met by a multicolored carpet of trees and fields divided by the bluish-green
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river. Each month had its special fragrance, as well as its visual and taste
sensations. In June there were mangos, in July peaches and figs, in August
oranges, in September guayava (Psidium guajava), in November limas (lime,
Citrus auranthifolia) and in November-December avocados. Papaya was
available all year round. In the spring, the valley was ablaze with colors, and
the scent was almost overpowering when thousands of mango, orange, and
peach trees blossomed. This was the time of the year when families spent
more leisure time than usual down by the river and enjoyed the surrounding
landscape. When I took a walk with a family at this time of the year, they
seemed to stop at each tree, carefully touching the flowers, looking at them
and smelling them and commenting on the tree's beauty. And, when the men
wrote from "el otro lado" (the other side, i.e., the United States) my friend
Alejandra said that the first sentence in the letter was often: "Vamos a volver
cuando losprimeros mangos estan maduros. Sentimospor nuestros mangos. "
('We will come back when the first mangos are ripe. We are longing for our
mangos'.)

With such an attachment to the trees, I suspected that there might be stories
and legends about trees. But again, as in the case of the river, I was
disappointed. I was only able to collect two stories about trees, and two stories
about the cactus garambulla (Myrtillocactus geometrizan), which is a large
'tree-like' cactus. The women recalled, after much pondering, that many years
ago an old man in the village had talked to his trees; he had adored them
because he had thought that spirits lived in the trees. The women stressed that
the old man's beliefs had been of a personal character and not something that
was typical for the valley. I was told this story after the resettlement, in the
new village.

The second stoiy is associated with both a tree and the river. Down by the
river, outside Vista Hermosa, there was a large, ancient willow tree. Its huge
roots went deep into the greenish water and caused the water to ripple in
circles. This was a dangerous place to go swimming, since the roots of the tree
trapped people. Many strong, young men had disappeared there, claimed the
women. The willow tree is closely associated with nanitas, and if a man had
been abducted by nanitas, he could sometimes be found in a large willow tree
by the river.

The nanitas also used to leave abducted men naked in the large garambulla
cactus tree. When found, they were merely confused as if they had been
intoxicated. When a garambulla grew in the house yard, it was used for
storage, or for drying laundry, or it was decorated by hanging flowers (planted
in cans) or Christmas lights from its branches. After resettlement, only one big
garambulla was brought to the new village.

The compensation paid for the trees was one of the most infected and
conflict-laden issues in the negotiations. When the dam gates closed, on the
27th of November 1993, and the water filled the valley, the peasants
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reluctantly cut down a few trees, but left most of them, even though they knew
that the new village lacked firewood. One of the peasants said that there had
been no time left to cut down the trees, but 1 believe that that was a post-
construction. Based on my knowledge about their feelings for the trees, I
believe that they were reluctant to cut down the trees as they did not want to
violate their memory of the valley as it once was.

Deterioration ofthe Natural Landscape and Health Impacts
My hypothesis is that, because of their deep attachment to it, the destruction
of the natural and cultural landscape (they cannot be separated) had negative
health impacts on the people. During the last intensive year before the physical
move, they (and I) lived with the irritating and constant noise (reminiscent of
thousands ofdrills) from the construction site, as well as with the sound of the
daily explosions that rumbled down the mountain and hit the valley before
they rolled away and vanished over the Aljives plateau. Each time the CFE
announced a new explosion, it felt like the village took a deep breath and
waited. The residents of Rancho Nuevo spent much time waiting for the
explosions at somebody's house patio, since the explosions limited their
movements in space and interfered with their daily rhythm. There was a
dimension of physical danger (for example, stones were thrown into the air
and sometimes hit the houses). But the psychological impact was deeper.
People watched the explosions with the huge clouds of dust and heard the
rattle of stones, waiting for the sky to clear. During this period, I often sat with
my friends in the village and waited to see what was left of the mountain. The
scene was frequently overwhelming and it somehow numbed us. When the
mountain sides were peeled off, they revealed a reddish stone that gave
associations to a bleeding mountain. This made people stop and ponder for
long periods.

The village was covered with dust and looked dirty due to the heavy
traffic98 inside and around the village. The felling of the trees and the open
sewage from the CFE camp forced the women to find other washing places.
Inside the village, garbage piled up and caused quarrels between neighbors.
In addition, the redirection of the river and the location of the construction site
forced some families to resettle years before the final move.99 The ruins ofthe
houses and the dying trees reminded people of what was to come; but, despite
the pain, they returned regularly, every Sunday, to the old places. People
seemed to desperately search for signs to help them understand what was
happening around them.

The people of the valley reacted with mental and physical illnesses to the
deterioration of their natural and cultural landscape pari passu with the
progress of the dam. The women attributed the deaths that occurred during this
period to 'sadness' (tristezaj because of the dam. They claimed that within a

year (from spring 1992 to spring 1993) six people from the valley had died
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(and they estimated that normally only one or two died per year).100 They were
especially upset about an elderly man who seemed to have died 'for no reason
at all', as they expressed it, some six months before the move.101

Many ofthe women said that they suffered from depression due to the dam.
Some did not want to get out of bed, others 'lacked strength' and some felt
abandoned. An elderly woman, Francisca, whose house had been destroyed
early in the project phase because of its location close to the construction site,
said that she was tired, sleepless and had feelings of uprootedness and feared
being impoverished. She repeated this over and over again during the last year
(1992-93) before the move. Her words expressed what many people felt:
"Now we eat but we have nothing".102 She alluded to the cash payments that
covered daily expenses and kept them alive but also had made them landless.
Very little of this was noticeable when an outsider visited the village. The
villagers were always nice and friendly. But as a friend said: 'The face is calm
but inside of us there is disorder'.103 Some of the women underwent a

traditional treatment, a ritual cleansing of the body by a female healer, or they
used herbal treatments, made from herbs purchased in the city.104

During the last year in the valley, the men never mentioned health
problems to me. It was not until after the resettlement that some of them
confessed that they felt stress, depression, and had marital and economic
problems (which I also witnessed).105 A female friend also told me that her
husband had severe alcohol problems directly after the move, but that he had
not showed any emotion about the dam while they still lived in the valley. She
had noticed, however, that he had spent more and more time (day and night)
in their fruit orchard by the river the last year before the move. (He was an
original ejidatario who had inherited the land from his father).

Resettlement can cause mental and physical health problems, which is well
documented in the literature (e.g., Ault 1990, Clark et al. 1995, Scudder &
Colson 1982, Partridge et al. 1982). My research on Zimapan confirms the
existing studies. I believe that the concept of 'pain' {dolor), a concept that the
peasant women used when they tried to describe how they felt and why they
were ill, is related to the experience of living in a landscape that slowly
deteriorates in front of one's eyes, while accepted cultural categories lose
validity and meaning. It is my conviction, that the dismantling of cultural
domains and the natural landscape go hand in hand with the health problems
reported in so many case studies. I also believe that they are related to the
well-documented difficulties of reestablishing the socio-economic and socio¬
political aspects of displaced societies. The peasants in the valley always used
the word 'sacrifice' when they talked about the dam and the resettlement.
They said that they and the valley were 'sacrificed' for Tight/electricity in
other places' (para luz en otro lugares).
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With these words, they expressed an awareness of the asymmetrical power
relationship between them and the Mexican authorities. In that relationship,
I would dare claim they experienced strong feelings of helplessness and
victimization.

The dam project forced people to verbalize their experience of the natural
landscape in a way that they had never done before, because as long as the
landscape was intact it was taken for granted. As a reaction, two poets and
musicians from La Vega wrote a ballad on the dam project Zimapån that told
about their beloved valley, the river and the beauty of their orchards, and the
pain and the unbelief they felt when the dam project was realized. The last
verse is:

Ya con esta me despido
a orillas del rlo San Juan
me \oy para Ezequiel Monies
donde voy a progresar]06

The lyrics stirred up deep feelings, and men and women cried when the song
was played in the new village (in 1994 and 1997). (See song text in Appendix
7. Corrida: Proyecto Zimapån.)

Comision Federal de Electricidad (CFE): agenda,
motives and model of reality

Agenda
Comision Federal de Electricidad's (CFE) (The Board ofFederal Electricity's)
primary agenda is to supply the Mexican nation with electric energy from
different energy resources within the framework ofnational energy politics.107
The commission was established in 1937 and was made responsible for
planning, construction and operation of the Mexican electrical power and
distribution network. The CFE is the only public utility responsible for this
service and is under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Energy, Mines and
State Enterprises (World Bank 1989d:3-6). There are close institutional
relations between the CFE and the Ministry of Agriculture and Hydro
Resources (SARH), which regulates water resources.108 After its
establishment, energy production advanced considerably, and, in 1945, 700
mega kilowatts per year were produced of which 57% came from
hydroelectricity and the rest from thermoelectricity. The distribution between
energy resources was reversed in 1964 (43% hydroelectricity and 57%
thermoelectricity). In 1971 the country's energy demands exceeded the
hydrocarbon resources; the deposits of carbon discovered in 1973 only
temporarily met the increased demands. To meet estimated future energy
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demands the Mexican government, in 1970, launched an ambitious nuclear
power energy program, which had to be postponed when the economic crisis
hit in 1983 (Bartolomé and Barabas 1990:52). One nuclear plant was built,
however, in the state of Veracruz and put in operation in March 1989 (World
Bank 1989d:ll).

The CFE's specific agenda for the Zimapån and Aguamilpa hydroelectric
development project was to meet the dammed up energy demands of Mexico
built up since the 'lost decade' of the 1980s. This large project should meet
40% of Mexico's expected hydroelectric development needs between 1989-
1997 (Guggenheim 1993:203). In an undated report on the Zimapån,109 the
CFE presented its agenda and legal status; CFE's primary task is to support
the Mexican nation with energy through total control of the process from
construction to distribution and commercialization (CFE n.d.[a]:l).110 But a
major problem has always been the resettlement of people living in the
reservoir areas. In the Zimapån case, the CFE explicitly recognized the social
impact of energy development projects on the communities, and stressed the
necessity for establishing institutional relations with the communities and
coordinating local and regional authorities for decision-making. In other
words, the CFE was prepared to deal with the socio-economic consequences
for the resettled people caused by the building of the hydroelectric dam of
Zimapån (CFE n.d.[a]:3).ul

The CFE's first step was to restructure its internal organization. Its
preparedness to do something about the problem differed from its former
routines and management of resettlement, which they knew had generated
severe social and economic problems for the resettled. In the Zimapån case,
the CFE seems to have been prepared to change its resettlement politics. In an
unpublished paper Eleno Garcia, a member of the management group in
Mexico City, claims:

Of course, the trauma is more intense when the affected groups are socially
marginalized, whose low grade oftechnological development and the dependency
that the majority of them have in respect to their environment, make them more
vulnerable to any disruptive situation of the preexisting order (Garcia 1992
[May]:3)m (emphasis in Garcia).

In the paragraph above, Garcia dealt with key aspects of resettlement. He
emphasized that marginal groups with no access to high technology and who
are dependent upon a certain environment and a certain way of living are the
most vulnerable. In the same paper, Garcia admitted that in previous large
(infrastructure) projects in Mexico, the technical aspects of the project had
been emphasized to the disadvantage of the social issues of resettlement.
Resettlement had been conceptualized as an obstacle to be overcome with any
means (1992:4, 9).113 But Zimapån was meant to be different. With these
outspoken good intentions, the planning and the structural reorganizations,
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why did Zimapån in the end show so many 'classical' resettlement problems?

The CFE 's Model ofReality: Development and Progress
The CFE is a powerful agency with extensive financial, political and human
resources. It has the monopoly on electric service in Mexico. The CFE has 14
regional offices; 123,000 people work for the company, of these 78,000
operate the power system, 29,000 are temporary workers in the construction
force, and 16,000 are workers for the maintenance of the power plants and
transmission and distribution installations (World Bank 1989d: 6).

The CFE is intimately connected to the notion of progress in Mexico. In
the words ofthe Mexican president Diaz Ordaz in 1966: "the growing demand
for electric energy is an indicator of the growing economic activity".114 In the
CFE's yearbook of 1969/70, it presented itself as a key actor for progress in
Mexico, one who firmly held to the political ideas of the Mexican Revolution
and the subsequent 1917 Constitution; as a guardian of a heritage of indepen¬
dence and self-determination for the energy industry that before the nation¬
alization was run by foreign investors. CFE's task was to electrify the country
and elevate the well-being of every Mexican "hogar" ('home')115 (CFE
1969/70:81-84).

In 1992, the CFE presented itself on Mexican television as an agency of
vision with the message: 'CFE for Mexico's development'.116 Their advertise¬
ment was presented as a documentary showing helicopters flying over dam
construction sites, workers and engineers in colorful helmets and with high
voltage transmission lines as a backdrop. The CFE engineer Eleno Garcia
verifies their progress-oriented image:

It was claimed recently, that water and electric energy have a prominent position
among the resources that are most valued and prioritized in the project of national
development. Because of their particular and special nature these large projects
have been politically, economically and socially justifiable and the benefits have
contributed to the country at large (Garcia 1992:5-6).'17

In the above paragraph, Garcia stressed that large projects are justifiable from
a political, economical and social perspective because of the need for electric
energy for the development of the country. Greaves Laine, who was a member
of the INI monitor group in Zimapån, came to the conclusion that for the CFE
the problems of the affected groups were 'irrelevant' and consequently they
were treated as 'secondary' effects of the project, since the main objective for
CFE is to build the dam according to a certain time schedule (1997:53). But,
the text by Garcia continues as follows:

The great majority of the irrigation and hydroelectric projects that have been
constructed in Mexico, have been realized in regions far from the urban and
industrial areas, which were the ones to receive the flow of electricity. In general,
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this has affected rural and marginalized populations, whose land immediately
acquires a high strategic value (Garcia 1992:6)'18

This text seems to recognize the unequal relationship between rural and urban
areas, the uneven distribution of benefits from the hydroelectric dam and the
fact that land acquisition is a key issue for the completion of a project. But
Garcia is very cautions in his text. I believe that he is well aware of the fact
that within this large bureaucratic agency, of which he is a part, there are
internal arguments about the best way to deal with project impact on local
groups. Garcia has the difficult task of dealing with both those within the
organization and those affected by it. I interpret Garcia's text in the following
way: the CFE knows that the relationship between them and the affected
groups is much more complicated than one that could be labeled 'irrelevant'
as Greaves Laine argues. Nevertheless, I agree with her that the affected
groups are 'secondary' in relation to the construction of the dam. This is due
to the fact that the CFE has not yet resolved the conflict of interest between
their primary agenda, i.e., to support the Mexican nation with energy, and the
interests of the affected local people in the reservoir area (including up- and
down stream impact). The CFE never hid their agenda.

The CFE clearly states that its task is to complete the project and present
practical results, i.e., by resettling people efficiently and without conflicts.119
I suggest that this conflict of interest is a strong incentive to separate the
agency that administrates resettlement from the agency building the dam.

As an institution the CFE was anchored in a national and global reality
with an objectified view of people and nature. Such a view was necessary
because CFE, the institution, cannot operate with a localized, emotional and
subjective world view. But every institution consists of real people and actual
social groups, and many of the CFE staff suffered in the field. Professionally,
they were forced to adhere to a global view of the replaceability of men and
nature because otherwise they could not justify their own life and work.
Among the local CFE staff I noticed a conflict that could be expressed in the
following way: professional:global:replaceable versus personal:local:non-
replaceable. (Some of the staff members came from similar rural villages). I
believe that this clash between two basically incongruent roles — personal and
professional — was the major cause of the personal hardships in the field that
many of the local staff experienced.

The CFE's objectified reality was deeply embedded in their internal
organization (and vice versa). This is discernible in their texts about the
peasants. The CFE engineer Eleno Garcia wrote that the culture, customs and
traditions of the resettled people had been considered before, during and after
the relocation. In his words:
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Other advances are related to the careful consideration of the cultural aspects, such
as that of the religion; the transfer of knowledge about the environment across the
generations; the transfer of the cemeteries and the respect of the customs and
traditional habits. All of this was considered before, during and after the
resettlement (Garcia 1992:20).120

I believe that the CFE thought that it respected and considered the 'culture' of
the resettled, although it seems that it never understood the culture, or never
could use its knowledge systematically, because of lack ofmethods. There was
an understanding in the 'heads' of the local resettlement team that came out
in the daily discussions, but this knowledge and feeling for the culture was not
expressed in their reports. The CFE never described and analyzed the
resettlers' culture from a holistic perspective, and its 'holiness' and sacred
symbols, were never identified, as for example the tree. The cultural symbols,
embedded in the physical construction of the villages and the natural
landscape, were never considered a necessary part of the reconstruction of the
affected society (although green areas were planned). Not even the different
social groups ofthe resettlers' society were properly mapped. Despite the urge
to change the resettlement planning, the technocratic view still dominated the
agenda during the implementation: to build the dam, resettle the people and
compensate them through restitution or indemnification within less than four
years. Robinson (1990) expressed the problem very directly at an early CFE
seminar about resettlement in Mexico, where he took the Caracol dam project
as an example of the state of affairs. He said: "In the mentality of the engi¬
neers, one can observe a reductionism more primitive [than] according to
some of them 'let's get rid of this Neolithic people'" (1990:no pagination).121
I never heard anything similar from the local CFE staff in Zimapån. On the
contrary, the CFE staff that 1 met on a day-to-day basis showed a deep respect
towards the peasants in their daily work. The problem is more structural.

It should, however, not be forgotten that the CFE (and the World Bank)
tried to make Zimapån a model project for resettlement and it was a pioneering
project in many respects. For example, the participatory aspects of the project
were much better when compared to earlier CFE resettlements. But despite
organizational changes, the CFE was not prepared for the intense participation
of the people they met in Zimapån and consequently they found the
negotiations difficult and demanding. For the CFE the local participation was
"A succession of efforts and difficult negotiations" (1996:88).122

The tough negotiations in Zimapån as well as the CFE's lack of under¬
standing of their own organizational culture and reality unfortunately led to a
situation in which different groups within the CFE began to blame each other
for the difficulties and failures. The local CFE social unit was especially
exposed. After a World Bank visit and criticism from the monitoring team,
INI, in September 1992, the CFE group came back to the camp in Rancho
Nuevo, devastated. Two of the women, with tears in their eyes, said angrily
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that the whole world claimed that they did not do a good job -"But we do! we
do!"123

In sum, in Zimapån neither the peasants' culture nor their society was
properly understood, nor was the CFE's own bureaucratic culture. The CFE's
reality and conflicts of interest, its epistemology and ontology made the
negotiations difficult.

Local Level Organization During the Lmplementation Phase
The CFE had traditionally treated resettlement in a technical and an urban
way. This was reflected in its internal organization where resettlement was
subordinated to the technical department of construction. The World Bank
Loan agreement demanded an internal reorganization of this traditional,
hierarchical and top-down governed organization. (See section World Bank
Loan Agreement.) Consequently, resettlement planning and implementation
was upgraded and thereafter put on the same organizational level as the
technical construction of the dam.

The CFE met the new demands for the Zimapån project by creating a group
of 84 professionals (anthropologists, economists, psychologists, agronomists
and engineers) who worked together in an interdisciplinary team (CFE
1996:6). The group was especially created for the Zimapån (and Aguamilpa)
project, but the CFE had a long-term plan behind it: to generate a human
capacity on resettlement within the CFE for future resettlement projects. (This
was clearly stated by the head of the regional CFE social team in a conver¬
sation in 1992.)

The CFE formed the first group responsible for social issues in 1988. This
team was called 'Plan for Resettlement and Environmental Impact' {Plan de
Reasentamiento e Impacto Ambiental). In the autumn of 1992, a senior
member of this group described his arrival in the valley in the following
words: "I was here first, when no camp, no shower, no bathroom existed —

when nothing was here". Most significant in his statement is the implicit
conquering of the place. According to his statement, the valley was an empty
place -'nothing was there'. The place became authentic through his quan¬
tification (he counted the trees) and his presence. The second interesting
comment is the one on hygiene -'no shower, no bathroom existed'. In other
words, the peasants who lived in this empty place were backwards and dirty.

A year later, the above mentioned group was renamed and reorganized as
'The Management of Social Development of the CFE' (Gerencia de
Desarrollo Social de la C.F.E.). Its task was to deal with the sociopolitical
aspects of the dam construction (Garcia 1992:13). This group changed names
and was reorganized several times during the implementation, for example,
'The Residence of Social Development' (Residencias de Desarrollo Social),
and 'The Coordination of Social Development' (Coordinacion de Desarrollo
Social). In 1992, its name was 'The Unit of Local Social Development'
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(Unidad Local de Desarrollo Social), and it was divided into three units:
'Organization and Training' (Area de Organization y Capacitaciön), 'Com¬
munity Development Group' (Desarrollo Comunitariö) and 'Socio-economic
Studies' (Estudios de Productores Socioeconomics).124 The recurrent reor¬

ganizations were quite confusing for everybody, and they forced the team
members to focus more on the bureaucratic organization than on their work
with the people to be resettled.

The head (El Residente) of the group was a male agronomist in his late
twenties. He did not live with his family in the local CFE camp in the valley,
but in the main camp close to Cadereyta, some 40 km away. The windows of
his house trailer were protected with iron bars, probably an indication of a fear
of violence. (I did not see any other trailers with bars). The rest of the
members of the team on social issues, lived in the local camp in Rancho
Nuevo. The subgroup on training consisted of two men (agronomist and
economist) and they worked with the organization and training of the local
producers. The community development group consisted of ten people (three
men and seven women). They had a female boss (jefe), who was an engi¬
neer,125 a female anthropologist, a female agronomist, and a number of social
workers. They worked in the different communities affected doing censuses
and giving information. Another group on socioeconomic studies consisted of
three men (one psychologist and two economists). They put together the
census, which the social workers carried out in the villages.126 The female head
of the community development group represented the CFE when the peasants
rioted in July 1992. (See Case Box: The Uprising.) In the camp there were
some additional people, for example, a librarian, a driver and another member
of the social unit whose work was mainly in the new village.

The members of the team were young, averaging twenty-five years old.
The majority of them came directly from university and lacked work
experience. The reason for this was, according to El Residente (Fall 1992),
that the CFE had asked experienced social scientists to participate, but they
had refused arguing that Zimapån would be no different from the ill-famed
resettlement project of the Caracol Dam. (His statement was dismissed by
Scott Robinson, an established Mexican anthropologist and resettlement
expert).

It seems obvious that this group of young professionals had not been
sufficiently prepared for the field. During informal talks, they claimed that
they had not been trained in participatory methods, poverty analysis nor social
situation analysis. They did not have regular daily meetings where they
discussed events and personal experiences. They had not been informed about
dress codes and culturally appropriate behavior (CFE local staff, autumn of
1992). This lack of organizational training and structure, led to the fact that
most of their deep local knowledge never was used systematically in the
CFE's work nor in the negotiations. Their knowledge was not reproduced nor
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made explicit.
In the negotiations with the peasants the CFE acted as a single unit,

although there were an internal divisions between the local social development
unit and the management in Mexico City. Because of the local group's lack
of space to maneuver the members' frustration turned inward and two
members were accused of espionage on behalf of the management in Mexico
City. The disharmony within the group worsened, and the members had
difficulties cooperating, for example, they refused to ride in the same minibus
to work.

The local CFE disintegrated in December 1992 when almost one-third of
the local group was dismissed.127 The dismissals had been preceded by rumors
of reorganization since September 1992. These strongly influenced the
working atmosphere. Local staff members showed signs of depression and
general unrest. The dismissals began with El Residente, who on the 7th of
December 1992 (without notice) received a fax from Mexico City with the
order to leave the project within four days. At the same time the architect, the
librarian and two of the social workers were dismissed and one chose to quit
his work because, as he said, he did not sympathize with the CFE's work
methods, objectives and ethics.128 The dismissal of the head of the team had
been preceded by rumors that described extreme differences of opinion
between the head of the team and the female resettlement expert from the
World Bank concerning the resettlement project. A few days later, however,
a CFE staff member added that the dismissals were a political move staged by
some of the local social unit's group members, who wanted to ascend to
power.

A new head of the resettlement team had to be appointed. The new head
was a long-term member of the team (a man who had a somewhat marginal
position because of his personal style). One staff member explained that the
new head of the team was chosen by the CFE because of his long-term
acquaintance with the project to maintain the continuity of the staff. This was
a reasonable argument, since there was a rather rapid turnover ofstaff (women
usually stayed for six months, men for a year). These people often gave per¬
sonal reasons for leaving. They stated, for example, that they were suffering
from psychological and physical burn-out symptoms.

After the dismissals in December 1992, the Local Social Development Unit
was reorganized in six subgroups: 1/ Unit of Affected [People], 2/ New
Residential Center, 3/ Administrative Unit, 4/ Resettlement Unit, 5/ Social
Development, and 6/ Productive Projects.129 The new units focused on the
displacement that was expected a few months later and on the subsequent
reconstruction of the local system of production. The staffmembers, who had
stayed from the old unit, adopted a wait-and-see strategy. They feared losing
their jobs.
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The reorganization petrified the activities of the local CFE team for more
than a month and the staff stayed mainly inside the camp in January 1993. A
high-level female member of the CFE social unit claimed that she had been
unable to work for weeks because of 'frustration' as epitomized in her
statement:

They [with reference to the CFE management and the new organization] will
destroy everything here, what [ever] we [with reference to the earlier organization]
have built and achieved. The Social Development Unit does not exist anymore
(Female CFE staff member, March 1993).

The target of the reorganized group on social issues became the new village.
From February 1993 onwards, their time was spent facilitating the negotia¬
tions between the peasants and the contractors. The communication between
these two parties had reached rock bottom as they accused each other of fraud
and greediness. The contractors' main complaint was that the peasants kept
changing their minds about the houses in ways that meant that they had to be
partly rebuilt. The rebuilding and the modifications caused expensive project
delays. The CFE social team spent much of their time at meetings that took on
almost ritual forms. Little work was done in the old villages in the valley.

In February 1993, some new staff members arrived to solve the problem
of the lack of a functioning production base, as the peasants had decided not
to accept the CFE restitution ranches. The new staff members were career-
oriented young men, who aggressively discussed development projects with
those who had been in the valley for a long time but without listening to what
they said because they had already made up their minds about how things
worked. These young men tried to impose their reality on the villagers and the
CFE local staff, while they simultaneously depreciated their knowledge and
experiences from rural life. A few months later, the young men were less
optimistic and more humble. But most of all, they were confused. Not only
had the peasants' representatives rejected the proposed development projects,
but they had also learned that the CFE's development plans seemed to be
nothing but a 'paper tiger', as a male CFE agronomist claimed in december
1993. This forced many of the team members to reevaluate their own place,
function and possibility to influence the project. Moreover, many of them also
began to question their former, somewhat inconsiderate, notions about
peasants and development. For this young team, the implementation phase was
such a traumatic experience that the majority of the members of the social unit
did not want to continue working with resettlement. Hence, the CFE's plans
to increase its capacity on resettlement seem to have failed.

The repeated reorganizations on the local level, initiated by the manage¬
ment in Mexico City, cannot be disregarded in the analysis, as those constant
changes undermined the continuity of staff, affected their internal social
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relations as well as those with the peasants. It also made it much more difficult
for a member of the local team to get a grasp on the project process. Thus, it
negatively influenced their ability to understand and influence social relations
on a local level.

Moreover, throughout the entire reorganization of the local CFE, the
peasants were never informed. Men and women in Rancho Nuevo told me that
this was how things had been done during the whole project period. Therefore,
they were not at all surprised, and they expressed their distance from the
problem with condescending gestures and comments. They said that the CFE
'could do whatever they wanted' (as if it did not affect them). But soon it was
evident that they neither accepted, nor respected, the new head of the social
unit, who had a key role in the negotiations. He was removed from his
position approximately a year later. During his time the local CFE staff
referred to themselves as the 'firemen' {bomberos), whose primary function
was to extinguish the social 'fire' with monetary compensation so as not to
jeopardize the already tight technical time schedule. The female CFE staff
member of the social unit, who since the reorganization had argued for a more
'sensitive' approach involving more negotiations, was overruled.

Case Box: The Encounter Down by the River

The peasants felt a strong emotional attachment to the river and the farmland
that exceeded the economic value of the place. Everybody was not welcome
at the river and a stranger, defined as somebody from the outside, ought to
have received an invitation before entering this semi-sacred land, especially
during the weekends when the CFE staff normally left the area and silence
returned to the valley.

On a beautiful Sunday afternoon in September 1992, my landlord's
extended family and I were down by the river harvesting nuts from his father's
pecan tree. The men climbed the tree and shook the branches, while women
and children spread out sheets on the ground to catch the falling nuts. After a
couple of hours the nuts were gathered in piles and women and children sat
down and peeled off the outer shell, while the men rested and had a beer or
pulque (cactus beer) and talked.

We were a joyful group, and we laughed and worked together. The women
made some sexual jokes about men, and they were very interested to hear
about Swedish men because they wanted to have children with blue eyes.
They tried to pursuade me to start a business as a broker offering Swedish men
to Mexican women. The men laughed heartily and offered me pulque.

Suddenly we noticed movements and heard voices. One of the higher CFE
staff members from the local social unit approached our group in the company
of some younger girls from the village. He was dressed in a colorful silk shirt
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that flowed in the wind. Our group was suddenly reserved and silent. Laughter
and conversation stopped, and the women bowed their heads looking at their
hands while peeling the nuts, and the men looked at the beer and pulque
bottles in their hands.

The CFE engineer stopped and greeted us cheerfully. He looked at us and
we all returned his greetings in a formal, but somewhat stiff manner. He
chatted about this and that, but nobody answered him. He looked at me,

urgently appealing for help. I didn't know what to do, so I did what the
women did. It was obvious he was trying to establish contact, but he also felt
awkward because of our treatment of him. After a short while he left. When
he walked away, the women lifted their heads and a friend of mine, said as if
to herself: "He left" (Se fue). Nothing else was said, or needed to be said, and
we resumed our work. Soon we were laughing again.

The CFE engineer, despite his good intentions, had violated the deep
spatial and temporal structures of the peasants: the river (space) on a Sunday
(time), i.e., a sacred place at a sacred time. This had become especially impor¬
tant because of the dam project. Events like this one, hampered the trust
between the parties in their negotiations.

After a few hours of work and pleasure, the nut harvest (about 70 kg,
which is a normal size harvest from a 20 year old tree) was distributed among
the family members. Every household went home with some 20 kg each of
fresh pecan nuts and memories of a nice Sunday afternoon.

Mexican Policy and Legislative Frame
The Zimapån resettlement project was planned and implemented without
specific federal and state legislation or a specific policy on involuntary
resettlement.130 Scott Robinson described this vacuum as: "On balance, the
context of resettlement policy in Mexico entails a legacy of arbitrary admin¬
istrative action and selective legal interpretation of the rights of the resettled"
(Robinson n.d.:3). The problem was, according to Scott Guggenheim, the
anthropologist assigned by the World Bank to the Zimapån project, that:
"Nearly all of the laws guiding resettlement refer to taking lands away.
Mexico lacks a legal mechanism for restoring them" (1993:206).

Although specific laws on resettlement did not exist, there were several
federal and state laws that governed the Zimapån resettlement project. They
were: 1/ 'the Federal Law of Agrarian Reform' {Ley de Reforma Agraria), 2/
'the Federal Law of Water' {Ley Federal del Agua), 3/ 'the Law of Environ¬
mental Protection' {Ley de Proteccion Ambiental) and 4/ different laws
regulating cultural property. The first law, the Federal Law of Agrarian
Reform, regulated the expropriation of land and ejido rights. (See Chapter 3.)
It was the most influential legislation and was administered by the 'Secretariat
of Agrarian Reform' {Secretaria de Reforma Agraria). The second law, the
Federal Law of Water, established that all rivers and waters are the property
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of the nation, which has the right to determine their use. This law was
administered by the 'Secretariat of Agriculture and Hydraulic Resources'
{Secretaria de Agricultura y Recursos Hidraulicos [SAGH]). The third law
regulated the environmental impacts and was administered by the 'Secretariat
of Urban Development and Ecology' (Secretaria de Desarrollo Urbana y
Ecologia [SEDUE]). The fourth group of laws regulated impacts on cultural
property and archaeological sites and was administered by several
governmental agencies, among them the 'Institute of National Anthropology
and History' (Instituto Nacional de Antropologia e Historia [INAH]) and the
'National Institute for Indigenous [People]' (Instituto Nacional Indigenista
[INI]).131

Apart from the laws mentioned above, the World Bank (1992 [Dec.]: 17)
refers to two other that influenced the project: the General Law of Human
Rights and the Law ofHuman Settlement (Ley General de Derechos Humanos
and Ley de Asentamientos Humanos). The Law of Human Settlement is one
of the federal legal instruments governing the state of Querétaro and is
referred to in the Querétaro state plan on the urban development of the
Municipio de Cadereyta (Gobierno del Estado de Querétaro 1994:16-21).132
A 'Commission of Human Settlement and Public Work' (Comisiön de
Asentamientos Humanos y Obras Publicas) met in Mexico City on March 2,
1992 — during the most intensive phase of negotiations to discuss the
Zimapån project. At this meeting, Mexican government officials, the CFE and
the anthropologist Scott Robinson participated. They discussed 'Involuntary
Resettlement and Human Settlement' (Reacomodo Involuntario de Asenta¬
mientos Humanos). At the meeting, Scott Robinson again stated that the
Mexican constitution had general laws governing the resettlement process but
lacked specific legal instruments for the defense of resettled people
(1993a:2).133

In February 1990, the CFE also referred to another Mexican law that
influenced the Zimapån project — the Law of Planning, Chapter III, Article
20, Social Participation in Planning (Ley de Planeacion, Capitulo III, Art. 20,
Participacion Social en la Planeacion). This law was the basis of their view
on participation. (See Appendix 8.)134

The World Bank Loan Agreement with Mexico
The World Bank requested that the loan agreement 3083-ME, Hydroelectric
Development Project Zimapån and Aguamilpa, contain legal binding clauses
on local participation, independent monitoring and land restitution that follow
the World Bank 1988 guidelines (OPN 10:03, see Cernea 1988) on resettle¬
ment.135' 136 In 1994, the World Bank resettlement experts, Nahmad and Mejia
explained this in the following way:
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At the time the Bank agreed to finance the project, neither the borrower, the
Federal Electricity Commission, Comision Federal de Electricidad (CFE), of
Mexico nor the people who had to be resettled had much experience with partici¬
patory development strategies. Both were accustomed to "top-down" development.
The Bank insisted upon a participatory approach to resettlement planning and
implementation, based on its experience elsewhere and the knowledge that prior
Mexican experience with the issue was sometimes unsatisfactory (Nahmad &
Mejia 1994:1).

To describe Mexican experiences of resettlement as "sometimes unsatis¬
factory" may be politically correct, but it is an understatement. (See Chapter
2.) Nevertheless, the purpose was to improve resettlement, filling the policy
vacuum (see above) by introducing the participatory approach. To achieve this
agenda, the World Bank strongly suggested a reorganization of the CFE
internal organization as their Unit of Resettlement Planning was severely
understaffed, substandard and subordinated to the CFE Construction Technical
Division (Downing 1987:3).

The CFE refused to accept the loan conditions and the negotiations were
interrupted. For several months they tried to raise funds from the private
sector, but after seven months having achieved nothing, they returned to the
negotiation table with the World Bank and accepted the loan requirements
(Guggenheim 1993:209). (World Bank participation usually functions as a
kind of guarantee for the project to get additional financial supports). In the
World Bank Staff Appraisal (World Bank 1989d [May]:72) the Social and
Environmental Program stated the following points:

• Strengthening of the Central Unit of Socio-Economic and Environmental Affairs
• Strengthening of the CFE's Four Regional Planning Units
• Creation of Local Resettlement and Environmental Teams
• Execution of a Study for the Salvaging of Archeological Treasures
• Execution of a Study on the Effects of Impounding the Waters
• Development of a Set of Guidelines for directing the process of mobilization,

resettlement, rehabilitation
• Training of CFE staff

The loan from the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development to
the Mexican authority, Nacional Financiera S.N.C, was approved on June
8,1989 (World Bank 1989b:4) with the above requirements included.137

The institutional reorganization of the CFE resulted in the establishment
of a Social Development Unit, responsible for the resettlement and placed on
the same organizational level as the Division of Construction responsible for
the building of the dam. Since the World Bank focuses on institutional
capacity building and policy formation instead of actual participation, as
Guggenheim (1996) argued, this was an achievement and a step in the right
direction.138
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High Level Institutional Changes and Local Reality
Despite the far-reaching institutional reorganization of the CFE and the
clauses included in the loan agreement, the implementation of the partici¬
patory aspects on the local level turned out to be a complicated enterprise.
After a World Bank mission, the World Bank resettlement expert, Guggen¬
heim, vividly described the atmosphere at a reunion with a group ofangry and
armed peasants in the assembly (ejidal) hall.139

I looked over the dark, smoky adobe hall, and wondered how I'd gotten into this
situation in the first place. Our mission was supposed to be completing the social
and environmental appraisal of two large hydroelectric dams. Instead, we were
cringing behind a large table watching a raging argument develop between the
company officials and three or four hundred very angry peasants. This is not the
way to begin a participatory project. (Guggenheim 1996:1).

At this early stage of the social project cycle, he noticed that something had
happened within the project that obstructed the implementation of the
participatory aspects even before the project had begun from the CFE and the
World Bank perspective. Looking back, the CFE and the World Bank seem
to have underestimated the implementation of the participatory aspects as
regards time, methods and ethnographic base line data. They probably
overestimated the effects of the high level institutional changes as regards
time, distance and will to let the changes trickle down to local level.
Moreover, the technical aspects of the dam had been prioritized, as usual,
while the social ones were left until the end (which will be discussed in the
section on Subordinated Social Time). And finally, for the peasants, the
project had put in motion deep socio-political changes within their society
long before the above meeting took place, a situation that raises questions
about the linear project cycle.
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Chapter 5

Strategies of the Peasants versus the CFE: the
creation of social fields

Negotiations with villagers can be quite protracted; in projects with tight
construction schedules and expensivefinesfor time overruns, resettlement delays
can pose serious threats to project managers.

Scott Guggenheim (1993:218)

The demands on the part of the community leaders seem to have no limit.... The
interests ofthese "leaders " appear to be in construction contracts

World Bank Office Memorandum (1993, July 19)

The negotiations can be divided in three phases. Each phase covers a limited
period of time. Phase one lasted from 1980 to 1988, phase two lasted from
1989 to 1993 and phase three lasted from 1994 to 1995. The division is based
on the CFE's and the peasants' choice of strategies and on their degree of
interaction during the implementation. Phase one was characterized by con¬
fusion. Phase two was characterized by intense negotiations. Phase three was
characterized by the closing of the negotiations and the end of the interaction
between the main parties. The division is my personal interpretation of the
negotiation process and, hence, it is etic. Dividing this dynamic process into
phases has not been uncomplicated, and I am aware of its shortcomings.
Nevertheless, I think of it as one way to make the patterns of the process
comprehensible. It may also reveal the practices and the social fields that were
created between the main actors during the implementation process.

The Peasants during Phase One: Confusion (1980-1988)
The peasants lacked a purposeful strategy during this phase, because they
denied that the dam would be built for many years. Only after the political
reorganization, analyzed in Chapter 6, was an agenda formulated. The lack of
strategy is epitomized in the words of the leader of the peasants' negotiation
committee. In August 1992 he said "When the CFE arrived we did not know
how to defend ourselves."
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Denial
Denial that a dam will be built is commonly reported among resettled people.
Scudder and Colson refer to this phenomenon as "business as usual" and claim
that denial is part of the "multidimensional stress" experienced by relocatees
(1982:269-270). The peasants of Ejido Vista Hermosa denied the dam for
many years, not because of multidimensional stress, but for economic and
rational reasons. More specifically, they never used the word 'denial'. They
always said, 'we did not believe'. 'Denial' is usually defined as "refusing to
receive, believe, accept, or embrace" something. The peasants did not refuse
to believe that the dam would become a reality. Instead, they made a rational
evaluation of the problem and came to the conclusion that it, again, was only
a rumor. They had already been exposed to the problem in 1955. At that time,
the engineers who had come to the valley had lied to the peasants and claimed
that they were investigating the possibility of building a railway.140 But the
peasants did not believe them, and the engineers' work became known locally
as 'they are going to close the river'.

In the Ejido of Vista Hermosa the peasants continued life as usual, which
may be described with the trope "business as usual". In would be a misrep¬
resentation, however, to characterize this as a strategy to cope with the threat
of the dam. (Many experts claim that this behavior is due to the fact that the
peasants deny the realization of the dam). I argue that the trope "business as
usual" must be contextualized and cannot be separated from the very long
time span from the first rumors of the 1950s to the completion of the dam in
1993. In real life, the peasants did not have any other option but to continue
life as usual, and thus the event sank into oblivion.

When the CFE returned in 1980, people recalled old memories, but they
still did not believe in the construction of the dam — a response that was
based on their previous experience that nothing happened the last time, as well
as on economic arguments. Some women explained (in May 1997, after the
resettlement) that when the CFE returned the people of the ejido had discussed
the dam at the regular ejidal assemblies, but nobody in the valley, including
their leaders, could imagine that the Mexican government would be able to
raise the amount of money necessary for the building of the dam. I do not
think that this was a fabrication of these events. Their response was not an
irrational denial, nor a stress reaction, but a logical argument based on the
existing information and an estimation of the economic situation of the
country. Up until the very end, however, they nurtured a hope that something
would happen that would cancel the project.

Case Box: Denial

It took almost ten years for the people to realize that the dam might become
a reality. The hope of stopping the dam project was ever present, and such
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'outsiders' activities, as the CFE's socio-economic surveys or the radical
transformation of the natural landscape did not seem to matter. In the text
below, two women from Rancho Nuevo discuss this disbelief that the dam
would be built. The text is partly a summary and partly a verbatim extract of
an interview recorded in the new village in May 1997. The interview was
structured around the concept of 'pain' (dolor), which they used when they
described their feelings about the resettlement, and the extract below focuses
on disbelief — "we do not believe" (no lo creemos).

Liv (L) opened the discussion with an account of the encounter with and
their first reactions to the CFE.

L: -We said, 'They are going to close the river. They are going to close the
river to make a, a, what is it called Rosa (R)?"1

R: "A dam."2
L: "To make electricity (light) in other places."3
Liv continued to explain that they began to believe that the dam would

become a reality when (the CFE) had worked for some time to make roads to
La Boquilla, where the Devil lives, although nobody really knows, nobody
had ever seen him.4

Laughter.
The work continued. The CFE built a camp and a dining hall and some

peasant women were hired. But still they did not believe it that there would be
a dam, especially when the construction work came to a halt in the mid-1980s.
The people thought, according to Liv that

L: 'They are not going to do it."5
At this point, Liv referred to her father's statement about the dam. He was

a powerful old man in the village, famous for his witchcraft, who lived close
to the construction site (La Boquilla).

"Pure (empty) words. It is not going to become a reality. That is for sure."6
But the dam workers began to interact in the village of Rancho Nuevo.

Liv's father sold pulque (cactus beer) at his house and Liv helped him. She
stayed and listened to the talk of the dam workers. Under the influence of
pulque they became talkative, and she heard much about 'they are going to
close the river'.7

Liv described, with unfinished sentences, how they slowly came to realize
the seriousness of the situation.

L: "When the movements, all the detonations, they began to open the
tunnels, they began to open the mountains, they began with the reunions and
the people began to talk with the president ejidal, (we understood) that it was
a serious matter."8

In 1987 they still did not believe in the construction of the dam. Liv
claimed that even at the assemblies, when the CFE and the local peasant
leaders told them to consider the seriousness of the situation, they still had not
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believed.
L: "We did not believe them. Nobody believed".9
In 1988 Liv's father was forced to move because his house was located

close to the construction. The CFE moved him to his principal house inside
the village of Rancho Nuevo. At the end of our discussion Liv turned for the
payment of the land (in 1993), and said that on that day some people were
found counting their money, while others were crying at the banks of the river.

Notes
1. "Se van a cerrar el rio. Se van a cerrar el no para hacer una, una, come se dice,
Rosa?"

2. "Una presa."
3. "Para hacer luz en otros lugares."
4. "Trabajaban un tiempo hacer los caminos para la Boquilla, adentro donde vive el
diabio, iquién sabe? £quién ha visto?"
5. "Ya, no van a hacerlo. "
6. "Puras palabras. No va a ser una realidad. Eso es cierto."
7. "se van a cerrar el rio"

8. "Cuando los moviementos, todos los detonationes, empezaron abrir los tuneles,
empezaron abrir cerros, empezaron reuniones... gente... empezaron platicar con el
comisariado... va a estar una cosa serio. "

9. "No lo creiamos. Nadie lo creia. "

The Kiosco: a defense strategy, a capitalistic move or 'business as
usual' ?
In 1984 the residents of Rancho Nuevo built a kiosco,141 a music pavilion. A
bed of roses surrounded it, and any vandalism was punished by social
sanctions such as fines or social service. The kiosco was a village enterprise
and the decision to built it had been taken in a majority vote at a village
meeting, approximately a year earlier. Each family had contributed economi¬
cally. In 1984, the CFE had been in the valley for four years preparing for the
building of the dam. Some residents of Rancho Nuevo claimed that the kiosco
was built because nobody believed that the dam would become a reality.
However, another interpretation is also feasible. It was built because of the
compensation expected for the village infrastructure.

In 1985, only a year after its completion, the kiosco was abandoned. When
I arrived in 1992 the flowerbeds were dry and no flowers grew there. There
was garbage around the building. The place stank of urine and animal faeces.
When I asked the residents about the state of the kiosco, they claimed that the
deterioration was due to the lack of water. As part of the CFE development
program for the villages, they had built a clinic that opened in 1984/85, and
this institution had needed water for its garden. The women further explained
that the trash around the kiosco was the result of changed consumption
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patterns. After the 1990 indemnification payment, when the people could
afford to buy disposable goods such as diapers and canned food, they also
disposed of it in a disorderly manner. These changes are epitomized in
Livoria's words:

When money came to the village people began to eat much more chips, sweets and
canned food and drink soft drinks. The mothers purchased plastic diapers for their
babies. We do not yet have the culture not to throw things in the streets. But our
village was a clean village before the money came.

Many of the residents noticed the deterioration of the village order, and in our
discussions they returned over and over again to the kiosco and stressed that
it once had been a 'beautiful place with roses' (Santander family 1992).
Nevertheless, a CFE employee, who had lived in the village for six months in
the early 1980s, claimed the village had never been tidy. This comment, which
I mentioned to a family in Rancho Nuevo, made them upset. They searched
for weeks for a photograph of the kiosco that would prove their point, but they
could not find any.

Instead, they brought me a newspaper article (Excelsion 1991:4B) about
the construction of the dam showing a photograph of a building in the village.
When my informants showed me the article, they said that the author of the
article claimed that the photograph showed a house in the valley. The
subheading was, however, the "The Region" {La region). The article argued
that the dam would bring development to this underdeveloped valley. The
peasants and I identified the 'house' as a stable, and in our discussion about
this article, the family members repeatedly argued that 'the CFE presents us
as if we live like animals'. But the article was not signed by the CFE, and the
local CFE staff strongly emphasized, when I asked them about this article in
the fall of 1992, that the CFE had nothing to do with it. They also denied that
they ever had claimed that the peasants lived like animals. Nevertheless, the
peasants never acknowledged the CFE's denial, but continued to ascribe the
article to the CFE.

In our discussions about the building and the deterioration of the kiosco,
several families in the village clearly identified the issue of'developed' versus
'underdeveloped'. This was a very sensitive issue. I began to wonder if the
kiosco had communicated something beside its esthetic value. It also seemed
to be such an irrational act to invest money and work in a doomed village.
Again, it could easily be interpreted as an act ofdenial of the dam. I will argue
that it was more complex than that.

Hall argues "Spatial changes give a tone to a communication, accent it, and
at times even override the spoken word" (1959:180). He claims further that
"Space speaks" (ibid.: 162). That space communicates has only recently been
considered in the resettlement literature (Downing 1996a) and in World Bank
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policy (1990:OD 4:30). In the Zimapån case, I believe that the building of the
kiosco was not a coincidence, but a cultural defense strategy. It was a strategic
move made to informe the larger tradition that the local tradition, too, had
'quality of life', that they were 'civilized' and not savages. By the building of
the kiosco, the peasants expressed in space what they were unable to express
in words. The choice of a kiosco was perfect, since almost every Mexican
town (worthy of its name) has one. A kiosco symbolizes the very core of
village culture.

Their strategy was doomed to fail, however, because no dam would be
stopped by such strategically subtle means. With the progress of the dam, the
kiosco deteriorated. Of the buildings in the village, it was the first to
deteriorate as it never had been a cultural key symbol. (Of course, with time
it might have become one, had the conditions been different.) It was only a
momentary adjustment to an outside threat, which was not yet well defined.
The transformation of the kiosco was a symbolic expression, reflecting the
wider socio-cultural dismantling of the society.

According to the World Bank guidelines, resettlement should always be
treated as a development project. I argue that in the negotiation process the
peasant leaders became victims ofthe development thinking, that guided them
and the CFE in the negotiations. In the Zimapån project there were strong
incentives to 'develop' the society from all the parties involved, including the
peasants, but there was a stress on the wrong components, for example urban-
style houses. The kiosco became one such negotiation issue, and in the new
village restitution was made with four new large, concrete kioscos — one in
each village sector and one communal building for all three sectors together.
This happened even though the kiosco had never been a key symbol. In
contrast to my interpretation, Downing (who was one of the World Bank
experts) emphasized the importance ofthe rebuilding of the kiosco, and wrote:
"In Zimapån, Mexico, the centrality of the bandstand (kiosk) to community
life was recognised, and each of the three communities was provided with a

spatial area for performing recurring temporal events" (1996a:45-46). In
reality, the kioscos in the new village were empty places, exposed to damage
of different kinds. In 1997, very little 'community life' took place there.142
Alonso (1994:396) has made an interesting comment about how national
monuments objectify mestizo nationalism, which has led me to reflect on the
possibility that the kiosco was part of a (forced) integration into mainstream
Mexican society.

The concept of 'business as usual', with all its ambiguities, can also be
applied to the planting of trees. After the Mexican Revolution the peasants
appropriated the land through the planting of fruit trees. In the mid-1980s,
some of the landowners with larger milpas in the valley began to plant
considerable numbers of fruit trees. The unresolved question here is whether
they planted these trees as a capitalistic strategy in order to gain monetary
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compensation from the CFE, or, if the planting was a strategy of 'business as
usual' and an element of the normal agricultural cycle of the valley. The trees
were one of the many complicated negotiation issues in this project; the
peasants accused the CFE of underestimating the number and the value of the
trees, while the CFE, especially during 1992, accused the peasants of
overestimating their assets. The core question was — when is a tree a tree that
is eligible for compensation. The peasant argued that they should also be
compensated for small trees that yet not produced a harvest because of the
work invest and the future estimated production.

Distrust — always the answer: 'who knows?'
The first face-to-face encounters between individual families and the CFE
took place during this phase. When the CFE social staff arrived in 1987, they
walked around the villages and introduced themselves, with good intentions,
by saying: 'I am engineer X, and this is B.A./M.A. (licenciado) Y.' Thus, they
emphasized the hierarchical distance between themselves and the peasants and
reaffirmed the asymmetrical power-relationship. Immediately, there was a
reaction of distrust and disrespect. Rosalina, my assistant in Rancho Nuevo,
explained how they had felt in the villages:

We might not have a good education, but we are very good observers. We 'read'
(leemos) the body language and the facial expressions. We notice if a person puts
up a barrier and we respond accordingly. The CFE always asked us questions, but
they were 'closed' (cerrado) themselves. They never walked in the village—they
always took the car and they never greeted anyone. They think that we are stupid.

The way the CFE staff introduced themselves is clearly reminiscent of a
pattern described by Carmen Alicia Ferradas in the Brazilian Yacyretå dam
project managed by the Brazilian Power Company EBY. Ferradas writes:

When a crisis situation erupts on everyday life routines, social actors recognize
breaking points, time-space boundaries separating a "before" and "after", usually
having symbolic or physical markers [Giddens 1984:282]. To those affected by
Yacyretå's relocation policies, the "census" and the "granting of the blue folder"
constitute such dividing devices: They mark the transformation and/or the creation
of settings of interaction, social relations, symbols and meanings, as well as the
acquisition ofnew identities, such as becoming "beneficiaries", the "licenciada/o",
or Mr. or Mrs. Yacyretå (Ferradas 1990:129).

The unwise manner in which the CFE staff introduced themselves resulted in
the peasants adopting a new strategy, one used by both men and women, of
answering any question that was perceived as politically sensitive with
'iQuién sabe?' (Who knows?).
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Another associated strategy was to pretend ignorance. Residents of Rancho
Nuevo and I could, for example, be sitting in the village store discussing the
resettlement, when a CFE employee entered the scene. The women imme¬
diately changed the subject, their way of talking, as well as their body
language. They were very nice and polite, but they acted subdued and bowed
their heads. If they were asked a question, they very seldom answered. Instead
they pretended they did not know anything about the issue, although most of
them were very well informed. The women especially were experts at this
strategy of feigned ignorance. This strategy was a silent, 'every-day forms of
peasant resistance' (Scott 1989) to the relocation.

Despite the CFE's 'trust-promoting' activities, the distrust between the
peasants and the CFE lasted throughout the project. The World Bank and the
CFE, however, claim the opposite:

Things have changed entirely since we first came to Zimapån. Before we were
afraid of them, and they hated us. Now, even when the discussions are very tense
over things such as compensation, afterwards we close the doors after negotiations
and reschedule another session. You can tell that things are better: the campesinos
have started to leave their guns outside before we have meetings with them.
(Interview with CFE resettlement officer. Quoted in Guggenheim 1993:218).

An improvement may have occurred, but distrust governed the negotiations
until the end of the project. The distrust was not explicitly expressed in the
negotiation situations, which at the end were very sophisticated. They had
almost ritual forms. The distrust was, however, readily seen in everyday
encounters. For example, at the only CFE census that I attended, in the spring
of 1992, held in the village Vista Hermosa, the following happened. When we
walked from house to house, we were sometimes not invited to come and sit
down in the patio and drink something. Instead, the interviews were conducted
at the fence of the house in a standing position. To treat a visitor like that, not
to offer a person a chair, a soft drink and a place to rest for a while in the
shade, is one of the strongest signs of rejection in this very hospitable culture.

The understanding of trust and distrust, as cultural constructs, which is a
key issue in a participatory project, was neglected in the Zimapån case. The
CFE did not make a cultural analysis of these concepts for the implementation
phase. For example, I noticed that the concept of trust towards strangers had
changed after the start of the project. When Livoria, my hostess, and I
discussed past times, she vividly described the joy they felt when somebody
came to visit the remote valley. She said: "When a car came on the road to the
plateau down to the valley, before the project started, we all stopped with our
activities, went out on the street, called to each other 'un carro, un carro' ('a
car, a car') and waited. When the car had climbed down the mountain and
reached the village, we all went there to greet the visitors and it was an event".
When she described this episode to me, she smiled and waved her hands. As
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I understood her, a stranger those days was not potentially suspect. Hence, a
stranger's visit was associated with joy in this 'pre-modern society'. Giddens
argues that: "In pre-modern cultures, where the local community always
remains the basis ofwider social organisation, the 'stranger' refers to a 'whole
person' — someone who comes from the outside and who is potentially
suspect" (1990:80). In the valley, however, a stranger became suspect only
with the dam project. There was nothing mysterious in this that involved
'processes of modernization' from a 'pre-modern' to a 'modern' society. It
was simply that the dam project brought all different kinds of charlatans,
swindlers, street hawkers, Jehova's witnesses and tourists with it to the valley,
and that made people rightly suspicious of strangers.

The CFE in Phase One: Confusion

The local CFE staff showed signs of confusion in the first phase, because
things did not turn out the way they had expected. They had committed
themselves to carry out a participatory resettlement project, directed by the
World Bank guidelines. But despite institutional reorganizations, they were
not prepared for the task.

Conversations are not the same as Participation
Zimapån was meant to be a World Bank model project on local participation,
but the CFE had a more 'traditional' understanding of the concept. According
to Salomon Nahmad and Maria Clara Mejia of the World Bank, the CFE did
not inform the peasants about the prospects of the dam. In 1986-87,
"conversations" (Nahmad & Mejia 1994:12) took place between the CFE and
the traditional leadership. Guggenheim describes these activities as "chatting
with the villagers in the town square" (1993:226). The exact content of these
"conversations" is unknown, but it is not far-fetched to believe that the CFE
followed their old strategy of informing in such a way that the affected people
did not understand the extent of the project. My assumption is supported by
the peasants' statements about what happened at the first meeting to announce
the projects when they responded with subordination and trust in a 'fair'
resettlement. The traditional leader described this meeting with the words:
"The people responded that 'if we only are treated fair and legally correct,
there is no problem'." After the resettlement, a member of the peasants'
negotiation committee {El Comité) explained that he thought that the
traditional leader had been unable to grasp the scope of the project.

The strategy ofnon-information is used by dam constructors the world over
(cf. Montoya 1996). One argument is that if in the end, the dam is not be built
people will not have been worried unnecessarily. This is not just an old-
fashioned and paternalistic view of the affected people, it is above all an
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effective strategy for delaying any possible resistance to the dam. Resistance
movements are time dependent — the sooner they begin the more effective
they are. Once the powerful, encompassing processes of the natural and
cultural landscape begin, resistance is inhibited. Resettlement researchers in
India have also noted the impacts of this strategy:

Similarly, while the projects are being planned, even the people likely to be
affected are not heard. It is only when the acquisition proceedings start — a long
time after the acceptance and adoption of the project — that the directly affected
people are heard. At that time, the people affected cannot successfully challenge
a project on the ground of other efficacious and more economical alternatives
(Appa& Patel 1996:149).

From the World Bank perspective, Guggenheim claims the following about
the CFE's management of participation:

Difficulties within CFE in institutionalizing participatory processes continue to
inhibit local participation. Examples ofCFE's resistance to participation are unfor¬
tunately easy to find. That CFE continues to pay a price for non-participation can
be seen in how the replacement farms were selected. Although the villagers,
having worked on local haciendas, were clearly in the best position to evaluate the
technical suitability of proposed purchases, CFE did not consult them at all
(Guggenheim 1993:223).

Although I recognize the problem, I do not agree with this rather one-sided
view that puts the burden of failure on the CFE. I object because the World
Bank's broad knowledge of participation seems not to have been transmitted
to the CFE's local staff in the field, according to some of the key people in the
local CFE team. They claimed, they had not been trained in basic field
methods such as writing everyday ethnographic notes, qualitative research
methods, poverty analysis, participatory methods, or team coordination under
the stressful circumstances of resettlement (cf. Guggenheim 1996). Seen from
my local perspective, from 1992 and onwards, the CFE did not 'resist'
participation. The problems with participation as practised at the local level
were more questions of confusion and the lack of an agenda for participation,
which led to ad hoc solutions. The CFE had a double role as dam builders and
resettlement agency. As far as I know, the claim that the peasants did not
participate in the search for replacement land is not correct. A group of
peasants did participate.

Encompassing the Cultural and the Natural Landscape
The CFE's most powerful strategy was the encompassment and transformation
ofthe natural and cultural landscape. Years before the loan agreement with the
World Bank was signed, the CFE had focused on the preparatory, technical
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stages of the dam. This is an indication that the dam was regarded as a fait
accompli by them long before any local negotiations took place. The first
major social census was conducted in the first years ofthe 1980s, and the CFE
also provided the villages with improved social services, such as a clinic in
Rancho Nuevo (1984) and kindergartens in Vista Hermosa and La Vega
(1990).

They offered village men construction work and contracted some of them
to explore the ancient caves in the valley that would be submerged. As a
consequence, some of the men shortened their migration cycles and some of
the women found work in the CFE cantina. In this way, the village economy
was hooked onto the powerful institutions of the CFE, as is recommended by
resettlement specialists and guidelines that argue that the local community
should participate in the regional financial boom that accompanies a dam
project. The other side of the coin is, however, that the peasants also became
economically dependent on the institution in charge of their resettlement,
which reinforced an already asymmetrical power relationship.

The preparations for the dam demanded a transformation of the natural
landscape. The CFE built roads and camps, peeled off the mountainsides, cut
down the trees, redirected the rivers, prepared for the first families to be
relocated (Rancho Nuevo and Machoti in 1989). They also renamed the
construction site in the canyon. The local name for the canyon El Infiernillo
('The Little Hell') and Las Ajuntas, the name for the confluence of the two
rivers outside the canyon, were changed to La Boquilla ('Mouth [of the
river]'), which the people adopted in a very short time compared to other name
changes that occurred in the valley. (See Chapter 4.) Finally, agronomists and
engineers measured the parcels and identified and counted the trees with the
purpose of evaluating them in monetary terms.

The results of the above studies were presented in several CFE reports.
Among them were the Study of the Affects, Resettlement and Ecology, P.H.
Zimapån, HGO and QRO( 1986)143 that determined the number of trees in the
affected area to a seemingly exact number, but did not discuss the social issues
with the same level of accuracy. Further, the Census of the Population and
Houses144 in 1989 which contained more than 100 tables of a sociological
character describing for example the types of house roofs and peoples'
educational level, but the included nothing about the peasants' relation to the
natural landscape, the concepts of trust and equality, or discussions of any
cultural key symbol except as an objectified item whose loss could be
compensated by money (for example, trees and harvests).

I argue that with the mapping of the society and the physical transfor¬
mation and the renaming of the natural landscape the CFE took possession of
the place. In this way, the CFE objectified and quantified the affected people
and the cultural and the natural landscape. Everything, including people, could
be mapped, measured, quantified and reported. This was particularly evident
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in their survey methods. (See Chapter 7.) The underlying idea was that every¬
thing in the local culture had a price, it could be replaced or compensated.

When the CFE mapped the local society they simultaneously signaled that
the local culture was in need of development, which was captured in the
expression 'the good life' (la buena vida), that the CFE's social workers
regularly emphasized. At seminars, held in the camp, these social workers
especially reassured the peasant women that after the resettlement 'the good
life' in a modern house would come. The peasant women responded with
silence as long as they were inside the camp. But when they had returned to
the village, they commented on these promises with a snort, and a laugh and
muttered that: "a house without food is worth nothing" (una casa sin comida
no vale nada). (See Chapter 7.)

The mapping and objectification is, naturally, a necessary and practical
component of any resettlement program. Peoples' belongings have to be
counted and parcels have to be measured and evaluated in monetary terms.
But my point is that thus objectification suited the agenda, strategy and the
reality of the CFE, rather than those of the villagers. Therefore, mapping has
to be made more culturally sensitive.

Objectification as a powerful CFE strategy was reinforced by the way local
participation was viewed and managed in the Zimapån project. To be able to
participate in the negotiations, the peasants were forced to step back, observe
their own culture and society, and empty it of its meaning carrying elements.
Their way of life was quantified to fit the form of negotiations that was

imposed on them. Everything in their society became negotiable — culture,
social relations and natural landscape — and therefore nothing could be relied
on any longer. In this way, the CFE's reality was imposed on the peasants, and
it changed their way of thinking about their society and landscape. My host in
Rancho Nuevo expressed this competently in the conversation below.

Case Box: "The CFE Entered Our Minds"

In April 1994 (after the move) my landlord Armando came back to the house
one afternoon. He was tired and sat down, took a drink and started to talk. He
said:1 We are now reconstructing our lives. The biggest problem at the
moment is the uncertainty, not knowing the weather and the routines of the
day. Abajo (down in the valley) the men worked the milpa in the morning. We
worked until 2 p.m. and then we rested. We took a swim and a nap. At 5 p.m.
we always went down to the football field and played soccer. I said that I
could not remember the soccer games in the afternoon, when I came in 1992,
and he answered: That's right. The commission (CFE) entered our minds2 and
we began to think that the football field in the old village was no good — a
stone here and a stone there. And we stopped playing soccer. We still have no
soccer team.3
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He returned to the topic of time and said that: We did not think in 'hours'
abajo. We had our routines. We will need two to three years here to create
routines. Now I wake up in the night and I think — What do I have to do
tomorrow? I must go to the corral and check the workers. I also have to plan,
what must be done today and what can wait until tomorrow. I have to think
that the workers will need their salaries — and I have no money. I feel stress.
Especially when my wife comes and hugs me. She does not let me think in
peace. I get very irritated.

Notes
1. The text is not an exact quotation, because this was not the right moment for a tape
recorder. But I have tried to keep as close as possible to his words. He also shifted
between "We" and "I" form.
2. He alternately used the words 'thinking' (piensamento) and 'heads' (cabezas) and
for the word 'enter', he used the Spanish term 'entrar'.
3. The new village still lacked a soccer team in 1997. They had tried to create a single
soccer team for the entire new village (instead of three, as they formerly had down in
the valley), but so far they had been unable to cooperate.

Apart from the powerful machinery of encompassing the people and the
landscape, the CFE also had all the media support and they contributed to the
economic boom of the municipal town of Cadereyta. The peasants, on their
side, had little media support (e.g., Scott 1990a, 1990b, Guggenheim 1991)
and no help from any NGO, or Human Rights Organization, as these seem to
have preferred to work for more typically indigenous peoples (for example,
the Huicholes, resettled by the Aguamilpa dam, in the same energy project).145
Moreover, the peasants had very limited financial resources.

The Peasants in Phase Two: Intensity (1989-1993)

During the second phase, the peasants' negotiation committee, El Comité,
became full-fledged negotiators. The price was a reorganization of their
political system, but also a sense of alienation between the leadership and the
people.

Strategies ofDelay
The most powerful strategy in this phase was threats of delay. Iklé argues that
threats and commitments are basic moves in negotiations. Threats can be used
when one of the parties wishes to change the present state of affairs. He
reasons:
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The party that threatens asserts it will make a special effort to cause the opponent
a certain loss should he fail to comply.... In negotiations where a party wishes to
change the status quo in its favor, at the expense of a party defending it, the
offensive party always needs a threat to make the defensive party fear that it would
lose more by not reaching an agreement..." (Iklé 1968:118).

If I follow Iklé, the peasants' strategy of threats to delay the project was an
offensive action. This turned the CFE into the defensive party. The CFE had
a project schedule to adhere to, which made them vulnerable. Moreover, both
parties wanted to change the status quo in their favor, although their goals
were worlds apart. The peasants wanted to delay the day of the move and the
CFE wanted to conclude the project on schedule.

Monopoly on Gravel
The construction ofthe new village demanded large amounts ofgravel that the
CFE purchased from the ejido. (There were one or two gravel-pits within a
short distance of the new village that had been opened to supply gravel for the
construction.) The gravel business was set up in accordance with the World
Bank guidelines — to involve the affected people as much as possible in the
economic benefits. The gravel had to be transported, and the peasants had
invested their 1990 indemnification money in a transportation fleet (trucks
with several tons carrying capacity). Around ten families from the three
villages owned a total of some fifty trucks. The family of the leader of El
Comité and the Subcomité owned four. These ten men operated the gravel
transport business with local drivers. It was a profitable business for all
involved, both economically and strategically, as they had a monopoly and
controlled the access to gravel necessary for the construction of the new
village. On one occasion at least, in the spring of 1993, they used their
position to push the negotiations in their favor by slowing down the transport
of gravel, which slowed down the construction of the new village and the
project closure. At that time, they negotiated a rather extensive reconstruction
of the houses that had already been built. They also demanded higher wages.
The peasants were on the offensive, while the CFE had become defensive.
When the peasents took advantage of this opportunity, it was obvious that a
shift in positions had taken place in the negotiations.

Moving the Dead
The peasants gave high priority to the building of the new cemetery on the
plateau. The construction work began in 1990/91 and was finished less than
a year later. El Comité argued that the completion of the cemetery was impor¬
tant. Otherwise, people who died during the process, would have to be buried
in the old cemetery and thus excavated and reburied again a short time later.
The suggestion ofusing the existing cemetery on the plateau was not accepted,
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however, as the people on the plateau had declared that they would charge the
valley people for the burial plots, even though they all belonged to the same
ejido. The new cemetery was built adjacent to the old one on the plateau.

The CFE assumed that the move of the dead from the old cemetaries could

begin soon after the new cemetery was ready, but that was not the case. In
October 1992, the CFE and the peasant leaders in El Comité were still
negotiating about a date for the move. They decided to wait until after the big
celebration of the Los Dias de los Muertos (Days of the Dead), which is a
national holiday (November 1-2). The plan was to begin the move in
December 1992, but the date was postponed again as El Comité objected to the
way the bodies would be moved. A new date was set for the beginning of the
spring in 1993.

The new cemetery was inaugurated with a formal, religious ritual
conducted by the Catholic priest on the Los Dias de los Muertos in November
1992. No Adventist religious leader was present. Several hundred people were
there, the peasant leaders, the CFE and representatives from the municipal
government. The CFE videotaped the event. Speeches were given by repre¬
sentatives of all the authorities mentioned, and the key to the cemetery was
handed over to the president of the ejido. On the very same day, the peasants
bid farewell to the old cemetery with an outdoor Catholic mass. The graves in
the old cemetery had been decorated by their 'owners', regardless of weather
they were Adventists or Catholics. Usually, Adventists do not celebrate the
Days ofthe Dead, but they explained that out of respect for the dead, who had
been Catholics, they joined the celebrations.

The inauguration ofthe new cemetery did not seem to mean anything to the
peasants. They never mentioned it spontaneously, nor were they interested in
talking about it. Even during the inauguration ceremony, they expressed
indifference and some of them visited their own family graves in the old Mesa
de Leon cemetery instead. Seemingly, the inauguration was not given cultural
priority. During the following year's Days of the Dead celebration, however,
an event occurred that would be engraved on people's memories. My assistant
Rosalina, who was a trained observer, was there and later retold the event. The
valley residents were on their way to the new cemetery to celebrate their dead
relatives and friends, and trucks loaded with people had left the valley and
climbed slowly up the mountain dirt road. Suddenly the air was filled with
thousands of butterflies. They came in large clouds, covered the people and
the trucks. Nobody had ever seen anything like it. People interpreted the
butterflies as being the souls of the dead, who had returned to the valley for
a last farewell.

The cemetery in the valley, which was used by all three villages, was,
according to the villagers, built around 1930. The authorities from Querétaro,
who were in charge of the investigation of the bodies to be moved, estimated
it to be around 94 years old. It was located in Rancho Nuevo, in the upper part
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of the village, facing the other two villages. According to the health inspector
from Querétaro the cemetery was unregistered and therefore no comprehen¬
sive investigation was conducted. The oldest man in the valley claimed that
the cemetery had been built when an epidemic of yellow fever raged in the
valley and it had been impossible to carry all the dead to the traditional burial
ground in Tecozautla and Zimapån in Hidalgo. The epidemic coincided in
time with the Mexican Revolution and the movements of large groups of
peasant revolutionaries in the area. In more recent times, people who died in
the valley were not reported to the municipal authorities in Cadereyta, because
'people know who dies here'. Only the people who died in the hospital were
registered.

Before the dead were moved, each grave had to be identified and claimed
by its 'owner' (duetto), in most cases a family member. In the fall of 1992, the
identification process had been going on for several months, but at a slow
pace. In February 1993,1 often saw the CFE anthropologist in charge of the
identification waiting in vain for the owners to come and identify the graves.
A considerable number of identifications were necessary, as the estimated
number of graves was 320 (containing 521 bodies).

In the fall of 1992, the negotiations about the move of the dead coincided
with the move of CFE's camp in Rancho Nuevo, which had been adjacent to
the old cemetery. No one within the CFE, had thought about a possible
connection between the move of the dead and the move of the camp. In
February 1993, however, I was in the village Vista Hermosa interviewing two
women, when by coincidence the belief in 'bad air' (mal aire) came up. One
of the women suddenly said: 'When they dig up the cemetery in Rancho
Nuevo we are going to die.' When I looked puzzled, they explained that
nothing would happen in Rancho Nuevo, since the air always blew towards
the other villages. But the people in those villages there would get ill; their
bodies would become 'inflamed' (inflamados), their stomachs would swell,
and they would die quickly, especially the children and old people. The bodies
in the cemetery that were not yet completely decayed, would pollute the air,
thus, causing illnes and death. The women finished by claiming that the CFE
decided to move the camp at this opportunity because they wanted to save
their own people.

The negotiations about moving the bodies, were protracted. El Comité
refused to discuss the matter until the very last moment and insisted that the
living had to be moved first. The CFE interpreted this refusal as a delaying
tactic. The tactics of El Comité were effective, and the peasants gained time.
Hence, delaying the move of the dead became a way of delaying the move of
the living.

In April 1994, the dead bodies were moved. I attended the event, but only
for a few hours, since I was asked to leave by the president of the ejido and the
ejido police.
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Photograph 2. Digging up the Dead, 1994.

Case Box: Moving the Dead

Early one morning in April 1994, the health inspector from Querétaro came
to supervise the move of the dead from the valley. I went there together with
Rosalina, my assistant, and a few of her relatives. The valley was a sad sight
with the broken houses, submerged buildings and trees, and domestic animals
running loose. The stench of the 'black water' lingered in the air. The water
was only a few hundred meters from the cemetery and it rose steadily. A
handful of men from the villages were there to do the job. They came from the
poorest families and explained to me that they hated this work, but that they
simply needed the cash. As protection against odurs and infections, they wore
mouth protections. They were equipped with shovels and stood around and
waited for the inspector to give them the order instruction to start work. There
was plenty of work to do, as there were 320 graves to open and 521 bodies to
dig up.1 A small explosion opened the grave and the coffin was dug up. The
coffin was opened and the body (or the remains) was put in a new coffin.
These were of standard type, either blue or white in color. Some of the bodies
were mummified, still wrapped in a traditional carrying cloth or in their best
clothes. Very few things accompanied the bodies, but occasionally a wooden
cross, a book, or a child's toy was found. The old coffins were simple and
made of plain wood. That I only saw one coffin with metal decorations, was
indicative of the poverty in the valley. While the old coffins were burned
outside the cemetery, the new ones containing the dead were loaded onto a
truck. When it was full, it left for the new cemetery. But before each coffin
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was put into its new grave, the 'owner' had to make a new identification of the
body. This was a very painful procedure for the resettled people who once
again mourned the dead. I spent many nights talking with the women about
their dead relatives and what they looked like when they were dug up.
Because of the pain this procedure caused, some of the 'owners', mainly
Adventists, decided to let their dead relatives be submerge by the dam.

Notes
1. In the old village several bodies were buried in one grave. In the new village only
one body per grave was buried.

Moving the Living
At the start of the project, the goal of the CFE was to have resettled the people
one year before the closing of the dam gates. The CFE followed the
recommendations of the resettlement experts who advised that a slow move
would give the people time to mourn and to adapt to the new site, while there
was still time to return to the old site before the inundation. During the fall of
1993, the CFE made two attempts to close the dam gates — on October, 25
and on November, 12. The peasants refused to move, arguing that they would
not leave the valley until 'every stone is in its place in the new village'. When
the dam gates were closed anyhow, while the new village was not yet finished,
the peasants interpreted the closing of the gates as a political decision that
came directly from President Salinas.

The CFE had planned to move entire villages, one at a time, starting with
La Vega, then Vista Hermosa and finally ending with Rancho Nuevo. This
was meant to show respect for the villagers as separate groups. Eight families
would be included in each transfer (CFE staff, September, 1992). At the
general assembly, approximately two weeks before the move, the people had
to decide who should move first. A woman at the CFE staff, however, pointed
out that this was the plan, but that in 'reality all three villages have to move
at the same time'. For the move of the villagers' material belongings, the CFE
estimated that it would take three days for six trucks to transport the things
from an average sized house in the valley to the new village. (For Rancho
Nuevo, they estimated two days). The people could take whatever they wanted
with them — bricks, roof, gates, stones, cactuses, firewood, animals. But the
CFE would not help to dismantle the houses. They would only provide the
transportation, i.e., trucks, drivers, packing boxes and gasoline.

The peasants rejected the CFE's plan for the physical move of the people
and their belongings. They wanted a 'self-move' (auto-traslado), and decided
to move their belongings themselves, with their own trucks and help from one
another. (This arrangement was in contrast to the earlier Hidalgo resettlement,
where the CFE had been in charge of the physical move). Both the CFE and
the peasants were satisfied. Families expressed their satisfaction that nobody
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except themselves and their friends would touch their belongings. The CFE
agreed to pay for each family's transportation costs (US $30 per transport). If
a family did not have the necessary transportation facilities, they were paid in
cash so they could hire somebody to do the job. The parties negotiated for at
least a year about this issue. The negotiations began in the autumn of 1992,
when the CFE made preparations by transforming their information office in
the Rancho Nuevo Camp into a storage room.

In the negotiations, in March 1993, El Comité argued for a slower pace of
the physical move. They suggested that one family could move in December,
the next in January, and so on. Their argument was that the new village was
still not finished. But the CFE refused to accept this alternative because it
would take too much time, and closed the dam gates, without any formal
announcement, at 5 AM on the morning November, 27. The closing forced the
people out of the valley within two days. The water came in two days and
made the soil of the parcels in the valley "boil like a volcano". The days that
followed, the valley was filled with the squeaking and whining of dying wild
animals that had become trapped in their holes. Snakes left for higher ground.
Then came the silence. The parcels closest to the river were flooded within
days.

The first families left the valley a week after the gates had closed.
Disregarding the original CFE schedule for the move, and frightened by the
rising waters, the majority of the families had left by the first week of
December. Only a handful stayed behind as for each day it became more and
more demanding to live down in the valley. There was no electricity, no fresh
water, some domestic animals had been left to die, the 'black water' (agua
negra) from the reservoir stank, and at night young men and teenaged boys
went down in the valley to drink to lot and play with guns. By mid-December
everyone was out of the reservoir area.

The peasants strongest asset in the negotiation had been their ability to
delay the move. In August 1993, the leader of El Comité already recognized
this fact. He claimed that the negotiations would be over the day they moved.
He was right.

CFE in Phase Two: Intensity (1989-1993)
In this phase the CFE combined trust-promoting strategies with the presence
of a paramilitary police.

Trust-Promoting Activities
Trust promoting activities made up a large part of the CFE's choice of
strategies in this phase. Their purpose was to alleviate the distrust that had
been created in the first phase. But these strategies had paternalistic under-
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tones. The type of activities promoted in 1990-91 consisted of, for example,
a helicopter tour of the area, a visit to the museum of Templo Mayor in
Mexico City, and a beauty contest 'The most beautiful flower of the ejido' (La
Flor Mas Bella del Ejido). (See Appendix 9.) I refer to this period as the
'honeymoon'. These activities were actually pure entertainment and did little
to improve the trust between the CFE and the peasants. In fact, the result was
the opposite. Since it was the local resettlement team who implemented the
entertainment programs, they were the ones who also had to deal with the
peasants' distrust and rejection. This provoked insecurity and anger, which in
turn negatively influenced their performance in everyday contacts.

To bridge the communication gap and to combat the lack of trust (which
had been identified as a problem by the CFE), in September 1992, the CFE's
local team organized a field visit to the ranches that the CFE had purchased in
1989. The peasants welcomed the idea and showed enthusiasm, and the local
team felt the same way. But the day before the excursion, an order came from
the management in Mexico City to cancel the visit. On the day of the
excursion, the local team had to go out and inform the people about the
canceled visit. But they were not allowed to tell the true reason. Instead, they
had to make something up and they claimed there was no transportation
available. Nobody believed this. The true reason was that illegal settlers on the
ranches had organized a blockade, and that the CFE management seemed
believe that the peasants were unaware of this fact. The result of the canceled
visit was that the peasants and the local CFE team (mainly the social workers)
joined in distrust of the CFE management in Mexico City. But the event also
weakened the status of the local team among the peasants, since their
powerlessness in relation to their own management was confirmed. Yet
another trust-promoting activity had failed because of the hierarchical
organization of the CFE. Especially harmful for the group's solidarity was the
rumor that there were certain members in the local CFE team, who were

'spies' for the management. According to these rumors, the spies had
informed the capital about the excursion. The state of working conditions
within the local CFE group cannot be ignored, as it influenced their relations
with the peasants. Rumors, distrust and confusion within the local team and
towards the peasants could not be compensated by the visit of a couple of
high-ranking directors, as Guggenheim seems to argue:

As the project advanced, the Bank's Mexico Department director and the energy
division chiefgave the project a big boost by visiting the communities and meeting
spontaneously with some surprised resettlers. These visits were as important for
the impression they made on CFE management as for any facts they found in the
field (1996:72).146

In fact, a 'surprise' did not change anything in the negotiations.
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Another 'trust-promoting strategy' that failed was the organization of a
large fiesta in the new village. It was supposed to take place on February 3,
1993. The purpose was to give the villagers an opportunity to get to know the
new village and the houses. It was felt that this was a good reason for a fiesta
as many of the women had never visited the new village or seen the new
houses from the inside.

The festivities began in the morning and included a tour ofthe new village.
The early hours were intended for adults over 60, and in the evening there was
dancing, an activity thought to attract the youth.147

In the early evening, at around six o'clock only about a hundred people had
gathered outside the Casa Maestra in the sector of Vista Hermosa. The
majority were women and children, and there were fewer people than was
usual at the local fiestas. The half-finished house was decorated with paper
flowers and balloons and in the yard a table was piled with food and drinks.
People ate and drank from the buffet. A live band played alternately with tapes
of Latin-American Tropicana music. The people from the valley stood in
groups and talked to neighbors and friends. The children played. I could not
see any of the more prominent members of the community, for example, the
members of El Comité. However, most of the CFE team was there.

An hour later, it started to rain heavily. We all tried to find protection from
the rain. Some people had found protection inside the half-built house, while
others gathered close together with their backs pressed against the house walls
and the stone wall surrounding it. The women covered themselves and their
children with their traditional black shawls, and the men squatted down,
bowing their heads. It was a particular way of waiting with an element of
eternal patience that I had only seen once before — among the Zapotecs in
Oaxaca. While I was squatting together with the women and children, wet
from the rain, 1 visualized how the villagers' ancestors had sat outside the
stone wall of the hacienda, waiting for the hacienda owner to come out and
pick some of them for the day's work, hoping to earn enough to feed their
hungry children. Although the circumstances were different, I could not help
but feel that history had repeated itself. They did not participate in this fiesta
out ofjoy. They participated because of the circumstances in which they found
themselves. The rain continued for the rest of the night and the fiesta was
cancelled.

The next day an epidemic broke out in the valley. Over 100 people,
especially children and young people, suffered from severe diarrhea, vomiting,
high fever and fatigue. I found mothers crying in the streets, and fathers trying
to find transportation for their children to the nearest hospital or private clinics
in Cadereyta or Zimapån. Very few consulted the village clinic in Rancho
Nuevo, but a great many turned to the traditional healers in Vista Hermosa.
Some of the children were so ill that they were forced to stay overnight on
drip. Because of the intensity of the symptons the medical doctors in the near-
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by hospitals speculated about weather it could be a cholera epidemic. When
people returned home, they spread what they had heard that the doctors had
said and rumors ravaged in the valley. The next few days the villagers were
in agony, anticipating the worst until all the sick people had returned home
safely.

The CFE investigated, and the cause of the epidemic turned out to be a
salmonella infection that had been spread in the fiesta food. The fiesta food
(Mexican tamales) had been prepared by families from all three villages.
These families were considered to be 'clean families' (familias limpias) by
their fellow residents. In addition, the food had been prepared under the
supervision of the CFE social workers. The residents in each village insisted
that the infected food could not have been made in their village, that it must
have come from the outside, for example, with the ingredients purchased in
Cadereyta by the CFE.

When the CFE announced that 38 people had become ill from the fiesta
food, the villagers claimed that this was just another example of the CFE's
misinformation as the CFE only counted the people who had turned to the
local clinic. According to the peasants, between 100 and 150 people had fallen
ill after the fiesta. No one from the CFE team had fallen ill, however, which
raised suspicions among the residents.

I soon started to hear comments about the epidemic. In daily conversations
peasant men and women might say, "CFE wanted to kill us, to get rid of us".
Although the comments were said jokingly (at least in my presence), and
people always laughed, there was a strong tacit understanding that this was
more than simply a joke.

In the new village a year later, the event had made its way into village
history. A peasant women explained that the food had been poisoned with an
insecticide that had been seen at the house of one of the families that had

prepared the food. She further claimed that this family must have cooperated
with the CFE, as nobody from the CFE team had become ill. After the
epidemic, the CFE team insisted that they had also eaten from the food, but
they could only explain the uneven distribution of the cases of affected people
by assuming that some of the tamales had been contaminated and some had
not.

This was the last fiesta the CFE organized where food was served. The
villagers simply decided not to accept any more invitations to CFE arranged
fiestas.

Finally, the medical costs as well as general expenses (for example, travel
and medicine), were rather high for the uninsured peasants, and became a
negotiation issue between the CFE and El Comité. The CFE at first refused to
pay, but later agreed to do so. The peasants claimed that the CFE made it
difficult for them to get compensation as they demanded documents such as
medical certificates and bills that were difficult to obtain. Nevertheless, two
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months later, I got the impression that everyone had been compensated.

The Paramilitary Police
The trust-promoting activities were accompanied by the CFE's private
paramilitary police that patrolled the area regularly. I saw them for the first
time in September 1992 when they drove through Rancho Nuevo. They
patrolled the valley daily in a group of six or seven men on the back of a truck,
armed and dressed in green military uniforms.

The peasants treated the paramilitary police with ambivalence. On one
occasion the police came to an ejidal assembly and wanted to join the
meeting.148 The peasants chased them away with stones and sticks screaming
that the assemblies were 'private' and only for the locals and that they should
show 'respect' for the people.

Nevertheless, occasionally paramilitary police were invited into people's
private homes. For example, I attended a girl's quince-anos celebration149 in
the fall of 1992. It was celebrated at a Catholic house in Rancho Nuevo. At
dinner the military commander and his closest men sat at the table socializing
with the guests, while a handful of fully armed soldiers stood around the table,
keeping watch. The hostess explained that they were there for protection in
case somebody became violent.

Apart from the paramilitary, the CFE had guards at the entrances to the
camps, to the construction sites and to the new village. No strangers had
access without showing their ID, declaring their purpose and their contact
person at the entrance post. In the Rancho Nuevo camp, the guards were
equipped with field glasses. They regularly watched the movements in the
valley. As with the paramilitary police, the guards and the peasants interacted
with ambivalence. The guards, who did not appreciate the food in the cantina,
had arranged to eat in a private house in the village, paying for their meals
with the CFE's food coupons. Further, during the political upheaval in July
1992 (see Chapter 6), when the Rancho Nuevo camp was blockaded by the
peasants, the guards, (who had ended up outside the camp), begged for food
in the village. The peasants gave them food.

The paramilitary and the guards intensified their activities as the day of the
move drew closer. As far as I know, however, there were no violent confronta¬
tions or incidents between them and the peasants.

The interaction between the peasants and the CFE paramilitary police, was
part of a pattern that consisted of a crossing of social boundaries. In fact, this
phase was characterized by an intense dismantling of socio-cultural categories
and of social groups. As regards the relationship between the paramilitary and
the peasants, one possible explanation may be that the negotiations had
triggered a division into the paramilitary police as a category, and the
paramilitary police as a group that consisted of individuals. As a category they
were chased away from public meetings, but as individuals they were allowed
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to join private celebrations.

Payment Instead ofNegotiations
From 1993 and onwards the strategy ofthe CFE was to pay the peasants more
or less what they demanded as the timetable for the dam construction was

seriously threatened. The local CFE team joked about this strategy, and they
called themselves the 'firemen' {bomberos). They saw themselves as

symbolically putting out the 'fire' in the ejido. The idea that they were 'paying
off instead of negotiating, was related to the local CFE team's opinion of the
peasants. The team claimed that for the peasants, there were no rules for
negotiating. Settlements that had been agreed upon could be brought up on the
agenda and then the negotiations had to start all over again. In anger they also
claimed that the strategy of giving the peasants want they wanted lifted the
burden of responsibility from the CFE and placed it on El Comité\ they could
then say: 'It was your choice. You wanted this.'

A Power-Laden Situation
During this second phase, the transformation of the natural landscape was
intensified. The encompassment of the natural landscape was the ultimate
expression of the unequal power-relation that existed between the parties to
the negotiations. Day by day, the peasants followed the degradation of the
natural environment. The valley was shaken by heavy detonations from the
construction site almost daily, which disrupted the temporal rhythm of the
village. Faced with the threat of an explosion, it felt like the village held its
breath. Everything stopped, nothing moved and no sounds were heard. The
residents waited for the explosion in silence, and when it finally came, there
was relief and they could return to their normal activities. No one could doubt
the completion of the dam any longer. The CFE's strongest threat in the
negotiations, the closing of the dam gates, was constantly present and mani¬
fested itself physically.

The unequal power relationship also manifested itself in the CFE's
institutionalized praxis of regular dismissals from and reorganizations of the
local CFE team as well as of the peasant workers. People were in a constant
spiral of employment — dismissal — re-employment. In this way, the local
CFE team and the peasants came to resemble each other more and more in this
power-laden situation.

Strategies Used by Both Parties in Phase Two
In phase two, the parties were engaged in such intensive social interaction that
they tended to apply each other's strategies.
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Corruption and Threats
During this phase, accusations of corruption appeared on both parties'
agendas. They began with the purchase of the replacement land. (See Chapters
6 and 7.) In association with this purchase, some of the CFE staff as well as
some of the peasants were accused of corruption. The result was that an
employee of the CFE was transferred, and, among the peasants, the position
of their traditional leaders was degraded and their legitimacy was questioned.
The tragic outcome was the killing of one of the traditional leaders. The
accusations of corruption were never verified. On an everyday level, in the
new village, corruption seems to have been a fact as regards the construction
companies' employees. The peasant women, at least, claimed that they had to
give 10% of their weekly wages to the foreman, otherwise they were dis¬
missed.

The accusations of corruption on both sides prevailed throughout the
project and they even escalated. In 1993, the CFE claimed that the members
of El Comité were 'very rich today'. On the other hand, several of its members
explained that the CFE had tried to corrupt them. When they had rejected its
proposals, the CFE had responded with confusion. Fellow peasants also
accused El Comité of corruption. It was word against word, mingled with
rumors, and nothing was ever proven.

In the case of the peasants, I regard the phenomenon of 'corruption' (true
or false) as a sign of social disintegration caused by the resettlement. In this
phase, there was a complex interaction between multiple groups who accused
each other of corruption. This was the case with the CFE as well as with the
peasants. It may be said that insecurity, suspicion and fear guided the lives of
the peasants and the local CFE staff the last year before the move. Both sides
felt threatened by the other side, and within each side people also feared each
other.

Another strategy used by both parties was to arrive late for meetings. It was
almost a "ritual waiting" (Schwartz 1975), that underscored the social distance
between the parties (cf. Verdery 1992:48). In Zimapån coming late to a
meeting happened too frequently to have been due to normal delays. More¬
over, the party behind the deliberate delays shifted from one meeting to
another, depending on who for the moment had the upper hand.

Case Box: A Typical El Comité Meeting

Most meetings of El Comité with people from the outside were held outside
of the valley, for example, in the new village or in the state capital of
Querétaro. This particular meeting was held in the new village on March 30,
1993.

The meeting was scheduled to begin at 10 AM in the assembly house of the
Vista Hermosa sector. When I arrived, only one member from Vista Hermosa
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had arrived. As nobody else had turned up but us, he invited me to take a tour
of the new village. We returned shortly before 11 AM. Meanwhile five
members of El Comité had gathered, while the other participants slowly
arrived, one after another. Among them were three men from Procuraria
Agraria and the CFE head of the social development unit. Shortly thereafter
the leader of El Comité dropped in. He greeted the others and sat down at the
table. For the occasion he was dressed in a bright red shirt. A female CFE staff
member went over and pulled his shirt and said 'What a discrete color!' We
were all surprised and waited for his reaction. He ignored her. The last person
to arrive at this meeting was the ejidal president, who arrived just before 12
o'clock. No explanation for late arrivals was ever given.

At noon the meeting began. Around the meeting table there were 17
participants: nine from El Comité, three from the Procuraria Agraria, three
from the CFE, and two people I did not know. We were eight listeners, who
sat on a wooden bench along the wall. The meeting was about to begin, when
two men entered the door. One of them introduced himself as Doctor XX. He
offered to sell El Comité a computer program (for the analysis of concrete for
the new houses). Everybody listened patiently, but El Comité turned down the
offer. They acted very professionally in this matter. The salesmen left.

The meeting was resumed and the topic was restitution for the land — a
matter that was already formally settled as El Comité had been paid in cash for
the land four days before this meeting (on March 26). The ejidal president
claimed that some families had not been properly compensated. The men from
Procuraria Agraria nervously argued that the original topographic map used
in the expropriation was there for everybody to look at. The map does not
change, they said. The CFE head of the social team now recounted the story
of the restitution that had ended with the final cash checks to the ejidatarios.
The men from the Procuraria Agraria explained the procedure of
expropriation. These matters had been discussed many times before using the
same arguments, but the discussion continued. Most of the committee
members made few comments, but occasionally nodded in agreement with
others. The meeting ended in the early evening, without reaching a new
conclusion, or verifying any old agreement.

Similar Behavioral and Speech Pattern: gender differentiation
The peasant leaders, as well as some associated village men, gradually
changed their behavior during this phase. They took up the verbal expressions
and behavioral characteristics of the external agents. The final months in the
valley, I had difficulties seeing the difference between the members of El
Comité and the male CFE staff. They all walked through the villages with
pens in their shirt pockets and files under their arms, both attributes of power
(signalling the ability to read and write, as well as access to information).
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The peasant leader's language gradually became different from the local
language. For example, at a village meeting in February 1993 he said: 'the
resettlement is a necessary operation'; 'after the move they [the villagers] are
going to be rehabilitated' and 'the project objectives have to be followed'. At
this meeting, he also drew parallels between El Comiti's organization and the
CFE's structure when he explained to the people why they could not negotiate
individually with the CFE.

The external agents, especially the male CFE staff, were also influenced in
the process. They took on the behavior, the appearance and the body move¬
ments of the local peasants, but they retained their own language.

Neither the women of the CFE nor the peasant women adopted the other's
modes of behavior. Only two of the CFE female staff were somewhat influ¬
enced, they married village men, had children and 'went native'. No peasant
woman married a man from the outsider's group, although there were occa¬
sional sexual relations. Instead, some of the CFE's local female staff empha¬
sized their cultural background by wearing urban clothes such as jeans, silk
blouses, sun hats and sneakers in the village, to the amusement of the peasant
women. I heard several comments of the kind: "She thinks that she is above

us, but I know that she has bought the clothes, not in a fancy boutique, but in
the streets behind the Zocalo in Mexico City".150

Women and men, thus, reacted differently in the encounters between the
two parties. The men, on both sides, practiced a type of cultural transition,
while the women reinforced their cultural belonging, even in the most
intensive phase of the negotiations.

But the behavioral changes ofthe men were ofa more temporary character,
closely related to the negotiation process. After the move to the new village,
the majority slowly returned to their daily activities as peasants, migrant
workers and husbands, while the CFE staff without any explanation isolated
themselves in the camps . The separation of the groups was reinforced by the
CFE's private paramilitary police, who had built a watchtower on Chinfi
mountain, outside the new village. From this watchtower day and night they
observed every movement inside the village. After the move, the cultural
boundaries between the two parties were, thus, reinstalled. In a sense this also
happened to one of the CFE women who had 'gone native'. She was socially
marginalized and accused of slander in the new village.

Manipulation ofInformation?
The two parties not only accused each other of corruption, but also of
manipulation, false distribution and control of information. One such case,
referred to as 'The Uprising', took place during the political upheavals in July
1992. People manned the barricades because of information from El Comité
that the CFE refused to pay for the land and that they would only pay
compensation for the trees. The real reason behind the blockade was that the
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CFE wanted to reduce the number of local men (from 27 to 20) who were on
the CFE's monthly payroll. They earned approximately the salary of a CFE
social worker.151

Another case that I documented was most probably also a case of manip¬
ulated information. This time, however, the actor was the CFE. An important
element in the resettlement program was the land-for-land restitution. When
the peasants had voted for cash compensation instead, the CFE neglected to
inform the World Bank about the payment. Only two weeks after this payment
did the CFE inform Washington (Scott Robinson 1993:personal communi¬
cation). In the World Bank memorandum of July 19, 1993 it is stated that:

The Bank was not officially notified nor consulted when the decision to sell
replacement lands and pay the cash proceeds to the affected families was made.
The Bank was informed officially of this major change in policy only when the
Task Manager inquired by telephone in response to a rumor (1993 [July]:3).

Although this decision was made by the peasants (some claimed, by the
leaders only), it seems to fit well into a strategy of burdening the peasants with
the responsibility for whatever went wrong.152 On the other hand, in an Ayuda
Memoria (February 1992) to the CFE, the World Bank had stressed the great
risk that in resettlement situations "socially dominant families tend to exploit
their positions of power in order to increase their own economic and political
gains, and often fail to represent the interests of weaker and poorer affected
families" (1992 [Feb.]:2).

Expert Knowledge, Affiliation and Modernity
To match the CFE's expert knowledge and global network, the peasants turned
to outside expertise. After the political reorganization, the new leaders chose
to emphasize global and expert knowledge from the outside with the purpose
of maximizing the outcome of the negotiations. In the process, they became
more and more dependent upon access to information and expert knowledge.
The result was better informed counter-proposals. Guggenheim observes,
"Local objections to CFE plans now come with counter-proposals attached"
(1993:218).

On of the first moves of the early El Comité was to incorporate a CFE ex-
engineer, as well as the staff anthropologist (who in early 1989 was function¬
ing as the peasants' advisor). After this, they visited the Caracol dam, as had
been suggested by the World Bank consultant. They contracted experts from
a Mexican Technical University to do soil tests of the rain-fed land on the
plateau. They contracted independent tree and harvest evaluators. They sought
legal advice from lawyers. They also visited the garbage disposal plant of the
city of Querétaro, as the new village needed a garbage disposal system.
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In August and September 1989, they affiliated themselves with the
municipal authority in Cadereyta and they secured the support of the National
Peasants' Organization (CNC), which is politically associated with the PRI
(CFE 1996:13).153 As mentioned earlier, they sent a letter to the World Bank
in April 1989, asking for help. They also called Scott Guggenheim at the
World Bank in Washington on several occasions, as both members of El
Comité, and Scott Guggenheim (personal communication) told me.154

El Comité also modified its negotiation strategies after having seen a video
about resettlement in Mexico, made by Scott Robinson (1992). I happened to
possess a copy of this video and brought it to the village in 1992. Word about
the video spread rapidly, and it was probably seen as a form of protest or as
getting access to 'secret' information, because it was rapidly diffused. People
were actually worried about my safety, since I was seen as involved in the
making of the video. My landlord assured me, however, that I would be
protected by the village if I were to be threatened. Once, I watched the video
together with a group of about ten people. To my surprise, neither men nor
women became sentimental when they saw a shot of a resettled person crying
in her fruit orchard. Instead, they reacted with anger and said, 'If the CFE had
treated us as they have treated other resettlers, we would have started a war'.

In general, the expert knowledge was financed by contributions from each
family, who took it from their indemnification payments. If a family was
unable to pay, they could be disgraced socially.

In this process, it was not only a situation ofexpert knowledge versus local
knowledge, but also one ofexpert knowledge versus other expert knowledge.
This was the case, for example, with the investigation of the soil of the
plateau, with the tree evaluation, with the access to water at the CFE ranches
and with the improvements made to these ranches. In each case the parties
relied on their 'expert' knowledge in the negotiations and distrusted the
other's 'facts'. The results were frustration and a loss of credibility on both
sides. I argue that the 'facts', as they were presented in the negotiations by
both parties, were actually cultural constructs.

The strategy of assembling and understanding information intensified
during the second phase as El Comité tried to influence and deal with almost
every step of the dam project, including technical matters such as the speed of
water in the conduction tunnel. Some of these priorities seemed to have been
totally unrelated to their original task — to defend their culture and land.
When I brought this up with a member of the committee, he explained that it
was not irrelevant and belonged to the larger picture (including future aspects
of dam security). He especially referred to the committee members'
discussions with the CFE's engineers and showed me a video. While watching
the video, it struck me that in their conversation the engineer presented
technicalities that were impossible for a non-professional to understand. It was
a monologue disguised as 'participation'. Nevertheless, this meeting was in
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fact requested by the peasants.
El Comité wanted control, because when the project became non-

transparent and their relationship to the CFE became more and more
ambiguous, the division of tasks and priorities between the two parties also
became blurred and merged. In this process, the leaders detached themselves
from their original tasks and their fellow peasants, while the CFE's local staff
distanced themselves from the management in Mexico City.

Phase Three: Abrupt Ending (1995)
As the CFE regarded their obligations to be fulfilled with the restitution for the
houses together with cash compensation for land and assets, they withdraw to
their camp and avoided further interaction with the resettled.155 In terms of
time, we are now at the end of 1993. In the new village, negotiations between
the CFE and El Comité only took place at the request of the peasants. They
mainly dealt with problems of construction, water, electricity and some cash
payments to local workers for finishing some buildings, for example the
Catholic church in the La Vega section. The CFE social team also withdrew
and the peasant women of Rancho Nuevo made the following remark on this
transformation: 'They always visited us when we still lived in the valley, but
after the move they never come'.

The CFE, finally, left the camp on the plateau in 1995.156 This was four
years before the planned withdrawal stated in the documents.

Nevertheless, the peasants also withdrew from the negotiations. Instead,
they focused on the reconstruction of their society. They focused on finding
a production base for landowners and landless alike, and they tried to
strengthen their political position in relation to the state government and to
national organizations.

On October 18, 1994, El Comité was 'dissolved' in practice, according to
one former member. The committee was never formally dissolved, but the
members did not meet regularly anymore and lacked formal power and
financial support from the CFE after that date. In 1996, however, several
earthquakes related to the dam, damaged the new village157 and the peasants
tried to summon their old committee to resume negotiations about the
damages with the CFE. They also tried to take up negotiations with the state
government of Querétaro about irrigation for the rain-fed land on the plateau.
Upon my return in 1997, none of what had been planned was accomplished,
because most of the previous El Comité members were struggling to support
their families, while the CFE and the state government showed very little
interest.
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Strategies Extending over All Three Phases
The CFE had one strategy especially that extended over all three phases. It
was the 'subordination of social time'. This concept refers to the extremely
short time allocated to the peasants to participate in the project. The peasants,
on the other hand, had two subtle strategies, apart from their acquired
negotiation skills. These were 'everyday forms of resistance' and the allusions
to the impact caused by the Devil.

The Peasants: Why Negotiation not Resistance?
The peasants of Zimapån never resorted to organized political or military
resistance to the dam (such as the resistance movements that took place at the
Narmada dam in India or at the Alto Balsas dam in the Nahuatl region of
Mexico).158 The lack of an organized resistance movement in Zimapån was
due to an array of causes. They were: the absence of determined leadership;
the denial of the dam; the absence of a majority of the men in this male-
oriented society; the transformations in the political system that came too late
in the project cycle to allow for resistance; the time pressure; the outsiders'
stress on participation and negotiations as the only option for the people; the
stratified society; and finally, the general lack of resistance movements against
dams in Mexico. (Organized social movements against dams with inter¬
national and national connections began only in the 1990s.)

The Zimapån project was guided by the World Bank guidelines on
resettlement. These are designed to ensure that resettled people retain their
cultural dignity and livelihoods. The guidelines emphasize, among other
things: compensation for lost land, infrastructure and other costs; the
execution of the resettlement as a development program; as well as benefits
from the project (for example, shares in the profits, or, discounts on electri¬
city). Resettlement experts regard local participation as the key to 'successful'
resettlement. But the guidelines also entail the idea that if the affected people
participate and benefit from the project, organized and militant resistance to
resettlement may diminished.

Drucker (1984) argues that armed conflicts and killings are not unusual in
the resettlement process. Resistance to resettlement is "...normal and...
expected" states the creator of the World Bank guidelines, Michael Cernea
(1988:15). The reasons for resistance can be found "...in the material and
historical circumstances of the resettlement as well as in certain features of
human cognition and transition to change", claims Oliver-Smith (1991 b: 134).
Despite his mention of the material and historical circumstances, and his later
conclusions on "political empowerment", Oliver-Smith's reasoning rests upon
an explicitly cognitive foundation. He continues:

The potential for conflict and resistance lies in the experiential basis of human
cognition which relies on past understandings for the formulation of actions with
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higher probabilities of predictable results. In effect, the known is preferable at
some basic level to the unknown because it is thought to provide greater accuracy
in predicting the future. In that sense, then, one of the most significant dimensions
of change is the degree of understanding and control which human beings can
exert in dealing with the forces ofchange. Consequently, where understanding and
control are diminished, we may expect change to be characterized by conflict,
tension and resistance (Oliver-Smith 199lb: 134).

In the Zimapån resettlement the women emphasized the pain of losing control
of their lives and their future as well as the destruction of the cultural and
natural landscape. Fear was fueled by the knowledge of other CFE governed
resettlement projects where the resettled had ended up in poverty. The
peasants also experienced the unequal power relationship that existed between
them and the CFE on-the-ground, and they were afraid to organize resistance
because of expected violence from the CFE. Therefore, the men had ordered
women and children to participate in their first blockade (1987-88), where
children had to sleep on the street and function as living shields in case the
CFE moved in with their paramilitary police. During the blockade that I
observed in July 1992, the peasants carried a banner with the text: "The
women of Ejido Vista Hermosa demand justice". To my question why the
women were mentioned here, when they were not represented in El Comiteé,
they explained that it was because they feared violence. The underlying
assumption was that if women and children participated, the CFE would not
use physical violence.

Moreover, participation in the project demanded that the peasants within
a very short time, observe, examine, quantify and evaluate their own culture,
which inescapably led to a reconceptualization of their society and culture,
regardless of whether they chose resistance or negotiation.

By a certain point in time, people faced with resettlement must make the
decision whether to resist or to accept the dam. (I have not included
affirmative reactions to river-basin development — a key issue for the
International Commission on Dams (Thayer Scudder 1998:personal communi¬
cation). The decision to resist has a time-critical dimension that is directly
related to the technical-engineering time schedule governing the project. As
discussed earlier, one of the most powerful strategies of the CFE was the
disembedding and decontextualization of the local culture and the natural
landscape. I believe that organized resistance is related to the ability to break
out of this encompassing process. If no such move is possible, only
dissociation from the dam is left. Resistance can stop a dam (even if this is
very unlikely because a dam project is most often a political and economic
status project). Dissociation on the other hand, is based on the idea that it is
useless to resist and therefore the best and only option is to negotiate.
Dissociation may have many forms of expression.
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The purpose of'everyday forms of peasant resistance' is deflection and to
avoid notice. Such resistance is based on disguised activities and is used
against a greater, formal power. 'Everyday forms of resistance' are used
because confrontations may entail mortal risks (Scott 1989:5, 22-23). In
Zimapån, there is no doubt that the peasants engaged in 'everyday forms of
resistance', but at the same time they also engaged in many overt actions,
actions that were visible, that demanded attention and counter activities from
the CFE. In fact, I find that the border between their covert activities of
resistance and the overt ones, were much more blurred than Scott's model
seems to suggest. Certainly, the interpretation of accidents, mishaps and
unusual occurrences as repeated revelations of the Devil was symbolic
resistance to the dam, but, nevertheless, it was also a political statement.

The Devil's Supposed Role in the Project
The peasants never mobilized a resistance movement to challenge the dam
project. Nevertheless, they strongly rejected its construction and the threat of
the dam popped up in other cultural domains instead. The dam destroyed an
ordered universe that consisted of the people and a natural landscape that was
believed to be inhabited by numerous mountain spirits or ghosts, nanitas,
witches and La Llorona, as well as the most prominent of them all, El Diablo
('the Devil'), who was an integral part of the symbolic landscape.
Symbolically, the three villages down in the valley represented his body. The
smallest, the Catholic village of La Vega, represented the head. The middle
village, the Catholic village of Vista Hermosa, represented his stomach. The
largest, the Adventist village ofRancho Nuevo, represented his feet. The Devil
was said to live in the 400 meter deep canyon, El Infiernillo (The Little Hell),
in which the dam wall was built. And from the very beginning, he interfered
with the project. He demanded human sacrifices to allow the building of the
dam. But he only wanted people from the 'outside'. The Devil demanded: 'I
want people from the outside, because those here are my neighbors and
friends'.159 The peasants, those who agreed to talk about him, felt very
ambivalent and emphasized that any connection with the Devil was bad for
them ("seria malo para nosotros ").

Below, I present a chronology of the incidents that were ascribed to the
Devil's intervention in the dam project. The information is based on local
stories, gossip and interviews.

1. The Devil demanded his first human sacrifice in the 1950s when the first

group of engineers entered the valley to make a technical feasibility
study. One of the engineers fell into the deep canyon and disappeared. His
body was never found and that was a sign that the Devil had taken him.
With this sacrifice the CFE bribed the Devil, who thus allowed the CFE
to build the dam.
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2. The Devil's second victim was an engineer who disappeared in the
canyon in 1980 or 1981. He belonged to the second group of investi¬
gators. His body was never found.

3. The third victim was a worker who disappeared in one of the construction
tunnels in the first half of the 1980s. His body was never found.

4. In 1989, the construction of the road tunnels to the dam wall began. The
peasants said that the mountain would be 'opened up'. The construction
of the tunnels was time-consuming and a series ofconstruction companies
(not the CFE) succeeded each other because all of them had difficulties
finishing the work. The peasants claimed that the Devil obstructed the
work. He appeared to the workers in the Gestalt of a woman dressed in
black, and said, 'Go away! You have nothing to do here. These are my
children', and pointed at the mountains. The road machines stopped and
it was impossible to go forward into the mountain. The workers said, 'It
was like a wall'. A new construction company was contracted, and
according to the women, when they arrived they laughed at the stories,
but they later had to change their minds. (The workers usually told the
women in the villages about these events.)

5. In the summer of 1992, one of the construction tunnels collapsed. Several
dam workers were trapped in the tunnels and killed, the village women
claimed. They hinted that the Devil was involved. The CFE denied that
such a large accident had taken place and stated that only one worker had
been killed, and a few had been injured. The women in Rancho Nuevo
rejected the statement and dismissed it as disinformation. They based
their version of the event on the statements of the village nurse who had
participated in the rescue operation.

6. In 1993, a worker in one of the construction tunnels suddenly felt some¬
one trying to strangle him. He screamed to his fellow workers to help
him, but they could not see anyone. All they saw was him struggling with
somebody or something. They called an ambulance, but the ambulance
driver was so frightened that he drove off the road.

7. When the road tunnel was finished, the Catholic peasants built a shrine
to the Virgin of Guadalupe as protection at the tunnel entrance. It was

always decorated with fresh flowers and lit candles.
8. The dam wall, located inside the Devil's canyon, is guarded night and

day. In 1993 a night guard sat there reading a newspaper. Suddenly he felt
a knock on his shoulder, although he had heard nothing. He turned around
and saw a huge man, dressed in black. The night guard ran away. The
women hinted to me that it had been the Devil.

9. In 1997, during my last period of fieldwork, a large rock fell down onto
the road and almost hit the guards' booth that was located inside the
canyon, close to the opening of the tunnel. None of the guards were
injured. The peasants hinted that this was the work of the Devil.
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10. In 1997, several peasants claimed that the Devil demanded a final
sacrifice for the dam. He wanted a car full of tourists to drive into the dam
and drown. As far as I know, no such accident has yet happened.

It took many years before the peasants spoke to me about the Devil and his
canyon. He was an ambivalent figure for them in several respects and they
sharply rejected seeing him as a 'supporter', even though he only wanted
people from the outside. They said with emphasis "No, he is bad for us" ('No,
es malopara nosotros'), because they believed that people who see the Devil
do not believe in God. Everything that has to do with the Devil, 'is bad' (es
malo).

The peasants had a deep respect for the canyon and they preferred to leave
it alone, since the Devil did not want to be disturbed. In this ordered universe,
he had his place, and the peasants had theirs, even though sometimes their
paths crossed.

Revelations of the Devil were reported when the Cerro de Oro dam in the
state of Oaxaca in Mexico was under construction. At that resettlement

project, many thousands of Mazatec and Chinantec Indians were involuntary
resettled with catastrophic results. Barabas and Bartolomé gave the following
report:

In the same month the Devil appeared at Cerro de Oro, the site of the new dam and
a sacred place for the Chinantecs asking that the engineers leave and that the
President of Mexico come to settle accounts. According to popular belief, these
appearances have been accompanied by the deaths of several engineers. In the
early part of 1973 God's own engineer appeared and argued against the construc¬
tion of the dam" (Barabas & Bartolomé 1973:15).

Barabas and Bartolomé conclude, "It is perfectly clear that these phenomena
are an expression of a culture threatened by disintegration and which at the
same time has found no practical manner to exercise its rights" (1973:15). The
Devil is a recurrent theme in the Latin American cultural sphere. Several
authors have written about this theme, for example: Taussig who notes that the
Devil in the Andes is associated with preconquest earth and mountain spirits
(1980:170). Nash noted that in the Bolivian tin mines the Devil was asked to
protect the miners and to let metal grow inside the mountain (1979:156-157).
For the analysis of the present case, I think Taussig comes closest, who argues,
"The fetishization of evil, in the image of the Devil, is an image which
mediates the conflict between precapitalist and capitalist modes ofobjectifying
the human condition" (1980: xii).

I would hesitate to call Ejido Vista Hermosa an entirely 'precapitalist'160
society, but nevertheless it is obvious that the Devil functioned as a mediator
in the conflict between the peasants and the CFE. He was a cultural expression
of the social injustice and the helplessness that the peasants felt when they
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Photograph 3. The Water Comes, 1994.

were asked to make a 'sacrifice', in the name of national development, 'for
light/electricity in other places '{por luz en otros lugares). And when the
peasants met the CFE, there was an encounter between two different modes
of thinking; on the one hand, the CFE represented a form of commodity
thinking with an objectification of people and landscape. They were 'people
of reason' (gente de razön), as the non-Indians were called in colonial times.161
On the other hand, the peasants operated with the key concept of 'trust'
(iconfianza) in their social relations and they had a subjective relation to the
valley and the mountains.

The CFE and the Subordination ofSocial Time
The dominating timetable for a resettlement project is always the technical
progress of the dam. This was valid for Zimapån, as it is for all resettlement
projects in the world. I refer to this time as 'engineering time' as opposed to
'social time'. The 'social time' is time given to the affected people to
negotiate, understand and organize themselves. In the Zimapån project, the
CFE stated that the negotiations with the peasants began in the summer of
1989 (on July, 19 and September, 24) (CFE 1996:88).162 The peasants made
their first major decision on October 29, 1989 (the acceptance of the ranches).
The CFE closed the dam gates on November 27, 1993.

When the two chronologies are compared a large and unfair difference is
revealed. The peasants were granted four years (forty-nine months) to
understand, organize, analyze, and make intelligible to themselves and to the
CFE how their society worked. During this period, they had to identify
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cultural key-symbols and find the proper words to express their importance in
the negotiations. Included in these four years were the dismantling, the
rebuilding and the mourning of their society and life in the valley. The
engineers were granted thirty-eight years (1955-1993) to plan, study, organize,
finance and build the dam. Under such time pressure it makes perfect sense to
focus on the most obvious — the visible and 'hard' things, such as the
material aspects. This was the case in Zimapån and in most other resettlement
projects world wide.

I regard the focus on the technical chronology during the implementation
phase as a continuation of the institutional practice of not informing the
affected people about a dam (or not informing them in a culturally appropriate
way). The focus on engineering time is a very powerful strategy, since it
encompassed all (the peasants as well as the CFE staff), who lived in the
project area. It enveloped them until they no longer questioned the time
schedule.163 Engineering time became the only time that counted, and,
consequently, it conditioned resistance and negotiations and was utilized as an
institutional strategy to avoid resistance. Time in this case, is a materialization
of power (Rutz 1992).

Predominat Realities
In the negotiations, the CFE's reality predominated over that of the peasants,
especially during the first project phase. The 'reality' I refer to is a social and
political reality that was perceived by the parties, and that influenced the
decisions that they took. In the second phase, the peasants dominated in the
negotiations about some specific issues, but they never dominated the whole
picture. In addition, among the peasants, some social groups dominated over
others, for example, the Adventists dominated the political scene after the
reorganization of the political system. (See Chapter 6.) Finally, in the third
phase the peasants and the CFE returned to their respective realities.

The CFE and the peasants were guided in the negotiations by decisively
different points of departure. In sum, the peasants negotiated about cultural
key-symbols: the river, the land and the trees that encapsulated social time and
a history of the people that resettlement would obliterate. The CFE, on the
other hand, negotiated about an objective piece of land that could be replaced.
Already in 1969, Bock was aware of the problem of objective and subjective
relations to land and argued:

Attempts to relocate Indian tribes, Pacific islanders, or slum dwellers often run into
strong emotional opposition which engineers and urban planners are at a loss to
understand since the disrupted groups are offered land that is (objectively) just as
good (Bock 1969:165).
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In this unequal relation with diametrically different points of departure, the
peasants managed to acquire such knowledge about the 'objective' reality of
the CFE and the project objectives and such advanced negotiation skills that
they threatened the CFE's time schedule for the dam. The CFE, despite 38
years to plan, never acquired the same understanding of the peasants' reality.
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Chapter 6

Spatial and Temporal Transformations in the
Dual Political Organization
This chapter attempts to analyze the spatial and temporal transformations in
the dual political organization of Ejido Vista Hermosa that were induced by
the resettlement. As described in Chapter 3, there was a social stratification
system in the ejido, which was based on access to resources. Encapsulated in
this system of social stratification were local time and space structures. These
were expressed in the location of land within the ejido, coupled with the
chronological order of a series of different land distributions in the history of
the ejido. (See Chapter 3 for a description of this process.) In the dual
authority organization, each individual member represented a certain socio¬
economic category in this spatio-temporal scheme. Based on the emic
distinctions, described in Chapter 3,1 was able to distinguish three temporal
categories, i.e. three seniority advantage power positions. These were: Early
Time, Mid-Time and Recent Time. To these three temporal categories, I added
the members' home villages in the valley. Now I had constructed a structure
of time and space, through which I could trace the transformations in the dual
authority organization. These transformations turned out to be multifaceted
and profound. They were congruent with the negotiation phases ofthe project
cycle, and they revealed preferences and internal structural conflicts among
the villages. In this chapter, the main focus is on changes in the traditional
authority pattern. Nevertheless, I have been able to register that a deeper
impact is on the way in the new town of Bella Vista del Rio.

The Pro-Indemnification Committee 1984-1989

In response to the CFE's request, the civil and agricultural authorities together
with some charismatic leaders of the ejido, formed the first Pro-Indemnifica¬
tion Committee (Comité Pro-Indemnizacion) in 1984 (World Bank 1995:22).
At this time, there had not yet been any significant negotiations.

In 1985 the Comité Pro-Indemnizacion was led by the ejidal president from
La Vega, Brokoro. His term ofoffice lasted from March 1985 to March 1988.
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At a general assembly in 1988 he made the official announcement to the
people about the dam.164 His brother, Galdino, was elected the new ejidal
president the same year (term of office 1988-1991), and in this capacity he
became the recognized leader of the Comité Pro-Indemnizacion. It was during
Galdino's term ofoffice, in 1988, that the discussions about and the search for
new farmland began (as mentioned in Chapter 7). Furthermore, the two
brothers (Galdino and Brokoro), argued in favor of restitution for land on the
plateau within the ejido. When this solution was rejected, another one had to
be found quickly. It was in 1988, that the four CFE ranches were bought and
the leaders signed the document ofacceptance. (The CFE bought the ranches,
that later would be transferred to the peasants). The difference between
acceptance and purchase is important, because people later came to criticize
and question this document. First of all, the residents of Rancho Nuevo
objected to the acceptance of the ranches. Later, signs of factions among the
villages became more and more noticeable. (See Chapter 7.) These were
directly related to the issue of land and authority — who should represent the
people?

I approached that question by investigating over time in what village the
core of power was located. In October 1989, the Comité Pro-Indemnizacion
had the following spatial composition. La Vega, located upstream, had four
members and dominated the committee numerically. (These members also had
the highest ranked posts in the ejidal authorities). Vista Hermosa, located in
the middle, had two members, while Rancho Nuevo, located downstream had
none. (I do not know the home-village of one member.) (See Table 6.)

I also looked at the committee's temporal composition by identifying each
member's socio-economic position in the constructed schemata based on the
following criteria: 1/ when the member received land, 2/ where this land was
located within the ejido, 3/ what kind of an ejidatario he was. (see Chapter 3.)
As mentioned, the land distribution process had created three temporal
categories (Early Time, Mid-Time and Recent Time). The committee was
dominated by the Mid-Time category, that included ejidatarios of the 1st and
2nd land distributions (i.e., irrigated land in the valley and large, high-quality
rain-fed land on the plateau). Its members belonged to the high- or to the
middle level social strata. It turned out that the main personages had large
landholdings on the plateau, but no irrigated farmland in the valley.165 In this
way, the Comité Pro-Indemnizacion reflected the traditional ejidal authority
pattern which was dominated by La Vega, which I described in Chapter 3.
Moreover, the Pro-Indemnification Committee was so closely associated with
the traditional authorities that, in 1992, the ejidal ex-president denied that this
committee had even existed; he claimed there had only been the comisariado
ejidal.
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Table 6. El Comité Pro-Indemnizacion of La Vega in 1989
Spatial Representation Temporal Re presentation

Early
Time

Mid-
Time

Recent
Time

Landless/
Out-of-Time

Total

Rancho Nuevo 0 0 0 0 0

Vista Hermosa 1 0 0 1 2
La Vega 0 4 0 0 4

Home Village 1 0 0 0 1

Total 2 4 0 1 7

Source: The table is based on the information from Secretariat of Agrarian Reform,
Delegation Querétaro (Secretaria de la Reforma Agraria, Delegacion Queretaro,
October 29,1989). This document was signed by the agrarian authority of Ejido Vista
Hermosa. I have added the ejidal ex-president from La Vega. There are some
uncertainties about the exact number ofmembers, but I have relied on statements from
the ejidal ex-president from La Vega.

The peasants were suspicious of the Comité Pro-Indemnizacion from the day
of its establishment, claims Taifeld (1990:35). This distrust increased with the
intensification of the dam project. Different events fueled the growing
impression of a committee too closely associated with the CFE. For example,
in 1988, the World Bank consultant suggested to the peasants that they should
pay a visit to other dam sites in Mexico to gather information on resettlement.
The suggestion was well received, and a group of men from Rancho Nuevo,
Vista Hermosa and Paso del Arenal (a village in Hidalgo) went to the Caracol
dam in Guerrero. But the leadership from La Vega refused to participate.
Returning home, the men shared their information at a general assembly.
Taped interviews were replayed and people listened carefully, but the
members of the Comite Pro-Indemnizacion rejected the tapes in public with
the words that 'the group did not see it with their own/real eyes'166 (Taifeld
1990:38). The committee members left the meeting to dine with the CFE in
the house of the ejidal president (1990:38).

The reactions of the people followed quickly. Mothers, wives and sisters,
who hitherto had been in majority at the ejidal general assemblies, represent¬
ing their family land according to custom, contacted their migrant sons,
husbands and brothers in the surrounding larger Mexican cities and the USA
and asked them to return immediately and to help defending their land.167 The
CFE was soon to meet a new and reinforced negotiation partner.

Signals of Change
Nocturnal meetings were held at Rancho Nuevo in 1989 and soon a new group
emerged that became known as 'The Committee' {El Comité). This new group
came to dominate and determine subsequent negotiations as the new represent-
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atives of the ejido. The meetings were held in a house belonging to José
Martinez, an engineer who had been a CFE employee for 15 years, but who
decided to stay permanently in Rancho Nuevo in 1979. Martinez, together
with Taifeld, a CFE female anthropologist, Taifeld, helped organize these
meetings with the purpose of assisting the peasants of the ejido. On April 24,
1989 this group made its first official statement by sending a letter to the
World Bank in Washington asking for help (Letter to the World Bank 1989).
It was signed by the civil authorities (subdelegados) in Rancho Nuevo and
Vista Hermosa, but not by the ejidal authorities — something that indicates
a split in the dual authority system.

Emerging New Representatives: El Comité
In 1989, El Comité was still a loosely organized group of men. Membership
was not defined, nor were tasks or duties, and nobody had been elected or
appointed. No local women participated. The men in this committee were
united by a deep concern about their families' future lives and belongings.
They felt threatened by the dam and they did not agree with the actions of
their own elected ejidal representatives. This group of men from the valley
therefore did what they and their elder relatives had done before — when they
fought to free themselves from the hacienda during the revolution — they
formed a 'committee'. (See Chapter 3.)

Although membership in El Comité at this time was still informal, an inner
circle of three men from Rancho Nuevo led by a young educated
schoolteacher, Aaron, dominated the group. He had lived for some years in the
state city Querétaro and in the USA (California). Several years later, some
peasants explained that they had informally elected him because 'he is the best
educated among us and he can talk'. The other two members were men with
strong attachments to the valley. The oldest of them was Rafael, the uncle of
the leader. The third man Benjamin, in the inner circle, did not have any
family bonds with the other two men. He later told me that his involvement
had been preceded by intense discussions between him and the leader, Aaron,
before they decided to cooperate. Benjamin was, however, one of the men
who had been asked to return to the valley by his mother who was an
ejidataria. (They belonged to a powerful family.) He was also the cousin of
the traditional ejidal leader from La Vega. This inner circle consisted of
charismatic men, and they had all the personal characteristics of a leader. The
villagers respected their arguments, even though they did not necessarily like
them.

Behind, Aaron, the leader of El Comité, stood his father, Graciano.
Graciano and Rafael were brothers. The father, Graciano, was never present
at the formal negotiations, but he played a central role as an informal advisor.
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He was one of the original founders of the ejido, even though he came from
El Palmar, another village nearby Cadereyta. Disguised as a peddler of tuna
(cactus fruit), he had functioned as an messenger between the peons/peasants
of the hacienda in the valley during the liberation movement. After the
struggle, Graciano was asked to stay, and he became an original ejidatario
with irrigated farmland in the valley. From an analytical perspective, the
emerging young leader embodied two crucial moments in the 'life-course' of
the ejido — the foundation of the ejido through his father (the past) and the
protection of the ejido from its future destruction.

Aside from the members of the inner circle, it is ethnographically difficult
to identify the precise membership of this early committee. The group was
informal and with time it either became associated with heroism (according
to informants who wanted to have been members), or with 'too many

problems' (according to those who did not want to be associated with it).
Nevertheless, I have identified twelve members.

Table 7. El Comité of Rancho Nuevo in 1989168
Spatial Representation Temporal Representation

Early Mid- Recent Landless/ Total
Time Time Time Out-of-Time

Rancho Nuevo 5 0 0 0 5

Vista Hermosa 2 1 0 0 3

La Vega 0 2 0 0 2

Outside Advisors 0 0 0 2 2

Total 7 3 0 2 12

An analysis of the scheme in table 7 shows that the majority of the members
lived in Rancho Nuevo. They were the three men in the inner circle discussed
above. To these three men must be added the subdelegado (i.e. the local
representative of the state in Rancho Nuevo), as well as another man, who was
the heir of an original ejidatario. Vista Hermosa had three members, ofwhom
one was their subdelegado. The connection with the formal authorities was
important to this group, as El Comité had no legal rights to represent the ejido.
By looking at the members' positions in the analytical scheme of time and
space, a shift is discernable from one category to another. From a temporal
perspective the members of El Comité emphasized 'Early Time' since they
were ejidatarios completos and original ejidatarios from the first land
distribution whose land was soon to be inundated by the dam because it was
located in the valley. Spatially, there is shift from La Vega to Rancho Nuevo.

La Vega was represented on El Comité by the two brothers, Galdino and
Brokoro, subsequently holders of the ejidal presidency and leaders ofthe first
group formed (El Comité Pro-Indemnizacion).169 I stress this because their
participation might appear to be contradictory. There is no doubt that the
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people lacked faith in their traditional leaders when it came to the resettlement,
but it turned out that El Comité was not a secret conspiracy, formed to
challenge and overthrow the existing authorities. El Comité was established
out of feelings of need and fears for the future. The traditional leaders were
aware ofEl Comité, but they were reluctant to participate in it as they had lost
control of the course of events. For example, only two weeks after the
important general assembly on April 12,1989, which the ejidal president char¬
acterized as the day when the 'real' (propio) negotiations began, El Comité
sent the letter requesting help to the World bank (24 April). This letter was
signed by the two subdelegados from Rancho Nuevo and Vista Hermosa.

Two more members of this committee have to be commented upon. They
are the CFE female anthropologist and the former CFE engineer. They both
lived in Rancho Nuevo because of the dam project. They provided El Comité
with valuable information about resettlement in general, methods and attitudes
of the CFE. These two advisors did not belong to the local spatial and tempo¬
ral structure, but were part of a more global network for information, a net¬
work that El Comité needed and wanted access to.

El Comité: recognized representatives in 1990
In 1990, El Comité became the officially recognized negotiation body of the
ejido, with rights to represent the ejido in the negotiations about land, houses
and livelihoods. All negotiation parties accepted them. The group had become
formal and each village appointed their own members. Nevertheless, the
committee members were not fixed. Nor was its name decided. For example,
within a 12 days period in April 1991 both the name and several members
were altered.

Table 8. El Comité170 on April 5,1991
Spatial Representation Temporal Re presentation

Early Mid- Recent Landless/ Total
Time Time Time Out-of-Time

Rancho Nuevo 4 0 0 0 4

Vista Hermosa 3 1 0 0 4

La Vega 0 3 2 0 5

Total 7 4 2 0 13
Source: CFE June 1992. Afectaciones del Proyecto Hidroelectrico Zimapån en el
Estado de Querétaro.

Table 9. El Comité171 on April 12,1991
Spatial Representation Temporal Re presentation

Early
Time

Mid-
Time

Recent
Time

Landless/
Out-of-Time

Total

Rancho Nuevo 4 0 0 0 4

Vista Hermosa 3 1 0 0 4
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La Vega 0 4 2 0 6
Total 7 5 2 0 14
Source: CFE June 1992. Afectaciones del Proyecto Hidroelectrico Zimapån en el
Estado de Queretaro.

The composition of these two April 1991 versions ofEl Comité is interesting.
They are almost equal in total number of members (thirteen/fourteen repre¬
sentatives), but the La Vega subdelegado is missing from the April 5, com¬
position. The members can be more easily traced from this date as member¬
ship was official and agreements were signed. But, although names and titles
were printed on the documents, not everybody signed. I compared whose
signatures were on the two documents and found that they reflected the
complicated relationship that existed between Rancho Nuevo and La Vega.
For example, in the April 5 committee three members out of thirteen had not
signed. La Vega had five names on the document, of these five, three had not
signed. They were the subdelegado, the treasurer and another member. But,
Galdino and Brokoro, the ejidal ex-president and president had signed. On the
other hand, in the April 12 composition, seven out of the total number of
fourteen members, had not signed. Those missing were all six members from
La Vega including the subdelegado, the treasurer and the two brothers,
Galdino and Brokoro. Thus, none of ejidal authorities had signed from La
Vega. The seventh member who had not signed was the subdelegado from
Vista Hermosa, who together with the subdelegado from La Vega made up 2/3
of the civil authorities. The signatures on these documents verified what
everybody in the valley knew, that the relationship between El Comité of
Rancho Nuevo and the traditional authorities of La Vega had become a ticking
social time bomb.

Election and Incorporation ofEjidal Authorities
In 1991, it was also time for the ordinary, scheduled election for the ejido.
This year was characterized as a rather calm year in the negotiations, and I
refer to it as the 'honeymoon-year'. The break was important for the peasants
because it gave them time to get organized. The ejidatarios elected an ejidal
president, Genaro, from the Adventist village, Rancho Nuevo. Genaro, was
closely associated with the inner circle of the committee.172 The other elected
members came from Vista Hermosa (the secretary) and from La Vega (the
treasurer). The members of the Consejo de Vigilancia (i.e., the police of the
ejido in land matters, see Chapter 3) came from Vista Hermosa (the president)
and from Rancho Nuevo (the secretary and the treasurer). The treasurer was
another uncle of the leader of El Comité.173 With the election, the shift in the
spatial pattern of authority was reinforced, and of the newly-elected ejidal
authorities three members came from Rancho Nuevo, two from Vista Hermosa
and one from La Vega.
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After the election, the ejidal authorities and the civil authorities (the latter
were elected annually) merged with El Comité. This merging did not imply
that they gave up their ordinary functions, but those became secondary in
relation to El Comité. For the ordinary villager, El Comité and the traditional
dual authorities became one single authority. As a consequence, the people
followed decisions and directions without a clear understanding of when and
by whom they had been made. The meetings of the traditional general
assembly seemed to have turned into a ceremony, filled with rhetoric instead
ofbeing the highest decision making body ofthe ejido. Although, the civil and
agricultural authorities had merged with El Comité 'on the ground', the leader
ofEl Comité was aware of the political significance ofpresenting them as two,
separate units. For example, at a village meeting in Rancho Nuevo on
February 10, 1993, after repeated requests from the ejidal president, who had
played a minor role at the meeting, the leader of El Comité hesitatingly
sketched what he called a 'work scheme' of the CFE and El Comité on the
black board. In this scheme, he put the ''Ejidal authorities' (Comisariado
Ejidal) on the same level as the CFE and the state government. Underneath,
he put the 'subcommittee', that is El Comité, and at the very bottom the
construction contractors.

El Subcomité de Supervision, in the Intensive Year of1992
For decades, resettlement projects in Mexico have been plagued by the
performance of poor house construction in the new villages. To cope with this
problem, the peasants founded a subcommittee with the purpose of super¬
vising the construction of the new village. Despite its name, the 'Subcommit¬
tee', it consisted of the El Comité and some additional members (September
1992). The Subcommittee had in total seventeen members, and it was the
largest of the committees. The majority of the members came from Rancho
Nuevo, four came from Vista Hermosa and three came from La Vega. In the
analytical scheme of time and space, the majority of the members represented
Early Time. Hence they were original ejidatarios with land in the valley.

Supervision was part of the negotiation agreement between El Comite and
the CFE. Many of the peasant men had experience from house construction in
the USA — typical work for migrants. As the construction of the new village
was in its most intensive phase, in 1992, the members were very busy. They
formed pairs and supervised the three construction companies. They super¬
vised every step of the house construction, sewage system, streets and public
areas. For example, they made check-ups of the size of the house by measur¬
ing the concrete house foundation, as well as, checking the quality. In the case
of my landlord's house, the construction company had to recast the house
foundation as he noticed that the quality of the concrete was poor and that the
house was smaller than agreed. Window frames, doors, bathroom tiles, hearths
and chimneys were checked and if the subcommittee had any complaints,
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rebuilding was necessary. This caused delays in the construction schedule as
well as serious friction between the construction companies174 and the subcom¬
mittee.175 (See Chapter 7.)

The members of the subcommittee were all on the CFE monthly pay roll.
They also controlled the gravel transport to the new village — a profitable
business from both an economic and a strategic perspective (it was used in the
negotiations with the CFE).176 (See Chapters 4 & 5.)

Table 10. Subcommittee of Supervision of the New Village in September
1992

Spatial Representation Temporal Representation
Early Mid- Recent Landless/ Total
Time Time Time Out-of-Time177

Rancho Nuevo 5 3 0 2 10

Vista Hermosa 4 0 0 0 4

La Vega 0 1 2 0 3
Total 9 4 2 2 17

Source: CFE list for internal use in the implementation phase. Sep/16/92.

The membership in this subcommittee fueled an already inflamed situation
between the villages leading to an open split in June-July of 1992. The split
was preceded by a letter sent by the members of the traditional leadership to
the state government in Querétaro accusing the Subcommittee and El Comité
of corruption. The answer of El Comité was to summon the ejidatarios to a
general assembly at which governmental state representatives were present.
The question ofcorruption was addressed and resolved. Basically, the problem
seemed to have been dissatisfaction with the membership composition and
especially with the dominance of Rancho Nuevo (INI178 1992a: 13-15;
1992b:28-29).

In spite of the assembly, the situation became even more tense within the
ejido and in July 1992 the social bomb exploded. Within less than two weeks
several serious events took place. The ejidal ex-president from La Vega was
shot dead by his cousin on July 5, and on July 14, the peasants manned the
barricades. They blocked the roads to the dam construction site, and, fully,
armed they occupied the CFE camps and demanded negotiations. The uprising
lasted for a day. The next day the negotiations between the CFE and El Comité
resumed, but the relationship among all the parties deteriorated more and
more. For example in La Vega, El Comité continued to be referred to as 'El
Comité de Rancho Nuevo'. The CFE claimed, "El Comité does not play by the
rules", indicating that there were some tacit negotiation rules, but without
reflecting upon with whom they had originated. Nor had the actors ever
discussed the content and purpose of any negotiation rules.
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Case Box: Murder of the Ejidal Ex-President

The ejidal ex-president from La Vega was shot to death the night of July 5,
1992.1 was asleep and people did not tell me until the next morning. The story
goes that he spent the evening drinking together with some friends in La Vega,
a fact that surprised my female friends, who said he was known as a non-
drinker. The group of men left for Vista Hermosa at around 11 PM (other
sources claim they left as early as 9 PM) and shortly thereafter he was shot to
death by his cousin on the outskirts of the village. The shooting had been
preceded by a quarrel. Around 3 AM the police from Cadereyta arrived in the
valley. By that time, the cousin had vanished and could never be found. At
that time the reason for the death shooting was described to me by some
informants as a crime of passion (which were rather common in the valley).
But other actors, such as the INI and the World Bank, interpreted it as a
political act. The local CFE staff members were very concerned about the
situation. They also spoke highly of the dead man and praised his leadership
abilities and negotiation skills.

In Rancho Nuevo the residents were very silent about the death shooting,
and my friend and assistant asked me to be careful and not to ask questions
about his death. We all felt danger how tense and dangerous the situation was
within and among the villages. We all, the peasants, the CFE staff and I, felt
that one wrong move could have terrible consequences. We were afraid of
more violence.

The ex-president ejidal was the first person to be buried in the new
cemetery on Mesa de Leon. At the time it had not yet been inaugurated, which
meant that he was buried in non-sacred ground. But nobody seemed to care.
He received a place of honor, in the middle of the cemetery, decorated with
a large funeral wreath from the CFE. When the women and I later visited the
cemetery, however, nobody stopped at his grave in contemplation.

In 1997, many villagers claimed he had been killed because of corruption
in connection with his involvement in the CFE's purchase of the ranches.

Case Box: The Uprising

At 2 AM on July 14,19921 woke up hearing a knock on my neighbor's door.
"Who is it?" the woman asked. "Open, it's your man", said a male voice. Five
minutes later they left. At 5 AM the CFE police knocked on my door and
explained to me that there was an uprising and that I would be unable to leave
the valley if I did not do it quickly. I took Albin, my two-year-old son, in my
arms and hurried to the house of a female friend with children. They were
ready, and we rushed to my car to try to escape. But it was too late, all roads
from the valley were blocked by angry, armed peasants with their trucks.
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I had not been told in advance about the uprising except in a very subtle
way that I, at the time, did not understand. The day before I had told a women
with whom I was acquainted that I planned to go to Cadereyta the next day,
to the market and to the doctor with a friend's children who had severe

diarrhea. She looked at me seriously and said it might not be possible if I did
not leave very early. I assured her that we would leave early in the morning.
She did not say anything more, but looked down at the floor.

As a non-villager, the CFE military police recommended that I stay inside
the CFE camp. But I did not have any food for my son, as I had planned to
leave for Cadereyta to buy groceries. I went to my friend Livoria's house.
When she saw me, she got scared and told me not to walk around in the
village, because it was dangerous. The men were armed and aggressive. I
explained that I did not have any food for Albin and needed to buy some. And
now I was angry. Livoria wondered how it could be that I did not even have
beans at home and she thought that it was bad planning. But she summoned
some teenage girls, and told them to accompany us to the butcher's shop.
When we started to walk, the girls encircled me and my son, as if they were
protecting us with their bodies. When we had walked some 50 meters down
the main road, Livoria shouted after us: "If a man says something, send him
to me. The men can do their politics (pointing up to the plateau), but now a
mother with a child need help. Then I'm in charge".

No men approached us. After I had bought a few food items, we returned
to Livoria's house and had breakfast. Women began to gather in Livoria's
house around 10 AM. They all brought beans, rice, chilis, tortillas, potatoes,
chicken, soft drinks and pulque. They were on their way to the plateau to
distribute food to the men. I was asked if I wanted to come.

Livoria's teenage son drove us up to the plateau. When we passed the large
CFE camp, I saw only a few workers inside the camp grounds. Outside the
gates, some ten trucks were parked and groups of village men were standing
around them. The blockade of the road was a few kilometers away, close to
the drinking-water reservoir for the new village. Some hundred trucks had cut
off the road to Cadereyta. The peasants' lighter trucks stood nose to nose with
the heavier trucks of the CFE. Angry drivers hung around. Suddenly there
were movements and an opening was made. I thought they were making way
for an emergency vehicle, but I was mistaken. It was the Coca-Cola truck on
its way down to the valley, the only transport that was let through the
barricades.

At the back edge of the blockade, facing the valley, I found myself in the
middle of several hundred, of men, women, children, dogs, donkeys and goats.
Some men stood alone leaning on their trucks, others had gathered in smaller
groups, while the younger men restlessly roamed about. The women, carrying
baskets with food, soft drinks and children, walked around, trying to find their
husbands sons or uncles, or any other hungry man, because as the women
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explained to me, in a crisis situation like this, the women gave food to all the
men. They sat down and ate with them in the shadow of a mezquital tree.
People glanced at me and my son, who as usual sat on my shoulders. I took
out my camera. At once, a younger man approached me. He claimed
aggressively that he would smash my camera if I took photographs. I
explained that I did not work for the CFE or the World Bank or the Mexican
government. I showed him a letter stating my affiliation and handed it to him.
He looked at it and gave it back. I do not think that he understood it, but he
did not say anything more and neither did I. We only stood there watching
each other. At this moment, somebody called my name. I turned around and
saw my friends waving, inviting me to eat with them. I went over to them. The
group, three women and four men (one of whom was drunk) and several
children had a nice meal. I sat with them, but we did not talk about why we
were there.1

After the meal, I walked towards the front line. On my way through the
crowd, Livoria's teenage son asked me to take a photograph of him standing
on a truck looking fiercely. I did and suddenly everybody wanted a
photograph and nobody threatened me again. I reached the front line. A truck
was parked facing Cadereyta, some men stood there holding a large banner.
On it was written that the women of Ejido Vista Hermosa demanded justice
for the resettled people and the return of the CFE engineer Cabrera. The
women later explained to me that by using the name of the women they had
emphasized that the uprising was peaceful and a plead with the CFE not to
turn to arms and military action.2

The situation was very tense. In front of the truck, the father of the leader
stood in the middle of a large group of men arguing fiercely. A man standing
beside me explained that they had demanded to negotiate with the engineer
mentioned on the banner, but he had never turned up.

At the very front, the CFE chief of the local social development unit, Eva,
stood leaning against a large CFE truck. She was exhausted. When she saw me
she asked me in secret to carry information to the CFE camp in the valley. She
was very concerned about their security and lack of food. At the front line,
Eva was the only member of the CFE staff present — none of the male staff
was there. The male regional chief of the social development unit (Residente
de Desarrollo Social) talked with her on the communications radio from the
CFE camp in Cadereyta.

Together with the women, I returned to the village some hours later. On
our way back the women explained that they had manned the barricades for
several reasons: the CFE would not pay for the land, as they had promised to
do in 1989, but only for the trees; also the CFE refused to pay nine weeks of
back wages to the village men for the building of the water tank on the
plateau.
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When we returned to the village, the women who had stayed behind told
us that the CFE guards had begged for food in the village, and that they had
given them food because they had felt sorry for them.

In the afternoon, at 3 PM, the blockade was over. The villages let out a

deep sigh of relief. I realized how intense the feelings of danger and
polarization had been, underneath the 'picnic atmosphere'. The villagers and
the CFE staff began to joke and laugh together. But I met a furious CFE chief
of the local social development unit. She was angry and she accused El
Comite of breaking contracts and not playing by the rules.

A few weeks later, I heard that the reasons for the uprising were not those
mentioned to me earlier by the villagers. The 'real' reason, according to some
other local and external informants, was that the CFE wanted to cut some of
the village men off the CFE's monthly pay roll.

Notes
1. It seemed to me as if two different levels of reality were taking place simulta¬
neously: on the one hand there was the uprising — a serious, tense and threatening
reality. On the other hand this serious reality was hidden by a relaxed picnic
atmosphere with joy and laughter. The levels constantly interchanged. I believe this
is what Hall meant by a Latin American "polychrome time" (1983:45) culture when
"[M]atters... seem in a constant state of flux" (1983:47). This deeply influences the
flow of information between people (1983 [1966]:45).
2. Women and children had been used as shields in the battle with the CFE on several
occasions. At a road blockade in 1991, under the leadership of the ex-president ejidal
from La Vega, children had to sleep outside on the road.

The rest of 1992 was characterized by intense negotiations on all levels;
between El Comité and the CFE, among the peasants themselves, and between
the CFE and the World Bank. There were several meetings every week. The
members of El Comité were exhausted, especially the leader, whose stress
symptoms were easily noticed, and his fellow ejidatarios complained that he
was 'crazy' (loco) because 'he had too much to think about'.

In August 1992, after several assemblies, the peasants voted in favor of
rejecting the ranches purchased by the CFE, and they canceled, or even denied
the existance of the document of acceptance that had been signed by the ejidal
authorities (alias Comité Pro-Indemnizacion) in October 1989. The decision
reinforced the existing factions within the ejido, in part fueled by the CFE's
assumption that the 'true' decision had been made by El Comité who had then
manipulated the people to vote as they did. Some of the local CFE staff infor¬
mally expressed hopes that the people would revolt against their own leader¬
ship and demand their land. But nothing of the kind happened. A simple, but
nevertheless plausible, explanation may be that everyone involved was
extremely exhausted at that time because of the intensity of the negotiations
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and the constant time pressure. In November 1992, a commission was formed
consisting of El Comite, the CFE and the Agrarian Board (Procuraria
Agraria) as well as another group that I have no information on. This commis¬
sion was to deal with the legal aspects of selling the CFE ranches.

El Comité in 1993
In the first weeks of 1993, the situation in the valley was calmer than it had
been for a long time. There was an overall feeling of resignation about the
resettlement, the negotiations and the restitution for the land. At the ejidal
assembly in Vista Hermosa on February 14, 1993, when the original
ejidatarios formally accepted the selling of the ranches, El Comité consisted
of nine members equally distributed between the three villages. Further, the
majority of members belonged to the analytic category of Early Time that was
the socio-economic stratum that consisted of the original ejidatarios with
irrigated farmland in the valley. The members of El Comité signed the sales
document {Acta de Asamblea Ejidal, February 14, 1993) together with the
traditional dual authorities.

Table 11. The Total Composition ofAuthority in Ejido Vista Hermosa in
1993

Spatial Representation Temporal Representation
Early Mid- Recent Landless/ Total
Time Time Time Out-of-Time

Rancho Nuevo 6 0 0 1 7

Vista Hermosa 5 0 0 0 5

La Vega 0 2 2 0 4

Total 11 2 2 1 16

Source: Acta deAsamblea Ejidal. Signed document of the ejidal assembly ofFebruary
14, 1993, held in Vista Hermosa. The assembly formally accepted the sale of the
ranches and all the members in the above table signed the document. I have added the
ejidal authorities.

Table 12. El Comité in February 1993 (official version)
Spatial Representation Temporal Representation

Early Mid- Recent Landless/ Total
Time Time Time Out-of-Time

Rancho Nuevo 3 0 0 0 3

Vista Hermosa 3 0 0 0 3

La Vega 0 1 2 0 3

Total 6 1 2 0 9

Source: Acta de Asamblea Ejidal. Signed document of the February 14, 1993, ejidal
assembly in Vista Hermosa. The assembly formally accepted the sale of the ranches.
This document has several signed pages and the number of members varies from eight
to nine. I have chosen nine as that was the most frequntly referred number.
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For the 'man on the street' in Rancho Nuevo, El Comité had a slightly
different composition as the subdelegado and the ejidal president, both from
Rancho Nuevo, were regarded as members.

Table 13. El Comité in February 1993 (resident version)
Spatial Representation Temporal Re presentation

Early
Time

Mid-
Time

Recent
Time

Landless/
Out-of-Time

Total

Rancho Nuevo 5 0 0 0 5

Vista Hermosa 3 0 0 0 3

La Vega 0 1 2 0 3

Total 8 1 2 0 11

Source: Resident of Rancho Nuevo.

Up until this time, La Vega had acted as a united village (in dealing with the
outside), but in 1993 I was informed by a student of anthropology (Fabiola
1993:personal communication) that the village was divided in two groups —

one was led by the traditional ejidal leader, who no longer represented the
village in El Comite, while the other group did not have a defined leader. The
dismantling of the society intensified, and it was now occurring within each
village as well as among the three villages. In this way, the dismantling
occurred on a horizontal, spatial axis as well as on a vertical, temporal axis.
The three villages competed for resources and political power. And the
original ejidatarios (Early Time), the founding fathers of the ejido from all
three villages, were going to lose their land, production base and socio¬
economic status.

Relationship Between El Comité and the Villagers
In early February 1993, El Comité inspected the houses in the three villages,
to decide, in accordance with the CFE deadline for house construction in the
old village, about eligibility for compensation. The CFE deadline had first
been set at 1990, but it was later postponed to 1991. This inspection stirred up
hard feelings among the residents.

For a fairly long time, the families had realized how economically
vulnerable they had become, despite the cash compensations they had received
in 1990 that allowed them to live at a higher standard of living than before. In
February 1993, they had a last opportunity to have their houses and shops
inspected and their value estimated for cash compensation or restitution. In the
case of restitution, the number of rooms were counted in the old house, and
this figure determined the size of the new house.179 In the case of cash
compensation, the value of the house was estimated. (The shopkeeper, for
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example, claimed that his shop was worth twice the value estimated for
compensation). The estimates were made by the members ofEl Comité, which
put them in a power position that far exceeded the power that traditional
authorities had formerly had to influence a person's life. I heard many
distressed voices in the streets, but not at the assemblies.

The critical voices grew stronger with time. I heard them, from among both
the local CFE staff and the villagers, stating: El Comité is corrupt; they
manipulate and block the flow of information to their fellow villagers,
decisions are taken by a few and they work in co-operation with the CFE. I
addressed this issue with a friend, a member ofEl Comité. He emphasized that
they were aware of the critical voices. According to him, this was a problem
related to the difficulties involved in informing people in such a way that they
understood. He claimed that the CFE distributed false information with the

purpose of discrediting El Comité and to cover up their own mistakes. (See
Chapter 5.)

At a village meeting in Rancho Nuevo, in February 1993, the leader of El
Comité addressed this critique of the 'internal [matters] of El Comité' {el
interior del Comité). He asked the people to come directly to them if they had
any questions, thoughts or comments, but he also said that they must
understand that they could not negotiate as individuals with the CFE. He
ended by emphasizing the democratic ideology ofEl Comité. He said, "We are
democratic" {somos democråticos).

Without doubt, the lack of transparency in the negotiations was part of the
problem, especially in 1992. As mentioned earlier, within El Comité there was
an inner circle of closely related men whose representation favored Rancho
Nuevo. They also represented the analytic category of Early Time. They
belonged to the original ejidatarios and, thus, the highest social stratum of the
ejido. The task of the inner circle of the three men from Rancho Nuevo seems
to have been to negotiate on a higher level — directly with a few high staff
members of the CFE. At these negotiations, these three men seem to have
represented the entire ejido, according to both the local CFE staff and the
villagers.180 Furthermore, my informants claimed that these high level
negotiations were held behind locked doors.

This inner circle was tight and non-transparent. Furthermore, among the
villagers they were believed to have enormous power. Thus, in daily talk in
the valley the name 'El Comité' often only referred to these three men from
Rancho Nuevo. The CFE called the leader the 'key [person]' {la Have), and
the local CFE staff told me that nothing could be achieved without his
permission. He was in the position ofde facto being able to refuse people from
the outside access to the villages.181

After the resettlement, the relationship between El Comité and the people
continued to deteriorate. In April 1994, a woman from Rancho Nuevo insisted
that they (the people) had no alternative. There was no democracy and infor-
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mation was manipulated, especially by the leader, and that El Comité had
come to be equal to one person — the leader. Others claimed that he had
received death threats. I also heard some gossip that the wealth of the
members of El Comité proved their corruption.

In particular, people objected to the way El Comité had rearranged the lay¬
out of the new village. Few formal complains were made, however, possibly
out of fear of reprisals (real or imagined). (See Chapter 7.)

El Comité After Resettlement

In the new village, El Comité consisted of nine members, three from each
village-sector. The villagers no longer included the ejidal president or any
other of the traditional authority organization in the committee. Nevertheless,
according to my landlord, the ejidal president was still paid by the CFE in
March 1994.

Table 14. El Comité of Bella Vista del Rio in March 1994

Spatial Representation Temporal Representation
Early Mid- Recent Landless/ Total
Time Time Time Out-of-Time

Rancho Nuevo 3 0 0 0 3

Vista Hermosa 3 0 0 0 3

La Vega 0 1 2 0 3

Total 6 1 2 0 9

Source: Resident in sector Rancho Nuevo.

In 1994, Rangel, a member of El Comité's inner circle, explained that there
was so much work left in the new village that they planned to continue their
work for another year, until approximately March 1995. The CFE would
support them financially. (They still had a salary from the CFE in March
1994). In April 1994, he said that they planned to make a "socio-economic
investigation to determine education needs and poverty in the new village"
(note his choice of words). This socio-economic survey was never realized,
most probably because of lack of economic support. At the end of 1995, when
they left, the CFE stopped paying the members of El Comité. In March 1994
(six months after the move) El Comité still had a ring of institutionalized
authority, but half a year later, in October 1994, the group was no longer
active.
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Case Box: General Assembly Ejidal in Bella Vista del Rio

On Sunday, April 24,1994 the ejidatarios gathered for an assembly at the new
community center in Bella Vista del Rio. The inner circle of El Comite sat
together with the ejidal president at a table in the front, facing the crowd. Over
two hundred people had come to this important assembly, which started on
time at 10 AM.

The first point on the agenda was the third distribution of land on the
plateau. People were very upset about the delays in the distribution, caused by
the squatters on the land (about thirty-five families) who refused to move. The
ejidatarios also argued that the best land on the plateau, owned by a few
people, should be shared in this time of need, because the land was ejido land.
But the owners refused and angry comments were heard. (Evidently, some of
the land was owned by the ejidal ex-president from La Vega.) The land
question had to be solved quickly and they were running out of time; the land
had to be cleared before cultivation and it was already late in the season. The
ejidal president agreed that on Monday morning the comisariado ejidal and
the landowners of the third land distribution should meet on El Plan to "sign
up for the land". All the single mothers whom I knew were there demanding
their land.

The discussion turned to work opportunities for the people of the ejido.
The leader of El Comité argued for the opening of a restaurant and a gasoline
station on the road to the town Zimapån. He claimed it was a "good
opportunity" to open such a business. People reacted to his suggestion with
indifference. The next project proposal he presented was from Playtex, a
clothing factory from Cadereyta. People showed some interest, and he asked
them to sign up for work, because Playtex refused to establish a factory in the
ejido without a guarantee of a minimum number of workers. Playtex had also
offered to pay higher wages if they did not have to pay rent for the land and
the buildings. But the ejidatarios retorted, "Why should Playtex gain at our

expense?"
The next project proposal was presented by the ejidal president. He

introduced a marble project. The response came at once. People shouted:
"Where do we get the water from when there is not enough for us". The
president answered that the reservoir water could be used. People screamed
that marble needs clean water, and see what it looks like in Jalpån, which is
a major area of marble production. The president answered in a voice filled
with agony: "I did not promise them anything. He approached me five months
ago...". I could no longer discern his voice in the turmoil that followed.

The leader of El Comité tried to calm the crowd by explaining that they
were looking for alternatives for everyone, not only for the poor, but also for
those "who cultivated the land in our ejido". People began to leave the
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meeting at around 1:30 PM, and they were still upset. The assembly had not
reached any decisions, which was not unusual. In the evening, villagers told
me that many believed that the ejidal president acted out of personal gain.

Return to Dual Political Organization After Resettlement
After the resettlement, the Ejido Vista Hermosa returned to a dual political
organization that consisted of a civil and an agricultural authority. But,
although its form was similair to the traditional form, there were some major
changes in the internal order of the authorities (how they were composed, and
how they acted).

Upgraded Civil Authority
In accordance with the national political system of civil authority, and the state
norm of Querétaro (see Chapter 3), the new town of Bella Vista del Rio was
upgraded in 1994 to a delegaciön. (Before the resettlement the villages had
been subdelegaciönes.) The upgrading was a direct outcome of the resettle¬
ment. When the three villages were merged in one large town, this became
large enough to be a delegaciön. In March 1994, the people of Bella Vista del
Rio elected their first delegado at a general assembly. Each sector nominated
a single candidate, chosen by the residents of that sector. La Vega, however,
presented two candidates — the musicians who had composed the balled of
the Zimapån dam. The candidate from Vista Hermosa was a long-time mem¬
ber of El Comité, and Rancho Nuevo's choice was the leader of El Comité.
The latter candidate won the election.

A whole month after the elections, the new town seethed with rumors and
discussions about election fraud. There were documents that people claimed
had not been signed properly by the ejidatarios. These rumors had obvious
similarities with those that circulated during the purchase of the CFE ranches.

In October 1994 the delegado, the former leader of El Comité took office
for a three year term. In accordance with state norms, the delegado was given
a state salary, an office and a secretary. As a delegado he had a higher, more
independent position in the political system than the previous subdelegados,
and he was not obliged to report to the municipal authority in Cadereyta. The
upgrading entailed a reorganization on the village level as the former
subdelegado organization was switched into a staffed delegaciön. In May
1997, twelve people were employed, including police in the sectors ofRancho
Nuevo and Vista Hermosa, a judge in the sector of La Vega, drivers,
secretaries and cleaners.

In the other small villages in the ejido, the subdelegados remained, but they
became subordinated to the delegado in Bella Vista del Rio. The smaller
adjacent villages of Arbolito and Mesa de Leön, within the ejido, and the
villages Cierro Prieto and Carrizal, which belonged to other ejidos, each had
their subdelegados who had to report to the delegado in Bella Vista del Rio
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instead of accounting to the municipal authorities in Cadereyta, as had been
the procedure before the upgrading.

After the resettlement, the relations between the civil authority and the
people became much more formalized; this manifested itself in office hours
and office space where formal requests and complaints were handed over to
a representative of the delegation at his/her desk. The number of informal
requests decreased compared to the situation before the resettlement. In the
valley things had been much more informal including the relation to the
subdelegado.

Agricultural Authority
In 1994, the ejidatarios elected a new ejidal president. He was the second
consecutive ejidal president who came from Rancho Nuevo — the first time
this had happened in the history of the ejido. Since the post of president ejidal
is a cargo, no salary is paid, and the man elected continues his ordinary work.
In this case, he had a full-time job in the state capitol Querétaro where he lived
during the week. At the end of his term of office some of the peasants claimed
that he had not fulfilled his obligations as the representative of the ejidatarios
because of his lack of time and involvement in local matters. The rest of the
Comisariado Ejidal was organized according to the traditional pattern with a
secretary, a treasurer and their deputies. The Consejo de Vigilancia (the ejidal
police who only deals with land matters, see Chapter 3) had a secretary and a
treasurer and their deputies. The ejidal assembly still functioned as the highest
decision making body of the ejido.

Table 15. Dual Political Organization After Resettlement in 1994
Agricultural Authority Ejidal Civil Authority
1 President from the Rancho Nuevo
sector.

Bella Vista del Rio was politically
upgraded to a delegation in 1994. The
first elected delegado (1994-1997) was
the former leader of El Comité from the
Rancho Nuevo sector.

The post of delegado is an office with a
state salary.

1 Secretary from the La Vega sector. There were no subdelegados in the
village sectors of Bella Vista del Rio. But
two of the other villages in the ejido had
subdelegados.182
2 Subdelegados in Arbolito.
2 Subdelegados in Mesa de Leon.
The affiliated communities, Cierro Prieto
and Carrizal, also maintained their 2
subdelegados.
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All the subdelegados had to report to the
Bella Vista del Rio delegado.

1 Treasurer from the Vista Hermosa
sector.

Police in the sectors of Vista Hermosa
and Rancho Nuevo. No salary. (This
police force deals only with civil matters).

1 President of the ejidal police from
the Rancho Nuevo sector. (This police
force deals only with land matters).
1 Secretary of the ejidal police from
the Vista Hermosa sector.

1 Treasurer of the ejidal police from
the village of Las Cuevas.

1 judge from the La Vega sector. He had
an office and a state salary.

The ejidal assembly consists of
ejidatarios with land rights. Majority
decisions, involving land, are taken by
voting.

The ejidal assembly can merge into an
general assembly at which other
community matters are discussed and
decided by majority vote. In those
issues, also the landless have a vote.

The function of the civil authority is to
deal with all civil matters. As a dele-

gaciön, they are much more independent
from the municipal town than before.
Civil matters, for example, births,
marriages, deaths are registered at the
delegaciön office in Bella Vista del Rio.
The delegado has a state salary, an office
and a secretary.
In total 12 people worked for the
delegaciön.
Traditionally, there are no female
members, but in 1997 a woman ran for
the office of delegado.

The task of the agricultural authority is
to deal with all land matters, for
example, water and land conflicts, or
distribution of titles. I have no infor¬
mation on whether they still deal with
building permits within the new town.
All members are unpaid. It is a cargo.
Traditionally, there are no female
members.
The general impression was that the
agricultural authority had decreased in
importance after the resettlement.

Table 16. Dual Political Organization After Resettlement in 1997
Agricultural Authority Ejidal Civil Authority
1 President from the La Vega sector 1 Delegado from the Rancho Nuevo

sector

1 Secretary from the Rancho Nuevo
sector

(I have no further data on the other
posts.)
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1 Treasurer from the Vista Hermosa
sector

1 President of the police from the
Rancho Nuevo sector

1 Secretary of the police from the
Rancho Nuevo sector

1 Treasurer of the police from the
Rancho Nuevo sector

Source: Informant from Rancho Nuevo. Spring 1998.

Comments to the Dual Authority Organization
Even though the people of Bella Vista del Rio reassumed a dual form for the
organization of authority after the resettlement, we can see notable changes in
the relationships between the units, in the assignments of the offices, as well
as in the spatial distribution of the highest authoritative positions within the
two authorities. At first sight, this is not readily seen, because many of the
ejidatarios emphasized the duality of this form ofgovernance and insisted that
the two authorities had equal status because they dealt with different kind of
questions — the agricultural authorities decided issues related to land and
water, and the civil authorities decided civil matters. Furthermore, they did not
see any risk of a weakening of the ejidal authority due to the changes in
Article 27 and a possible privatization of the land.183 But on the other hand, I
did hear comments that indicated some awareness of a possible imbalance in
the relationship between the two units.

A few months after the resettlement (in April 1994), some residents
expressed a feeling of increased status. A village woman proudly explained to
me that their delegado would have a position equal to the municipal president
in Cadereyta. This woman belonged to the social stratum of comuneros who
are members of the ejido, but not landowners. Another person, who was an
original ejidatario claimed that the delegado would have a high degree of
influence on the ejidal authority {comisariado ejidal). A third person stated
that Bella Vista del Rio would be governed as a board with the delegado as the
director of the board and with the agricultural authority as board members.
These comments indicate that there was a dawning insight that something
might have changed, even though the dual organization still existed officially.

The World Bank resettlement specialist, who visited the new village in
1995, also documented a possible shift in the relationship between the two
authorities. She noticed increased factions and disagreements between the
groups, which influenced the negotiations with the CFE (to which she had
access). She wrote:

Another concern is the socio-political struggle among the 3 communities relocated
in Bella Vista del Rio and among catholics (sic) and evangelists (sic). To make
things even more difficult, the new settlement was recently given the category of
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Delegation Municipal which brought up new authorities in addition to the
traditional autoridades ejidales. Fortunately, no major conflicts have taken place
so far. Although these conflicts are not new, it is well recognized that were
amplified by the process of negotiation between CFE and the affected population.
The struggle is evident and disagreements between the two factions are clearly
affecting decision on property rights, survival strategies, access to new
opportunities created by the infrastructure CFE has given to the community and
to the local government. An example of potential conflicts is the fact that CFE
assets were transferred to the Government of Queretaro (public sector), which in
turn gave rights to Maquiladora Zimapån184 to operate (private actor). But in turn,
the assets (camps, etc.) are located in territories that belong to the Ejido
(community actor) which claims dominion on the assets (World Bank 1995:5-6).

But even if the tensions between the two authority groups and their affiliates
were tangible, I was struck by their different degrees of visibility in the new
town. Nobody talked about the ejidal authority anymore, while everything and
everybody seemed to center around the delegation. I argue that the
involuntary resettlement resulted in a transfer of informal power from the
ejidal authorities to the civil authorities. The residents recognized this and
accepted the delegado as the village representative and leader. An example of
the acceptance was clearly symbolized when an earthquake hit the new town
and the people sought protection at the house of the delegado, without even
considering turning to the ejidal president.185

Multifaceted Changes
The changes in the authority pattern were multifaceted and profound and
extended beyond the authority system. The changes involved: 1/ a spatial shift
of power from La Vega to Rancho Nuevo; 2/ a social change from an
emphasis on original landownership to a general omission of landownership;
3/ a shift in emphasis from agricultural to civil authority, resulting in changes
in the relationship between the peasants and their authorities at the same time
as there was an increase in distance between the individual and the authorities;
4/ and finally, a political normalization of the new town Bella Vista del Rio
(which I will discuss under the separate heading "Political Normalization of
Bella Vista del Rio").

The changes followed the negotiation phases, and the leader of El Comité
embodied the process of change, as he represented the first land-owners
through his father's land rights (high-status, Early Time), as weli as recent
landowners of land on the plateau (low-status, Recent Time) as he himself had
applied for land on the plateau. Furthermore, he had a more global societal
orientation. He also linked the leadership ofEl Comité and the new/old form
of leadership since he became the delegado after the resettlement.
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Figure 1. Spatial-Power Transformations: transformations of village based power
positions. In phase 7 that lastedfrom 1994 to 1997 the three villages merged into one
large village. The political system was reorganized. This diagram shows the number
ofmembers in the committeefrom each village.

The Spatial Shift ofPower
With the establishment of El Comité the seat of power moved from the
smallest, most traditional and Catholic village, La Vega, to the largest, more
progressive and Adventist village, Rancho Nuevo I connect the concept of
'power' to the authorities (as active agents), following Sandgren, who claims
that "...power can be employed coherently as an analytical category only when
it is linkable to some socially constituted agent — that is, to a person or to a
socially constituted collectivity" (1995:5).
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The spatial power shift followed the negotiation phases and reinforced the
existing factions between the villages. After an intermediate stage (Phase 3)
when the majority of the members came from La Vega, the next phase (Phase
4) involved a period of intense negotiations, lack of transparency and a tight
inner circle of El Comité from Rancho Nuevo, to be followed by a period
(Phase 5) of calmer negotiations, an opening of the inner circle and signs of
equalization of representation between the villages. The numerical
equalization did not reconcile the social differences, because the members
from Rancho Nuevo belonged to the highest social stratum of the original
ejidatarios, while the representatives of La Vega belonged to the lower (for
example, in March 1994 La Vega representatives belonged to the 2nd and 3rd
extension of land). Their social position may have influenced their position in
El Comité.

After the resettlement, the ejido returned to a dual political organization
(Phase 6), but, in the first elections of 1994, the highest positions in the
agricultural and civil authorities, the president ejidal and the delegado, were
both filled by residents of the Rancho Nuevo sector.

Table 17. Spatial Shift of Power
Project
Phase

Resettlement

Stages
Characteristics Place Temporal

Representation
Phase 1
1984-
1989

Stage I
Recruitment
and Stage II
Transition

Announcement of the dam.
No other significant events.
Traditional leadership.
Comité Pro-Indemnizacion.

Emphasis on local
knowledge.

La

Vega
Early and Mid-
Time
2nd land
extension.

Phase 2
1989

Stage II
Transition

Negotiations. New
leadership, El Comité.
Emphasis on global
knowledge.

Rancho
Nuevo

Early Time
1st + 2nd land
extension.

Phase 3
1991

Stage II
Transition

Negotiations. Rancho
Nuevo

Early Time
1st land
extension.

Phase 4
1992

Stage II
Transition

Intense negotiations. Stress
on the inner circle of El
Comité. Lack of tran¬

sparency. Subcomité of
supervision and evaluation.

Rancho
Nuevo

Early Time
1 st land
extension.

Phase 5
1993

Stage II
Transition

Calmer negotiations. Opening
of the inner circle.

Equalization. Naming process
of the village and the streets.

Rancho
Nuevo

Early Time
1 st land
extension.

Phase 6
1994

Stage III
Potential

Return to dual political
system. Internal change of

Bella
Vista

Early Time
1st land
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Development
and
Institutional

Sustainability

order in the authority system. del Rio extension.

Merging of times
had begun.

Phase 7
1994-
1997

Stage III
Potential

Development
and
Institutional

Sustainability

Sector Rancho Nuevo holds
both the highest positions in
the dual governance.

Bella
Vista
del Rio

Merging of all
times and social
strata based on

land.

In this schematic presentation I have included the resettlement stages
introduced by Scudder and Colson (1982) and elaborated by Scudder (1996).
Stage II in their scheme covers several of my phases of the Zimapån resettle¬
ment. Stage II is in general characterized by "a conservative stance" and "the
majority of those moving as a community turn inward and behave as if their
sociocultural system were a closed system" (Scudder & Colson 1982:274).
Scudder and Colson (1982) never define what they mean by "a conservative
stance" or "a closed system", but Scudder incorporates "risk-averse" in his
elaboration of the above model (1996:682).

The spatial shift of power that occurred in Ejido Vista Hermosa does not
follow the Scudder and Colson model. The resettled society was prepared to
take risks, draw on past experiences and new 'global' knowledge, at the very
moment the power was transferred to Rancho Nuevo from La Vega. Before
the shift, the actions of the members of the society, including the traditional
leadership, seem to have been risk-averse and introverted. The shift to
representation from Rancho Nuevo, however, was a culturally appropriate and
rational choice because through their active involvement in the foundation of
the ejido, they had acquired political capacity and negotiation skills that the
traditional leadership lacked. As a reinforcement of these past skills this
Adventist village also had a progressive image among the other villages. The
people were known for their urge to improve and organize their village (i.e.,
schools, drinking water, electricity, churches, roads). They also seemed to
desire to benefit from the "larger tradition" (Redfield 1963), in this case from
both the national and the global society.

To base one's decisions on past experiences is not the same as taking a
culturally conservative stance in a closed sociocultural system. Instead, El
Comité was constantly innovative. It acquired new knowledge from the
outside, and became informed people who, under time pressure, had to learn
to understand new ways of thinking. El Comité also applied the knowledge
they had gained in the negotiations and in this way increased the institutional
capacities of the ejido in the realm ofnegotiations. The members ofEl Comité
also picked up a more abstract language.
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In one way the people behaved as if their sociocultural system were a
closed system, however. They were deeply suspicious of all strangers. For
example, when I arrived in 1992, it was not allowed to take photographs in the
village, and no outsiders were permitted to attend the village meetings or the
ejidal assemblies without an invitation. Even with such an invitation there was
always the risk that one would be questioned and asked to leave.187 Such
behavior may be interpreted as risk-averse and conservative, but I argue that
in the Zimapån case that would be a misinterpretation.

The spatial power shift from La Vega to Rancho Nuevo can be interpreted
in several ways: 1/ the negotiation phase resulted in an overthrow of the
existing structure, or 2/ the negotiation phase forced a reorganization of
institutions, but no structural changes. I will pursue the last interpretation. I
argue that the negotiations and the changes were encapsulated in a deeper,
implicit structural relationship between the villages that survived resettlement.
Consequently, the spatial relationships between the village-sectors of the new
town of Bella Vista del Rio reflect former structures, but with some

(temporally) institutional reorganizations. Only future research can show if the
resettlement induced a deeper and more enduring spatial transformation
among the villages as regards their organization of authority.

Transformations ofTime
The transformations within the organization ofauthority, with its emphasis on
the members' socio-economic status based on land ownership, were
encapsulated in deeper spatial and temporal structures of the society. The
transformations followed the negotiation phases. Expressed in analytical
categories, the members of the first Pro-Indemnizacion committee of La Vega
in 1989 represented the categories of Early Time and Mid-Time. These
members owned mostly rain-fed land on the plateau, which had been
distributed at the 1st and 2nd extensions of land. When El Comité of Rancho
Nuevo took over, the category of Early Time became emphasized because the
members owned irrigated land in the valley that had been distributed at the
foundation of the ejido and at the 1 st land distribution.188 This domination was
retained throughout the entire negotiation process. After the end of the
negotiations about land, and after the physical move to the new town, the three
categories of time (Early Time, Mid-Time and Recent Time) merged into a
single category, that seemed to constitute a single social stratum. In this way,
the dam obliterated the former structures of time and space and ended the
social stratification of ejidatario and ejidatario completo. The temporal,
spatial and social transformations can be schematically presented as:

Space: La Vega -► (Vista Hermosa) -► Rancho Nuevo Bella Vista del Rio
Time: Mid-Time -*-*->—+—► Early Time ->->-»—> Merging of all Times
Social stratum: Several strata > -►-►A single stratum
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Figure 2. Temporal Transformations: transformations in seniority advantage power
positions and disruption ofhistorical structures. In phase 7 that lastedfrom 1994 to
1997 the constructed time-categories. This diagram shows the number ofmembers in
the committeefrom each village.

Within these spatial, social and temporal structures the leader of El Comité
had a unique position. He represented several categories of time. When the
dam project began, he was regarded as landless (Out-of-Time and Out-of-
Space) and of the lowest social stratum, as he was not an heir to irrigated
land.189 When he became the leader of El Comité, he came to represent the
category of Early Time through his father (who was an ejidatario completo
and who had helped founded the ejido). Thus, the leader's link to the past
consisted of land and lived history, both through his father. But the leader also
represented himself as an applicant to the 3rd land extension on the plateau,
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that also had a bearing on the present (Recent Time) and the future.190 Sche¬
matically his representation in time categories can be presented as:

Phases: Project Start Negotiations Resettlement Completed
Leader: Out-of-Time/Space -> Early Time -► Recent Time -► Merging ofall Times

Since the resettlement merged the socio-economic strata based on land that
were encapsulated in a time structure, the leader came to embody a continuity
in the history of the ejido expressed in his bonds to the different types ofejidal
lands (first through his father and then through his own application). He also
combined his place in the local power structure with extensive activities as a
broker of a global tradition, which were mainly induced by the resettlement.
Such activities became necessary for the survival of the community. He also
embodied the link between El Comité (that emerged as a response to the
resettlement) and the dual political organization (that re-emerged in modified
form) after the resettlement.

Transformations ofthe Internal Order ofthe Dual Political
Organization
The ejido returned to the dual political system after resettlement, but despite
the maintenance of the outward form {Gestalt), there were changes in the
internal order. Schematically this can be expressed as:

Before Resettlement After Resettlement
Dual Authority Dual Authority
Ejidal Authority Upgraded Civil Authority

-► Civil Authority -+ Ejidal Authority

This table assumes that the ejidal authority before the resettlement had a more
powerful authoritative position than the civil authority, not because of any
formal rights, but because their power was based on land, which gave them
greater possibilities for influencing peoples lives than the civil authority had.

The transformation of the internal order of the authorities did not entail any
encroachment or extension of the legal rights of one at the expense of the
other. Formally they remain two independent and equal authorities. The
transformation was a result of changes in informal power connected to
representation, images of progress and modernity, broker activities as well as
leadership. As already mentioned, the young leader was a key actor, but the
resettlement negotiations fostered several new leaders, well-equipped to take
over the leadership of Bella Vista del Rio. The society as a whole had
increased its political institutional capacities. This transformation was
facilitated by its upgrading to a delegaciön, which was due to the increased
size of the new town. The single delegado had more authority than the
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previous ten subdelegados distributed equally between the five larger villages.
The transformations in the authority system depended less on the national

reform of Article 27 than I had expected. The ejidatarios voted against a
privatization of the land. The reform of Article 27 did, however, make it
possible to sell the ranches purchased by the CFE, leaving the original
ejidatarios with a cash settlement. (Which many of them lost in the national
bank scandal in 1996 when customers accused Caja Popular for 'fraud'.)
Consequently, the original ejidatarios knew that they had been degraded from
their former land-based socio-economic status, and many of them showed
signs of low self-esteem and depression. The symbolic obliteration of the
original ejidatarios reinforced the tendency of the agricultural authority to fall
into oblivion after the resettlement. But the invisibility191 of the agricultural
authorities was initiated years before the physical resettlement by their
incorporation into El Comité. (I do not believe that the spatial power shift to
the Rancho Nuevo sector influenced this tendency). The fact that the delegado
became the ejido's representative in the national peasant organization, a
mandate previously reserved for the ejidal president, seems to underline such
an interpretation.

Political Normalization ofBella Vista del Rio
The problem of a 'dependency syndrome' among the resettlers, plague
resettlement projects all over the world. For Scudder there is a situation of
'dependency' when the resettlers, years after resettlement, are "disproportion¬
ately concerned with relations with the settlement agency" (1991:179).
Downing considers 'political dependency' to be one dimension of 'depen¬
dency'. He refers to the Caracol dam in Guerrero state in Mexico where the
resettlers had problems with a poorly functioning water system (a recurrent
problem in resettlement). But, instead of turning directly to the responsible
department of water or their politically elected representative, the resettlers'
year after year continued to turn to the CFE for help. The CFE argued that the
problem of water was no longer their responsibility (Downing 1998:personal
communication).

In the case ofZimapån it was a central concern of the World Bank and the
CFE, during the initial design phase, to try to avoid this political dependency
syndrome. They may succeed, but the time span is still too short for a
thorough evaluation. In June 1997, during the national election, politicians
visited Bella Vista del Rio. As the new town was politically and religiously
divided into three politico-religious groups (that also had incorporated parts
of the surrounding Mesa de Leon), these political meetings were never held
at the communal meeting place of Bella Vista del Rio, but at each sector's
kiosk.192 The political discussions within Bella Vista del Rio and the presence
of different national politicians indicate a return to political normalization in
relation to the national tradition. There were no tendencies to political depen-
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dency on the CFE.
The new delegado played an important role in this political normalization.

He was very active in PRI politics in 1997. He also ran for office as a secretary
for the national peasant organization (Confederation Nacional Campesina,
CNC) that is affiliated to the PRI. Many residents saw his involvement on the
national political scene as beneficial for the ejido, even though it would mean
that he had to leave and live in the state capital of Querétaro.

The political normalization can be approached from Scudder's (1996)
discussion on resettlement stages. In his table, stage III deals with the resettled
society's ability to regain or improve institutional sustainability. Downing
(1998:personal communication) argues that if the political institutions of
Zimapån prove to be sustainable, Zimapån is a politically successful resettle¬
ment as they politically not only returned to normal, but they also improved
their local political institutions. This was made possible by the upgrading to
a delegation. But perhaps as importantly, by the fostering of capable new
leaders within the society, from among whom the leader ofEl Comité reached
out to the national political scene within a period of only three years after the
resettlement. Thus, the resettled society avoided one of the impoverishment
risks — marginalization — identified by Cernea (1995, 1996b). If this is the
case, I believe that two factors in particular influenced the process. The first
factor is related to space. As the resettlers were moved only a short distance
(even though to a higher altitude) and stayed within their ejido, the period of
adaptation and integration was minimized, as recommended by the World
Bank (1990) guidelines OD 4.30. The second factor is related to the leader of
El Comité who personally strongly influenced the negotiations and the
outcome.

Nevertheless, I have three main objections to the above interpretation.
First, the political 'normalization' only considers the resettlers' political
relationship to the nation. Seen from a local perspective, Ejido Vista Hermosa
lost socio-political status in the relation to their surrounding neighbors, despite
the new town's higher political position as a delegation. For example, the
political upgrading forced the smaller villages' subdelegados to report to the
new resettled town instead of directly to the municipal town (cabezera), as
they had done before. In this way, the other local leaders lost valuable socio¬
political capacity, based on personal contacts with the main regional center
{cabezera). However, the residents of Bella Vista del Rio lost socio-political
status as they lost economic capacity (land and water) that I greatly doubt can
be compensated by increased political capacity. The resettlers were fully
aware of their loss of status.

Second, the political normalization of the relationship between the local
leader of El Comité and the Mexican State could also be interpreted as
'normal' in the line of thought of Lomnitz-Adler (1992), who argues that the
institution of caciquismo {cacique is a local boss) is a way for the national
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state to enter the local culture and establish administrative structures for the

management of the local level. Sooner or later the local leader {cacique),
through his contacts with the central elite, will be detached from his fellow
locals and perhaps shoulder another role in the bureaucratic machineiy of the
state. If I apply Lomnitz-Adler's reasoning to the case of Zimapån, I must
presuppose that the leader of El Comité was a cacique. The residents never
referred to him as a cacique, however, even though they were critical of him.
I am skeptical of Lomnitz-Adler's argumentation because it seems to me that
behind this kind of reasoning is tendency toward conspiracy theories and a
view of local people as subjects, not agents. Nevertheless, in 1997, the local
leader of the new town was seeking a career as the secretary of the national
peasant organization connected to PRI.

My last objection is that 'political normalization' does not include the
private situation of the political leaders. Scudder highlights the dilemmas for
this type of local leader in a resettlement situation:

Political leaders, in particular, may be caught in a "no win" situation. If they
support removal, they lose their constituency since people do not wish to be forced
to move. If they oppose removal, their effectiveness is adversely affected when
displacement occurs. Either way, leadership has been undermined during the initial
years following removal (Scudder 1996b:672).

In Ejido Vista Hermosa, both the new leaders (who opposed the resettlement)
and the traditional leaders (who seem to have supported the resettlement) were
accused ofcorruption. They were threatened, criticized, and socially disgraced
in their own community. One ofthem had to pay with his life. In a small-scale
peasant society this is more than a family tragedy and an obvious part of the
much discussed concepts of "social impoverishment" (Cernea 1996b) and
"social disarticulation" (Downing 1996a) in resettlement.193

In sum, the changes in the organization ofauthority in Ejido Vista Hermosa
were related to the negotiation phases of the resettlement project. In other
words, the resettlement triggered the changes. Nevertheless, the changes were
embedded in existing spatial, temporal, political, economic and social
structures of the ejido. Using anthropological methods these structures could
have been made readily visible. In this way, some of the consequences
described here and elsewhere could have been foreseen and possibly
prevented.
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Chapter 7

The Community Survived: differentiation and
integration

Before we used to live in paradise. After this we are to live in hell.194
Rosalina, Rancho Nuevo, before resettlement in 1992.

My village is in agony.195
Motto painted on a truck, La Vega sector, May 1994 after resettlement.

The three communities of Ejido Vista Hermosa somehow survived
resettlement, but faced deep cultural, social, economic and political
transformations for years to come. The internal dynamics between the
analytical units (cultural, social, political, and economic) shifted and the form
and contents of each unit changed character, thus embedding the contradictory
processes of differentiation and integration in this transformation. Despite
these deep changes, I object to the use of Bartolomé and Barabas's term
'ethnocide' (1973) to refer to the outcome, because the people, the culture and
the community survived. In this chapter, I will analyze the transformations
brought about by the negotiation process, focusing on the central issues of the
new village, the house and the land. (I have already explored the political
dimensions of these transformations in Chapter 6.) My aim is to show that,
although these issues were seriously considered in the negotiations, they were
emptied of their cultural and meaningful content and transformed into
something less powerful. During the negotiations, almost everything in the
culture became negotiable, and something was lost. Moreover, the trans¬
formation process revealed some socio-cultural elements that could almost
have functioned as 'warning signs' of a negative outcome, if only we, in the
field, had understood them and known how to work preventively. The
questions I ask are: How were the items to be negotiated chosen? How was
each item then negotiated? What was considered? What was the outcome?

I will begin this chapter with a sample of the items negotiated in order to
set the framework for negotiations. I will also discuss some of the neglected,
spatial-economic side effects since these, too, are part of the transformation
process. My argument is basically that the criteria for the negotiations that
were used in the Zimapån project were inadequate. They were inadequate
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mainly because:

• the implementation of the guidelines was instrumental
• of a lack of understanding of the multilinear and multifaceted processes

that the dam project had set in motion within the local society long before
the negotiations even began

• of a lack of experience of how complicated local participation can be
• of a lack of understanding and analysis of CFE's own culture
• of a lack of understanding ofhow the social field created between the CFE

and the peasants during the implementation phase influenced the outcome
of the negotiations, as a whole.

A Sample of the Items Negotiated
To understand the sample of negotiated items listed below, the voting
principle in the ejido during the resettlement process must be briefly
explained. In accordance with the traditional political principles of the ejido,
only the group affected by an issue voted on that issue. In other words, in land
matters, only the landowners voted; in village matters (for example, house
restitutions), all the house owners, both landowners and landless, voted. Only
one decision included a non-traditional element. When the time had come to

determine the location of the new village, not only the comuneros and the
ejidatarios from the valley voted, the people from the receiving villages on the
plateau voted as well. The people in the valley stressed that it was important
that the people on the plateau be included in this decision, since they would
be their hosts.

In Appendix 10, I have selected 18 items from the negotiation process,
among others the move, the house, the land and the old village infrastructure.
The selection of these items was guided mainly by access to data. The items
cover, however, large parts of the negotiations. From a temporal perspective
it is obvious that there was no linear'one-after-the-other' negotiation of single
items. Instead, as I have shown in Chapter 5 in my discussion of the subordi¬
nation of social time, the majority of the items were negotiated simultaneously
between 1989 and 1993 (except for the negotiations about land, which began
around 1987). Consequently, I could not identify a pattern ofcultural priorities
simply by determining in what order the items were negotiated. I argue that
the time pressure put on the peasants in Zimapån forced a merging, or a
confusion, of cultural priorities. This had serious consequences because
cultural priorities are the very foundation for informed participation.

Nevertheless, cultural priorities might possibly be determined by
estimating the time used for the negotiations of each single item. See the list
below:
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Negotiated item ~ Time used in negotiation
(in months)

The place of new village 22

The place of new cemetery 12

The date for the move of the people 13

The move of the dead 30

The new house 39

The old village infrastructure 3

The size of house plot 10

The name of new village 1

The spatial arrangement of new village The discussions began in 1990
and were still going on in 1997

The size and infrastructure of new village 48

The number of churches in new village 36

The water supply for the new village 24

The irrigation of the farmland on the plateau 74

The change of individual house plots 14 days
Small businesses 12

The restitution for farmland 78

The compensation for trees and harvest 38

The choice of peasant representatives 12

Most of the negotiations in Zimapån were prolonged and complicated,
including discussions of space and time arrangements, social obligations and
monetary compensations. An analytical focus on the amount of time that was
used in the negotiation of each item reveals the following pattern of cultural
priorities (in descending order): farmland, water, new village, new house,
trees, move of the dead. But the use of time as the only category of analysis
also leads to a misrepresentation. For example, in the above list it seems that
the choice of the peasants' representatives was given little cultural priority.
But, as I showed in Chapter 6, this was a highly complicated issue that
triggered deep and lasting changes in the socio-political system. The same is
true for the naming of the new village, which according to the temporal
hypothesis, seems to have had no significant meaning — negotiations lasted
only one month. In this chapter, however, I will argue that the opposite was
the case. I also discovered that in many of these formal negotiations both
parties' views of 'reality' (see Chapter 4) seem to have influenced the
negotiations. They did not participate on equal terms, but it would be incorrect
to characterize the peasants as passive receptors and the CFE as active donors.
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Neglected Side Effects

A resettlement project always defines an invisible radius of whom and what
should be included. The terms "directly" and "indirectly" affected are some¬
times used. "Directly" affected refers to the people who live in the reservoir
area as well as to those who are affected by the construction of roads and high
voltage power lines. "Indirectly" affected refers to the people who live up- or
downstream from the reservoir area. In the Zimapån case, neither groups who
lived up- nor downstream were considered in the documents that I had access
to. The CFE disregarded the side effects of the dam, but the peasants were
aware of them and thereby questioned the radius of the impact of the project
as defined by CFE.

The valley, with its access to water and its fertile lands and orchards was
the natural center of exchange in this semi-arid area. Eleven surrounding
homesteads and villages were dependent on the valley (and the valley on
them). The people from the following ranchitos regularly came to the valley:
El Palmar, Las Cruzes, El Puerto Salitres, San Pedro, Aljives, Tzidehe,
Carrizillo, Cerro Prieto, Mesa de Leon, Pader Blanca and La Vondotta. These
people came to trade firewood, nopales (the 'leaves'), pulque (cactus beer),
efes (fruits from the mezquite tree), bread and brooms. In return, they
sometimes wanted money, but most often preferred fruit and corn. They also
worked during the most intense days of the harvest, and usually they wanted
to be paid a share of the harvest instead of cash. In the case of the ranchito of
Mesa de Leon196 there was an unwritten agreement that gave them the formal
right to fetch water from the river on a weekly basis for their gardens, and for
bathing and washing themselves and their trucks. These visitors were not
charged for this, but the valley people considered the river water their property
and they always commented when somebody else used it.

In 1990, when the negotiations in Zimapån entered their most intense
phase, Scott Guggenheim, the first World Bank resettlement expert assigned
for Zimapån, argued that there was a need for more spatial studies reaching
outside of the defined radius of the resettlement project. He wrote:

[There is a n]eed for more spatial studies that look at resettlement's long term
impacts beyond the walls of the displaced village. Regional structures, markets or
irrigation systems coordinated through informal regional control systems. Finding
out when one link is removed... (Guggenheim 1990:43).

In Zimapån, the valley was such a link, a central node in a net of relations that
was removed because of the dam project. After the resettlement people from
the places that had been linked to that node seldom came to the new village.
My hostess Livoria explained the reasons:
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They seldom come today. They were very interested in the fruit and say, 'Why
should we go there? Since they [in the new village] are just like us now'.197

In this statement, Livoria touches upon one ofthe outcomes of resettlement —

the degradation of the economic and social status ofthe resettled people of the
valley. For them, this was not the only drawback, however. Economically,
they were hampered by the restructuring of the economy. They now had to
gather much more of their food than before. Furthermore, they had to buy
items that they had previously obtained through exchange. An example of this
change was the process of obtaining nopales, fresh cactus 'leaves' that were
one of the staples of their cuisine. Before the resettlement, nopales had been
an exchange object. The women in the valley seldom gathered nopales
themselves; instead, they bartered with the mountain people, exchanging, for
example, fruit for nopales. After the resettlement, the collection of nopales
became an important and time-consuming task for the women. This increased
collection led to greater environmental pressure on the natural landscape
within walking distance of the new village. The receiving villages also
gathered their nopales within this radius and this new competition affected the
relationship between them and the resettled people.198 The receiving villages
referred to the residents in the new village as 'the rich ones' and they laughed
heartily when the new village was without electricity (a recurrent phenom¬
enon) because the CFE, according to the peasants, had underestimated the
electricity demands of the new village.

In sum, the resettlement destroyed the central node (the valley) in a finely-
meshed network ofexchange of goods, water and money, a regional phenom¬
enon that the outsiders (the CFE) never even recognized to be within the
radius of impact of the project. Another matter overlooked in the planning and
implementation was the relation between this network of exchange and the
socio-economic status of the resettled people. This change of status was not
compensated by their new political capacity. (See the last section in Chapter
6.) The poorer, surrounding villages were also affected by this systemic
disruption. They had to find new ways of acquiring important items, such as
water and food.

The second side effect was experienced within the acknowledged radius of
the impact of the resettlement project. It concerned an unwritten agreement
between the people on the plateau Mesa de Leon and the people in the valley
about the use of the land on the plateau. The CFE claimed that this was an
internal ejidal problem and maintained that it had to be solved internally.
Historically, as long as the valley people did not need this land for agriculture,
the inhabitants of the plateau could make use of it. This land was allocated on
the 3rd land extension. (See Chapter 3.) Since the foundation of the ejido in
the 1930s, there had been a flow ofpeople from the valley to the plateau. They
had moved for different reasons. Some had married and settled there neo-
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locally and some had exchanged small, irrigated parcels of land in the valley
for a larger rain-fed ones on the plateau in order to start cattle breeding. Others
had moved there from less fertile lands within the ejido. But no one from the
'outside' had been allowed to settle there. The inhabitants of the plateau had,
however, started to build houses on the pastures and rain-fed farmland that
belonged to the people of the valley. The land-use agreement stated that
settlers from the plateau were not allowed to build houses of'solid structure',
that is houses made ofconcrete blocks or adobe. Only 'garbage houses' (casas
de basurita) buildings that were easy to tear down could be constructed on
borrowed land.199 Nevertheless, with time people had built permanent houses
and had extended their plots as their families grew larger.

With the resettlement, the valley people reclaimed their land on the plateau,
but the settlers living there refused to move. Thirty-five families were
involved in this conflict and they wanted the same compensation for their
houses as the valley people had received for theirs. They demanded that the
'rich' valley people should pay. In the spring of 1993 and again in 1994, I
attended ejidales assemblies where this issue was discussed. The atmosphere
was tense, and aggressive comments were heard. The valley people tried to
pursue the Mesa people to move their houses to the other side of the road and
thereby improve their living conditions by gaining access to running water and
electricity. Their arguments were reminiscent of the CFE's, promises of 'the
good life' (la buena vida).

In 1997, this problem had not yet been solved, but the antagonism had
lessened. The resettled people in the new village had accepted that none of the
settlers' houses would be moved. A general assembly decision had prohibited
the settlers from extending their houses. And the landowners had adapted to
the problem by cultivating around the houses. A former member ofEl Comité
from Rancho Nuevo told me that the negotiations had broken down because
"people on the plateau did not know how to negotiate". By this comment he
indirectly claimed that they, the valley people, had acquired negotiating skills
(see Chapter 6). But the negotiations had caused conflicts and had broken
friendships between the groups. In 1997, he finished a discussion with the
words: "It is always hard when friendship is worth nothing from one day to
the next."

Negotiations about a New Place
Three years after the resettlement I accompanied som village women on a visit
to La Concordia — another relocated village in Hidalgo. While there we
visited friends and family and took the opportunity to pick wild vegetables
that were no longer available to the people resettled from the valley. On our
return, as we drove through the gates to the new village Bella Vista del Rio,
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Livoria exclaimed: 'This place! Sacred but dry!'.200 In February 1992, while
she still lived in the valley, an elderly woman passed judgement on the new
village, declaring: 'That ugly place!'201 The CFE was also disappointed and
in their final report to the World Bank in 1996 wrote that "Bella Vista del Rio
represents the visible culmination of a series of efforts and difficult negotia¬
tions" (1996:88).202 What had happened in the negotiations about the new
village?

In November 1986, the CFE concluded their first study of the area
including a plan for resettlement. In this plan they suggested several important
requirements for the new village:

• The unification of the three villages in a single large village
• The location of the new village within the ejido and on land not intended

for cultivation
• The improvement of the existing roads
• The feasibility of supplying all the villages in the area with electricity
• The localization ofwater for domestic and agricultural use, which involved

the solution of pumping water from the San Juan river to the plateau
• The ecological adaption of criteria for the sewage system
• The construction of a non-urban type of village
• The delimitation of the urban area for improved infrastructure and public

services
• The conservation of the original spatial order of the house plots, and
• The determination ofhouse-types and their socio-economic characteristics

(CFE 1986 [Nov.]:75-78).

The CFE regarded the integration of the three villages into a single, large
village as crucial for the social development of the resettlers. They wrote,
'...urban adaptation is in the interests of the inhabitants and facilitates the
acclimatization and social development of the same'203 (CFE 1986 [Nov.]:79).
In the report, the CFE stressed the importance of local participation to achieve
the above goals. In the same report, the CFE also presented several
suggestions for a place for the replacement village. The suggestions were:

• Mesa de Pulido, about 70 hectares, on the Querétaro side of the San Juan
River and 1,660 meters above sea level. The peasants said that they wanted
to be as close as possible to the reservoir and that there should be a well at
the new site. The CFE contacted Departmento de Geohidrologia for an
investigation.

• Mesa de Leon, 105 hectares, and 1,830 meter above sea level. There was

easy access to this site. It was close to the rain-fed farmland, but it lacked
water.
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• Another part of the plateau, Bu'ju'ja, was also an alternative, but one that
would require an additional 2 kilometers of road. The major problem there
was lack of water (CFE 1986 [Nov.]:80-81).

The peasants wanted to stay as close as possible to the reservoir, which meant
they would stay on the plateau. The plateau was divided into several parts in
a fashion reminiscent of the ancient Mexican paraje system used by the
Otomis.204 The peasants of Ejido Vista Hermosa, however, did not use that
term. Nevertheless, I have identified the following place names: Arbolito
('Little Tree'), El Plan ('The Hill'), Puerto El Mesquite ('Mountain Pass of
El Mesquite'), Bu'ju'ja (meaning unknown), El Chivo ('The Goat'), Praderas
('Large Meadow'), El Llanito ('The Little Flatland'),205 La Calera ('The
Limestone Quarry'),206 Panteön (the old cemetery of the Mesa), Junquillal (a
type of cactus), La Lajita ('The Little Flat Rock'), El Casvani (meaning
unknown),207 La Bodega ('The Storehouse'), and Mesa de Leon ('Plateau of
the Lion', which was the name of the ex-hacienda and a village). The old
name of the plateau was La Venta ('The Windy Place').208

To return to my discussion of place attachment in Chapter 4, the peasants
had reclaimed possession of the plateau, with one exception. The old hacienda
mansion, which lay half in ruins, was a place filled with evil — a place to
avoid, especially at night.209 The difference between the valley and the plateau
was that in the valley, spirits and people shared the place and when their paths
accidentally crossed, it was an encounter between two equal parties that
respected each other.

The peasants' first choice of location for the new village was El Plan, a
place that was located on the plateau Mesa de Leon. This suggestion was
presented at an ejidal assembly in 1989. On El Plan, they already had houses,
casas de milperas,210 as well as rain-fed farmland and roads. They suggested
improving the existing infrastructure and building a dispersed village in
accordance with their traditional settlement pattern, which was also recognized
as traditional by the Mexican authorities. On El Plan the residents from the
three villages lived side by side, each one on its own parcel of land. The
peasants said they 'mixed' on the plateau. When this site was suggested at the
negotiations, the CFE said that they would only restore the houses; the
peasants themselves would have to rebuild and cover the costs for the schools,
the churches, the clinic, the water and the electricity. The CFE argued that to
build a dispersed village was too expensive. This turned out to be no real
option for the peasants, and we can hardly even call this an attempt at
negotiations.

Instead, the CFE again left it up the peasants to suggest possible village
sites; they suggested three alternatives, all located on the plateau. La Vega
suggested El Llanito because it was the only place that was not being
cultivated and the only legal place to rebuild the villages (according to the
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ejidal ex-president from La Vega). Rancho Nuevo suggested Junquillal, a
place further north of the new cemetery on the Mesa. Vista Hermosa suggested
La Lajita, a place behind Chinfi Mountain to the west.

At the ejidal assembly in 1989, a majority voted for El Llanito. Both the
landless and land-owners had an equal voice, i.e., one vote per family. The
people on Mesa de Leon also voted, because they would become a receiving
village. Ten families in the valley voted against this place, arguing that there
would not be sufficient firewood in the future. The people who voted for the
new place argued the opposite and stressed its proximity to the only available
farmland left.

The selection of the location for the replacement village was related to
restitution of the land. The land issue will be discussed later in this chapter,
but it is sufficient here to say that the CFE had purchased ranches, located
about 70 kilometers away from the new place suggested by the peasants and
they were concerned about how far away it was. The CFE then suggested
building two new villages — one close to the ranches for the landowners and
another on ejido land for the landless. The landowners and the landless
peasants discussed the matter and decided not to split the villages, for family
reasons. The division into two villages would have created a totally new social
structure; the landowners from all three villages assembled in one village and
the landless in another. In this predicament, the soon-to-be-resettled people
gave cultural priority to spatial and social considerations rather than to
economic aspects and structural differences between the villages. Neverthe¬
less, it was an agonizing choice. Guggenheim describes their dilemma:

Few landless resettlers felt that the incentives to move so far were sufficient to

overcome the drawbacks to having to adjust to a new social environment. A major
fault line between landed and landless that was latent in the community erupted
into an internal quarrel. The landed resettlers, realizing that commuting three hours
a day to their field was untenable, were faced with either abandoning the replace¬
ment farms or abandoning their kinsmen who stayed behind. (Guggenheim 1993:
220-221).

I have tried to estimate the time frame for this decision. The peasants claimed
it took two weeks, but they were not sure because of the years that had passed
since the negotiations. They stressed, however, that the CFE had urged them
to consider the matter thoroughly before they made the decision.

Spatial Outline ofthe New Village

'We said — we are going to build the new village as it was before
Peasant man from Rancho Nuevo, April 19972"
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As Rapoport emphasizes, "The physical attributes of the setting are cues that
act as mnemonics, reminding people about the situation and hence about
appropriate behaviour, making effective co-action possible" (1994:462). This
is the theoretical backdrop to this section. El Llanito was chosen as the site of
the new village. It was located on the plateau Mesa de Leon, where the
'mountain people' lived. These called the resettled villagers the 'people of the
river'. The 'mountain people' became the hosts and the receiving villages of
the resettled people. They lived in several small dispersed homesteads: Mesa
de Leonlxl with 72 families, Arbolito with some 15 houses but with an
unknown number of families (Basaldua 1994:3), Las Cuevas with 9 families,
El Yeso with 13 families, La Lajita with 13 families, El Chivo with 6 families
(CFE Map: Mesa de Leon n.d.[e]). They shared a Catholic chapel and a small
Adventist temple and a primary school. Finally, the community El Carricillo,
with 15 dispersed houses (Basaldua 1994:2), was a border community that
belonged socially, but not politically to Ejido Vista Hermosa. The hosts in the
receiving villages were poorer than the valley people and were part of the
exchange net which had had the valley as its center.

The place El Llanito (where the new village later was built) was located in
a depression between the mountain El Cerro to the west and the dispersed
homesteads ofMesa de Leon and the ex-hacienda to the east. To the northeast
an open plain unfolded and to the northwest there were three dispersed
homesteads called Las Cuevas. The main road to Cadereyta demarcated the
limits of the new village to the southwest, while the open plain to the northeast
provided space for extension in the future. The peasants explained that in the
future the three village sectors would merge in there.

The peasants wanted to recreate the lay-out of the three villages from the
valley. The first plan was to rebuild the villages in a row, oriented on an east
to west axis along the road to Cadereyta with Rancho Nuevo furthest east,
Vista Hermosa in the middle and La Vega furthest west. This was identical to
the lay-out of the villages in the valley. This failed because of a lack of space.
Thus, they had to find an acceptable lay-out in which the villages were
grouped together. They tried regrouping the villages in different ways to solve
the main problem of which of the villages should be located at the entrance.
lLa entrada' was on the main road to Cadereyta and it was the most desirable
location and had the highest socio-economic status. Several suggestions were
rejected — one was to put Rancho Nuevo and La Vega in a line along the road
to Cadereyta with Vista Hermosa behind Rancho Nuevo. Even though the
residents never mentioned it especially, I suspect that the main road functioned
as a substitute for the river in the valley (as an axis of spatial orientation).

The main argument for placing La Vega at the entrance was related to
space. The residents of La Vega claimed that they had been located at the
beginning in the valley and not at the end. The main argument for the location
of Vista Hermosa concerned time (seniority). The residents argued that they
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had been the first settlers and were thus, the oldest village in the valley. (The
villagers of Vista Hermosa and La Vega both claimed to have been the first
ones.) The main argument for the placement of Rancho Nuevo at the entrance
was 'development'. They argued that their village organization was the most
effective one and that they had had the most public facilities in the valley and
therefore had the right to be at the entrance.

Case Box: Arguments about the New Village Order

This is an excerpt of a taped interview held in Rancho Nuevo sector in May
1997. Five people participated in this discussion — men and women from
Rancho Nuevo and Vista Hermosa. La Vega was not represented, but a close
relative of the ex-president ejidal from La Vega who lived in Rancho Nuevo
was there. I asked them to explain what they had discussed when they decided
the lay-out of the new village. They began their explanation by talking about
the road that the ejido built as a joint venture 30 years ago and said:

"They did not want to participate [La Vega] because supposedly they did
not want a road so that the municipal law could enter..."1

After this statement everybody spoke simultaneously, while I tried to take
up what they meant by 'ley municipal' (the municipal law). In this confusing
situation, my voice is heard a little bit stronger on the tape recorder and I
mention the word nation. People nodded.

The discussion continued and a man said:

"Well, they at that time, I think, did not think that a road would bring many
benefits because one would be able to leave, and buy and bring their products
directly to [market] and the collector (for the water and electricity) could
come..."2

A woman continued:
"The same with the names also. Never Vista Hermosa was the first, we

investigated the option of flowers and it was not Vista Hermosa..."3
Her comment led to an explanation about the different kinds of paving

materials used in the streets of the three village sectors. Vista Hermosa had
chosen stone instead of concrete and therefore their streets were finished
before the others. Because of this, they could also adopt the flower names for
streets that Rancho Nuevo had wanted. But rain and trucks easily damage this
street material (a type of red stone) and the cost of repairs would be borne
jointly by all the three village sectors. This was clearly a matter that irritated
the participants in this group.

I guided our discussion back to the negotiations about the new village
spatial organization. I said: "First La Vega wanted to be at the entrance, and
Vista Hermosa wanted to be..."4
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The participants interrupted before I had finished and they said, all at once:
"Also, also! At the entrance!"5

A woman continued: "That was confusing".6
A man continued, and here I will only summarize his words: Vista

Hermosa's argument that they were the first village in the valley made sense,
but it was the subsequent development of Rancho Nuevo, once the smallest
village that counted. Rancho Nuevo was the best organized and the villagers
had worked together and thus brought development to the valley. That was the
reason, why they should be at the front in the new village. La Vega had always
been at the back, and that is why they are also at the back of the valley in the
new village.

The discussion ended about the spatial outline and turned to the symbolic
landscape with the body of the Devil.

Note
1. "No querian participar ellos (La Vega), porque supuestamente, no querian que
habia camino para que entrara la ley municipal... "
2. "Bueno, ellos en aquel tiempo, yopienso... nopensaban que un camino, eh, traiga
muchos beneficios, hm, por que puede salir uno para comprar y puede llevar su
producto y puede venir ya directamente el contador..."
3. "Igual en los nombres también. Nunca Vista Hermosa se ve primero, nosotros
vimos la opciön de las flores, y no hay Vista Hermosa..." (unfinished sentence).
4. "Primero La Vega quiso estar en la entrada y Vista Hermosa quiso estar... "
5. "También, también! En la entrada!"
6. "Era una confusion!"

The lay-out of the new village, and its division into three sectors, was decided
by majority vote at an ejidal general assembly in 1989/90. Residents from the
three villages (ejidatarios and comuneros) voted — each family had one vote.
At that time, the traditional leadership was still in charge. (See Chapter 6.)
When this decision was taken the people of La Vega at first became very
irritated ('ellos se enojön mucho'), but they accepted the majority decision.
This final solution, however, brought with it practical problems of finding
enough space for communal areas in the new village, which became another
point for lengthy negotiations.

Another aspect that irritated the peasants was the fact that the negotiations
were obstructed by a lack of information from the CFE about the construction
plans for the new village. At a group discussion, a man claimed: "To us they
never presented a design plan considering all three communities and with all
services"213
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Figure 3. Bella Vista del Rio. Cover ofCFE pamphlet (CFE [n.d.Jc).
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The three villages merged into one large village where each village was
transformed into a sector. The sectors were separated from each other, by two
large streets. The main avenue, around which the three sectors clustered, was
21 meters wide and was later named Boulevard del Rio (River Boulevard).
The Rancho Nuevo sector was located at the entrance furthest west along the
road to Cadereyta. The Vista Hermosa sector climbed up the mountain Jesus
to the west. To the northeast, behind the other two sectors, was the La Vega
sector. But the peasants never used the cardinal points when indicating
locations. Instead, they used their traditional spatial concepts for orientation.
Thus, the Rancho Nuevo and La Vega sectors were located abajo (down)
while Vista Hermosa was arriba (up). (See Figure 3.)

Furthermore, each sector's houses was painted a different shade ofyellow.
The houses ofthe Rancho Nuevo sector were painted light yellow, of the Vista
Hermosa sector greenish-yellow, and of the La Vega sector a darker-yellow
tone. The women explained that the colors had been decided at an assembly,
because it looked nicer with one color per sector. Yellow is an interesting
color in Otomi mythology. Yellow together with green represents vegetation,
but yellow by itself is associated with the Devil (Galinier 1990:179).

The lay-out of the village continued to be a matter of conflict after the
resettlement. In 1997, the residents included water in their discussions, and
they claimed that arriba received more water than abajo. Consequently arriba
was considered a better place to live. In the valley it was the other way around,
i.e., to live close to the river {abajo) was better than to live further up the hill
slope {arriba). Hence, the cultural domains of arriba and abajo had shifted
meaning with the resettlement, although they were still associated with
closeness to and access to water.

The lay-out of the new village can be compared to the old symbolic
landscape. If we recall the symbolic landscape of the valley, represented by
the Devil's outstretched body, where each village was a part of his body (La
Vega the head, Vista Hermosa the stomach and Rancho Nuevo the feet), the
lay-out of the new village made the Devil squat in a fetal position.214 Was this
a coincidence caused by practical considerations such as the lack of space, or
did it have a deeper cultural meaning? I do not know, but I do not think it had
any cultural significance because the symbolic landscape of the Devil's body
was never mentioned in either the formal or the informal negotiations. Instead,
when I discussed this issue and drew a picture of the new village with the
squatting Devil connecting the three sectors, it caused only laughter and
triggered no serious discussion.

Negotiations Reflected in the Naming Process
The new village received the name Bella Vista del Rio (Beautiful View of the
River), but there was no view of the river from the semi-arid plateau. How can
we understand this choice of name when all other place names were deeply
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anchored in the natural landscape always indicating a social activity or a
natural characteristic? An answer might be found in the naming process.

In February 1993, eight months before the move, the three villages were
to each come up with a name for the new village that would be presented at
a general assembly and then voted upon. According to the usual procedure,
each village had a meeting where they came up with a common suggestion.
I attended the Rancho Nuevo meeting held on February 10, in the village
school. About one-hundred people attended the meeting. The leader of El
Comité was in charge.

Case Box: A Name for the New Village

The leader stood in front of us at the black board in the village school, while
the rest of El Comité and the ejidal authorities stood grouped behind him. He
opened the meeting with the words that they had important things to discuss
and wanted no children to disturb them. Some mothers left immediately. He
asked the people to present the name suggestions that they had thought of
since their last meeting. The first suggestion was Ciudad del Desertado (The
Deserted Town'). The leader said that this name was 'pejorative', and that
they had to think of a good name because they had to live with it for the rest
of their lives. He waited for a long time, but nobody said anything. A person
suggested Vista Hermosa, but the leader answered that it was impossible to
use an already registered name.

Finally, the following suggestions came up:

• La Ciudad El Paralso ('The Paradise Town'). The leader asked why? And
the person explained that that was the name of the cemetery in Mexico
City. People thought it was a great joke and laughed.

• Pueblo de la Ilusion ('Village of Illusion')
• Pueblo de los Rios ('Village of the Rivers')
• Pueblo del Desertado ('The Deserted Village')
• Pueblo de Salinas ('Village of Salinas'). This referred to the Mexican

president, Salinas.
• Mansiones del Rio ('Mansion of the River')
• Ciudad de Prominencia ('The Prominent Town')
• Ciudad Laguna Verde ('Town of the Green Lagoon')
• Ciudad Unidad ('The United Town'). The leader's suggestion and he

pointed out that this was a common way of naming places in the USA.
• Union del Rio ('Union of the River'). The leader's suggestion.
• Unidad del Rio ('Unity of the River')
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• Ciudad Larro ('Town of Larro'). Larro was a CFE engineer who had a

good reputation among the villagers. But the name was rejected, as Larro
was not a resident.

• Hombre del Rio ('Man of the River'). This last suggestion came from a
man. The people started to laugh and said that they were not people of the
river.

Sometimes the leader turned to the other members of El Comité and asked
them what they thought about these suggestions. Throughout the process, the
leader was diplomatic and commented on the suggestions with the phrase,
'this makes sense' (tiene razon). Only men suggested names, although maybe
half of the present people were women.

When it was time to vote the leader asked the people not to vote more than
once. Some of the above suggestions were excluded: Deserted Town, Village
of the Rivers, Union of the River and Man of the River. The three suggestions
that received most votes were:

Mansiones del Rio 33 votes, Union del Rio 14 and Unidad del Rio 35
votes. The latter was thus the winning suggestion. People commented upon it
and said: 'Vista Hermosa does not want to unite with us'. The leader

answered, "We have to unite in the future", and then concluded with a small
speech. It was also decided that the Rancho Nuevo sector would take the name
Mansiones del Rio after the move.

We continued with street names. El Comité had made a list of 18 suggested
names including the names of animals, plants, heroes, countries, Lucha
Sociales (political slogans), lakes, flowers, fruits, presidents, states of Mexico,
rivers in Mexico, cities in Mexico, biblical names, professions, international
cities, national celebration days, cacti. Some of those (for example, fruits,
animals and professions), amused the participants, and they turned to me and
smiled at the idea of 'Anthropologist Street'. At the voting, the women voted
for 'Flower' names and the men for 'Mexican State' names. Flower names

won with 41 votes to 28. But now the leader explained that if Vista Hermosa
had also chosen Flower names, Rancho Nuevo would take the State names.

The name of the main street was only briefly mentioned and then we turned
to other issues on the agenda.

As can be seen from the names they suggested, there can be little doubt that
the residents of Rancho Nuevo rejected the resettlement and the new town
with all their hearts. The names tell us that they felt betrayed and victimized
but realized that they were caught up in an irreversible process. Moreover, the
river, the heart of the culture (see Chapter 4), was constantly suggested in the
names, and their ambivalent relationship to the neighboring village Vista
Hermosa was revealed ('they do not want to unite with us'), while La Vega
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was not mentioned throughout the entire meeting. And finally, Rancho Nuevo,
the 'political village', changed names once again, as they had done in the past,
when political circumstances demanded it.

On February 14, 1993, the ejidal general assembly was held where they
discussed, among other things, the name for the new village. At this meeting,
José Hitler, the municipal president from Cadereyta was present.

La Vega suggested the name 'El Nuevo Poblado Vista Hermosa' ('The
New Village Vista Hermosa'). Rancho Nuevo suggested ' Unidad del Rio''
('Unity of the River'), while Vista Hermosa refused to present their suggestion
in public. The municipal president, Hitler, said that the name was important
and that it was not necessary to change the name completely. He ended with
the words that the name is part of the identity. The assembly could not come
to any conclusion and it was decided to take the name issue to the municipal
office the next week. I later heard that the name suggested by Vista Hermosa
was ' Unidad de Vista Hermosa' ('Unity ofVista Hermosa'). On this occasion
some residents from La Vega commented upon Rancho Nuevo's suggestion
and ridiculed the river name and said — 'For sure there is no river up there'.

The new village received a completely new name, however. I asked about
its origin (in 1994) and was told that a civil servant in Cadereyta had invented
it. But in 1997, the residents claimed that the name, Bella Vista del Rio, had
been accepted at an ejidal assembly and consisted of the combination of all
three village names, _La Vega + Vista Hermosa + Rancho Nuevo + river.
(Their explanation of the components of the new name must be seen from a
symbolic perspective.) They emphasized that the name was a mnemonic
device. As in the case of the La Vega (see Chapter 3), the confusion about
how the new village got its name may be a fabrication. In any case, few people
used the name. They simple called their new village 'El Nuevo Poblado' (the
new village). This was also the name that was used in Cadereyta.

Since 'river' popped up over and over again in the names, it does not seem
far-fetched to claim that it had a particular cultural meaning. Naming the new
settlement was perhaps a way of transforming the river into another cultural
domain, into the domain of language — a cognitive domain — the only thing
left more or less intact. Consequently, naming was a strategy aimed at
reconstructing and upholding a socio-cultural continuity. People brought with
them the mindscape of the valley, loaded with emotion, and transformed it into
names. This may also have been the beginning of a process of enculturation
into the new life in the new village, as Gaffin argues:

Placenames are mnemonics of social knowledge. They bring social history to the
present and help to understand and preserve relationships. They are fora around
which to gossip and story tell and maintain social control. Meaning and social
structure converge in the named partitions of the landscape (Gaffin 1993 :62).
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Bock also emphasizes that the learning of names is an important part of the
socialization process. He writes:

In learning the place names used by members of his society, an individual also
learns how to get around in his environment. This includes both what is usually
called spatial orientation (knowing where you are) and also the plans associated
with different parts of that environment — what kinds of behavior are appropriate
to socially recognized places. The system of place names enables the members of
a group to communicate shared beliefs and expectations about their geographic
setting and to imbue the landscape with social meaning (Bock 1969:163).

The naming of the village and the main street retaining the concept of 'river'
thus had a two-fold purpose: to remember the past, and to fill the empty
village with meaning so that people could orient themselves in space and
behave appropriately.

The House

7 don 7 want to trade my life down therefor a house ofgold'.
Maria Dolores, Rancho Nuevo, 1997215

The CFE and the peasants focused on the architecture and design of the new
houses. The result was a house that few were comfortable with. The new 'ele¬

gant' house (the peasants used the word "elegante "), could never compensate
for the loss of the aesthetic experience of the natural landscape in the valley.
Moreover, the new houses had lost the functionality that Gudeman and Rivera
identify, claiming: "All material practices are organized through the house,
and the lexicon for them comes from the vocabulary for the physical dwelling:
the house as shelter is a metaphor for the house as economy" (1990:2).

The Old House: a short description ofvariety andfunctionality
In the valley, there were two types ofhouses: casa de milpera (farmhouse) and
la casa propia (one's own house/the house proper), alternatively called la
casa principal (the principal house). The farmhouse was usually a small,
simple hut constructed of organic material and located in the field (milpa). It
was used as a place to stay during the busy days of harvesting and sowing the
fields. In some cases, the farmhouse functioned as the principal house because
people ended up living there permanently.

The principal house was always located inside the village, and the old
villages consisted of a conglomerate of 'principal houses' of different styles
and materials. There were houses made out of cement block, adobe and stones,
as well as houses made out of organic materials, locally called basurita. The
majority of the houses were made of gray cement blocks. The house was
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Figure 4. Traditional House. Illustration by Jonatan Alvarsson. Source: Field data.

rectangular with one door and no or several windows, a concrete floor and a
flat roof of asbestos corrugated metal sheets. House size differed depending
on the economic resources of their owners. It could have anything from a
single room to several rooms (one room was approximately 3,5 x 3,5 meters).
The adobe houses had narrow openings in the walls that functioned as
windows and for ventilation, dirt floor and a roofofjunquillo (Dasylirion sp.)
or plates of asbestos metal sheets. The very few stone houses with roofs of
maguey (Agave cantala) were typically Otomi in style, identical with the
houses from Valle del Mezquital presented by Carrasco (1969). The traditional
house of the valley was the basurita ('trash') house. It was made from organic
material: pabellön (Fouquieria spendens), carrizo (reed, Phragmites sp.),
tixtha/tuxtha (unidentified) and achon (cactus, unidentified).216 A basurita
house for a family consisted of at least two huts — a sleeping hut and a
kitchen hut. The basurita house was associated with poverty. When the men
began to migrate to USA regularly in the 1970s, people began to build houses
of concrete blocks. Each house had a garden, which I will discuss in detail in
the section on the economic production of the house.
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A building permit from the ejidal authority was required ifa person wanted
to build a new house. Nobody could recall that anybody eligible to build a
house had been refused permission. Single men were eligible, but not single
women (with or without children). But women had learned to circumvent this
norm by letting their mother (if she was an ejidatario with land) apply to build
a house, which she then let the daughter (with her children) live in. A
concrete-block house was always built with the help of brothers and fathers,
while a woman alone could build a house ofbasurita. The basurita house did
not require any cash for material or maintenance since the building material
was easy to gather in the mountains and carry home. Houses were always
located on non-cultivated, low-quality land.

The peasant women described the old house regardless of type as
"functional". Every single space had a function. A family-house compound
consisted of one or several buildings that were separate from each other:
kitchen hut and dormitories and bodega. Connected to the kitchen hut, or as
an extension of the dormitory, was a patio (ramada) with a roof of green
plants and flowers. The ramada was the place for both work and socializing.
Bathrooms were installed in the wealthiest houses, but people also defecated
in the open. (Cf. CFE August 1992.)

A house was divided into socio-spatial units and access to them was
determined by a visitor's socio-spatial closeness to the owner. The visiting
rules demanded, as a sign of courtesy and respect for the resident, that the
visitor call out from the street, wait for an answer and then enter the yard.
When a visitor came to a house he/she was first invited to the ramada, and
asked to sit down and have a soft drink. A visitor was only invited into the
living room (sala-comedor) or into the kitchen much later. The most private
room was the bedroom.

There were no obviously gender-specific spaces in the house, except
perhaps for the hearth, that the men built, the women worked at, but both
genders socialized around. There was no clear division between inside and
outside. Many household activities were performed in the ramada, and people
also slept there during the hot summer. The yard was divided into spatial units,
each with a designated function — a pit for trash (as far as possible from the
house), a garden, an open fire (three stones) for cooking in the yard, a corral
for livestock, a place for washing, and if the house had no toilet, there was a
place for relieving oneself, behind, for example, the house or some shrubs or
prickly pears. Three places in the house and the yard were the most important
for socializing: the ramada, the kitchen hut and the hearth.

The old house was flexible and changed with the demands of the family.
A wall could be moved, a hole made for a new window, or a room added. The
majority of the houses lacked doors between the rooms. Instead each room,
including the toilet, was separated from the next by a blanket or the doorway
was bare.
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The houses in the old villages were not separated from each by with high
walls, although they were protected from people's sight by thick vegetation.
The distance between the houses varied from a few meters to some two

hundred meters. But the house was almost always situated within hearing
distance of the neighbor's house, and even if the house could not been seen,
one could hear voices and music. To be able to hear one's neighbors gave a
feeling of security. At the same time, one's private life was protected from
visual observation. In the old villages, houses of any type was almost
invisible, because they were covered with flowers and plants, as if they were
organic and belonged to the natural landscape. An outsider could even have
difficulty spotting the houses.

Among the three villages there were no significant differences as regards
the types of houses. Moreover, social stratification was not obviously recog¬
nizable in the houses. For example, living in a basurita house that peasants
associated with poverty when they spoke to outsiders, did not necessarily
entail real poverty. Some of the wealthier families preferred to live in these
traditional houses, because they were extremely functional and cheap to
maintain. A friend of mine claimed that she felt safer in a basurita house than
in the blockhouse and preferred staying there, especially during stormy nights.

Case Box: Working with Our Hands

In December 1993, Rosalina and I hitch-hiked down to the reservoir. When
we came to the edge of the plateau and looked down upon the white ruins of
the houses against the green-blue water of the reservoir that was once a green
valley, we felt confused. La Vega and Vista Hermosa, that were located
further down in the valley were almost invisible, while half of Rancho Nuevo,
the upper part, was still above the water level. The houses were in ruins —

broken walls, no roofs, empty windows and doorways. Hungry dogs lay
outside on the porches waiting for their masters to come back. They had been
left behind as no dogs were allowed in the new village. Everything was
covered with gray dust. It was a scene of destruction.

Rosalina and I sat down and rested outside the ruins of her uncle's house.
She sadly began to talk about the houses. She said that for the CFE
resettlement team the houses meant nothing. For them it was only a question
of packing and leaving. Quickly and efficiently. What they did not understand
was that the owner had invested not only work and money into these
buildings, but emotions and memories of a life in the valley. She said over and
over again, "We have worked with our hands". She tried to explain that the
addition of a new room, made out of brick, demanded an incredible amount
of work, sacrifice and cooperation. She ended with a statement that the family
was connected to the house and to the land through the labor that they had
carried out with their own hands.
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The New House: homogeneity and modernity
Carsten writes that "...the community is in one sense modeled on the house,
and we can see a continuity between the house, the compound and the wider
community" (1995:120-121). In the Zimapån case the community had never
had the time to become modeled on the house. This was the case because the
new house was an artificial construction based on the experts' and the peas¬
ants' ideas about 'development' and 'progress'. Four months after resettle¬
ment, many people told me that their house did not feel like their house, and
when they said 'mi casa' ('my house') they always meant the house in the
valley. Three years after the resettlement, in the spring of 1997, they still did
not refer to the new house as 'mi casa'. The women told me that their
children, for a long time after the resettlement, asked them over and over again
if they could not return to their 'own' {la casa propia) house in the valley.

Three House Options
The peasants initially suggested that they should build their own houses, and
that the CFE should supply them with the construction materials and pay local
specialists. But the peasants chose a type of house that, according to Guggen¬
heim, was too difficult for them to build, and they would have needed a
master-carpenter to train them. The CFE proposed to El Comité that they hire
a professional architect who would be paid by the CFE and who would
provide independent quality control (Guggenheim 1993:222-223).

In April 1990, the CFE architect presented three different house types for
the peasants: A, B, C.217 The main difference between models A and B was the
location of the bathroom and the toilet. Models and scales were displayed in
the CFE camp of Rancho Nuevo, and each individual family was invited to
come, look and choose for themselves. But after this individual choice, the
villages decided as communities (at a general assembly) that each village-
section in the new village would have a particular kind of house. However,
only A- and B-types were available (the C-type was only for the largest
families)218 and the result was that Rancho Nuevo selected house type B and
Vista Hermosa and La Vega house type A. The individual families who had
chosen the 'wrong' house type in the first round had to subordinate themselves
to the village choice. In the formal negotiations between the CFE and El
Comité, the latter accepted the model houses in the beginning of 1991 and
informed the families (Nahmad and Mej fa 1994:20).

Case Box: Bathroom Concerns

In December 1992, my landlord gave me a tour of the houses in the new
village. He explained that the difference between A- and B-model houses was
mainly the location of the bathroom. He demonstrated this graphically, and we
walked through and opened and closed three doors in the A-model to reach the
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toilet, since it was located outside the house 'proper'. Finally when we were
inside, with the door closed, he laughed and pointed out that he personally
found this very impractical during stomach problems, cold weather, at night
with no electricity, or when the housekeeper grew old. He therefore had made
sure that his family had the sanitary facilities inside the modem house.

In December 1993, the CFE architect was dismissed (with several other
CFE staff). He had been part of the project since the beginning. My landlord
explained that the architect had had no positive 'attitude' towards the
villagers.

Restitution, Indemnification, Eligibility
In 1989, the CFE offered to indemnify (cash compensate) or to restitute the
houses in the valley. The majority of the residents voted for indemnification,
but when the leaders and a handful of residents wanted restitution instead,
people changed their minds. The residents soon realized that in monetary
terms their houses had a low value. This decision process took two weeks. The
inventories of the old houses were compensated in cash in August-September
1990. A second cash payment for houses and grounds was made during the
first part of 1991. Additionally the owners received cash for stone walls, gates
and trees in the garden. The payments for the houses varied between US
$2,500 to US $125,000 (Nahmad & Mejfa 1994:17).219

The house negotiations were preceded by a CFE survey of the houses. I list
the tables of information produced by the CFE as an illustration of their social
methods.

The tables covered the number of kitchens, bathrooms, bedrooms (Table 2); year
of construction (Table 5); form ofconstruction divided into self-made, purchased,
existing, payment (Table 6); the construction material of houses (divided into 12
different categories of material) (Table 8);220 construction material for the kitchen
huts (Table 8); type of kitchen floor divided into the same 12 categories (Table 8);
type of walls in the living-room (Table 8); type of ceiling in living-room (Table
8);221 type of floor in the living-room (Table 9); type of walls in the bathroom
(Table 10); type of roof in the bathroom (Table 10); type of floor in the bathroom
(Table 10); type of walls in the bedroom (Table 11); type of floor in the bedroom
(Table 11); type of walls in other constructions than previous mentioned (Table
12); type of roof in other constructions (Table 12); type of floor in other
constructions (Table 12); number of houses with access to water, septic tank and
electricity divided into outside, inside or communal tap (Tables 14 and 15);
number of houses divided into rented, private, or as loans (Table 16); and number
of houses with backyards (solar) (Table 18). The tables also included columns for
'no answer' and 'don't know' (CFE July 1989b).

The house survey was included in a larger CFE study consisting of more than
100 tables covering all kinds of features of life in the valley (CFE July
1989b).222 The CFE's intentions were, I think, to be as just and fair as possible
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towards the individual house owners. For the residents and the CFE social
staff, however, this was a painstaking procedure and I think the investigation
was not worth the effort, as it produced little information of relevance for the
resettlement from the perspective of the house as a metaphor for economy.223
Instead, the survey may be considered a part of the dismantling and objectifi-
cation of the resettled society, and it thus fueled the distrust between the
parties.

In total, the number of restituted houses was 401, and the number of
indemnified houses was 14. All of the indemnified houses were rebuilt in the
new village. The majority of those families that chose cash compensation were
among the poorer families in the village. Of these indemnified houses, only
four belonged to well-off families, and ten belonged to poorer ones.

Table 18. Houses Restituted and Indemnified
Rancho
Nuevo

Vista
Hermosa

La Vega Mesa de
Leön

Total

Restitution 222 102 75 2 401

Indemnified 13 0 1 0 14

Source: CFE Information Estadistica. March 1993.

Everybody who belonged to the Ejido Vista Hermosa and whose property was
affected by the dam was eligible for a house and plot in the new village. This
also included people of the ejido who lived permanently in Mexico City.
When they returned to claim a house site, the permanent residents objected,
because of the lack of space in the new village. The permanent residents
argued that they needed the space for their children. In most cases, however,
they could do nothing but fulfill the requests of the returnees because they
were in accordance with the ejido laws.

The CFE claimed that even the smallest house (basurita or other) had been
restituted by a modern house with a bedroom, a living room and a kitchen.
The peasants, however, claimed that several people had not been restituted
properly, even though they owned houses in the valley. In some of these cases,
the houses were indemnified instead as they had been built after the deadline
for the restitution for houses. The peasants' representatives, El Comité,
determined the size of the house and the owners right to restitution or
indemnification. As discussed in Chapter 6, El Comité visited the houses in the
old villages, counted the number of rooms, and decided the size of the new
house. This led to feelings of dependency on the part of the residents.

Out of the total sum of 401 restituted houses, 52 were female-headed
households. All of the female-headed hoseholds chose restitution. In Rancho

Nuevo, 26 houses were owned by women. Of these 26 houses, 12 were
formally recognized as ejidatarias and received plots of900 m2. The other 14
received plots of 600 m2. (One woman seems to have chosen indemnification,
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but she is not included in this list.) In sector Vista Hermosa 18 houses headed
by women were restituted. No one chose indemnification. Of these 18 houses,
12 were formally recognized as ejidatarias and received plots of 900 m2. The
remaining six received plots of 600 m2. In La Vega sector, eight houses
headed by women were restituted. As in the case of Vista Hermosa, no one
chose indemnification. Of these 8 houses, 7 were formally recognized as

ejidatarias and received a plot of 900 m2, and one received a plot of 600 m2.

Table 19. Restitution for Female-headed Households
Ejidataria Landless Indemnification Total

Rancho Nuevo 12 14 0 26

Vista Hermosa 12 6 0 18

La Vega 7 1 0 8

Source: Field data.

These women, who were formally recognized as landowners and house
owners were the lucky ones; other women were less fortunate. Women
became extremely vulnerable with the resettlement. (See the cases below.)

Case Box: The Garage Woman

In the new village a woman with her two small children (ages 3 and 5) lived
in the garage of my host family in the section of Rancho Nuevo. In the old
village, she had lived with her late husband's parents. She had the right to a
restituted house and compensation for land and transport, but the ejidal
president had taken the check that belonged to her and had given it to her
husband's brothers, according to several women in Rancho Nuevo.

Her late husband's parents did not help her. Instead, her father-in-law
locked his new house and moved, with his 'parallel' woman (in the villages
it was rather common that a man had more than one woman with whom he
had a family) to the farmhouse on the plateau, while her mother-in-law, who
had her own house, because she and her husband had separated, closed herself
up in her new house and refused to deal with the matter. The garage-woman
was not supported by her late husband's family, because she had been
involved with another man after his death.

The day of the move her son came to my host and asked him if they could
live in the garage. The boy, who was 5 years old, had explained: "Uncle
Carlos, we don't have a house. Could you lend us your garage, because we
have nowhere to go". Armando let her live there without paying rent. She had
no regular income. In the new village, she had a lover, who visited her
regularly and gave her some money. She also ran errands for my hostess, for
example, she fetched the tortilla dough in the morning. The children always
seemed to be hungry, dirty and suffering from a cold.
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On my return in 1997,1 heard that she had received some of the money that
belonged to her, and that she had been able to build a small concrete-block
house. But she could not afford a garden (and the necessary soil) so the
ground was empty and unprotected. I saw her lover's car parked there
sometimes, while her children sat outside the house in the burning sun.

In the village the 4garage-woman' was regarded to be "una tonta" (a stupid
person). The other women said that if she had spoken up at an ejidal assembly,
had explained the situation, people would have helped her. The other women
claimed that she was the only woman, who had been treated like this.

Case Box: No Money to a Woman

Because the men migrated to the United States in cycles, the majority of the
women were alone for long periods. Mari-Bell had been alone for longer
periods than many other women. She had built a traditional basurita house for
herself and her children, without the help of her husband. The house was
restituted with a new house and compensation was paid for its inventory. But
her husband came back and claimed the money, even though he had
contributed neither money nor work to the house. She was furious, but could
not do anything, since the house was formally registered in his name. He took
the money, drank, gambled and went to prostitutes. She continued to support
herself and the children with odd jobs in the valley. Her husband regularly
came home and threatened to kill her with a knife or a pistol and her eldest son
had sworn to kill his father. After the move to the new village, she stayed for
long periods in Mexico City with relatives.

Case Box: The Young Widow

In September 1993, a drunken man shot a young man from La Vega to death.
The young man, who had been shot, was very popular in all three villages,
because of his 'personal qualities'. At his funeral, several hundred people
participated. There were so many people that when the first truck had reached
the new cemetery on the plateau, the last one was still climbing the dirt road
from the valley. The families in the village, according to custom, collected
some money and gave it to the widow. Eight days after the funeral, she gave
birth to their first child. The young mother returned to her own family in
another state for a while. When she returned, the brothers of her late husband
had taken all her belongings from the house in La Vega and had transported
it to the new house. They had, however, not brought the items to her house,
but to her parents-in-law's house. The young widow moved into an empty
house and her late husband's family did not talk to her, or support her
economically. They maltreated her and nobody from the authorities helped.
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Not even the delegado, whose job it should be, said the woman, who told me
this story. She added angrily, "Women have no rights in this village".

In 1997, the women and I discussed how they could have been involved in the
negotiations. All of them claimed that in a male-dominated culture such as
theirs, guided by the principle of 'asking permission', the only possible way
was to speak individually with the woman in each single house since the
formal channels were closed to female intervention. Under no circumstances,
would the men have let a woman participate in the negotiations. If the CFE
had insisted, the village men would have refused anyhow. The women also
claimed that a single woman could not have been a member of El Comité
because she would have been suspected (by both sexes) of sleeping with the
men. Furthermore, a married woman's husband would have been ridiculed and
asked to get his woman 'out of there'. They all agreed that the houses and
many other things would have looked different if women had been part of the
negotiations, because they were the experts on the house economy.

The Elegant House
The most striking feature of the new house type was its urban style with bricks
and arches. A woman, who had lived for long periods in the United States,
said that the house is like an American suburban house. The new house

represented an urban enclave in the surrounding rural environment. Somehow,
it was totally disassociated from the natural landscape. The feeling of
estrangement was reinforced by the fact that the residents referred to each
other by their house numbers. Inside the houses there were large socio¬
economic differences. Some houses were almost empty, while others were
furnished with urban style furniture (sofa, cabinet, TV, video, dining table).

Before the resettlement, a standard comment about the new house type was
'a house is nothing worth without food' (una casa no vale nada sin comida).
One of the resettlement experts, William Partridge, assigned by the World
Bank, recorded another version -"we cannot eat the walls of the new houses"
(World Bank 1993:no pagination). The peasants were suspicious of the new
house before it was even completed, but so were the local CFE staff, the
World Bank and the INI monitoring team. The CFE local staff repeatedly
claimed that the peasants would live in a castle, but, except for their leaders,
they would be unable to afford it. In their chronological report the World Bank
team wrote that:

Excessive demands concerning details of the house and the community buildings.
The rural town turns into a highly urbanized city, but without a solid economic
infrastructure to sustain itself. The members of El Comité become transporters of
construction materials and water for the construction work, which implies new
economic power (Nahmad & Meji'a 1994:23).
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In the negotiations, as mentioned, there was a focus on the house as a physical
structure. But some parts of the construction were more complicated than
others and required renegotiation and rebuilding. These were: the hearth, the
roof and the doors. In the old house, the hearth was the focus of the
construction. A peasant said that they "built the house around the chimney".
Culturally, the hearth was a space associated with women's work, cooking and
socializing. The peasants also preferred food cooked over an open fire,
because of its taste. In the new house, the peasants insisted that the fogön
(hearth) was badly constructed and the smoke filled the house. The
construction companies regarded the claims as unjustified. Apart from any
possible construction faults, I believe that the hearth problems may have had
a cultural explanation tied to the cultural expression of the house as a
metaphor for the economy. The hearth in the new house was probably more
associated with expenses, as after resettlement the residents had to buy most
of their food and, after two years, also their firewood.224

The roof was the second issue and another source of much irritation
between the contractors and the peasants. In the first months of 1993, much
of the effort of the CFE's social team focused on improving communication
between the two. Initially, many peasants had chosen a flat, traditional roof for
the new house, but in December, 1992, they changed their minds and wanted
a sloping roof instead. Therefore, many houses had to be rebuilt, which caused
expensive delays in the construction schedule. It is difficult to understand this
change. A flat roof is more functional; crops can be stored there and corn can
be dried on top of it. A sloping roof can not be used for anything. The most
common explanation was that the sloping roof was good because it sometimes
rains heavily on the plateau.

The final example of the house features discussed was the solid doors that
the peasants had demanded for the new house. During the construction phase,
I was always shown the doors as an example of the new house's quality.
Simultaneously, when the house was criticized as non-functional, the doors
were mentioned as an example ofunnecessary luxury and the old leaders were
accused of making excessive demands. When the new house was ready, there
were many complaints about the front door (it would not shut tight, it could
not be locked, it was warped). The backdoor, on the other hand, might be
broken but nobody complained. Doors are connected to privacy and boundary
making. In the new village the residents locked themselves up in their new
houses, surrounded by fences, gates and solid doors. Inside the house, family
members began to sleep in separate beds in separate rooms behind closed
doors. The contrasts were striking as in the valley family member's of the
same sex always slept together. Pader (1993:126) refers to this as 'skinship'
— a word that I find suitable for the life lived in the valley.
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Figure 5. The New House. Illustration by Jonatan A Ivarsson. Source: Field data.
After two years, the houses of the different sectors had becoma somewhat
different. The houses in the La Vega resembled more the old traditional
houses in the valley, with a metate for grinding corn, and domestic animals
(hens, cats, and ducks) that wandered freely in and out of the house. On the
streets, there were donkeys and goats, which were prohibited in the new
village, but in the sector of La Vega nobody seemed to care. Rancho Nuevo
stuck to its urban style.

Functions ofthe House
Impoverishment (Cernea 1996a, 1996b) in its different faces plagued the
peasants in the new village. Some of the poverty was directly related to the
new house: not so much to the physical structure of the new house (although
it was more expensive than the old one), but to its 'conceptual structure'. In
a discussion about the new house, Maria Dolores caught the essence of the
matter when she said "it would not work with the new house" (no podria
trabajar con la nueva casa).
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Economic Capacity and Reproduction
The pre-displacement productive capacity of the household was almost
entirely based on the work of the women. It was primarily associated with the
gathering of food, care of domestic animals and gardening. The economic
contribution of the men was mainly the result of the cultivation of the land and
labor migration. Women, however, also did the farm work when the men were

gone.
The household economy consisted of a bricolage of activities: gardening,

livestock production, egg production and the gathering ofedible plants. In the
valley, adjacent to almost every house there was a garden, or at least access to
one. The villagers cultivated cauliflower, maize, lettuce, radish, watermelon,
melon, banana, green and red tomatoes, squash, chili, coriander, and many
other herbs and vegetables. Throughout the year vegetables, fruit and herbs
were available. In each yard, and in most non-cultivated places in the valley,
there were mezquital trees. These trees produced the efe fruit, a fruit that was
gathered and eaten in times of need.225 The mezquital tree also produced
firewood.

Almost every house had a flock of chickens that varied in size from a
handful of hens to several hundred. The women insisted that in the valley a
hen had laid one egg a day. This high rate of production was possible because
the women gathered verro, a wild plant that grew by the river and fed it to the
hens. The women claimed that verro stimulated egg production. Except when
it rained heavily, this plant did not grow on the plateau. An estimate of the egg
production results imply that an average of 5 hens per house gave 35 eggs per
week. Furthermore, a chicken was sometimes slaughtered for meat. (See
Appendix 11.)

Almost every house had some livestock production (see Appendix 12). The
women and the children were in charge of the goats. The women gathered
approximately 16 kg of ramas (boughs) as fodder for the animals daily
(estimated as enough to feed 6 to 7 goats).

The different species of edible wild plants, gathered throughout the year,
made up a large part of the staple diet. The women gathered daily such wild
vegetables as quelites, verdolagas and xichwau (watercress, Rorippa
nasturitium-aquaticum). Seasonal plants such as flores de sabina, the fruit
from the garambulla cactus, and the fruit from the bisnaga cactus were eaten
when available. Other food items that were regularly gathered were nopales
and xamues (a kind of insect from the mezquital tree). In addition, and perhaps
most importantly, the women gathered approximately 15 kg of firewood every
other day.

A group of informants concluded that on average they obtained food at
least 12 days a month by gathering and through the exchange of fruits and
vegetables. Thus, a family could be maintained by a combination of poultry
and small livestock production, house gardening, gathering ofwild foods and
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firewood, and cultivation of the land (discussed below). The only cash they
needed was for salt, rice and detergent, the women explained. The women
earned this money largely by engaging in business activities. For example,
they did laundry, cooked at private fiestas, sold snacks and soft drinks at
village fiestas, or fruit juice sticks outside the village schools, produced and
sold pulque, baked homemade bread (shirolas) and produced cheese from the
milk of their cows and goats. Moreover, families also practised crop sharing.
Within the extended family, they shared both the work and the crops. For
example, when one extended family harvested nuts from a tree that gave 70
kg nuts/year, each nuclear family received a share of some 20 kg. The women
stressed that they felt secure in the valley, because they knew that whenever
they needed to feed their children they could always gather, pick or exchange
food.

There is no doubt that the household economy was well functioning and
that it generated most of the resources the family needed. The women relied
on an array of resources and activities in their efforts to guarantee a steady
supply of food for their families. In the negotiations, however, this micro-
economy was never considered in detail (despite all the CFE surveys).

In the new village, the household economy was never fully reconstructed.
The house plot in the new village was useless for gardening without the
addition of fertile soil and only wealthier families could afford either to pay
for the transportation of soil from the riverbank or to buy soil in Hidalgo.
Several tons of soil were necessary to improve an average plot, as a soil depth
of 1 to VA meters was considered the minimum. One wealthy family in the
Rancho Nuevo sector had transported 120 truck loads of soil to the new house
plot and had created an orchard with 50 fruit trees. Between the trees, they
also grew vegetables. In 1997,1 estimated that 90 % of the houses in the new
village had a garden, but this could not compensate for the lost farmland in the
valley. The biggest problem, however, was water. The peasants could not
afford to irrigate properly since they were dependent on tap water. They were
caught in a difficult situation. They did not have any money to pay for the tap
water, and without water there could be no fruit or horticulture.

After resettlement, the house garden became the household's main
resource, and therefore it became a source ofconflict that reinforced the social
stratification of the families and of the village sectors. For example, in 1997,
the residents of the Rancho Nuevo sector accused the youth and children from
the La Vega sector of looting and vandalizing their gardens at night.

After resettlement the household economy was drastically transformed into
a market-oriented cash economy. People needed money for everything —

food, gas, water, electricity, garbage collection, streetlights and firewood.
They had had some of these costs, such as electricity, before, but electricity
had become more expensive because of increased indoor activities, for
example, watching TV for hours everyday. Furthermore, people claimed that
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the hens and the goats that they had brought with them to the new village had
died and that the new hens did not produce as many eggs since the special
plant that grew by the river no longer was available. Besides, there was the
cost of bying firewood, which could no longer be gathered.

A survey I carried out together with the women resulted in the following
estimate of monthly costs for a household in the new village. The first
example is based on a single-headed household consisting of a mother with
two children. The costs are estimated in May 1997. This household needed a
total of approximately US $100 per month.226 Their monthly costs were much
higher in the new village than in the valley. In the valley they obtained food
at least 12 days a month by gathering and trading.

The women estimated that there were around 100 to 150 female-headed
households in the new village. Some 40 to 50 women had rain-fed land on El
Plan.

The living costs for a family of five was estimated at NMP 1,500 (new
Mexican pesos) per month (approximately US $200). The women stressed that
the sums mentioned were the absolute minimum for a family. In this cal¬
culation there is no post for garbage collection or for communal village
expenses such as streetlights. Occasional extra costs, such as hiring a tractor
and driver for the sowing (NMP 700 for 3 hectares) are not included either.
The owners did not pay any rent for their houses.

The gathering ofwild plants and fruits was not possible to the same extent
as in the valley. Instead, the women of the new village took the day-long trip
by bus to La Concordia, the resettled village in Hidalgo, where they could
gather quelites (vegetables), verdulagas, onions, squash and garlic, on the
parcels of friends or family. The women also tried to compensate for the lost
resources of the valley, by picking nopales (cactus 'leaves') on the ejido land
surrounding the new village. As already mentioned, this activity increased the
pressure on the land.

Former business activities were either not profitable or not feasible. For
example, some women sold sweets in the new school, but they had to pay a
'fee' to the staff of the school, which reduced their profit. Doing laundry was
no longer profitable, because of the high cost of tap water. In Rancho Nuevo
the cheese business ceased to exist because there were no goats and women
said they lacked personal 'strength' (fuerza). There was also competition from
the women living in the surrounding ranches who wanted to sell their cheese
in the new village.

These examples indicate that the household economy was never
reconstructed at its former level and flexibility. The only option for the women
was work in the factory that in May 1997 had 150 women/girls employed,
earning NMP 250 per week (approximately US $33). Since there was a large
need for cash in the new village, this opened up a niche for professional
moneylenders. In the valley, there was little professional money lending. But
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in the new village, some peasants claimed, these activities had increased, and
the monthly interest rate was 6% in May 1997. Furthermore, friends and
families no longer lent each other money, as there was now no security on the
loan (for example, a future harvest or fruit crop, as there had been in the
valley). My female friends were upset by this and explained that even brothers
asked their sisters to pay back money in the new village, which had never been
the custom before.

House, Money and Social Stratification
In the new village, house-ownership was restructured in two ways. First, for
many of the houses the title was transferred to the youngest son, thus securing
his inheritance, according to existing heritance rules, while a daughter might
receive the casa de milpera on the plateau.227 Nevertheless, among the more
influential families, sometimes a second lot in the new village was reserved
for a daughter or another relative. A relatively large number of the new houses
were owned by young, single men. After the resettlement, they had left the
new village to work in the United States. Consequently, the houses were
locked up and the gardens were empty.

Second, land ownership (or lack thereof), determined the size of the new
house lot. Ejidatarios with land rights received 900 m2; comuneros
{ejidatarios without land rights) received 600 m2; and the next generation,
children of comuneros and ejidatarios, received 300 m2. The size of the lot
determined the size of their new garden. This gave a pattern of one group of
landowners, ejidatarios, with the largest house lots, while the comuneros were
divided in two groups: one group with plots of600 m2 and another group with
plots of 300 m2. The size of the plot was crucial for the economic reproduction
of the household. Many more wanted 900 m2 plots, but to be accepted as an
ejidatario, one also had to fulfill the ejidal obligations (cultivate the land,
participate in the assemblies, and pay land taxes). Some people were regarded
as unfit for this responsibility. The social stratification between the groups
increased. The ejidatarios felt that the cash compensation (estimated at around
3 million US dollars), which the ejido as a cooperative had received in
compensation for land taken for roads and as rent paid by the CFE for the land
their camps were built on, belonged only to those who held land rights. In the
words of my friend Antonia: "The money in the bank is only for the
ejidatarios — not for everybody no, no for the comuneros no".228 Other people
verified her statement.

Social stratification based on land, had always existed in the ejido (see
Chapters 3 and 6). But when the loss of land was compensated in cash, a new
social stratification emerged. People competed for the same resources. In some
cases a comunero economically surpassed an ejidatario. The comunero was
used to searching for possible sources of income, and the new roads to
regional centers opened up opportunities such as taxi driving, petty trade and
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the trucking business, while the old-fashioned ejidatario still focused on the
cultivation of farmland. Some original landowners, however, had invested
their compensation money and had kept their socioeconomic status. They had
also increased the gap between them and the comuneros, the smaller land¬
owners and those who had lost their cash compensation, in for example,
gambling and drinking. A few original landowners, who previously had had
high status, had actually lost it. One of them came from Rancho Nuevo. He
had had a large well-kept fruit orchard that he inherited from his father. Now,
he worked in the nearby factory as a security guard. The family had lost their
indemnification money for several different reasons; they had experienced
illness, they had had an accident with their new truck, and they lacked
insurance. In discussions with villagers about status differences, this man was
frequently brought up as an example, put in the words, "He is nobody today"
(No es nadie, ahora).

In 1997, Maria, said that the new village was 'divided' because nobody
knew for sure who had and who lacked money. My host, Armando, added that
money had destroyed the solidarity in the village. The social insecurity was
notably real; money was lent with caution since people could offer nothing as
security. Thus, the majority had become poorer and more dependent upon cash
incomes, and they competed over the same, shrinking resources, regardless of
their former socio-economic status. Only a few had managed, not only to
remain in power, but also to strengthen their economic, political and social
status.

House, Poverty, Prostitution and Church Aid
In 1997, some twenty women from all sectors prostituted themselves in the
new village. Their customers were mostly local men. Some were said to do it
'due to economic reasons' (por la necesidad economica), others because of
'the force of their nature' (la fuerza de su naturaleza). Both causes were
related to the absence of men, who to a higher degree than before migrated to
the United States. Since the 1970s, the men had regularly migrated, but for
shorter periods. After resettlement, and because of increasing difficulties to
enter and leave the United States, they stayed away for years instead of
months. The women said about the men and the new village, that "this is not
their way of life". The new village was known as the "women's village",
which was readily seen at a funeral in May 1997 when young girls drove the
trucks loaded with people to the cemetery (driving was usually a man's job).

In 1997, there were signs of incipient poverty in the new village. My
informants told me that two elderly women in the La Vega sector could no
longer afford electricity. Thus, their electricity was cut off and they sat in
darkness. At this time, the Adventist church started giving economic aid to
people in need. In May, they distributed 20 packages with basic food items
and detergent each week. No money was given because, as my friend Lilia,
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who was active in the aid program, explained, money went to pulque instead
of food. Downing, one of the World Bank experts assigned to this project
estimated during his final field trip in 1994 that 25% of the population was
impoverished (personal communication).

Socio-cultural Reproduction ofthe House

I have sold my horses. There is no spacefor them in the new village and there is
nowhere I can gofor a ride. I am always inside the house.

Elderly, peasant man, Rancho Nuevo

In March 1994, more than 20 families had moved to their houses (casas de
milpera) on the plateau, El Plan.

Carsten writes, "Houses thus become the vehicles of acquiring and
perpetuating social distinctions", and, further, that "Houses also endure over
time and provide fixed points of reference for people" (1996:374). Along the
same line of thought, Waterson reasons that:

We are here confronted with the irony that actual houses may appear very flimsy,
utilitarian structures — a feature which Errington (1989) also notes of the
Buginese. These examples might be taken to illustrate one end of a continuum of
'house societies', where the 'house' appears at its most abstract and metaphorical.
What is illuminated is, in the first case, a sense of location, and in the second, the
articulation of social relationships" (Waterson 1995:50).

What happens when resettlement causes the "fixed points", including "social
relationships", to become submerged under water and therefore deconstructed?

The women described their houses in the valley as "functional". Conse¬
quently they were "utilitarian structures". But the women also recognized that
not even this functionality was properly considered in the negotiations.
Furthermore, to use the Waterson's words, the houses represented a sense of
location and articulated social relationships. These aspects were in fact
considered in the negotiations; the CFE's original plan had been to move each
of the villages as a single unit, retaining the original lay-out of each village.
The peasants rearranged this plan. (See next section.) I argue that the focus on
the physical structure (almost endemic in resettlement) was caused by the lack
of a cultural analysis of the house as a metaphor for the economy, compound¬
ed by time pressures, development ideology and the lack of women in the
negotiations.

After resettlement, people moved to a totally different house. I find it
compelling to consider the possible implications for resettlement planning of
Carsten and Hugh-Jones argument:
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The house is an extension of the person; like an extra skin, carapace or second
layer of clothes, it serves as much to reveal and display as it does to hide and
protect. House, body and mind are in continuous interaction, the physical structure,
furnishing, social conventions and mental images of the house at once enabling,
molding, informing and constraining the activities and ideas which unfold within
its bounds. A ready-made environment fashioned by a previous generation and
lived in long before it becomes an object of thought, the house is a prime agent of
socialization (Carsten & Hugh-Jones 1995:2).

Altered Residential Map
Before and after resettlement, many residents claimed that they had no say in
choosing the site of their house in the new village. They claimed that El
Comité made this decision.229 Furthermore, people claimed that some people
were favored over others because El Comité placed the ones that they liked
'inside' the village, while others were put on the 'outside'. 'Outside' signified
the margins and 'inside' the center of the valley. There was a map in the early
negotiations in which each individual house had its designated place in the
new village. The basic plan had been to follow the old residential pattern as
much as possible in the new village. But individual changes in the assignments
of the lots were made on El Comité's request in February 1992, as recorded
in the minutes of the formal negotiations (Acta de Asamblea February 21,
1992). The CFE accepted the proposed changes immediately.230

In an attempt to chart the continuity, as well as the effects of the spatial
reorganization after the move, in 1994 I made a random selection of ten
houses and asked the residents if they lived in the same cluster of family and
neighbors as they had in the old village. (They defined 'neighbor' as some¬
body who lived next door). Of these ten, nine had a changed their residence
pattern and had new neighbors. Some of them said that they preferred the new
pattern, others felt lost and missed their former neighbors, from whom they
had been able to borrow things when they had no money.

In 1997, I asked my hostess to consider how 10 families (extended,
nuclear, and single-headed) had lived in the old village, and to compare their
situation then with their present life in the new village. In this sample, 4 no
longer lived near their former neighbors, 4 had the same neighbors and they
had stayed together, and 2 had made some modifications because of individual
preferences or family histories that determined the outcome. (See Appendix
13.) Although the sample is small, it indicates that there was a reorganization
in the residential pattern that was in some cases voluntary and in others
involuntary.231 Downing also noticed that a rearrangement of the spatial
pattern had taken place (1996a:40).232

Borders, Feelings ofDistance and Inactivity
Johnsson states, "A corresponding manifestation of the concept of space is
explicitly symbolized by the walls surrounding any family house or com-
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Photograph 4. Street in the New Village, 1994.

pound" (1986:65). In the new village, the residents built fences, walls, and
gates around their new houses and lots, as if they wanted to prevent passers-by
and neighbors from getting a view of the house and its social activities. In
some streets, a pedestrian could see only the straight concrete street, block
walls and iron gates. This view stood in total contrast to the old villages in the
valley, with their open lots, trees, and the movements and noise of people and
animals. In the new village, people said that they had to protect their gardens
from loose donkeys and dogs, and from strangers and looters. The latter two
were said to have "bad intensions" and to have come with the new road.
Because of the decision to prohibit domestic animals in the village few houses
had watchdogs.233 The cultural concept of space was transformed with
resettlement, but the reasons for this are less clear. Was this reorganization a
result of top-down plannung and manipulation? Or had the villagers been
dissatisfied with the old spatial order in the valley and therefore taken the
chance to change it as the Huicholes did in the Aguamilpa resettlement
project?234

The new village was designed as an urban, Western town with a typical
grid pattern, and the houses were built in rectangular blocks. Already in 1989-
90, when they discussed plans for the new village, the CFE had argued that the
grid pattern was necessary to be able to supply the village with modern
facilities. The peasants agreed and took the decision at a general assembly (the
exact date is unknown, but probably in 1989/90). As in any urban town, there
were few paths that connected the houses, because of the high walls that
surrounded the yards. In this way, the pattern of movement changed. Instead
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of walking on winding paths as they did in the valley, they walked on straight
streets in a grid pattern and referred to each other's houses by number.

In the spring of 1994, and again during my visit in 1997, many residents
claimed that they no longer visited friends and families to the same extent as
they had in the valley because of the distance between the houses. As the
physical distance was more or less the same (and even shorter between the
former villages), they must have perceived other types of change. I believe
that the perception of physical distance was related to the altered spatial
movements, to the grid pattern, to a changed temporal rhythm (they slept
much longer in the new village, and stayed inside watching TV), and to the
perception of the new 'concrete' landscape, so different from their old natural
and cultural landscape. Naturally, the first weeks after the resettlement were
the most difficult ones. People were lost, searched for their friends' and
families' houses, had difficulties finding their own house, and other problems
related to the new spatial order.

Case Box: The Lost Key

I came walking down the street in the new village, the first week of December
1993, a few days after the physical move, when I saw an old women trying to
get into her new house by climbing through the window. She was hanging
half-in and half-out, and suddenly she disappeared with a crash inside the
house. I ran towards the house, and jumped over the stone wall, prepared for
the worst. But the old woman's head popped up and she seemed to be all right.
When she saw me she was a little embarrassed and explained that she had
gone out to search for her family, and she had locked the door because of all
strangers in the village and the expected thefts. But when she wanted to return,
she couldn't find her house because they were all the same. When she had
finally found it she had forgotten where she had put the key, or maybe she had
lost it, she added. Luckily the window was open. With a deep sigh, she said
that in the old village it was never necessary to lock the door. And, she had not
found her family.

The new houses were built close to each other, and a neighbor could see what
the people next door were doing. In the valley, one could hear one's
neighbors, but not necessarily see them. During the construction phase, the
villagers noticed the spatial closeness of the houses, which was vividly
described as 'one would be able to see when the neighbors hit each other' (uno
podria ver cuando los vecinos se pegan).
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Case Box: To See When the Neighbors Hit Each Other

Before the resettlement, the CFE arranged a fiesta in the new village, because
they wanted the peasants to get to know their new village. A peasant woman
came and sat down beside me. I knew she didn't like me, so I was surprised.
She lived in the village Rancho Nuevo and belonged to a powerful Catholic
family who had moved from Vista Hermosa to Rancho Nuevo shortly after the
foundation of the ejido in the 1930s. It began to rain and we tried to fmd
protection by the house wall, covering our children and ourselves with the
traditional shawls. We greeted one another and she began to talk.

'The houses are nice but it will be a major (bastante) change", she said.
I nodded.
"The houses are so close. We are not used to living so close to our

neighbors. One can see when the neighbors hit each other. We do not want to
live so close to each other", she continued.

I said, "One will see what the neighbors eat".
She laughed, and agreed and said, "But we will become sick up here. The

children will suffer. And the old people. All of us".
'There is not much here to live off', I said.
"No, there is nothing. No flowers, no plants, no trees", she said.
This short conversation took place in February 1993, eight months before

the resettlement.

The residents soon suffered from inactivity because they spent most of their
days inside the house. All of the women I talked to claimed that they were
'bored' because they did not have enough work to do since the household and
the small garden did not keep them busy enough. In the valley, their days were
filled with outdoor activities: washing at the river — a very social activity;
gathering fodder and edible plants and firewood; or just being outside, for
example, sitting down by the river watching the sun set, or going for a horse¬
back ride. A woman, and single mother, Cenorina, explained that she hated to
go to bed at night because she was not tired. Her main work for the day was
to make tortillas in the morning, prepare lunch for the children, and then fetch
the youngest from the kindergarten at 11:30. In the afternoon and at night she
watched soap-operas, and she hated sitting in front of the TV, eating and
gaining weight. Another woman wanted to start working in the factory
because she was bored, but her husband forbade it and threatened to leave her.
Pulque production had been part of the ejido economic activities since the
1970s. As a development project, the CFE therefore suggested increasing the
production. In 1997, the peasants explained to me that some families had
followed this advice, but now the ejido had an overproduction, and the price
had dropped. The women stressed the social consequences; they claimed that,
because of their changed life style, there was an increase in the consumption
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ofpulque among the women in the new village, and that the children suffered.
Many men, especially among the elderly, former ejidatarios completes,

also showed signs of depression, symptoms that they related to inactivity.
Ricardo had gained weight and told me he had stomachache and problems
with his heart and his throat. I could see how he had aged in a few years. He
said: "I am always inside the house. I never go out. Where can I go?" Ricardo
and many others sadly told me that they were dreaming about the valley, and
that they felt such pain in doing so that they felt physically ill.

The temporal rhythm of the resettled society had been influenced by the
resettlement, and almost all day-time activities seemed to have been altered.
The nightly activities, however, had not changed. Everything was very
dramatic at night, especially after midnight. If somebody fell ill, the nurse was
awakened; if somebody needed medicine, the pharmacist was awakened; if
traditional medicine was required, the healer was awakened; if money had to
be borrowed, the lender was called upon; if something happened, for example,
a car accident, everybody was informed and one went from house to house
with the news; and finally, if something important had to be discussed, it was
dealt with at a nocturnal meeting. In the valley, the peasants had discussed the
most crucial issues of the negotiations during secret meetings at night.

Increased Evil Activities
The spatial closeness, the high walls that enclosed the house and its social
activities, the unequal distribution of money and inactivity, increased
accusations ofwitchcraft, ofthe evil eye and ofnanitas in the new village. The
new village was also said to have been located under an 'flight path' for
nanitas and witches on their way to the La Vondotta Mountain in Hidalgo. All
these evil attacks demanded ritual cleansing, and the female healer from Vista
Hermosa, who was so powerful that she was not allowed to live inside the new
village, performed most of them. She had been asked after the resettlement to
move out of the village and she had settled with her husband and children on
the Mesa de Leon in a house that faced the new village. At our meeting, she
emphasized that she performed many more cleansing rituals in the new village
than she had before. In 1994,1 saw that she had around twenty eggs yolks in
glasses of water awaiting traditional analysis.235 In 1997, she again confirmed
that people still came to her to discuss their concerns about witchcraft and
nanita activities in the new village and that the situation was more or less the
same. (I was able to note that she had earned enough money to rebuild her
house).

Accusations ofwitchcraft and nanita activities had always been present in
the valley, but now there was a discernable pattern that went hand in hand
with the phases of the resettlement. In the mid-1980s (1985-1986), when the
dam project was on its way to being officially presented to the peasants, was,
some women claimed, the point in time when the witches began to increase
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their activities in the valley. The next point in time was one year before the
move, when a case of severe witchcraft accusations began between two related
women. The accusations reached their peak in the new village the first months
after the move; the attacks were so severe that one of the women claimed she
could no longer walk because of severe pain in her back. The local authorities
were unable to deal with the case and turned to Cadereyta for help, a very rare
decision and always a last resort, and the municipal police had to intervene.
Furthermore, shortly after resettlement in 1994, a small child died from the
effects of evil eye. In April 1997, two more babies from the same family died,
because they had been exposed to nanitas. My friends discussed the destiny
of this family, and their interpretation was that the tragedies were due to the
fact that they had lost faith in the Virgin de Guadalupe (the patron saint of the
three villages).

In the new village, many residents had revived (or acquired) a belief in the
evil eye. My landlord emphasized that it was almost impossible to walk
through the village with a bag of meat because of the number of people with
the evil eye. When one arrived home the meat was rotten. A person who had
been exposed to the evil eye had to undergo a cleansing ritual. This could be
performed either at the healer's house or, if someone with the necessary

knowledge was available, at home. In this ritual (that once was performed on
me because I had been exposed to the evil eye), the ritual expert used the
marijuana plant. As it was not appropriate to display these kinds of skills in
the Adventist sector of Rancho Nuevo, the ritual was performed at a well-
hidden spot in the garden. After this ritual, I noticed that marijuana grew in the
majority of the gardens. This may have been an indication of the demand for
the plant in ritual cleansing rituals. There may, however, also be a natural
explanation for its presence. I asked the women, and they explained that
marijuana was not cultivated, but the seeds were found in the fertile soil they
took from the valley and transported to the new village.

In sum, my conclusion is that the resettled villagers underwent a massive
enculturation and socialization process in which they practically and
cognitively had to learn to master a new spatial and temporal order.

The Land

In this final section about the new village, I will present some aspects of the
negotiations about the land, because these were so tightly connected to the
new village's location and its lack of a functioning production base.236 To
decrease the risk of economic impoverishment after resettlement, the World
Bank and the CFE argued for a land-for-land solution in Zimapån. After
negotiations with the peasants, the CFE bought three replacement ranches.
Less than a year before the displacement, however, the peasants sold the land,
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forcing the CFE to make cash compensations and leaving them without a
production base.

Restoring the land: the process
The restitution for the farmland was a negotiation issue that was present
throughout the entire project. The peasants resumed the same arguments at
regular intervals at the assemblies and in the negotiations with the CFE. As
stated above, the negotiations began in 1987/88 between the traditional
leadership and the CFE. The peasants' first choice was to restitute the
inundated farmland in the valley with land on the plateau where some 90% of
the peasants had access to rain-fed land. Following regular procedures, the
CFE, in cooperation with a Mexican Agricultural University, investigated the
soil quality and came to the conclusion that the land was unsuitable for
irrigation, especially with the contaminated water from the reservoir. The
World Bank experts agreed with the CFE's conclusion. The peasants accepted
the result of the experts' soil investigations, but they were divided in their
opinion about the land. Some claimed nothing would grow on the plateau,
while others claimed the opposite. To see this as a simple confrontation
between local knowledge and expert knowledge is therefore not correct; the
issue was a much more complex. Spatial order may again have played a role
in the varying evaluations of the lands fertility; the plateau was divided in
sectors, as described earlier, each one having its own characteristics. 1 believe
that it was a mistake not to investigate these discrepancies in assessment ofthe
land, or the logic underlying them. An argument that turned up much later in
the negotiations was that the peasants would not accept the land on the plateau
as restitution land because it already belonged to them — the replacement land
suggested was located within the ejido.

In 1989, the CFE purchased four ranches: the HMG, the Arroyo Triste, the
Bellorin and the Guadalupe. (The Guadalupe lacked water and was later
eliminated). The CFE began to improve the ranches and started test
cultivation. The peasants were asked to participate in the improvement work
on the ranches. They refused, however, because they argued that participating
would imply that they had accepted the ranches.

The peasants never accepted the ranches, however, and they continued to
discuss alternatives as late as 1992. That year, at several ejidal assemblies, the
peasants brought up the land issue over and over again. As late as May 1992,
they discussed three alternatives to the ranches purchased by the CFE: 1/ to
search for (and buy) new farmland, 2/ to irrigate the plateau of Mesa de Leon,
and 3/ a life annuity (a regular payment to each individual landowner for the
rest ofhis/her life as compensation for the land). The peasants voted for to buy
new land with a two-thirds majority (over 100 votes). Less than 50 peasants
voted for Mesa de Leon suggestion, and the life annuity alternative received
a single vote. In this election, the choice of alternative seems to have been
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determined by membership in the different socio-economic groups. The five
groups that voted for the first alternative (to search for new farmland) were:
1/ ejidatarios who argued that the CFE had not fulfilled their promises to
improve the ranches; 2/ ejidatarios from Rancho Nuevo; 3/ ejidatarios from
La Vega with large landholdings in the valley, but small parcels on the
plateau; 4/ land owners who had received high cash payments in the
indemnification payment of 1990, who had small landholdings on the plateau
and access to transportation; and 5/ landowners with small parcels who would
be dependent on transportation. The socio-economic group that voted for the
second alternative (irrigation of the plateau) belonged to the group of
ejidatarios from La Vega and Vista Hermosa with small parcels in the valley,
and whose indemnification payments were low, but with large land holdings
on the plateau (1 ha and larger). This group assumed, as mentioned earlier,
that irrigation of the plateau would also benefit the landless people who could
support themselves by working on the land. The traditional leadership voted
for this alternative again, as they had already done in 1988.

One outcome of the May 1992 meeting was that El Comité investigated
another replacement ranch in the region. But time was running out and no real
alternative was presented. A second outcome was that the assembly reinforced
the factionalism and underlined the division between the villages, since the
members of the socio-economic group that had voted for irrigation on the
plateau did not accept the majority decision and began acting on their own
behalf.

Between May and June 1992, four meetings for negotiation about the land
took place between the peasants, the Querétaro government and the CFE. At
these meetings, El Comité clearly stated that they did not accept the ranches
purchased by the CFE, arguing that, although their traditional leadership had
signed the documents, the majority of the people had never accepted the
ranches. (See below for the peasants' version of acceptance.) The situation
degenerated and ended with the murder of the ex-president ejidal (see Chapter
6). In the summer of 1992, the ejidatarios seriously began to discuss the
alternative of indemnification for the farmland.237

'Objective' Documents ofAcceptance
The official document, dated October 29, 1989, declares that the ejidatarios
of Ejido Vista Hermosa accepted the purchase of the four ranches Arroyo
Triste, Rancho Guadalupe, El Bellorin, Rancho H.M.G. located in the
municipality of Ezequiel de Montes, as restitution for the inundated farmland
in the valley (Secretaria de la Reforma Agraria. Delegacion Queretaro, 1989
October). This document was signed by the agrarian deputy (delegado
agrario) of the state, the ejidal authorities of Ejido Vista Hermosa, the
municipal authorities of Cadereyta, the municipal president, a representative
ofthe governor, a representative ofCONAFRUT, a representative of the water
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commission, and others. This document was signed by the representatives in
the margins as a complement to the usual signing at the bottom of the
document. This is the custom in Mexico with very important documents.

The document states that the 129 ejidatarios present were asked "one by
one" to vote for or against the purchase. The result was that 106 voted in favor
of the purchase and 22 voted to be resettled in Mesa de Leon. In this document
there is no clear statement that they voted against the purchase. Furthermore,
the document states that the ejidatarios with small parcels of irrigated land in
the valley, petitioned for the use of the reservoir water for irrigation on the
plateau. And finally, it states that the peasants wanted three hectares of new
land for each hectare they had in the valley.

The Peasants' Version of the Acceptance
In 1997, the villagers of the Rancho Nuevo sector presented another version
of the purchase. I had discussed the subject of the purchase of the ranches on
several occasions, with many residents from all three villages, and they all
more or less agreed with the following version. But on this particular occasion,
they allowed me to record our conversation. We have to remember that I had
been there during the most intense period of negotiations, and I had been
advised not to ask any questions about the land restitution because it was such
an infected issue. Anyhow, the group I recorded consisted of a female, original
ejidataria, her son who had been a member of El Comité, and her grandson.
A landless woman in her forties, who had represented her husband (an
ejidatario) at the assembly in 1989, and a man in his mid-30s were also
present. In this interview people claimed that they were fooled into signing the
purchase document in 1989. On that occasion, they signed a document, but it
was presented as part of the traditional procedure of the ejidal assemblies
known as "firma de asistencid\ that is an attendance list. One of the women
present, who had attended the meeting, strongly claimed that she had signed
a white sheet of paper, not a document of purchase for the four ranches.238
When the ejidatarios heard that the land issue was settled, they asked the CFE,
at several assemblies, to show them the documents and to explain how the
signing had been done and on what occasion. According to the participants in
this interview discussion, the CFE never responded to this request, although
they insisted that the signed document existed.

Obviously, the fatal assembly of October 1989 was decisive for the rest of
the negotiations and established the distrust between the peasants and the CFE
that lasted for the entire project.

Rejection ofthe Land
The peasants rejected the ranches purchased by the CFE mainly for the
following reasons: lack ofwater, the distance (70 km) from the new village to
the land, concern about how to cooperate and structure the necessary social
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organization dealing with irrigation and transportation, and the suspicion that
the land was not of sufficiently high quality. Their distrust of the CFE was
also central to their decision. Regarding the lack of water, the peasants had
interviewed farm workers who claimed that the CFE had filled a well with
water before the peasants were allowed to visit the ranches. This led to an
investigation of the wells, and my main informant on this issue in Rancho
Nuevo claimed that the wells were too shallow and would be dry within a few
years. The ranches were purchased before the site of the new village had been
decided. The distance to the ranches demanded regular access to transportation
and favored the resource strong families. Although the peasants were used to
cooperating in the valley, many of them felt cooperation on the ranches would
be difficult. They discussed using a system of irrigation based on days, village
and parcels, such as they had had in the valley. But they hesitated, because
they felt that their individual freedom would be circumscribed. They made
comments like: "I would like to determine when I want to irrigate my field",
and "One cannot trust the person in charge of the irrigation, so one has to be
present and check that one's parcel is properly irrigated", and "I would like to
cultivate my farmland as I wish, regardless of the others". Finally, the peasants
claimed that the soil of the ranches was of inferior quality compared to that in
the valley. The CFE's guarantees that they had improved the soil were
dismissed.

The chronology of rejection was as follows. On January 21,1993 the ejidal
authorities, El Comité and the municipal authorities signed the document of
sale for the ranches, which entailed cash compensation for the inundated land
in the valley. The meeting took place in the new village. The ejidatarios gave
their formal approval on February 14, 1993. At this assembly, held in Vista
Hermosa, a new argument was raised in the negotiations. La Vega argued that
their land in the valley was of higher quality than the rest of the land and
demanded higher cash compensation. This was not approved.239 In this final
phase of the negotiations, the land that once united people, now drove them
apart.

Case Box: Broken Hearts on Saint Valentine's Day

On Saint Valentine's day, February 14, 1993, the ejidatarios of Ejido Vista
Hermosa sold their land, knowing that in a few months they would be without
a functioning production base. They had discussed the sale of the CFE
purchased ranches for almost a year at several ejidal assemblies, but when it
came time for the formal approval, people hesitated and objections were
heard. Suddenly, the large crowd of some 200 ejidatarios began to push closer
to the representatives, who sat in the center of the meeting and encircled them.
The representative of the national agricultural organization rose and shouted
aggressively with a edge of fear in his voice that all the documents were
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already signed and they could not change their minds at this late stage. He
asked how many were against the selling of the ranches, but not a voice or a
sound was heard from the people who just stood there with faces like stone.
And, as if on a given signal, the crowd released its grip on the leaders and
retreated. I thought I sensed the scent of fear under the characteristic smell of
warm human bodies. After this incident, the usual rhetoric of a formal meeting
took over and each ejidatario was called up and asked to approve the sale. A
drunken woman, however, continued to interrupt the meeting by shouting
incomprehensible words in the face of the leaders and of the representative of
the agricultural organization, who sometimes answered her, but most of the
time ignored her. Four hours later, the meeting was over and the land was
sold. Some people returned home, while others continued to the large fiesta
in Aljives celebration of Saint Valentine's day. Two women from Rancho
Nuevo commented upon this day and said that while some counted their
money, others were crying on the banks of the river.

On March 25, 1993, in the state capital, Querétaro, the CFE handed over the
check of NMP 6,170,000 (US $2,056,667) to El Comité. The handing over of
the check was preceded by rumors in the valley that President Salinas would
come and personally hand over the check to the ejidal president. On April 2,
1993, El Comité distributed the money to each individual ejidatario at a
general assembly, and some 215 ejidatarios received payments. The event
took place in the old village of Vista Hermosa. The individual amounts paid
out varied between NMP 1,700 and NMP 95,000.240

On this day, Rancho Nuevo village seemed to close down and tum
inwards. It was empty and quiet in the village. It was the only time during my
fieldwork that I was denied entrance to a house and asked to return another

day. A female friend said that some men drank out of pain for the lost land,
some out of fear for the future and some out of joy. I also talked to the local
CFE staff, who expressed their sadness over the peasants' decision and blamed
El Comité for the outcome. The World Bank was not informed at all about this
tum of events.

Finally, as discussed in Chapter 3, ejido land could not legally be sold or
rented. But the national agricultural reform of 1992 and the change in Article
27 made the sale of ejido land legal and cash payments to individual
ejidatarios legally possible.

With the payment for the land, the CFE argued that they had now fulfilled
their obligations as regarded economic restitution to the resettled peasants of
Ejido Vista Hermosa. But the peasants continued to work for irrigation on the
plateau and had developed detailed plans to carry out the project in 1994, six
months after the resettlement. The representative assigned by the World Bank
wrote in her final report (June 20, 1995) that:
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Ejidatarios that possess dry lands are desperate trying to find ground water sources
to irrigate the semiarid Tierras de Temporal and are still dreaming about using the
indemnification received for the irrigated lands, to develop an expensive and
environmentally non recommendable alternative of pumping water from the
reservoir (World Bank 1995:4).

In 1994, in an informal discussion about local participation, the local CFE
staffexplained that the irrigation project proposed by the peasants was nothing
more than "the kiss of death for Ejido Vista Hermosa".
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Chapter 8

Summary and Concluding Remarks
The year of '89
I begin to sing
[about] what no one
could imagine
Ballad ofthe Zimapån project

The resettlement, we became convinced, wasfor the best.
The president of the ejido (CFE n.d.[c]:14)242

In this work I have used the negotiations as a focal point to analyze the two
main actors' strategies, reasoning, behaviors, priorities, views of reality and
the conclusions that guided them in the negotiations. My attempts have been
to show how highly dynamic, multilayered and multifaceted the negotiating
process was during the implementation phase and how profound and extensive
the impacts were in the resettled peasant society. In addition, I have tried to
show that a powerful national institution, the CFE, was also changed in this
process. I demonstrate how it reorganized its internal organization, set aside
money and resources, and employed a new social team that worked hard to
break the pattern of negative results from prior resettlement projects. Despite
these efforts the Zimapån resettlement project was impaired by many of the
'classic' problems of resettlement.

My main conclusion is that the resettled peasants of Ejido Vista Hermosa
faced a shattering disarticulation of their society's socioeconomic, socio¬
political and socioreligious units — a disarticulation that changed the relation¬
ship between the units as well as the internal dynamics within each unit.
Furthermore, I conclude that the cultural change that the people were forced
to undergo disoriented them in time and space and made them vulnerable at
a time when they needed all the human, political, social, economic and
cultural resources that they could mobilize. This forced, rapid and probably
(only time will tell) irrevocable cultural and social change affected people's
sense of self, their identity, their daily routines and their involvement with the
natural landscape, in brief, their 'being-in-the-world'. In this process, they
were forced to observe, quantify and evaluate their own culture. Consequently,
they had to analyze their past and present way of life as well as provide a
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projection of how they would like to live in the future.
This could have been a chance to improve their lives. But because this was

a forced change with multiple components that had to be completed under
extreme time pressure, their visions and priorities never had time to mature.
Instead, the negotiations on the reestablishment of the community were guided
by the motto'the best of everything'. This materialistic understanding of
development, although not wrong per se, must be supplemented by the 'soft'
elements of culture. This development-focused approach failed to articulate
a new model of the society, a model that could have provided a system of
socially grounded solidarity and a cultural frame of sufficient scope to carry
them into their new life. The ultimate failure was that the CFE together with
the peasants failed to reestablish a functioning production base. This is one of
the most common problems in resettlement.

In Zimapån, the land issue resulted in a very complicated series of negoti¬
ations that involved not only the physical replacement of the land (land for
land), but also more subtle social and cultural aspects. I have argued that local
time and local space, and continuity as expressed in cultural experiences and
knowledge, ideas and human praxis are central to the restitution and the
reestablishment of communities. I believe that the aforementioned categories,
the 'soft' elements ofculture, nevertheless can be harder than cement, and that
failures to grasp their centrality are closely connected to the well-documented
difficulties to reestablish the socioeconomic and sociopolitical bases of
displaced societies. Culture creates meaning in life; it makes the connections
between domains intelligible for the individual, and its communication binds
the group together. If a group is to have any chance of negotiating successfully
with a powerful and experienced institution, given their asymmetrical power
relationship, they must be allowed to bargain from a position of strength —

the strength that comes from knowing and setting their own cultural priorities.
The displaced people must, of course, be given the economic support and the
conditions necessary to allow them to reestablish their societal organization,
to reconstruct and develop their system of production and to reorganize the
rest of their society on their own terms.

Although I have had an ethnographic perspective throughout this work, I
have also focused on such theoretical issues as time and space constructs,
events and transformations within the local system, and social formations and
reformations due to the threats of national and global forces. In the Zimapån
project these forces were represented by the CFE and the World Bank.

I have not been searching for a 'hidden transcript', and I do not believe that
there is one single truth or one single story to be told about the Zimapån
resettlement project. The actors created, and recreated their own narratives and
'expert knowledge' as the project progressed. The fact that the peasants ended
up without a functioning production base, cannot, however, be ignored.
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I dare to say, however, basing my arguments on the material presented in
this work, that despite the unequal power relationship that existed between the
two main actors, a relationship in which the peasants were in the lower
position, a new and unanticipated social field was created between the two.
Within this field both parties developed strategies of'deceit', 'diplomacy' and
'selective presentation' (Chambers 1997:84-88). Chambers also argues that
the 'uppers' generate a 'self-sustaining myth' (1997:88). In the Zimapån case,
it is evident that both parties did this and that these 'self-sustaining myths'
were part of their respective images at the negotiation table. I am convinced,
that it is by focusing on this ambiguous and dynamic field, where meaning is
constantly created and recreated between the parties, that we can deepen our
understanding of what can, what cannot, what should and what should not be
negotiated.

In sum, the range ofconcepts and negotiated items in a resettlement project
must be enlarged and refined through informed participation. Negotiation in
its present form, as it was practiced in Zimapån, contributed to the under¬
mining of the underlying sociocultural fabric and forced the peasants to step
away from and objectify their own reality. Their society was emptied of
meaning carrying elements and the people were disembedded from themselves
and their social relationships. In the new village they had to undergo a massive
enculturation and re-socialization process in which they practically and
cognitively were forced to master a new spatial and temporal order.

The villages, which became sections in the new village, each used different
parameters when they negotiated among themselves about who should be
placed where in the spatial order of the new village. In their discussions, La
Vega argued that space, that is, their former location in the valley should guide
the decision. Vista Hermosa argued that time, i.e. seniority, should be the
guiding principle, while Rancho Nuevo used the interrelated concepts of
progress and development, that is, future time, as arguments for their location
in the new village. If we could talk about a 'winner' in the negotiations, it was
Rancho Nuevo that won the most attractive location at the entrance to Bella
Vista del Rfo. The 'river', although no longer physically present, reappeared
in the new name of the village, Bella Vista del Rio, in the street name
Boulevard del Rio and in the section names (for example, Unidad del Rio).
The choice of names was probably a strategy aimed at upholding and
reconstructing a socio-cultural continuity.

In several chapters (Chapters 4, 5, 6, 7) I used a phenomenological
approach to grasp the peasants' view of their reality. I pointed to the
multileveled transformations that took place in the local system, as well as
within the CFE. In Chapter 4,1 contextualized the negotiations and the parties
with the aim of understanding what they thought they were negotiating about.
The peasants lived in a landscape filled to the brim with meaning. They shared
this landscape with spirits. They had names for every place. The river was the
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heart of the culture. They were able to 'read' the landscape with their bodies,
and they referred to the trees as 'our children'. The physical destruction of the
landscape may have influenced their health.

In the new village, however, the residents ceased to acknowledge one
anothers presence through traditional rituals of greeting, they practised what
Bock has called "civil inattention" (1969:185). This kind ofbehavior was very
common during the physical move in November/December 1993, as well as
in the spring of 1994. In the valley such ill-mannered behaviour was unthink¬
able, except from a foreigner. (Some of the CFE staff were guilty ofbehaving
in this way, to the annoyance of the peasants.) In Chapter 7,1 have described
some ofthe transformations in the new village that embedded those contradic¬
tory processes of differentiation and integration.

Although I am uncomfortable with the concepts of 'modern' and 'pre-
modern', I contend that these transformations were guided towards modernity
in Giddens's (1990) sense of the word. The resettled peasants had to use
money to a much greater degree than before; interactions with their authorities
were formalized, for example, with office hours; they trusted abstract, expert
systems, and they consulted outside experts on different issues. Their social
relations changed character as they were disembedded from social obligations.
Furthermore, their daily rhythm changed, as well as their spatial map, and they
referred to each other by house number (at least in 1994 and 1997) rather than
with expressions such as "she who lives at the bougainvillea".

Despite the deep changes the Zimapån dam project caused, however, it
seems to me that the concept of 'ethnocide' is not appropriate in this case —

the community(ies) did survive. The people are still there, as is their culture
and society. 'Ethnocide' is undoubtly an important concept, but whether to
utilize this concept is a question of how we define change, or the 'end' of a
culture.

Seen from the perspective of the CFE, what was being discussed was just
any objective parcel of land. To them before they came and counted the trees,
investigated the flora and animals and measured the quality and speed of the
water in the river, it was 'empty'. In their eyes, the place became 'authentic'
only when they had counted and measured it. The strategies of the CFE
revealed that there were strong conflicts of interest in the agendas that guided
their actions and decisions. This could be taken as an indication that the

agency that is building the dam, should not also have the responsibility of
resettling the affected people.

In the Zimapån case, it is easy to claim that the CFE was guided and
pushed by national and global interests, while the peasants were more locally
oriented. According to Giddens the peasants had a rather low level of time-
space distanciation (1990:100). Such dichotomies, however, are mere con¬
structs and do not aid much in understanding the complicated game of nego¬
tiation that, towards the end, acquired almost ritual form. I noted that, at an
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early stage in the project cycle, the World Bank overestimated the impact from
high level institutional changes on the local level. On the other hand, the same
agency underestimated the transformations in the local system which came
more rapidly than expected. It is possible, even probable, that even before the
formal negotiations began, it was too late for reaching agreements in a fair and
irreproachable way because sufficient knowledge about the reactions in the
local society was lacking. The resettlement project suffered from the usual
difficulties arising from the 'time-terrorism' of the engineering-technical time
schedule. Everything was seen as subordinate to the time schedule of the
physical building of the dam. Money was what counted, not people.

I have structured my observations of the negotiations by using the 'Scudder
and Colson approach' of dividing the process into phases. This division is of
an etic character. The demarcations of the phases are of course blurred and the
events and the strategies are overlapping. Nevertheless, I found it useful
because it was one way to make the process pattern comprehensible. 'On the
ground', the situation was chaotic, repetitive and non-transparent and it led to
ad-hoc solutions on both sides. I do not think anybody fully understood what
was going on. The negotiation process was not a linear, teleological and
predictable process. Instead, it was a highly complex multilinear, multifaceted,
flexible and unpredictable process.

I have also analyzed the transformations in the dual political system
(Chapter 6). I studied the power shifts between the villages and between the
socio-economic categories in the local stratified system of ejidatarios. I
counted the political representatives of the different villages, followed how
power moved from the small, Catholic village of La Vega to the larger,
Adventist village of Rancho Nuevo. I also localized these representatives in
the economic system. The transformations that took place were encapsulated
in local structures of time and space. The spatial and temporal power shift,
followed the negotiation phases described in Chapter 5; they did not, however,
coincide with the 'Scudder and Colson model' of phases discussed in Chapter
2. In my analysis of the political normalization of the new town, Bella Vista
del Rio, I came to the conclusion that the new town lost socio-political status
locally because they no longer had year-round access to water, irrigated land
and fruit. From the local perspective, the upgrading of the new village to a
delegation in the national political system did not compensate this loss of
resources.

After the negotiations and the move to the new village (Chapter 7), the
villagers found that their daily tasks and daily rhythms had changed radically.
They had few places for recreation, or occasions, as they said, 'to get out of
the village'. Instead, people grew resigned, closed themselves up inside their
houses and watched TV soap operas all day long. The women complained that
they had gained weight and they were bored because they had too little to do.
They had large chunks of unallocated time, ironically similar to the situation
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found among homeless people (Lovell 1992). At the same time, people no
longer visited one another as much as they had down in the valley. Accusa¬
tions of witchcraft and evil-eye also flourished.

The villagers experienced what other resettlement researchers have
identified as a "social disintegration" (Chapter 2) — a disintegration that had,
however, started years before the physical move to the new village. I have
argued that this social disintegration was related to the objectification of their
material and immaterial capital. The quantification of goods and assets was
necessary because things had to be made negotiable. In this process the social
groups and the individuals had to position themselves in the local socio¬
economic system. As a consequence, the system petrified.

Furthermore, there was never enough time to set cultural priorities. Instead,
during four years of intense negotiations, every aspect of the affected society
became negotiable. In this way, the new house became an urban-style house,
but the economic capacity and the socio-cultural functions of the old house
were never reproduced. The peasants expressed how they felt about the new
village in the process of naming it (Case Box: A Name for the New Village).
One of the names suggested was Paradise Town {La Ciudad El Paraiso).
When the leader asked why this name, the person who had suggested it
explained that that was the name of the cemetery in Mexico City. The
participants, who appreciated the irony of the name, laughed.

In order to mitigate the negative consequences of resettlement that I have
described in this thesis, I believe that during the implementation phase of a
resettlement project the focus should be on the dynamic field of interaction
between the negotiating parties. I have found that the powerful agency (in this
case the CFE), is often neglected in the analysis ofresettlement projects. Ifany
focus is put on this agency at all, it is often only described in terms of its
powerful position in relation to the local (helpless) people. I am convinced that
the powerful agency's own internal culture has to be considered.

In the Zimapån case, the CFE's recurrent reorganizations on the local level
petrified its activities. Furthermore, CFE's structural dilemma (as builder of
the dam and responsible for the resettlement) put the local resettlement team
in an almost impossible position (no one in such an ambivalent position is
trusted) in relation to the peasants. A focus on the interaction between the
parties would be not only of high value for policy makers, but it would also
deepen our knowledge about social change in general in this world of rapid
change. In this ethnography, my attempts have been to describe the process of
the negotiations in the Zimapån project, arguing for a non-linear, multifaceted
process of socio-cultural transformations. I have tried to show how this
process seems to have created itself and its interpretations as events unfolded
in time and space.

The Zimapån resettlement project was meant to be a World Bank model
project on resettlement and everybody wanted to do the right thing. The Bank
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experts and the local CFE team wanted to show the world that it was possible
to resettle people without the negative consequences known from other cases.
But this highly complex, and self-generating process would have demanded
another kind of flexibility than the planning tools, guidelines, monitoring and
implementation methods allowed for in the Zimapån resettlement project.

Cernea has stressed that there is a 'cognitive dissonance' between policy
makers and social science knowledge (1993:24) (see Chapter 2). The borders,
however, between applied and theoretical (academic) anthropology are no
longer so sharp as they may once have been. One approach to bridge the gap
and use theoretical anthropological knowledge in 'the courtroom' is the
discussion of environmental disaster and 'cultural loss' (e.g., Kirsch 2001). I
prefer, nevertheless, to return to the concepts of time and space that I have
explored in this thesis from the perspectives of disruption and social
disarticulation. Over and over again, time and space issues resurfaced in the
negotiations or in the results of the negotiations — for example, in the
transformations of the political system, in the discussion of the landscape and
the place attachment, in the rebuilding of the new village, and in the
reconstruction of the house. By focusing on aspects of time and space, I was
able to document and follow the transformations. I also observed that

intangible but significant socio-cultural aspects were made visible — elements
that usually are not considered in the negotiations except in an economic and
materialistic way. (See Appendix 10.) An example of how basic and deep
seated the local space and time structures were, was an event in which one of
the CFE engineers violated the sacred place of the river at the sacred time of
a Sunday — a day when the CFE usually had left the area (Case Box: The
Encounter Down by the River). I argue that the violation of both time and
space made this a particularly powerful transgression. Rapoport (1982),
however, argues that "Cultural conflicts and problems may often be more
severe at the temporal level than at the spatial, although clearly spatial and
temporal aspects interact and influence one another. People live in space-time"
(Rapoport 1982:180).

Obviously, all human activities take place in time and space. Thus, how do
we best approach this problem? Is it by keeping the analytical levels between
the highest level of time and space abstraction and the lowest apart? Or is it
best done by focusing on the lowest, ethnographic level, for example, political
structures, history and descent? In anthropology we have most commonly
dealt with the lowest level, and according to Munn "the topic of time
frequently fragments into all the other dimensions and topics anthropologists
deal with in the social world" (Munn 1992:93). In this thesis, to avoid this
fragmentation and perhaps also to bridge the perceived gap between the levels,
I have pointed out what seems to me to be both an abstract and an empiricist
clothings of time and space. For example, in Chapter 6 where I discuss the
transformations in the political organization, each member of the traditional
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authority system represented a socio-economic category in a spatio-temporal
scheme embedded in existing historical structures. In this way, the individual
represented both an abstract temporal category (history over time) and an
empirical socio-economic category (the advantage of seniority in a power
position based on land allocations, not personal age). The dam disrupted this
continuity on both levels by inundating the land and by eliminating the socio¬
economic categories. In the process, much of the history of the ejido was
disrooted.

I am convinced that this is the area where we should continue to devote our

intellectual energies. The cues of time and space communicate meanings in
culture-specific ways that may help us to go beyond the problem of describing
only the obvious and to reach a more sophisticated level of understanding of
what happens in a culture when everything becomes negotiable and the society
seems to lose its qualitative content.

I will end this thesis in a rather unorthodox manner by presenting a case
box about the end of the story of Zimapån and the end of one chapter in the
history of Ejido Vista Hermosa.

Case Box: The End

The dam gates closed on November 27, 1993 at 5 o'clock in the morning
without any formal announcement or ceremony. Two days after the closing of
the gates the water came and flooded the first parcels. Rosalina told me that
the soil down by the river absorbed the water and began to boil like a vulcano.
The field mice squeaked and whined and finally the big ones left, leaving the
young ones to die. The snakes moved from the valley to higher altitudes. Then
the big silence came. A week after the closing of the gates, the first families
moved. The water came closer and closer, and the village of La Vega was cut
off. The CFE had to block the access to the villages of La Vega and Vista
Hermosa, which were located lower down the hillside, to make sure that no

people returned on the road that no longer was safe. People returned anyhow.
The first week of December, a handful of families still lived in the valley even
though the water stank, and the CFE had shut off electricity and drinking
water. Finally, even they had to give up and move to the new village.

In December the villages were dismantled — the houses were torn down,
and visitors faced only broken walls, empty windows and doorways, dead
flowers in their traditional tin cans, hungry domestic animals that had been left
behind to die. They had been left there because, the peasants had decided that
no animals should be allowed in the new village. Everything was covered with
dust and the smell of stagnant water was almost unbearable. It was a sight of
destruction. I, the outsider, who had only lived there for a year, cried and
damned the world of development. I had prepared myself intellectually for the
sight of water, demolished houses and drowned trees sticking up above the
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water. But the sight of destruction was so powerful that no intellectual wall
could have saved me. I was confronted with an explosion of images —

imagines of the valley, the trees, the smell of fruits and flowers and how we
had moved in this Raum. Time, space and memories merged and what I saw
did not correspond to my inner picture of the valley. My body and mind
remembered and it reacted with deep sorrow to something that I, on an
intellectual level, could have defended, had I wanted. If the sight of the water
coming hit me like this, how did it really feel for the people of the valley? And
how can a thesis like this do justice to their feelings about the dam and about
being forced to move because of the need of electricity in the name of
development?

In 1994, the people returned to the shore of the reservoir every Sunday.
They sat down on the broken walls of their former houses in Rancho Nuevo
(the only village above water), they took a swim in the greenish water, or just
stood there looking out over the water. They were joined by tourists and
plunderers from the nearby towns and when I asked about them, my friend
said that they were there looking for things to collect, things that the residents
had left behind, but 'what can they find here?' In the night, the old village
turned into a wild and dangerous place because, as Livoria explained, the
young men returned to drink and shoot guns. The valley of Ejido Vista
Hermosa is no more.



 



Notes

I. More than 20 years ago, Esmond remarked on this inequality, "We have suggested
that the inequality of negotiating position between the native and non-native sector
will probably be much the same today as it was in the past" (1973:24).
2.1 use the word 'move' instead of 'translocation' to refer to the physical transfer of
the people. Because 'translocation' can be confused with 'dislocation' and 'resettle¬
ment', words that are broader in their meanings.
3. The concept of "stress" as an explanatory tool in resettlement theory was coined by
Scudder and Colson and has been discussed by them in several articles (e.g., 1982).
(See Chapter 2.)
4. Most of us who lived in the valley also felt this 'falling apart' of the society and the
natural landscape. It was a very strong feeling that was accompanied by helplessness.
5. "It is perhaps oxymoronic to speak of"participation" in reservoir-driven relocation,
since the move is inherently involuntary" (Horowitz et al 1993:242).
6. "Especially in the early phases of colonial expansion, one finds striking agreement
between missionaries and imperialist agents with regard to conceptions of space
(routes are to be traced, territories to be mapped) and movement (attack, penetration,
occupation)" (Fabian 1991:158).
7.1 could convincingly tell the Zimapån story from at least two other perspectives by
just chosing other field data. I strongly suspect that this is also the case in other
projects.
8. A recent discussion group on this issue is the Internet based forum on forced-
migration-history. Organizer Nick Baron at the Oxford Refugee Group. E-mail:
forced-migration-history@mailbase.ac.uk
9. A search on the 'Himba people' gives several 'hits' on the Internet, among them
their own home-page.
10. Chambers writes "All this, it must be remembered, was achieved without any
serious opposition to evacuation, without (so far as is known) any loss of life, often
in remote country with poor communications, difficult terrain and thick forest, and
under extreme pressure from shortage of time. By any standards, the central activities
performed up to that point were successful, in some respects outstandingly so"
(1970:31).
II. "Systematically distributed relief would certainly have saved many lives,
especially, one must assume, those of young children. However, it might also, if
distributed in "emergency feeding stations", at which people were obliged to
congregate for daily handouts, have turned large numbers of Mursi into permanent
refugees in their own country. It might, in other words, have saved lives at the cost of
destroying a way of life — a complex mode of adaptation for which there exists no
viable short-term alternative." (Turton & Turton 1984:179).
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12. See also Perlman (1982).
13. This is a secondary source since 1 have been unable to obtain her original article.
I think that her argument, as it is quoted, is so important, that I have included it here
despite the formal and scientific short-comings of using a non-primar source.
14. At a seminar in June 1999, at the Department of Cultural Anthropology, Uppsala
University, Bernhard Helander brought up this theme for discussion. Some of the
seminar participants expressed doubts about 'prediction' as being a research theme in
anthropology. I found the discussion highly relevant for research on resettlement
planning.
15. A selection of his works include Cernea (1988, 1989, 1991, 1993, 1994b, 1995,
1996a, 1996b, 1997, 1999).
16. An earlier distinction was displacement and rehabilitation coined by Walter
Fernandes (1992).
17. In Zimapån, 14 households chose indemnification. These households were all
headed by men. Four were economically 'strong' (fuerte), and the rest were poor. Out
of 52 female-headed households only one seems to have chosen indemnification, but
that information is so uncertain that I have not included it in the statistics.
18. Other works on Bio Bfo are Gumucio (1996), Husar (1995) and Orrego (1994).
19. The complete name is American Association for the Advancement of Science,
Scientific Freedom, Responsibility & Law Program in collaboration with Committee
on Scientific Freedom & Responsibility Professional Society Ethics Group.
20. Internet address www.wcd.org
21. This is a draft paper and the author requests that it not be quoted without his
permission.
22. They write: "The majority of those moving as a community turn inward and
behave as if their sociocultural system were a closed system" (Scudder & Colson
1982:274)
23. The 'borrower' is the country that receives the loan.
24. Cernea's book was reviewed in American Anthropologist by Hamilton (1990).
25. Internet address www.policykiosk.com
26. See also the critique by Scudder, Feb. 20, 1998.
27. "Las profecias se han cumplido. La "gente de razon" ha ganado la batalla. "
(Benitez 1970:15). During the colonial period, whites were called 'people of reason'
by the Indians.
28. Usually a dam wall over 15 meters is referred to as 'large'. In 1983, according to
Bartolomé and Barabas, existed 40 hydroelectric dams, five were under construction
and 550 sites were potential objectsfor development, ofwhich 45 had been evaluated
and ranked (1990:52). Downing (1987) agrees with this overall picture and estimates
that in 1987 the CFE evaluated over 500 projects, worked on 50 pre-feasibility studies
and conducted 12 feasibility studies. Thirteen major hydroelectric dams were
scheduled for completion between 1981-1993. Of these, four have been completed
(Downing 1987:3). A map ofMexico's energy plants presented by Guggenheim shows
20 hydroelectric dams (Guggenheim 1993:202). Downing claims that Mexico has built
over 100 dams since 1926 (1987:9). Most of them were irrigation projects. Finally, 1
would like to add that in the San Juan River alone, where the Zimapån dam was built,
four more dams are planned in the near future (CFE engineer 1993:personal
communication).
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29. The dams usually have a 'working' name and an official name — usually the name
of a politician or engineer.
30. "Si bien desde los primeros estudios sobre reacomodos, hasta el presente se ha
ido ampliando la bibliografia existente y ha habido esfuerzos por sistematizar la
informaciön, se puede decir que existen pocos intentos de formulaciones teöricas,
falta sistematizaciöny una construcciön teörica uniforme " (Greaves Laine 1997:12).
31. Resettlement is taught as an obligatory course in anthropology at the university
level, for example, at the Department of Social Anthropology, UAM, in Mexico City,
resettlement studies have been taught since 1983 and undergraduate students have
made case studies of several dams, for example, the Caracol, the Cerro de Oro, the
Aguamilpa and the Zimapån dam. Unpublished studies on the Cerro de Oro dam are,
for example, Bautista Flores (1991), Bravo Fuerte (1991), Ceron Arista (1991), Cruz
Monje (1991), Lovera Ubaldo (1991), Maldonado Orozco (1991), Mendoza Diez
(1991), Molina Ramos (1991), Ortiz Ramirez (1991), Valdes Ponce De Leön (1991).
Published studies ofPapaloapan, not discussed in detail in this present work are Gates
(1988) and Molina Ramos (1992).
32. The CFE social development staff in charge of the resettlement in Zimapån visited
the Cerro de Oro dam and the Miguél Aléman dam on at least at two occasions in
March 1991 to improve their understanding of resettlement. They stated that the main
problems they found were the socio-economic fragmentation of the communities and
the health impacts (skin diseases and illnesses related to malnutrition) (CFE April
1991).
33. Their definition is based on Pierre Clastres's (1979:56) "...el etnocidio es, pues,
la destrucciön sistemåtica de los modos de viday depensamiento de gentes diferentes
a quienes llevan a cabo la destrucciön...". (Bartolomé and Barabas 1990:49).
34. They write "...sino en una imprescindible réplica a un discurso plagado de
inexactitudes y que parte de una propuesta ideolögica que estimamos inaceptable"
(1984:201).
35. Barabas and Bartolomé state: El movimiento socioreligioso, si bien revitalizö los
stmbolos culturales mås profundos y religitimö temporalmente la hegemonia de los
Ancianos, no solo no logro la suspension de la obra sino que signified el descrédito
definitivo de la gerontocracia como grupo de poderpoliticoy lapuesta en duda de la
eficacia de la cultura propia. Desde entonces los Ancianos continuaron siendo
consultados como brujosy curadoresperofueron erradicados del escenariopolitico"
(1994:15).
36. See also Robinson 1994b, in which he critically discusses the development
concept.
37. No somos otomis porque hemos olvidado hablar ese idioma.
38. For example, ayate (children's hammock), chapalea (a farming technique [to clear
the ground around the corn plant]), narma (tortilla), nixtamal (a mixture ofcorn, water
and lime — the dough for tortilla), olotero (tool for the shelling of corn), panthi (a hot
wind in the spring), xichwau (watercress, Rorippa nasturitium-aquaticum).
39. The Mexican assimilation programs are well-known, for example, in 1959, a study
was published that classified this area as a zone with groups that were exposed to
'

spontaneous acculturation',' induced acculturation' and' limited acculturation' (Le6n-
Portilla 1959:53-55).
40. The CFE states in its final report to the World Bank that 12 ejidos, 7 small proper¬
ties and 2 agrarian communities were affected by the Zimapån dam project (1996:13).
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41. For the Hidalgo villages see Ramirez 1993 and Hernandez 1993.
42. Seismic activity is not unusual in connection with large dams as is discussed in
McCully 1996.
43. Gerente de Desarrollo Social — the Social Development Unit of the CFE.
44. This field information was confirmed by the Norwegian NGO, FIVAS.
45. When the revolution started is debated; November or December 1910 or January
1911 are all possible dates.
46. El Palmar was granted ejido rights in 1927 (Archivo de Cadereyta). The young
man, was a representative of the Delegaciön Agraria (Basaldua 1994:40-41), which
means that he had national political connections.
47. Some sources claim 1938.
48. An ejido acquires land through a legal process.
49. Guggenheim's data is probably mistaken. Taifeld (1990:2) claims 6,624 hectares
and Basaldua (1994:41) claims 6,580 hectares. My data follows the statement ofa key
informant.
50. CFE March 1993:figure no. 2 and my summary based on the CFE original census.
These families lived in 235 houses (viviendas) (CFE 1993 [March]:figure no. 1). The
CFE stated in 1986 that the village had 943 inhabitants and 194 houses (viviendas)
(CFE 1986 [Nov.]:70).
51. In 1992, the CFE estimated that in Rancho Nuevo 39.7% were Catholics and
47.4% Adventists. 12.4% of the people claimed that they had no religious affiliation
(CFE 1993 [March]:figure no. 11-A, 11-B).
52. The religious issue will not be treated further in this thesis. Instead, I explore it in
a forthcoming article.
53. Based on CFE 1986 [Nov.]:figure no. 24, modified with field data by Aronsson.
54. In 1986 the CFE stated that the village had 409 inhabitants and 91 houses
(viviendas) (1986 [Nov.]:72)
55. In 1992, the CFE estimated that 90.8% were Catholics and 8.8% Adventists (CFE
1993 [March]:figure no. 11-A, 11-B), which indicates a change.
56. CFE 1986:figure no. 25, modified with field data by Aronsson.
57. The CFE (1986) estimated that 370 inhabitants lived in 65 houses (viviendas) in
La Vega at project start (1986:73).
58. In 1992, the village had 95.23% Catholics and 4.53% Adventists (CFE 1993
[March] :figure no. 11-B).
59. See discussion in the section "Flexibility of the Social Order under Normal
Circumstances".
60. The valley had several fresh water wells — at least two in Rancho Nuevo, two in
Vista Hermosa and one in La Vega. All three villages had had electricity since 1963.
61. See the section "Dual Authority Organization at Project Start" and the Appendices
3 & 4.
62. I follow CFE (1990d [Oct.]:21). Basaldua (1994:43) states that this happened in
1983/85 according to Diaro Oficial de la Federacion.
63. The legal document is a certificate of agricultural rights (certificado de derechos
agrarios) (CFE 1990d [Oct.]:21).
64. Of which only 582 hectares could be cultivated (CFE 1990d [Oct.]:21).
65. This includes roads, camps, high-voltage lines, farmland and villages.
66. The total amount of irrigated land in the municipality of Cadereyta was 214
hectares (Atlas Ejidal 1988:23).
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67. The numbers differ. The CFE (1990d [Oct.]:21) claims there were 82 hectares of
irrigated land based on personal communication with the ejidal president. The
difference in size may be because the river washed away parcels during a spring flood
in 1991. The number of parcels in the valley varies. Taifeld (1990:21) states there
were 346 parcels. I have used the CFE figures (1990e [Feb.]: 1). To the CFE the 202
'producers' are equal to the 202 ejidatarios who were compensated for the loss of
farmland in the valley due to the inundation. The number of 'producers' also varies.
Taifeld (1990:21) says there were 215.
68. The numbers differ. Taifeld (1990:21) states there were 400 hectares on the
plateau.
69. Lechugilla cactus (Agave lechugilla)\ nopales (Opunita Sp.)', garambulla
(Myrtillocactus geometrizan) and bisnaga (Echinocactus platyacanthus).
70. "La primera dotaciön, secunda dotaciön, y la tercera dotaciön, entonces, no los
primeros pues son los que son aqul mero los jefes, no!"
71. The group consisted of four women and two men from Rancho Nuevo. Fieldnotes,
May 1997.
72. The CFE (Oct. 1990) writes that, according to the ejidal president "Mientras que
los ejidatarios de la segunda ampliaciön aun cuando no han recibido su certificado,
ya estån en posesiöny explotan la tierra que lesfue dotada " (CFE 1990d [Oct.]:21).
73. The number ofejidatarios varies because the numbers vary in different documents.
I have used Diario Oficial de la Federaciön (April 1986) as cited in Basaldua (1994),
Taifeld (1990), Secretaria de la Reforma Agraria (1989) and field interviews from
1992 to 1997.
74. I use the emic term for land quality. The governmental classificatory term is
"agostadero" which is land unsuitable for cultivation. This land is nevertheless
cultivated in rural Mexico because of lack of land (Carmen Garcia 1998:personal
communication).
75. CFE 1990d [Oct.]:20-21 (agostadero para cria de ganado).
76. The same year, the peasants decided to sell the ranches purchased by the CFE.
77. The governmental classification is 'agostadero de mala calidacT (Diario Oficial
de la Federaciön 1986, after Basaldua 1994:43). The World Bank experts also
classified this land as poor quality. Conversely, some peasants insisted that the soil
depth varied between 0.5 and 1 meter. If it rained, the land was very fertile. Stones had
not cleared from this land and it was partly occupied by settlers who objected to the
valley peoples' demands reclaiming their land.
78. He stated that there were 595 ejidatarios in the ejido of whom 345 had access to
irrigated land.
79. The municipality is a geo-political division that roughly corresponds to a county.
It is the basic, local political unit. Each state in Mexico, however, has its own state
laws determining local organization. In Querétaro, the different centers ofpopulation
are: i/ town [ciudad] with 25,000 inhabitants, ii/ larger village, [villa], with 5,000
inhabitants, iii/ village [pueblo] with 1,000 inhabitants, and iv/ ranch [rancheria] with
a few inhabitants. They are politically divided into 'delegations' (delegaciones), 'sub-
delegations' (subdelegaciönes) and 'sectors and town districts' [sectorsy manzanas).
Each division has an elected representative, whose task it is to represent the municipal
authorities in the village — to maintain civil order by applying municipal, state and
federal laws, supervise and improve public services and collect money for the county
board (ayuntamiento). In this system, the delegaciön has greater political indepen-
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dence than the subdelegaciön, whose subdelegado is directly subordinated to the
municipal town (cabezera). A sub-delegation can be upgraded to a delegation (Robles
Martinez 1993:153,204, 207).
80. In February 1993 the subdelegado in Rancho Nuevo decided that a poor, single
mother, whose son had set a neighbor's stack of corn husks on fire, should pay
compensation for the fire by working for the affected man and buy firewood from him
for a much higher price than usual until the debt was repaid. Most of my women
informants found this deeply unjust.
81. Information is based on the document ofacceptance of the CFE purchased ranches
signed by the members of the comisariado ejidal. The Secretarla de la Reforma
Agraria, Delegaciön Querétaro, October 29, 1989.
82. " Todos pueden hablar en la asambleay cuando una persona necessita ayuda, la
gente va a ayudarle. " These words were uttered by the peasant woman Maria from
Rancho Nuevo, but the claim was verified by others.
83. Officially Ejido Vista Hermosa was founded in 1938, but the local ejidal records
show that the first president was elected as early as 1935 (List of comisarios ejidal
1935-1989 complemented with field interviews).
84. The concept of informed participation was still in its cradle at the start of the
project. Downing (1997) coined the concept, and 10 years after Zimapån it is an
established concept that is cited in the 1998 version of the World Bank guidelines on
resettlement.
85. By ideology I refer to "ideas serving as weapons for social interests" (Berger &
Luckman 1985:18).
86. The first time I observed a merchant who came to the village and sold domestic
items I was amazed that the women bought so many colorful small plastic buckets.
87. Foster describes naguals in words almost identical to those the women in Ejido
Vista Hermosa used to describe the phenomenon to me "...certain individuals
possessed the power to transform themselves into animals in which form they did
mischief... originally the term nagual was applied to the transforming witch" (Foster
1944:87). He also notices, referring to Torquemada's ethnographic description from
1613, that in the mountains they are seen as light.
88. The foundation of the cemetery in Rancho Nuevo (around 1910) was a result of
the many deaths then. The original cemeteries were in Tecozautla and Zimapån.
89. These residents of the ejido had two houses — a principal house in the village, and
a house built on their field (milpa) that was used during sowing and harvest.
90. Another such case of the renaming of a place may be at the Usumacinta
hydroelectric project in southern Mexico. In 1993, the Student Enviro-Link reported
that the CFE planned to start construction at'Boca del Cerro' at the mouth of 'San
Jose Canyon' (Feb. 9, 1993). The text does not mention if'Boca del Cerro' is the
original name.
91. I do not mean to romanticize in any Rousseauean way. I am not proposing that
there was some kind of harmony between the 'primitives' and the forest before the
dam project.
92. The sewage water did not come from the toilets, but from dishwashing and
laundry.
93. I will thus use the numbers only as a hint to the economic priorities set by the
different villages, not as a measure of any true number of trees that existed in the
valley. The true number of trees is another discussion, but imbued with moral
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obligations for the institutions responsible for the cash compensation to the displaced
peasants. Included in the above list are only the most commonly planted trees.
94. "Aqui es rara la gente tiene crédito, la gente trabaja a su alcance" (Basaldua
1994:76)
95. The peasants did not want to discuss credit in detail before the resettlement, maybe
because it was so tightly connected to the cash compensations and the 'illegal'
ownership of land. After the resettlement, however, one informant told me that a rather
large loan market existed in the new village.
96. Willow tree (Sauce [Salix sp.] and Montezuma cypress (Sabino [Taxodium
mucronatum]).
97. In 1992, US S2-3 per kilo.
98. The heaviest traffic was not allowed to drive through the village. This was a CFE
rule.
99. Five families from Rancho Nuevo were resettled in approximately 1989-90
because of the location of the construction site (CFE 1990a). A handful of families
from Rancho Maxoti in Hidalgo had to move because of the redirection of the Tula
River. They were moved to El Limön where they lived for at least two years in houses
constructed by the CFE before they finally were moved to La Concordia.
100. The number includes the dead political leader, who was shot to death.
101. I had difficulties verifying the deaths as the relevant documents had been
transferred to Cadereyta. I also tried to count freshly dug graves and identify years of
death on all graves in the graveyards. But there was much confusion about where
people were buried since there were several alternative graveyards (the new grave yard
on the plateau, the old one in the valley, or the old on the plateau). Only a few graves
had a legible date of death. I failed to verify the number of deaths the women gave me,
but it seems possible that the dam increased the death rate.
102. llAhorita comemos pero tenemos nada".
103. "La cara esta calma, pero al dentro nos hay un desorden".
104. The traditional cleansing ritual is known as "una limpia", which was very
common in the valley. It was not necessarily done by a female healer (curandera), but
it could also be performed by a housewife for household requirements.
105. See Case Box: CFE Entered Our Minds.
106. " With this I dismiss myself//from the [river] banks of the river San Juan// I'm
going to Ezequiel Montes// where I will progress".
107. A licenciatura thesis from 1995 by Héctor Maltos, UAM-I, "La CFE y el
desplazamiento involuntario de poblaciones? Una nueva polltica? Relaciön de lo
acontecido en el P.H.Aguamilpa" deals with the CFE.
108. The building of large irrigation dams is also associated with displacements in
Mexico. One of the institutions in charge of the building of irrigation dams is the
National Commission of Irrigation (La Comision Nacional de Irrigaciön) that was
founded in 1926. In 1947, the commission was reorganized and renamed Secretarla
Recursos Hidraulicos (SRH) and put on a ministerial level. In 1976 it was transformed
into Secretaria de Agricultura y Recursos Hidraulicos (SARH) (Wionczek 1982).
109. The document is undated, but I believe it is from 1992 (as it describes the
agricultural year of 1992).
110. "Misiön de la Comision Federal de Electricidad. — La Comision Federal de
Electricidad es un Organismo Publico Descentralizado del Gobierno Federal, con
personalidadjuridica y patrimonio propio, que tiene a su cargo la prestaciön del
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servicio publico de energia eléctrica; por tal motivo tiene encomendada la
planeaciön, construcciön, operaciony mantenimiento de todas las obras necesarias
para la producciön, conducciön, distribuciön y comercializaciön de la energia
eléctrica''' (CFE n.d.[a]:l).
111."Politicas de Comisiön Federal de Electricidad en materia de Desarrollo Social. -

Un aspecto fundamental de la actual politico de expansion y crecimiento del sector
eléctrico, lo constituye la atenciön del impacto social que la construcciön de obras
provoca en las comunidades. // Lapolitico de C.F.E. en materia de desarrollo social,
parte de un cambio estructural en el establecimiento de relaciones institucionales con
las comunidades real y potencialmente sujetas al dificil proceso de afectaciön; se
fundamenta en la coordinaciön con las Autoridades Locales y Regionales y se
materializa en la definiciön y orientaciön de un nuevo trato y actitud hacia las
cuestiones e implicaciones socio-econömicas, derivadas de esta actividadfundamental
para el sector eléctrico'''' (CFE n.d.[a]:3).
112. "Naturalmente, el trauma tiende a ser mas intenso cuando los grupos afectados
son sociedades marginadas, cuvo baio zrado de desarrollo tecnolösico. v la
dependencia que la mayoria de estos mantiene con respecto a su medio ambiente. los
hace mås vulnerables a cualquiersituaciön disruptiva del ordenpreexistente" (Garcia
1992 [May]:3).
113. "Los reacomodos fueron conceptualizados como obståculos necesarios de
superar de cualquierforma''' (Garcia 1992:9).
114. "El crecimiento de la demanda de energia eléctrica es un indice de que aumenta
la actividad economica" (Quoted in Basaldua 1994:21).
115. "La Comisiön Federal de Eléctricidadse concibiö en 1933y comenzö a trabajar
en 1937. La GuerraMundialestorbö la adquisiciön de maquinariay agravö elatraso
y el estancamiento por las restricciones y abusos de las empresas concesionarias.
Todavia lospadecimos en los comienzos de la década de los cincuenta. En la década
de los sesenta, el Gobierno comprö las acciones y los activos de las empresas
extranjerasy agrégö un mandato nuevo de la Constituciön, estableciendo que solo la
Naciön manejarå la industria eléctrica de servicio publico. Este es un hecho que
confirma la actualidad siempre viva de nuestra Carta fundamental, nuestra
Constituciön de 1917. Nacionalizamos las viejas empresas extranjeraspara asegurar
a México la organizaciön y el desarrollo nacional para esta industriafundamental,
conforme a los intereses superiores de lapatria. La nacionalizaciöny la integraciön
de la industria eléctrica, son expresiones de una misma e indecliable voluntad;
electrificar intensivamente el campoy ayudar a que haya mås bienestar en todos los
hogares" (CFE 1970:81-84).
116. "CFE para el desarrollo de Mexico".
117. "Es decir, agua y energia eléctrica han destacado entre los recursos mås
valoradosypriorizados en elproyecto de desarrollo nacional en los ultimos tiempos.
//Por su particular y especial naturaleza estas magnas obras se han justificado
politico, econömica y socialmente en los beneficios que aportan al pais en su
conjunto" (Garcia 1992:5-6)
118. "La inmensa mayoria de losproyectos hidråulicos e hidroeléctricos que han sido
construidos en México, se han realizado en zonas alejadas de las åreas urbanas e
industriales, las cuales reciben, precisamente, elfluido eléctrico. Generalmente, estos
han afectado apoblaciones rurales marginadas, cuyas tierras adquiren de pronto un
alto valor estratégico" (Garcia 1992:6).
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119. "Nuestro trabajo es en apoyo a la realizaciön de una obra, y es motivo y razön
de ella... Tenemos la obligaciön de presentar resultados pråcticos que se evidencian
con un traslado eficiente, sin conjlictos de tal manera que la obra eléctrica puede
desarrollarse de acuerdo a su propio programa." (CFE 1991:22 quoted in Greaves
Laine (1997:61). I have not have had access to this CFE document.
120. "Otros avances tienen relaciön con el cuidadoso trato a los aspectos culturales,
como lo es la religion; transmisiön de conocimientos sobre el medio a través de
generaciones; el traslado de los cementerios y el respeto a costumbres y håbitos
tradicionales. Todos ellos se consideran antes, durantey después del reasentamiento"
(Garcia 1992:20).
121. "La mentalidad de los ingenieros se puede observar al reduccionismo mås
primitivo al decir uno de ellos que 'vamos a sacar esta gente del neolitico'" (Robinson
1990 [MayJ.no pagination). The qoutation is from the first CFE draft paper. In the
second draft, which summarizes the papers presented, the statement is omitted (CFE
May 1990c).
122. "Una serie de esfuerzosy dificiles negociaciones" (CFE 1996:88).
123. If monitoring is to function, it has to be done differently than in the Zimapån
project. It was exceedingly difficult for a group of five of six people to monitor the
entire project only by visiting the different sites for a short time. Moreover, the
monitoring team seems to have understood their task to be that ofa critic, but they had
few constructive comments. The effects on an already vulnerable CFE team that was
stuck between the CFE management in Mexico City, the peasants, the World Bank
and the INI, was more negative than positive, as I observed on the local level. Finally,
in this general mystification process of merging categories between the main actors,
the INI's reports also came to resemble the CFE's in form, content, focus and
language (e.g., INI 1992c), which was to the disadvantage of the INI and the project.
Greaves Laine (1997) discusses the INI's role and its relationship to the CFE in her
thesis (1997).
124. This is according to the local CFE staff, July 1992.
125. In Mexico a 'social' and 'economic' engineer is an educated person in social
science. In this case, she was an economic engineer.
126. The socio-economic group did not spend much time with the villagers. They
preferred analytic work in the camp.
127. The driver was transferred to another site (or dismissed) because he had borrowed
money from at least two of the village-men and had not repaid his loan.
128. Staff members of the social unit had left earlier in the project giving the same
type of explanation.
129. Residencia Desarrollo Social: 1/ Unidad de Afectacion, 2/ Nuevos Centros de
Poblaciön, 3/ UnidadAdministrativa, 4/ Unidad Reacomodo, 5/ Desarrollo Social, 6/
Proyectos Productivos.
130. This is not uncommon; as of 1991, only China and the United States had enacted
specific legislation on resettlement, and five other countries: India, Colombia, Brazil,
Thailand and Mexico were drafting legislative initiatives (AAA 1991:6). Five years
later, several developing countries had adopted explicit policies and/or legal frame¬
works for the resettlement of affected people and the restoration of production
systems. Among them are Brazil and India (Cernea 1997:1520ff.)
131. In his feasibility study ofthe dam project Downing identified these laws (1987:2,
7). I discuss only the agrarian reforms in detail. (See Chapter 3.)
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132. For details on the legal frame of the Municipio de Cadereyta see Ley Orgånica
Municipal del Estado de Quérétaro Arteaga, (1996).
133. The original text reads: "La Constituciön y las leyes de la Republica contienen
disposiciones generates que norman los procesos dereacomodo y protegen a los
afectados;... Sin embargo, hace faita complementarlas con otros instrumentos
jurldicos especlficos de defensa, debido la problemdtica particular que han venido
adquiriendo las experiencias de reacomodo" (Robinson 1993:2).
134.1 have been unable to verify the source of this law text. It is a municipal law of
Quérétaro state, but it is not presented in Ley Orgånica Municipal del Estado de
Quérétaro Arteaga (Secretarfa de Gobernaciön 1996:40-43), although that text
describes the municipal law of social participation.
135. The World Bank guidelines on resettlement are presented in Chapter 2.
136. The loan agreement consisted ofseveral volumes, among them the Environmental
and Resettlement Plan for Zimapån and Aguamilpa hydroelectric projects that were
not for official use. In the reference lists I have cited the official documents (World
Bank 1989a and 1989b)
137. The approval of the loan was a process that began in September 1988 (World
Bank Office Memorandum May 12, 1989a) and was finalized in September (World
Bank Loan Agreement 1989b).
138. Guggenheim, the World Bank resettlement expert assigned to the Zimapån
project, argued that actual participation on the part of the World Bank would create
specific problems, for example, the "fright value of the Bank", "...local people thought
wrongly that the Bank was on 'their side' which led to resentments in the government
agencies", and that the Bank "transformed and often in effect replaced traditional
conduits and mechanisms for local decision-making" (1996:9-10). I have a copy of
this source, printed from the Internet and the pagination may be different in the printed
edition. The citations are found on the first page, under the heading "On Reflection".
139. Guggenheim does not state a date for this face-to-face meeting, but I estimate that
it took place in 1989.
140. This was a plausible lie, as the state of Quérétaro was progressive, and the
railroad between the state capital Quérétaro and Mexico City had opened in 1882.
141. The kiosco originated in Spain.
142. Teenage boys sometimes played volleyball in the early evening at the nearby
court.

143. Estudio de Afectaciones, Reacomodos Y Ecologla, P.H. Zimapån, HGOy QRO
(1986)
144. Censo de Poblaciöny Viviendas (1989)
145. In 1997, a person came from an NGO in Mexico City and visited the new village
for half a day.
146.1 have an Internet version of this article. The quotation is under the heading "On
Reflection". In the printed version, see page 72.
147. The program was as follows: 11:00-15:00 Activities for adults over 60 years;
18:00-21:00 Music Band 4x4; Mass; Music Band and Buffet. CFE buses transported
people to and from the valley all day long.
148. The peasants could not recall the date of this event.
149. The celebration of a girl's 15th birthday is an important social event in Mexico.
150. Brand-name clothes as well as copies of them were sold in these streets at
cheaper prices than in shops.
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151.1 received, this information from several independent informants.
152. Cash compensation is associated with extremely negative socio-economic
consequences in resettlements.
153. PRI stands for Partido Revolucionario Institutional, which was the ruling party
when the Zimapån dam was built.
154. Let us recall Guggenheim's comment that the "local people thought wrongly that
the Bank was on 'their side'". (See Chapter 4, note 52.)
155. The minutes of the negotiations mentioned reestablishment, which is not the same
as restitution (Downing 1995).
156. The CFE's departure was a process lasting from 1994 to 1995.
157. Seismic activities due to the weight of the water in the reservoir have been
reported at several resettlement places worldwide. (See McCully 1996.)
158. The World Bank left the Narmada project because of the many protests, armed
confrontations and negative media attention. The Alto Balsas project in 1992 was the
"most notable indigenous-led environmental victory so far" over a planned dam
project, wrote Fox (1994a:268). (See also Good [1992] and M. Garcia [1992].)
159. "To quiro gente de afuera, porque de aquison mis vecinosy mis amigos". The
quotation is from a recorded interview with two women from Rancho Nuevo. I heard
similar comments from many different persons (both men and women) in the ejido.
160.1 also hesitate to call it a "pre-modern society".
161. The expression 'gente de razorf is an accepted usage, but I have borrowed it for
this context from Fernando Benltez's book Los indios de México (1970). He describes
the Cerro de Oro dam in Oaxaca. Under a photograph showing houses that are under
water he writes: "Las profeclas se han cumplido. La "gente de razön" ha ganado la
batalla" ('The prophecies have been fulfilled. People of reason have won the battle')
(1970:15).
162. The peasants received "general information about the dam" in 1986, and in
December 1988 they were informed about the CFE resettlement team's activities
(Nahmad and Mejla 1994:9-10 [section on chronology]).
163. When I lived in the valley, 1 also felt how I was embedded in a powerful structure
that could not be challenged.
164. At this time, the World Bank loan had not yet been approved. It was approved on
June 8, 1989 (World Bank 1989e:4).
165. The land ownership of this group is not easily verified. I have tried to confirm
their land ownership in six different documents: 'The first amplification' {La Primera
Ampliation) in 1942, 'the second amplification' {LaSegundaAmpliation) in 1970, the
third amplification {La Tercera Ampliation) in 1986 (the 3rd distribution was
approved in 1992), and 'Owners of parcels in Ejido Vista Hermosa' {Poseedoras de
Parcelas de Ejido Vista Hermosa). All the above documents are from Querétaro State
Government. The following documents are from the CFE: 'Relation of producers to
area and production' {Relation de ProductoresporSuperficiey Production), 1986/87,
and further, a handwritten list on the distribution of beans and corn from the CFE
ranchos (1993) to the ejidatarios with land in the valley. The committee members
were landowners either by inheritance or by other transactions, but only one could be
verified in the above documents. Most of the men were found in the lists of application
for land (in the 1 st one man was listed; in the 2nd three men were listed; two of the
men were not listed at all). As mentioned the members of the comisariado ejidal had
to be landowners, and therefore the man listed as landless was most probably also a
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landowner, although I have been unable to officially verify his ownership. A reason
for these difficulties of verification could be that the legal documents had not been
submitted for the 2nd land amplification despite the time span (CFE 1990d [Oct.]:21).
166. The complete text reads: "El Comisario Ejidal, después de haberle expuesto los
resultados de la visita, les dijo que no podiafiarse de esa informaciön ya que no lo
habla visto con 'sus propios ojos'" (Taifeld 1990:38).
167. Even if the women represented the family land at the assemblies, they very
seldom made any decisions. The women explained to me that under normal
circumstances there were few big decisions to be made and most of them could be
tabled until the men returned to the ejido during their regular and short migration
cycles.
168. Two men in this table represent both Early and Recent Times. They are both from
Rancho Nuevo. One man represents his mother, an ejidataria completa/original
ejidataria of the first land distribution (Early Time). The other represents his father,
also an ejidatario completo/original ejidatario. Both men represent themselves in the
third land distribution (Recent Time). I have assumed in this table that Early Time has
higher priority than Recent Time and marked them only in the Early Time category.
In the final discussion I will, however, elaborate on this schematic presentation. A
comment on the two outsiders: they were the ex-CFE engineer and a CFE
anthropologist.
169. The information about their membership was directly communicated to me by
one of the brothers. I have also been able to have this verified by others and in signed
documents of 1991.
170. The name of this committee in the document is 'The Special Committee of the
Ejidatarios"1 (El Comité Especial de Ejidatarios).
171. The name of this committee in the document is 'The Special Committee' (El
Comité Especial).
172. For example, his daughter married the brother of the young leader in the autumn
of 1992. The couple divorced a few months after the resettlement in the spring of
1994.
173.1 was unable to ascertain the home villages of the deputies.
174. The construction companies were private companies not affiliated with the CFE.
In April 1993 they were Hepta, Totsa and Apycsa, each company was responsible for
building a certain number of houses.
175. According to the official information at the entrance of the new village in 1993
(April 8) an additional 40 houses had yet to be constructed, as well as four churches
and two schools. Informal communication with the members of the subcommittee

gave a totally different number — that over 200 houses were unfinished or needed
modifications.
176. According to the CFE the three villages had a total of 50 trucks (three tons
loading capacity) owned by about ten men from all three villages.
177. The men are landless, but members of the ejido.
178. Instituto Nacional Indigenista.
179. Basically the restitution was 'room for room'. But a house/hut regardless of its
original size was always restituted with a minimum of one bedroom, one living room
and a kitchen.
180. My position as an independent researcher did not give me access to these higher
level of the negotiations and therefore I cannot verily this.
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181. The superior leader accepted me, because I was not affiliated with any of the
major actors, but was independent and paid from Sweden by a research grant. The first
question he asked me was "Who is paying you?"
182. This information is based on an interview with the secretary of the delegation.
Edith Calderén Rivera claims that there were still subdelegados in Bella Vista del Rio
(1996:52).
183. At an assembly the ejidatarios had voted against privatization of the land. This
was after the resettlement, but I do not have information about the exact year.
184. A clothing factory.
185. Reservoir-induced seismicity has been reported at dam sites all over the world
(McCully 1996).
186. The resettlement stages are based on Scudder & Colson 1982:274-275 and
Scudder 1996:682-683.
187. I attended a village meeting in Rancho Nuevo in February 1993. After three
hours, when the leader began to talk about spies and betrayal, my women friends let
me understand that I should leave. My friends never wanted me to go alone to the
meetings. Their suspicion towards strangers affected their relations with all outsiders
and determined much of our work. Relationships were very delicate.
188. At the 1st distribution of land, both irrigated land in the valley and rain-fed land
on the plateau were distributed. Many years before the resettlement one member of the
traditional leadership exchanged his irrigated land in the valley for a large, rain-fed
parcel of land on the plateau because he raised cattle and needed access to large areas.
(In the valley the land was too valuable to be used for cattle raising).
189. According to the local rules of inheritance the youngest son inherited the land.
This was the custom, but ejido land cannot be inherited as individual property, only
the right to use the land was inherited. Ejido land is not an individual property.
190. The application for a 3rd land extension was made in April 1986 and granted in
1992.
191. For a discussion on the "power of making visible" see Bourdieu 1990.
192. Rancho Nuevo, halfof Vista Hermosa and half ofMesa de Le6n were religiously
and politically united as Adventists and PRI (Partido Revolutionario Institutional)
voters. Parts of La Vega, half ofVista Hermosa and half of Mesa de Leon were united
as Catholics and PRD (Partido Revolutionario Democratico) voters. La Vega was
also associated with PRD Cardenistas.
193. Similar descriptions of conflicts are found in most resettlement projects (e.g.,
Barabas & Bartolomé 1996:157; Scudder 1996:10).
194. "Antes vivimos en el paralso. Después vamos a vivir en el infiernillo.''''
195. "Mipueblo estå en agonia". This was painted on a truck owned by a man from
La Vega. I saw it in May 1994. Calderön (1996) also recorded this expression ofpain
in her thesis on memory and loss in the Zimapån resettlement.
196. Mesa de Leön became one of the receiving villages (villages that were hosts to
the resettled people).
197. "Ellos casi no vienen ahorita. A ellos les intresaba mucho lafruta. Ellos dicen,
'iPor qué vamos?' Ellos estän igual que nosotros ahorita. "
198. In my host's house in the Rancho Nuevo section in 1997, we had nopales three
days a week. Assessing the environmental degradation of the area is an important task
for future research.
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199. 'Garbage houses' were traditionally built out of organic material, but today are
built with whatever materials are available.
200. "Este Lugar! Sagrado pero Seco!"
201. "Este Lugar Fear
202. "Bella Vista del Rio representa la visible culminaciön de una serie de esfuerzos
y dificiles negociaciones" (CFE 1996:88).
203. "...la conformaciön urbana acorde a los intereses de sus pobladores y que
permita el arraigoy desarrollo social de los mismos" (CFE 1986 [Nov.]:79).
204. Hunt and Nash explain: "Paraje has been applied to three functionally distinct
territorial units: (1) a named geographical unit, (2) a group of agricultural plots, and
(3) a small settlement of households" (1967:256).
205. My assistant explained the name as an area of flat land without trees.
206. Limestone was necessary for the preparation oftortilla dough, called nixtamal (an
Otoml word).
207. The name for the place where the water tank that supplies water for the village
is situated.
208. Some people said that Mesa de Le6n was the name of the whole plateau.
209. Stories are told of the female hacienda owner, a witch who celebrated black
magic fiestas during which she served only the meat ofblack goats. The guests usually
never returned from these fiestas. She was also known to be a cruel mistress, and to
have killed men who were caught carrying pulque on her land. A treasure is said to be
hidden in the mansion, and it glows on dark nights. Another claim is that it is
impossible to take photographs of the hacienda.
210. Small houses on their farmland for temporary use during busy seasons (harvest
and sowing).
211. "Dijimos — Vamos a construir el nuevopoblado similar como antes."
212. Mesa de Leon was both the name of a village and the name of the plateau.
213. "A nosotros, nunca nos presentaron el piano de como este diseno, estaba
contemplado si estarian todas las tres comunidades con todos sus servicios."
214. When I presented this interpretation in a group discussion in the new village in
1997,1 also added the joke that the Devil had to give in to the World Bank. Some of
my friends in the resettled village highly appreciated this joke.
215. 'Wo quiero cambiar mi vida alla abajo por una casa de oro."
216. These are native names. The CFE identifies the following building materials for
houses: organo, nopal, maguey, palma, mezquite and ocotillo (1986:28).
217. A women in Rancho Nuevo told me that CFE presented the three house designs.
The World Bank Chronology of Zimapån states that the assembly ejidal selected the
three house types (Nahmad & Mejia 1994:16)
218. House type C was the largest, and only three families in total were eligible to
receive such a house — one family in Rancho Nuevo and two in La Vega.
219. The exchange rate in 1991 was on average 3,000 old Mexican pesos for 1 US
dollar.
220. The categories: adobe, carton (cardboard), palma (palm-tree), madera (wood),
tapique (unidentified), mampost (type of architectual decoration), cemento (cement),
aspesto (asbestos), loza (fine earthenware), tierra (earth), lozeta (?) and otros (other).
221. Although labeled as Table 8 they were presented as different tables.
222. Some of the tables are reproduced in CFE February, 1990.
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223. The old houses had in general such a low monetary value that an estimate of their
value would have been sufficient.
224. People were highly depended upon firewood as the staple food, beans, needed
hours to cook.
225. Despite this abundance of efes, efes had been accepted in exchange for fruit as
part of the fmely-meshed network of exchange discussed earlier.
226. The costs are distributed as follows (in new Mexican pesos NMP): Water 65, Gas
160, Electricity 35, Firewood 80, Food 400. Total NMP 740 (approximately US$ 100).
227. In this culture the youngest son usually inherits the land, the house and the
household items. If the youngest son does not respect his parents the property may be
left to the next youngest son. If there are only daughters, the youngest girl and her
husband will inherit the house. The other children receive nothing. {Ejido land is not
individually owned, but is only held in usufract. Ejido land itself cannot be inherited,
only the right to use it is transferred).
228. "El dinero en el banco es solamentepara los ejidatarios, no espara todos, no —

no para los comuneros, no
229. "Nofue la decision del dueno pero otra persona, los representantes de Rancho
Nuevo."
230. The CFE in their final report to the World Bank also wrote that El Comité had
modified the original plans (1996:86).
231. A residence pattern that was clearly affected was that of the Adventists and the
Catholics. In the old village they lived side by side, while in the new village, in the
Rancho Nuevo sector, the different religious groups were much more separated.
232. He illustrates it with the following example: "At the Zimapån hydroelectric dam,
I discovered that, at the last minute, several male heads of household hastily
rearranged meticulously planned, spatial layouts of houselots in a new community to
decrease contact with their mother-in-laws!" (Downing 1996a:40).
233. The dogs of my host family were poisoned shortly after the move to the new
village. The message was: they had disregarded the rules.
234. The Aguamilpa and the Zimapån dam projects were part of the same energy
project. The Huicholes were dissatisfied with their houses, especially the roofs, and
did not want to have them rebuilt in their traditional form.
235. The bubbles the yolks made in the water were interpreted as good or evil, and the
healer asked about people or events that could be related to these 'bubbles'.
236.1 will only consider a few aspects here, because this was such a complicated issue
that it demands a separate article.
237. The above text is partly based on two INI documents 1992a: 13-15 and 1992b:28-
29.
23 8. Similar accusations of fraud in resettlement projects have been reported by Bhatia
(1997:317) and by Silverman (1971:94).
239. Acta de Asamblea Ejidal dated January 21, 1993, and field notes.
240. Equivalent to approximately 566 to 31,666 US dollars.
241. "Ano del ochentay nueve//voy a empezar a cantar//ni quien se iba a imaginar "
(Corrida Proyecto Zimapån).
242. "El traslado se hizo como mejor nos convino " (El Comisario Ejidal, Ejido Vista
Hermosa).
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Appendix 1. Mexican Dams: a sample of dams with
resettlement components

Name of the
Dam

Location Number of

Displaced
People

Year of
Construc¬
tion

Type of Dam References

Presa Cajön
de Pefla

Jalisco Barabas &
Bartolomé

(1992)
Presa

Malpaso
Chiapas - 1966/1968 Hydroelectric Basaldua

(1994)
El Infiernillo Michoåcan - 1969/1972 Hydroelectric Basaldua

(1994)
Pujal-Coy,
Phase I

Unknown 10,800 1982 Unknown Guggenheim
(1993)

Pujal-Coy,
Phase II

Unknown 23400 1982 Unknown Guggenheim
(1993)

Colorado Unknown 13,260 1982 Unknown Guggenheim
(1993)

Bajo
Candelaria

Unknown 5800 1982 Unknown Guggenheim
(1993)

Culiacan Unknown 25200 1967 Unknown Guggenheim
(1993)

Batopilas Chihuahua 1890 Restart
1989

Hydroelectric
(The first plant
in Mexico?)

CFE, El Trans-
formador
(1993b)

La Angostura
(Belisario
Domlnguez)

Chiapas 15,483-
17,000

Bartolomé &
Barabas (1990,
1992)
Virginia Molina
(1976)

Chicoasén Chiapas 2,000 cam-

pesinos
1983 Hydroelectric Bartolomé &

Barabas (1992)
CFE, El Trans-
formador
(1993a)

02 Hidalgo Number of
affected
Otomis
unknown

Barabas &
Bartolomé

(1992)

San Juan

Tetelcingo
Guerrero 22000 Bartolomé &

Barabas (1992)
Guggenheim
(1993)

Miguel
Aleman Dam

(Temascal)

Oaxaca,
Veracruz
Tonto River

20,000-
27,000
Mazatecos

19,000-
22,000

1949-1957 Irrigation and
hydroelectricity

Robinson

(1991)
Barabas &
Bartolomé

(1973, 1990,
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Mestizos
and
Mazatecs

1992)
Bartolomé

(1992)
Pérez Quijada
(1992)
Partridge et al.
(1982)
CFE (1991)
Leon(1989)
McMahon

(1989)
Aguamilpa
Dam

Nayarit
River

Santiago

* 871
Huicholes,

Mestizos

1993 Hydroelectric
960 MW
190 m high

Escudero

(1992)
Greaves Laine

(1997)
Caracol

(Carlos
Ramirez

Ulloa)

Guerrero
River Balsas

5,500
resettlers in
11 com¬

munities.

1977

Completed
1985

Hydroelectric
150 m high
3 turbines å 330
MW

CFE (1991
March)
Robinson

(1991)
Barabas &
Bartolomé

(1992)
Cerro de Oro

(Miguel de la
Madrid

Hurtado)

Oaxaca,
Veracruz
River Santo

Domingo

20,000-
26,000
Chinantecs

1972/1973

Inagurated
1989

Irrigation and
hydroelectricity

Barabas &
Bartolomé

(1973)
Bartolomé

(1992)
Robinson

(1991)
La Angostura
(Belisario
Dominguez)

Chiapas
River

Grijalva

15,483-
17,000
Mestizos,
Tzeltales,
Tzotziles

1970 Hydroelectric Basaldua

(1994)

Uxpanapa - - - - Gates (1988)
La Villita Guerrero-

Michoacan

- 1973 - Greaves Laine

(1997)
Pefiitas Chiapas - 1983 - Greaves Laine

(1997)
Huites Sinaloa - 1992 Greaves Laine

(1997)
Zimapån Dam Querétaro,

Hidalgo
San Juan
River
Tula River

« 2,500
Mestizos
and Otomi

1980

Completed
in 1993

Hydroelectric
280 MW
200 m high

Aronsson

(1992)
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Appendix 2. Differing Numbers of Affected People
CFE (1996:1-3, 19-20) distinguished between populations directly and
indirectly affected by the Zimapån dam in its final report to the World Bank.
Directly affected communities are communities that are inundated by the
reservoir whose people have to be displaced and resettled.

Communities directly affected by the Zimapån dam were:

Communities in Hidalgo
Paso del Arenal, municipality Zimapån
El Epazote, municipality Tasquillo
Aljibes, municipality Tecozautal

Communities in Querétaro
Rancho Nuevo, municipality Cadereyta
Vista Hermosa, municipality Cadereyta
La Vega, municipality Cadereyta

Total number of directly affected people: 2,452
Total number of directly affected communities: 6

Indirectly affected communities are communities that are partially affected by
the dam project, e.g., by roads, transmission lines, the tunnel of conduction
and the reservoir (e.g., loss of farmland). CFE reported a total number of 66
affected communities.

Communities in Hidalgo
Municipality of Zimapån 17
Municipality of Tasquillo 5
Municipality of Tecozautla 10

Communities in Querétaro
Municipality of Cadereyta 30
Municipality of San Joaquin 4

Total: 32 Total: 34

Comment: The concepts of directly and indirectly affected are used by the
World Bank. I find those concepts difficult to apply (see Chapter 7).

Instituto Nacional Indigenista (INI) (1990 Dec. [Dec.:A3:2]), in one of its
first monitoring reports to the CFE, reported a much higher number ofaffected
communities. INI did not distinguish between directly and indirectly affected
communities. INI reported a total number of 160 communities: 87 in the state
of Querétaro and 73 in the state of Hidalgo.

Comment: The INI monitoring team was critical of what they saw as an
attempt by the CFE to limit the extent of the region that they acknowledged
to be affected by the Zimapån dam.
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Appendix 3. Notes on the Ejido System of Mexico
Creation o/Ejidos: 1917 Constitutional Land Reform
In December 1912, Luis Cabrera formulated a law that proposed an
agricultural reform. The law had the impressive title "The Reconstitution of
the Ejidos of the Villages as a Means of Ending the Slavery of the Mexican
Rural Worker". In 1915 (Decree of January 6), this law was followed by the
first agrarian legislation (Markiewicz 1980:1).

Article 27 in the 1917 Mexican Constitution and its associated legal
framework in Ley de Reforma Agraria formalized the land reform that
followed the Mexican Revolution. The new institution was called ejido. The
name can be traced to the Spanish and to the Aztec land use. In Spanish it
refers to common land on the outskirts of a town. In Aztec society the calpulli
(kinship group) owned the land in common (Markiewicz 1980:7). Over time,
haciendas had absorbed the land on the outskirts of villages and the peasants
had to pay rent to use it (Aguirre Beltran & Pozas Arciniega 1981:84-85).
(This was also the case at the ex-hacienda in the present Ejido Vista Hermosa).

The national authorities' objectives with the land reform were to create
political stability, and to promote economic and social progress. They also
wanted to assimilate the Indians into the national economy. For the landless
peasants, the reform made it possible to apply for a land title, with which they
had the legal right to defend their land. The legislators, however, had created
dual rights that counterbalanced each other in the legal framework; the right
of the government to expropriate land for public interest and additionally,
explicit ejido rights that stipulated that land could not be sold, rented or
fragmented by inheritance or mortgages. The first years after the revolution,
the two rights did not collide, since land was mainly expropriated from the
large private landholdings and distributed as collective holdings to the landless
peasants. Markiewicz writes, that the early reforms focused mainly on land
that had been illegally taken from the peasants, which left many communities
without a legal right to receive hacienda land. In 1934, with the promulgation
of the Agrarian Code, the peasants' rights to apply for and legally obtain land
from the haciendas were extended (1980:1).

Landholding in rural Mexico began to change hands in the 1920s and
onwards, despite the slow distribution of ejido titles. In fact, the handling time
for a case could be 15 to 20 years. In the 1970s, when the distribution of ejido
land had more or less ended (Fox 1994a:257), there were 26,000 ejidos and
2,600,000 ejidatarios in Mexico (Salinas 1991), which represented 50% ofthe
national agricultural production (Krantz 1991:3-5).

A Corporate Group
An ejido is legally a rural corporate group. The ejidatarios are members of a
collective with equal land rights, but in which each member can individually
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'own' and cultivate a piece of land. The land, as mentioned, cannot legally be
sold, rented or fragmented through inheritance. The law also stipulates that all
decisions of the ejido must be anchored in majority decisions at the ejidal
assembly.

A person has to fulfill certain requirements to quality as ejidatario,
according to Aguirre Beltran and Pozas Arciniega. The person must be a
Mexican citizen, adult (18 years), and also a member of a rural community
whose main income comes from agriculture (1981:92). According to the early
reforms (Article 97 of 1927) a woman also had to be a sole supporter of
children. In 1971, women were given equal rights (Article 45 and 200). In
reality, men and women are treated unequally. The woman in Ejido Vista
Hermosa emphasized that it could take almost 10 years for a woman to be
granted ejido rights, while a man could neglect his duties for years, without
any consequences. In addition, Arizpe & Botey (1987:70-71) point out that
women can be elected to the ejidal authorities, but tradition stipulates that only
men are elected.

An ejidatario, who does not conform to the ejidal rules, can lose his/her
land. The most important rule is that the land has to be cultivated. If the land
lies fallow for more than 2 years, it can return to the community. In addition,
the ejidatario has to represent the household in all matters and participate in
the cargos (if the community has them). Responsibility is a key concept.

An important obligation is the transfer of the title. Ejido land cannot legally
be inherited since the law stipulates unfragmented inheritance. Warman
explains that this was necessary because of "the consolidation of the extended
family... the fundamental unit for peasant existence" (1980:279). The holder
of the title must, therefore, transfer the ejido rights to a chosen person during
his/her lifetime. Usually, the transfer follows local inheritance rules. This is
not prescribed, however, and in Ejido Vista Hermosa, the youngest son
normally took over the land rights (if the parents regarded him as suitable).

Informal Transfers
Informal transfer of land was a common practice within the ejidos, even
though the law (Article 27 of 1917) forbade fragmentation by inheritance,
selling, renting or mortgaging ofejido land. In fact, it was not uncommon that
these 'illegal' transfers were formalized with a written contract that was signed
by the president ejidal. Warman emphasizes that the national authorities have
never punished these kinds of transfers (1980:219).

In sum, the ejido system created a complex socio-economic net of power
relations among the members of the ejido that is based on the limited access
to land. Even though the ejidatarios have equal formal rights to apply for land,
they are in reality bound to the local practice of land transfers, powerful
'landowners' and the ejidal authorities.
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Privatization ofEjidos: 1992 Constitutional Land Reform
"Diez Puntos the speech that the president Salinas held before the Mexican
Congress on the 14th ofNovember 1991, initiated the reform of the Article 27.
In 1992, on February 26th, the reform was legally ratified (Diario Oficial:
Secretaria de la Reforma Agraria 1992). The reform mandates a privatization
of ejido lands and stipulates the legal right to sell, rent or mortgage the land.
The reform ended the distribution of land that started 1917. The national
authorities state that the "National Development Plan considers security and
respect for land tenure the starting point for modernization measures in the
countryside" (Mexican Agenda 1991:118). Furthermore, the governmental
reports (Mexican Agenda [1991], Salinas [1991] and Gordillo [1992]) stress
that a liberalization would lead to justice, freedom and progress for Mexico.
The background to the reform is to be found in the liberal ideas about the
advantages of private ownership. It is assumed that the individual ejidatario
wants to control his land and its production with as little governmental
intervention as possible. Renard makes a connection between the reform and
the World Bank's recommendation for a reorganization ofMexico's economy
(1992:5) — a reorganization that is fundamentally market oriented.

Renard emphasizes, that the individual ejidatario cannot, however, sell his
land without the permission of the general ejidal assembly (1992:5). Yetman
claims that the government does not pressure the ejidos to privatize their land.
Instead, the Procuraria Agraria only informs the ejidos about the process.
Yet, there may be under-information about the options and the economic
consequences of privatization (Yetman 1998). Fox claims that some peasant
leaders were exposed to pressure and threatened with exclusion from the
governmental subsidy if they did not agree to the reform (1994a:262-263).

The private sector united behind the reform and large multinational
companies Bimbo, Sabritas, Kellogs, Bacardi and Nestlé began to invest in the
rural areas (Renard 1992:2). They invested mainly in areas with large irrigated
fields. As a result, marginal and poorer land was left out. Munoz and Santoyo
(1992) argue that this could lead to the local bosses {caciques) purchasing the
land from the poorer landowners and that that in turn would enforce the
existing economic stratification in the ejidos.

President Salinas administration certified 260,429 land titles during his
presidency (Mexican Agenda 1991:118, 120). Fox argues that the reform has
changed the internal organization of authority in the ejido and that the
president ejidal has lost authority, while the assembly ejidal as gained in
influence (1994a:262-263). Fox may be right, but he wrote this only shortly
after the formalization of the law, and I believe more time has to pass before
we know its impacts on rural Mexico.
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Appendix 4. Notes on the Regional History
In 1522 the Spaniard Hernan Cortéz and his troops conquered the Sierra Gorda
in central Mexico — the land of the Otomis, Nahuatls, Pames and
Chichimecas-Jonaz (Soustelle [1937:Carte I], Manrique [1969], Galinier
[1979], Dow [1986], Zimmerman [1992]). The Spaniards discovered large
deposits of metals and soon the exploitation began. In the present state of
Querétaro there were 216 mines in 1844 (gold, silver, mercury, copper,
antimony and lead). Near the present town ofCadereyta, there were two silver
mines — El Doctor and San Juan Nepomuceno (Landa-Fonseca 1990:68). In
the present state of Hidalgo, another large silver deposit was found in the
ancient Otomf town ofZimapån. To secure the transportation routes the Span¬
iards established several military mission towns (Tranfu 1989:43).' Two hun¬
dred years later, some 20 military mission towns and missions existed in and
around the territory of Cadereyta (Soustelle 1937: Carte:VI). From a spatial
perspective, these missions and mission towns more or less encircled the
valley that later became part of the Ejido Vista Hermosa. The Spaniards also
founded the present industrial cities of Querétaro in 1534 (Coq & Samperio
1988:33) and San Juan del Rio in 1531 (Samperio Gutierrez 1989:307-309).

Cadereyta de Montes was one of the mission towns established. In 1640-
1642 Villa de Cadereyta (its original name) was founded by Alonso and Tover
Guzmån, two brothers from Spain. At that time, the town had some 30
inhabitants who had lived there for a long time, because of the access to water
and the hot-water springs. For the Spaniards, the town became a strategic
outpost for the protection of the nearby mines and the transportation routes.
It was also meant to function as a pacifier in this politically unstable area. The
pacification went slowly, however, and several rebel groups were active, who
found refuge in the rugged mountains of Sierra Gorda. Landa-Fonseca writes
that in 1811, the rebels captured the Spanish military commander of Sierra
Gorda, who was brought to Cadereyta and executed. The Spanish authorities
answered with a ruthless attack on the town (1990:132).

The territoiy of Cadereyta has been divided into several different geo¬
political divisions. The Spaniards first divided it in military divisions with
military commanders in charge. Thereafter came the system ofAlcaldia Mayor
that was introduced in the 1650s. In 1786 the Intendencias were introduced,
while the Alcaldias were renamed Partidos ('districts'), which were headed
by Subdelegados (Samperio Gutierrez 1989:329). After the revolution the
territory was reorganized as the present Municipio Cadereyta de Montes
(Article 115, 1917 Constitution), which led to some territorial changes (Atlas
Ejidal del Estado de Querétaro 1988:4).2 Its eastern border faces Hidalgo and
the Moctezuma and San Juan Rivers constitute the border, to the north it faces
the municipalities of Jalpan de Serra, San Joaquin, Pinal de Amoles and
Penamiller, to the west it faces the municipalities of Tolimån, and to the south
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the municipalities of Ezequiel Montes (Atlas Ejidal del Estado de Querétaro
1988:4). The town Cadereyta is the cabecera — the economic, social, political
and religious center of the municipality.

In the 16th century the Spaniards introduced the congregation (congre¬
gation) policy in the district of Cadereyta, Sierra Gorda and in the Valle de
Mezquital in Hidalgo, which was in force for some 3 centuries. Congregation
(synonymous terms are reduccioön and reducciones) was an involuntary
resettlement whereby the Indians who lived in dispersed settlements were
brought together in communities within a spatial grid patterned along ethnic
lines (Coq & Samperio 1988:50-52. See also Lovell 1990). They were
converted to Christianity. In the historical documents one can read that there
were at least 4 congregation villages in the district of Cadereyta, for instance,
the village of El Palmar (that had connections to the present Ejido Vista
Hermosa) (Archivo de Cadereyta n.d., Gutierrez Alvarez 1989:269). The
congregation system did not succeed in disrupting the traditional settlement
pattern ofdispersed homesteads. In fact, the Indians made many uprisings and
the new settlements disappeared when the Indians returned to their original
homesteads (Soustelle 1937:508-510, Manrique 1969:683, Carrasco 1969:
590). This dark time is vividly described by the Otomi Indian, Jesus Salinas:
"The people divided into two groups: those who were on the side of the
foreigners, and those who fled from them. This happened primarily because
the strangers began to displace the native people from the land.... But the great
majority of the people hid out in the steepest, most inaccessible mountains so
that they could not be found. They did this because they were accustomed to
going about freely and not living in captivity" (Bernard & Salinas 1989:410).

The present Ejido Vista Hermosa and its valley are not mentioned in the
documents on congregation, despite that people have lived there for at least
500 years. The peasants had neither historical records nor social memories of
any congregation in the valley. I find it reasonable to assume, however, that
the people in the valley were affected by the Spanish congregation policy,
since the valley was surrounded by missions, transportation routes and other
displaced villages.

After the exploitation of the mines, the hacienda system took over. It was
organized along ethnic lines (Lomnitz-Adler 1991:197, Arizpe 1980:125). The
haciendas also created enclaves of settlements in the land of the Indians. The
Indians were referred to as naturales or mecas ('ill-mannered'), while the
Europeans were known as gente de razon ('people ofreason'). Haciendas have
existed in the district since 1610 (Samperio Gutierrez 1989:332-334). For
example, between 1801 and 1810 there were 83 haciendas in the district, (the
hacienda in the Ejido Vista Hermosa is, however, not mentioned) (Samperio
Gutiérrez 1989 [Anexo 1 ]:427-429, GarciaUgarte 1989:155). In 1924, several
of the haciendas were expropriated and 2,184 hectares of land were trans¬
formed into ejido land (Excerpt from Archivo de Cadereyta).
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In this semi-desert area, access to water was central for agricultural
production. As a result, the municipal authorities began to regulate the water,
which led to conflicts between the hacendados ('hacienda owners') and the
authorities. In 1918, the municipal president ofCadereyta addressed the issue
in a speech, stating that it was a mistake of the hacienda owners to regard
water as a private property. (Details of this conflict are found in Archivo de
Sån Juan del Rio). The hacendados had to apply to the authorities for water,
as, for instance, Guillermo Parra, the owner of the ex-hacienda in the present-
day Ejido Vista Hermosa did in 1910, when he applied for the right to tap
2,000 liters ofwater per second from the San Juan River for his haciendas. He
may also have been concerned about the future, since the Hydro Electric
Company of Querétaro that same year applied for concessionary rights to the
San Juan River for the future building of hydro-electric dams (Garcia Ugarte
1989:147-148). In 1906 (or 1910) the first hydroelectric dam, Santa Rosa, was
built in Querétaro.

Despite the flourishing cotton and cigar industries in the state ofQuerétaro,
the installation of telephones (1883), the opening of the railroad to Mexico
City (1882), and the world industrial exposition in the capital Querétaro
(1882), severe poverty plagued the municipality in the early 1900s and many
people migrated to the surrounding cities. An old ejidatario of the present-day
Ejido Vista Hermosa explained that people came also to the impoverished
valley searching for work at the hacienda. They came mainly from the villages
of El Palmar, Puerto Salitre, Boyé (one-day's walk away), but also from the
capital Querétaro in the state of Querétaro, and from the state of Hidalgo they
came from Zimapån and Ixmiquilpan.

The revolution had also involved the people in the area,3 and in its wake
epidemics followed that took so many lives that the inhabitants of the valley
in the present-day Ejido Vista Hermosa established a cemetery. In addition to
the poverty and the "green" revolution, a religious revolt known as guerra
cristera involved large parts of the Querétaro state from 1926 to 1929 (Garcia
Ugarte 1989). This revolt coincided with the peasants' revolt against the
haciendas in the valley of Ejido Vista Hermosa.

Notes
1. Some 7 million pounds of silver made its way from Mexico to Sevilla in Spain
between 1503 to 1660 (Wolf 1982:139).
2. The size of the municipality is 133,682.3 hectares, divided into 12 micro-regions
of which 7 were Delegaciones (1994). There are 148 villages in the municipality in
total (Gobiemo del Estado de Querétaro 1994:23-43). The agricultural land consists
of 9,864 hectares of rain-fed land (temporal), and 214 hectares of irrigated land. As
a result of the Zimapån dam, 1/3 of the municipality's irrigated land was destroyed.
3. Landa-Fonseca states that there are no official reports about general uprisings in
Querétaro in the first years of the revolution, except for in the district of Cadereyta
(and Toliman) (1990:117).
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Appendix 5. Documented Place Names of the Natural
Landscape
This list covers the Valley of Ejido Vista Hermosa, on both sides of the San
Juan River, but it does not include the laundry places at the river. They are
listed in Chapter 4. The number in the brackets refers to the location on the
place-name map.

Names of the Villages over Time in the Valley
La Hacienda = El Infiernillo = Vista Hermosa = (1)
Los Conejos = Rancho Nuevo (2)
La Vega (had never changed name). (3)

A Path of Names from the Center of the Village Rancho Nuevo to the
River
El Zapote — La Era — Salitre — La Milpa Larga — Las Moritas —

Wamuchi. (4)

Names ofPlaces in the Landscape
Canon de Zafinai/Sibafani (5)
This was a small irrigation dam located at one end of the valley, behind the
smallest village, La Vega (Informant: Man from La Vega). This dam had high
political and strategic value, since the three villages were connected by a
system ofcanals (some 26 kms long). These provided water from the dam. As
mentioned earlier, the village of La Vega cut off irrigation water to the village
of Rancho Nuevo in the 1950s with the motivation that the inhabitants were

not Catholics. The name Sibafani, was given to me by a woman from Rancho
Nuevo, after the resettlement. The meanings of the names were unknown to
my informants, but they are probably of Otomi origin.1

La Cueva (6)
Translated, the name means 'The Cave'. It was located half-way up the
mountain slope to the plateau, close to La Vega. The peasants associated it
with the Chichimecas, the alleged first inhabitants of the valley. Several
women insisted that inside the cave there were paintings, jewelry and
ornaments that belonged to the cave spirits. They further explained that it was
safe to walk to the cave, but dangerous to enter, and especially dangerous to
steal the items because the spirits would punish the thief with madness.
Several people had gone mad after entering the cave. In 1988/89 the CFE had
investigated it, together with some village men, and according to this
investigation they found neither objects nor any rock paintings. The village
men (and the CFE staff [November, 1992]) claimed that only women were
afraid of the cave.
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Taqui Blanco/Los Taquis (7)
The name Taqui, is the Otomi word for 'waterfall'. Taqui Blanco thus means
'White Waterfall'. This place was a large white cliff — the edge of the
plateau. During heavy rains, it turned into a waterfall when the water rushed
from the plateau down to the valley. People liked the sight of the waterfall and
they often went out in the rain to watch the water coming down the cliff.2

Magueycito (8)
The name means 'Little Maguey' and was a place close to Vista Hermosa that
was known for its many magueys (Agave cantala). The maguey is a natural
resource that is used in many ways: its leaves are used to wrap around the
meat for barbacoa (grilled meat); the sap is used for pulque (cactus beer); the
heart of the maguey—xiote de maguey, can be fermented and eaten; the fiber,
ixtle, is used for traditional ropes. Tranfu writes that the maguey "is the
national plant of the Otomi" (1989:99).

Bisnaga (9)
This is the name of the cactus Echinocactus platyacanthus. Bisnaga was a
place close to Vista Hermosa with many ofthese cactuses (Informants: Elderly
man and middle-aged man from Rancho Nuevo.) This cactus is not mentioned
in the CFE investigation from 1986. My female informants told me that this
was a highly valuable cactus and it could be sold to urban people for garden
landscaping. They also claimed that some ofthe CFE staff sold bisnagas from
the ejido.

Loma Blanca/Pefia Blanca (10)
Translated the names mean 'White Hill/White Cliff. The name refers to a

white-colored mountainside that was located between Vista Hermosa and
Rancho Nuevo.

La Peha Colorado (11)
Translated the name means 'The Reddish Cliff and referred to a reddish-
colored mountainside that was located between Vista Hermosa and Rancho
Nuevo. The path to the plateau passed by this place.

La Vivienda/El Organo (12)
Translated the names mean 'A place to live' and 'The Organ', which is a name
of a cactus. This place was located at the outskirts of Vista Hermosa and had
been a 'barrio' for several of the families who had left Vista Hermosa for
Rancho Nuevo after the foundation of the ejido. La Vivienda had a mystical
atmosphere. The ground was covered with stones and a grove of large organo
cactuses grew there. Some people called it the El Organo.
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El Organo del Pan (13)
Translated the name means 'The Bread of the Organ (Cactus)'. The name
refers to a place close to La Vivienda where a piece of bread once was found
in an Organo cactus. Some Catholic woman recalled it as a mysterious event
that probably involved nanitas.

La Rueda (14)
Translated the name means 'The Wheel' and refers to a place where the San
River Juan makes a turn towards Rancho Nuevo. There was a pump station
here that supported the villages with river water. (Informant: Man from
Rancho Nuevo.)

El Rancho (15)
Translated the name means 'The Ranch'. It was a natural ford over the San
Juan River, shallow enough for a car to pass. In 1988, the CFE made a dirt
road to Aljives on the Hidalgo side. Traditionally, the residents of the valley
had never used that access to Aljives. Instead, they used to cross the river at
El Rancho and then go south-east up the mountain opposite La Vega. (Some
years ago, the people of La Vega had constructed a cable car to transport
people and animals across the river at the point where the traditional path to
Aljives passed their village. The cable car was not in use when I arrived at the
valley).

La Vegaita (16)
A middle-aged man from Rancho Nuevo told me, after the displacement, that
this was the name of a place on the path from the valley to the plateau Mesa
de Leon. He translated the name to 'Little Place'.

Cerro Cerrotti (17)
The name refers to the mountain between Vista Hermosa and Rancho Nuevo.
The name means 'Mountain Little Mountain'.

La Mathe(a)? (18)
Mathe(a) is the name of a place that the residents usually pointed at and
claimed was nameless. Only one person gave me this name. It was the elderly
female healer in Rancho Nuevo, and she pointed at this large inhospitable
cliff, located close to the new road to Cadereyta, and uttered the name. Matha
is an Otomi word that means "'blessed valley' [and] is used ironically by some
cynics to refer to the generally inhospitable environment...", according to
Bernard and Salinas (1989:396).

LaSecha (19)
This place was located at the entrance to Rancho Nuevo. The meaning of the
word is unknown. (Informant: The female healer in Rancho Nuevo.)
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El Charco (20)
Translated the name means 'Pool of Water' and referred to the place where
water trickled from the mountain wall. It was located where the new CFE road
from Cadereyta entered the valley. (Informant: Man from La Vega.)

Cerro Zendo (21)
Translation unknown. The name refers to a mountain that was not seen from
the valley, but that was mentioned in their spatial orientation map. (Informant:
Man from La Vega.)

Cerro Prielo/Cerrotti (22)
The name refers to the largest mountain located on the Querétaro side of the
valley. The name means 'dark and avaricious'. Cerro Prieto stretches from the
road to Cadereyta (where it entered the valley) to the canyon El Infiernillo.
This mountain was divided by some people into named sections: Alzendo (the
meaning of the name is unknown to me); La Barranca Fea refers to a part of
the mountain that is particularly difficult to climb; La Mina the name means
'the Mine'. Further divisions were: El Puerto and El Puerto Magueycito that
probably are identical. One informant, a man from La Vega, called this
mountain Cerrotti ('Little mountain').

El Campamento (23)
Translated, the name means 'The Camp', and it was said to have been a camp
for the revolutionaries in the Mexican Revolution of 1911. It was located on

the mountain Cerro Prieto nearby. This place name was common knowledge
in the valley.

El Puerto Magueycito/El Puerto/El Puertocito (24)
Translated the name means 'The Mountain Pass of the Little Maguey'/ 'The
Mountain Pass'/ 'The Little Mountain Pass' and was a place between two
mountains, located on one of the paths to the plateau Mesade Leon. (Inform¬
ant: Man from La Vega.)

Las Ajuntas/La Boquilla /La Boca (25)
This was the construction site for the dam wall and the villagers were
confused about the proper name for this place. The name Las Ajuntas was a
local name and referred to the place where the two rivers, San Juan del Rio
and Tula, joined to form the river Moctezuma. It had been a beautiful place
with large willow trees that dipped their long branches into the water. Las
Ajuntas had been the villagers' favorite place for recreation. The CFE renamed
this place to La Boquilla (mouth [of a river]) some informants claimed, while
others claimed that it was the canyon El Infiernillo that was renamed. La Boca
was a third name for this place. Boca means 'mouth'. The villagers were very
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confused about the name for this place. They seemed to have forgotten the
local name much faster than for other places that had changed names in the
valley, which they had kept in memory for decades. The CFE had renamed
this construction site early in the project cycle when it took possession of the
place. The CFE used its own place names in speech and writing, which I inter¬
pret as an indication of that this place no longer belonged to the residents. (See
Chapter 5.) (Informants: Women and men from the valley.)

El Infiernillo (26)
The name means 'The Little Hell' and is the local name for the 400 meter deep
and 200 meter wide canyon where the two rivers, San Juan and Tula, merged
into the Moctezuma River. The dam wall is located in this canyon. According
to legend, the Devil lived in this canyon. (See Chapter 5 for further discus¬
sion.) (Informants: Women from the valley.) El Infiernillo had also been the
name of the valley, some of my female informants claimed this was because
so many people had been killed here during the revolution.

Piedrotas (27)
The name means 'Big Stones' and referred to a place on the path to the
Plateau. At this place one could sit down and rest for a while.

Camino El Plan (28)
The name means 'Path to El Plan'. This was a walking path to the section of
the plateau that was known as El Plan.

La Pena del Panal (29)
The name means 'The Honeycomb'. This was a place where the villagers
collected honey. Honey production was part of the valley's economy.

Place Names in the Valley: across the river in Hidalgo
I will now present the names for places on the other side of the valley, in the
state of Hidalgo. The physical distance between the mountains that faced the
valley on both sides was more or less the same. But people did not give me
any detailed place names for the Hidalgo side. They did not seem interested.
(When I showed them photographs ofthe Hidalgo side, they showed the same
lack of interest). Place names are of course related to the economically and/or
symbolically significant use of the territory. The Hidalgo side was not owned
or cultivated by the people of the valley and consequently not named in detail.

El Otro Rio (30)
Translated the name means 'The Other River'. This was the only name that the
villagers of Ejido Vista ever had used for the river Tula across the border in
Hidalgo (Livoria, April 1994). This name also included two of the smaller
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settlements located on the river Tula, the ranchitos Machoti (alternative
spelling Maxoti) and Paso del Arenal. Between the settlements of 'the other
river' and those of the valley, there was frequent marriage exchange. In 1993,
I estimated that at least eight of the young women from these settlements had
married men from Rancho Nuevo (interviews and genealogies). It is probable
that the marriage pattern will change with resettlement, as the dam and the
relocation resulted in considerably longer distances between the villages. The
three villages in the valley were relocated to Mesa de Leon in Querétaro, while
Maxoti and Paso del Arenal were relocated to the ranch La Concordia in

Hidalgo.3

El Limon (31)
Translated, the name means 'The Lemon'. It was located on the hill slope on
the Hidalgo side. This place became the first resettlement location for the four
families from Maxoti. They had to be relocated from their old homesteads
years before the dam was finished, because of the necessary redirection of the
river Tula. As a result the peasants of Maxoti did not get any water for their
fruit orchards. They felt a strong urge to return to their old homes, and every
Sunday they walked for 1V* hours to visit the ruins of their former homesteads
where they usually sat down, meditated and had lunch. Some of them cried.
(Informants: Women and men from El Limon.)

Cerro de Eugenio (32)
Translated the name means 'Eugenio's mountain' and refers to a private
property. (Informant: Man from Rancho Nuevo.)

San Antonio (33)
The name refers to the Catholic saint San Antonio. (Informant: Woman from
Rancho Nuevo.) The saint may be the guardian saint of a village in the Ejido
Zidejhe on the Hidalgo side. (The guardian saint of the villages in the valley
of Ejido Vista Hermosa was the Virgin of Guadalupe.)

Camino Real (34)
Translated, the name means 'The Royal Road' and was a path that led to the
plateau, Aljives. (Informant: Woman from Rancho Nuevo.)

La Joyita (35)
Translated, the name means 'The Little Jewel'. (Informants: Women from
Rancho Nuevo.)

Vomay (36)
Translation unknown, but the name refers to a mountain known to be
inhabited by brujas ('witches') and nanitas. (See Chapter 4.) (Informants:
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Women from Rancho Nuevo.) Interestingly, I got this information only after
the resettlement, in the new village, in April 1994, in connection with the
villagers' explanations about the 'flight paths' of the nanitas over the new
village and their increased evil activities.

Comalito (37)
This was the name of a mountain. The name means 'Little Comal'. Comal is
a thin metal plate used for baking tortillas (corn bread). My female informants
in Rancho Nuevo explained that the top of the mountain had the shape of a
comal.

Ojo deAgua (38)
Translated, the name means 'Eye of Water' and refers to a fresh water well.

Hidalgo, Ejido Zidejhe (39)
This is the name of an ejido across the river in Hidalgo. Translation is
unknown, but the name is probably ofOtomi origin. The name refers to a large
area of irrigated farmland in the valley that stretched southeast from the bend
ofthe San Juan River. The farmland belonged to villages in Hidalgo that were
located on the plateau ofAljives. Since this farmland was closer to the villages
of the Ejido Vista Hermosa, there may have been competition for resources
between the groups. The residents of Ejido Vista Hermosa never divided this
large area into smaller and named units and they showed no interest when I
showed them pictures of this verdant area. The name was always used to mark
the boundary between the two ejidos. (This farmland was also submerged with
the dam).

Machoti/Maxoti (52)
Several homesteads located at the Tula River. The villagers in the valley and
the families in these homesteads had intermarried for centuries. (See no. 30.)

Notes
1. Not even Bernard and Salinas rich ethnography Native Ethnography (1989) on the
Otomls, provides any explanation for these names.
2. If nothing specific is mentioned about the informants, I have received the
information from men and women of different ages, mainly, however, from the
residents of the village Rancho Nuevo.
3. The villages were located a one-hour drive apart, but it takes the whole day to go
between them by bus.
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Appendix 6. Agricultural Calendar for Fruit Production

ZA = Zapote Amarillo
*

= Blooming of orange & peach trees

Source: Field data. Informants: Family Santander. Rancho Nuevo. August 1992 and
February 1993.
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Appendix 7. Corrida: Proyecto Zimapån
Aho del ochentay nueve
Voy a empezar a cantar
este corrido muy triste
ni quien se iba a imaginar

Bonito es mi Vista Hermosa
la tierra donde naci
que triste fue tu destino
convertido a una presa

Tu nombre sera llamado
el Proyecto Zimapån
puesto por la compania
que es Comision Federal

Las tierras que se inundaron
yo les digo la verdad
por ser tierras del Gobierno
y una que otra propiedad
yapronto serån repuestas
muy cerquita de Bernal
en merito Ezequiel Montes
donde nunca sera igual

Los pueblos que se invadieron
Cadereyta y Zimapån
donde se ha tornado su acuerdo
también el Banco Mundial
porque la Reforma Agraria
nunca nos quizo apoyar

AI transcurso de seis ahos
no se que vaya a pasar
el Gobierno del Estado
el que nos vino a apoyar
a todos los campesinos
de Vista Hermosa y Tziquia

Un saludo a cuatro pueblos
Aljibes y El Arenal
y por donde pasa el tunel
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el ranchito del Yethay
con destino a Las Adjuntas
que pasa en mero Shaja

Se le pide a Don Galdino
Comisariado Ejidal
que defienda a Vista Hermosa
de Comisiön Federal
con toda su planilla
que estå en el nucleo ejidal

Ya con esla me despido
a orillas del rio San Juan
me voy para Ezeuiel Monies
donde voy a progresar
los ranchos que ya comprö
la Comisiön Federal

aqui termina el corrido
del Proyecto Zimapån
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Appendix 8. Law of Planning

Excerpt from the Law of Planning, Chapter III, Art 20, Social Participation in
Planning. Translated by Juan Carlos Gumucio and modified by I-L Aronsson.

Within the area of the National Democratic Planning System, there will be
participation and consultation ofthe various social groups involved, so that
the people will be able to express their opinions in the elaboration,
implementation and execution of the programs considered by this law.

The representative organizations ofworkers, peasants and popular groups;
academic and professional research institutions; bodies of enterprises and
other social groupings will participate as permanent consultant
organizations in aspects of the democratic planning related to their
activities through the fora of popular guidance which have been convened
for this purpose. In the same way the Deputies and Senators of Congress
will participate in these meetings.

Original text:
1. LEY THE PLANEACION, CAPITULO III, ART. 20. PARTICIPACION
SOCIAL EN LA PLANEACION.

"En el åmbito del Sistema Nacional de Planeaciön Democråtica tendrå

lugar laparticipaciön y la consulta de los diversos grupos sociales, con el
propösito de que lapoblaciön exprese sus opiniones para la elaboraciön,
actualizaciön y ejecuciön del Plan y los programas a que se refiere esta
ley."

"Las organizaciones representativas de los obreros, campesinosy grupos
populäres; de las instituciones académicas, profesionales de investigaciön;
de los organismos empresariales y de otras agrupaciones sociales,
participaran como örganos de consulta permanente en los aspectos de la
planeaciön democråtica relacionados con su actividad, a través de foros
de consulta popular que al efecto se convocarån. Asimismo, participarån
en los mismosforos los diputados y Senadores al Congreso de la Union. "

Source: CFE 1990e [Feb.]:no pagination.
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Appendix 9. 'The Honeymoon-year'
This is an excerpt of the CFE activities during the year 1990-91.

1990-91 'Socio-cultural activities and the induction of the resettlement'

{Actividades Socio-Culturales y de Induction al Reacomodo)

1. Festejo Dia del Nino. April 30, 1991.
2. Coronacion de Reynas. May 3, 1991.
3. Exposicion Fotografica. September 4-10, 1990.
4. Concuros la Flor mas Bella del Ejido. Date unknown, but winner was a

girl from Rancho Nuevo.
5. II concurso de Debujo y ler. Jornada Deportiva. All year round.
6. Vuelo en Helicoptero. 23 January 1991.
7. El Museo del Templo Mayor te Visita. October 28, 29, 30, 31 and

November 1, 1991.
8. Altares Dia de Muertos. November 1991.
9. Inauguracion de Jardines de Ninos. 21 November 1990.
10. Posada Navidena. December 1990.
11. Festival 30 de Abril.

Source: CFE n.d.(d).
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Appendix 10. Sample of Negotiated Items
* = approximately
CFE = upper reality
Peasants/is/ Comité = lower reality

Negotiated Item: Place of new village
Time: Discussions began in 1989*. The place for the three villages was
decided at a general assembly ejidal on January 14, 1990 (or in April 1990).
But the acceptance was made final in October 1990.
Type of issue/item: Social obligations. Time.
Parties: CFE and El Comité. SRA and CNC participated in the assembly
January 14, 1990.
Compensation: Restitution for the three old villages united in one urban zone.
Dominant Reality: Place determined by the peasants. CFE decided that the
three villages would be conglomerated into one large village. A combination
of upper and lower reality.
Comment: A complicated discussion with input from both sides.
CFE negotiated about restitution. The peasants negotiated among themselves
about space and social obligations

Negotiated Item: Place of new cemetery.
Time: Negotiations began in 1990*. Decision made in 1991 and the
construction began at once. Inaugurated in November 1992.
Type of issue/item: Space, time, social obligations.
Parties: CFE and El Comité.

Compensation: Restitution with a larger cemetery.
Dominant Reality: A peasant decision. Lower reality.
Comment: Place was not an issue as there an old cemetery already existed on
the plateau. The new one was built adjacent to it.

Negotiated Item: The move of the people.
Time: CFE planned to move the people one year before the closing of the dam
gates, 1991*. The negotiations began in September 1992*, and, in November
1993 the move was executed with force by the closing of the dam gates.
Type of issue/item: Space, time.
Parties: CFE.

Compensation: Monetary. Space.
Dominant Reality: Upper reality.
Comment: See Chapter 5.
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Negotiated Item: Move of the Dead.
Time: Negotiations began on October 24, 1991. Continued on several
occasions in 1992 and 1993. Executed in April 1994, after the resettlement.
Type of issue/item: Space, time, social obligations, monetary.
Parties: CFE and El Comité.

Compensation: CFE paid cash payments to peasant workers to dig up the
dead, burn the old coffins, reload the dead in a CFE purchased coffin and
transport them to the new site.
Dominant Reality: El Comité delayed while CFE pushed for a decision. A
combination of upper and lower reality.
Comment: See Chapter 5.

Negotiated Item: Old Villages infrastructure.
Time: Negotiations began on March 20,1991. El Comité came with a counter
offer on April 5. CFE answered on April 11, and El Comité returned on April
13. On April 15, 1991 no agreement had been reached and the peasants
organized a blockade the same day. The payments were made between May
13 and June 11, 1991.
Type of issue/item: Monetary.
Parties: CFE and El Comité.

Compensation: CFE suggested that El Comité should make an investigation
of the infrastructure.
Dominant Reality: Upper reality but modified by lower.
Comment: Some US $3 million were paid to the peasants in this first
indemnification payment.

Negotiated Item: The New House.
Time: El Comité accepted a date for presentation of house types on April 16,
1990. Intensive negotiations were held especially in 1991, where such details
as doorbells and the color of bathroom walls were on the agenda. As late as
March 5, 1992 house types were discussed but not decided. The houses were
never really accepted and individual changes were made as late as in mid-
1993, which caused project delays.
Type of issue/item: Space, time, social obligations, monetary.
Parties: CFE and El Comité.

Compensation: Restitution for houses and huts.
Dominant Reality: CFE determined the original house types. Each family
first made their own choice of type, but later they had to accept the house type
that each village as a unit chose, which was determined by the peasants. Upper
realities and lower realities.
Comment: A complicated discussion between the three villages as the people
decided at a general assembly that each village should have a distinct type of
house.
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Negotiated Item: Size of house plot.
Time: Negotiation completed on September 24, 1989.
Type of issue/item: Monetary.
Parties: Between CFE and El Comité.

Compensation: Restitution.
Dominant Reality: CFE and the peasants. Upper and lower reality.
Comment: CFE accepted the demand for 300 m2, 600 m2 and 900 m2 house
plots.

Negotiated Item: Name of new village.
Time: Discussion began on February 10, 1993. A general assembly was held
on February 14. A decision was made a week* later in Cadereyta.
Type of issue/item: Space, time.
Parties: Between the three villages.
Compensation: Decided by El Comité together with the authority in
Cadereyta.
Dominant Reality: Lower reality.
Comment: It started as a democratic process, but the name seems to have
been suggested by the municipal authorities in consultation with El Comité.
The name was 'ratified' at an ejidal assembly.

Negotiated Item: Spatial arrangement of new village.
Time: Began in 1990* and continued after the move in 1994 and 1997.
Type of issue/item: Space, time, social obligations.
Parties: Between the three villages.
Compensation:
Dominant Reality: Rancho Nuevo. Lower reality.
Comment: Intense negotiations between the villages.

Negotiated Item: The size and infrastructure of the new village.
Time: Negotiations began on September 24, 1989 and continued throughout
the project. Ended 1993*.
Type of issue/item: Space, time, social obligations, monetary.
Parties: Between CFE and El Comité.

Compensation: Restitution and cash payments.
Dominant Reality: CFE and the peasants.
Comment: Negotiations on details.

Negotiated Item: Number of churches in the new village.
Time: Negotiations began in 1990* and ended in 1993*.
Type of issue/item: Space, time, monetary.
Parties: Between CFE and El Comité and between Catholics and Adventists.

Compensation: Restitution and cash payments.
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Dominant Reality: The Catholics. Lower reality.
Comment: CFE tried to influence the decision and argued for one Catholic
church instead of three. Each village wanted their own church.

Negotiated Item: Water supply for the new village.
Time: Negotiations began in October, 1991* and continued throughout the
project. Ended in 1993*.
Type of issue/item: Space.
Parties: Between CFE and El Comité.

Compensation: Restitution.
Dominant Reality: CFE directed the negotiations. The peasants were aware
of the lack of water on the plateau, but did not have any alternatives. Upper
reality.
Comment: CFE built a pipeline from Tzequia and Taxhido, and a 2,000 m3
water tank outside the village. Each house was equipped with a water tank.
Water was rationed in the new village in 1994 and 1997. The peasants had
always argued that the water was not sufficient, while CFE argued that the
peasants had to learn to save water as did the rest of Mexico.

Negotiated Item: Irrigation of the farmland on the plateau.
Time: Negotiations began in 1987 and continued throughout the project.
Ended in February 1993* when the ranchos were sold. After CFE had left the
project the peasants wanted to initiate negotiations with the state government
in 1997.

Type of issue/item: Space, time, social obligations, monetary.
Parties: Between CFE and the peasants.
Compensation: Restitution.
Dominant Reality: CFE. Upper reality.
Comment: Irrigation was a key issue for the project and was closely
connected to the discussion about the restitution for the farmland. Nothing
came of the plans with the state as far as I know.

Negotiated Item: Water supply for the receiving villages on Mesa de Leon.
Time: Negotiations began on March 1, 1991. Date of completion unknown.
Type of issue/item: Social obligations.
Parties: Between CFE and El Comité and the valley peasants and the groups
on the plateau.
Compensation: Peasants. CFE argued this was an issue the peasant groups
had to solve among themselves, but CFE paid for the infrastructure.
Dominant Reality: Lower reality.
Comment: The receiving villages were part of the ejido, but had a
subordinated role. The new village was placed on one of their most important
wells. They had a contract with the valley people to use the river water.
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Negotiated Item: Change of individual house plots.
Time: The issue came up on the agenda on February 21 and on March 5,
1992. The changes were proposed by El Comité and accepted immediately.
Type of issue/item: Space, social obligations
Parties: Among peasant groups, and families.
Compensation:
Dominant Reality: El Comité. Lower reality
Comment: A map had been made deciding where people would live in the
new village. This original map was altered several times.

Negotiated Item: Small businesses.
Time: Negotiations began on February 21, 1992 and ended in February
1993.*

Type of issue/item: Social obligations, monetary.
Parties: Between peasant groups and CFE and El Comité.
Compensation: Restitution.
Dominant Reality: El Comité. Lower reality.
Comment: —

Negotiated Item: Restitution for farmland.
Time: Negotiations began in 1986/87. The first ejidal assembly was held on
April 12,1989. The peasants accepted the CFE-purchased ranches on October
29, 1989. Later they argued they had been tricked into signing the documents.
The peasants sold the ranches and accepted cash payments on April 2, 1993,
but they continued to bring up the issue at the negotiations in the spring of
1993.

Type of issue/item: Space, time, social obligations, monetary.
Parties: Between peasant groups and between CFE and El Comité.
Compensation: Restitution that was changed to cash compensation.
Dominant Reality: CFE and El Comité. (Many informants claimed that the
people were not part of this decision). Lower reality.
Comment: The land questions triggered deep social changes in the society —

the 'symbolic death' of the ejidatario.

Negotiated Item: Trees and harvests.
Time: Negotiations began in 1987*. The first agreement was made on August
2,1990 and the first indemnification was paid between September 2-16,1990.
In 1992 negotiations continued and final payments were made.
Type of issue/item: Monetary.
Parties: CFE and the peasants.
Compensation: Cash payments.
Dominant Reality: CFE began by dominating the process, but the peasants
(El Comité) did not accept their offer and turned to outside experts. Upper
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reality to lower reality.
Comment: A highly complicated negotiation issue. CFE negotiated about
objective trees. The peasants called their trees "our children" — a cultural key
symbol.

Negotiated Item: Representatives of the peasants.
Time: Negotiations began 1989*. Accepted on January 14, 1990.
Type of issue/item: Social obligations.
Parties: CFE and the peasants. Between the peasant groups.
Compensation:
Dominant Reality: CFE and the peasants. Between the peasant groups. Lower
reality.
Comment: A reorganization of the political organisation.

Source: Field information collected by Aronsson 1992-1997 and the following
documents: CFE (June 1992) and the World Bank Report (1994).
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Appendix 11. Estimated Number and Value of Poultry
Before Resettlement

Villages No. of

poultry
Estimated total
value (NMP)

Rancho Nuevo 2,700
Vista Hermosa 669

La Vega 239

Total 3,608 21,600
Source: Based on CFE 1989a: 164, Table 85. Inventario Ganadero Embalse Oueretaro
1989.
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Appendix 12. Estimated Number and Value of
Livestock Before Resettlement

Villages Cattle Goats Sheep Horses Pigs Total value

(NMP)
Rancho Nuevo 119 492 193 153 111

Vista Hermosa 113 629 82 146 328

La Vega 74 579 26 33 133

Total 306 1,700 301 332 572 657,800
Source: Based on CFE (1989a: 164, Table 85).
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Appendix 13. Residence Pattern in Rancho Nuevo
Before and After Resettlement

Case 1. Extended family A1 consisted of the mother and four sons with their
families. They lived in the lower part of the old village in a compound with
the mother's house in the middle and the sons' separate houses in a circle
around it. They did not share kitchen hut. In the new village they lived far
away from each other on separate streets as the sons' wives refused to live
close to each other. This extended family dispersed.

Case 2. Extended family A2 consisted of a married couple, their two married
and their two unmarried sons who lived on the same house plot in the middle
part of the old village in a compound that consisted of several buildings. The
couple and their unmarried sons lived in the main house. One married son
lived with his family on the second floor. Another married son and his family
lived in a smaller house that normally was rented to the physician in the
village clinic. Two more buildings were located on this same plot: a smaller
uninhabited house facing the main street and a shop. The households shared
a kitchen that was located in the main building. This extended family received
several new houses (also the unmarried sons without houses) in the new

village. The houses were all located on the same street, close to each other.
This extended family stayed together.

Case 3. Nuclear family A3 consisted of the parents and their two children in
their early teens. They lived in the upper part of the old village. A main house,
a separate kitchen hut and a bodega (shop) built in 1989 were located on their
plot. The wife argued desperately that in the new village she wanted to live
close to her parents who in the old village had lived in the lower part, close to
the river. Her husband forbad this and the wife and her parents now live in
almost diametrically different parts of the new village. This family objected
to the first place they had received in the new village. The husband argued that
he did not want to live close to "these people" — his future neighbors. El
Comité listened to his arguments and changed their place in the new village.
This family kept the original pattern in the sense that their spatial location was
the same (upper part of the old as well as the new village), but they modified
the pattern by changing neighbors.

Case 4. Extended family A4 consisted of the parents and their five married
sons' families. Their place in the old village is not known, but they lived on
the same plot with the parents in the main house and the sons' families each
in their own cuarto. (A cuarto is a sleeping hut made of blocks or organic
material). They shared kitchen and sanitary facilities. In the new village they
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lived on the same street in separate houses but they were not next-door-
neighbors. They had decided to separate the families because of the many

disputes between the women about their children. This extended family stayed
together in a modified residence pattern.

Case 5. Extended family A5 consisted of the parents and one unmarried son
and four married sons' families. All members, except for one married son,
lived in the middle part of the old village. They lived on the same plot, with
the main house in the middle and the married sons' houses in a half-circle
around it. The unmarried son lived together with the parents. They had
separate kitchens. The fourth married son lived in his own house further up in
the old village. In the new village the family had dispersed. Two brothers lived
in the same street; the other two lived in separate streets and the unmarried son
lived with the parents. The reason for the separation was the many disputes
between the wives.

Case 6. This female headed family (the husband had left the family) A6
consisted of the mother and her three married sons and one unmarried son.

They lived in the lower part of the village (abajo) close to the river. The
mother and the unmarried son lived in one house; the married sons with their
families lived in separate houses with their own kitchens. All the houses were
located on the same plot. In the new village the family had dispersed. The
mother and the unmarried son lived together in one house and one married son
lived next-door on the same street. The two other married sons lived on other
streets. The reason for the separation was that the women did not get on well
together.

Case 7. Extended family A7 consisted of the parents and two married sons.
They lived in the upper part of the old village with the parents in the main
house and the married sons each in their own habitation (a small house equal
to a cuarto) on the same plot. The sons were ejidatarios of the 3rd land
extension and they paid their innocencio.' In the new village they lived in the
same street as next-door-neighbors. This family stayed together.

Case 8. Extended family A8 consisted of the parents, four unmarried
grandchildren who called the grandparents "mother and father" and two
married sons and their families. They lived in a compound with the separate
houses built wall-to-wall, except for the oldest grandchild who had a cuarto
a few meters away from the main house. It was the most concentrated
compound in the old village. They had separate kitchens but they ate mostly
in the kitchen of the main house. Household tasks were shared. In the new

village this family half-dispersed. Both married sons lived a short distance
away from the parents. The reason for the separation was that one of the
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daughters-in-law and the mother had difficulties cooperating because their
"blood did not match", as they expressed it. The second wife had "returned to
her parents" because their son had left for the USA and had not returned and
many regarded the marriage as dissolved. In 1998 she sent me a letter telling
me that her husband had been killed in the USA.

Case 9. Extended family A9 consisted of the parents and one unmarried
daughter and her child, two married sons and their families, and one unmarried
son. In the old village they lived in the last houses, at the end of the village,
before the fruit orchards began. The wife claimed that their place was the best
in the entire village. The compound consisted of two traditional houses
(basurita) and two concrete-block houses. The houses had separate kitchens
but many of the meals were prepared in the traditional kitchen in one of the
basurita houses. The terrain was hilly and the houses were hidden from view,
but with in hearing distance of each other. In the new village this family was
placed on the edge of the Rancho Nuevo sector (facing the La Vega sector).
Two houses had been restituted and two had been indemnified. The houses
were located on a section of the street with all houses facing each other. They
had rebuilt the indemnified houses. This family stayed together.

Case 10. Extended family A10 consisted of the parents and two married sons
and their families. In the old village they lived in the lower parts ofthe village.
Each had their own house on the same plot. One house was empty because the
son lived in a nearby town. In the new village the family had dispersed. They
had chosen to live as far as possible from each other. The reason is not known.
One house was rented and one house was empty because the son continued to
live in the town.

Notes
1. Innocencio is a payment to the community and ejido for the 1) house, 2)faenas, 3)
cooperation for the school and clinic.
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actors in the resettlement project. I try to grasp and describe some of the items, events and
transformations that made up the negotiations during the implementation phase. My attempts
have been to show how highly dynamic, multileveled and multifaceted the negotiation process
was and how profound and extensive the impacts were in the resettled peasant society. Further-
more, I also demonstrate how a powerful national institution, the CFE, was affected by the
process and that an unexpected and dynamic field of social interaction developed between the
main actors during the most intense period of the implementation phase.

My main conclusion is that the resettled peasants faced a disarticulation of their
society. The experts dismantled their society and chopped it up into small defined units
(economic, political, social) with an emphasis on the material aspects (gate for gate, tree for
tree). The peasants' way of life was scrutinized, objectified, quantified and evaluated. It was
emptied of its cultural content and it became abstract and negotiable. The peasants, too, had to
take a step back and look at their society with new eyes. They had to make up their minds,
under the severe time pressure of the technical schedule for the building of the dam, which set
the agenda, what they wanted to do with their future lives. Under these circumstances, they had
to negotiate about cultural key symbols: the river, the land and the trees. This objectification,
which was necessary for the negotiations, seems to have unraveled a delicate underlying socio-
cultural fabric.

Throughout the thesis, I have emphasized an ethnographic perspective, even though
I have touched upon theoretical issues concerning time and space structures, events and trans-
formations within the local system. I seek this ethnographic specificity because I see it as a way
out of the simplistic duality of global contra local and as a way to avoid viewing the negotia-
tions as an inflexible, hierarchical one-way relation.

Key words: Mexico, resettlement, displacement, peasants, negotiations, time, space, develop-
ment.

Inga-LillAronsson, Department ofCulturalAnthropology andEthnology, Uppsala University,
Tràdgàrdsgatan 18, S-753 09 Uppsala, Sweden.
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